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John Baskerville was a man of many talents: japanner, calligrapher, 
letter-carver, typographer, printer and maker of beautiful books. All 

these aspects of his extraordinary career—and his colourful personality—are 
represented in this fine collection of essays. Yet while the books he printed are 
now seen as masterpieces, little research was undertaken on his techniques, 
milieu and legacy until the foundation of the Baskerville Society in 2011 and 
the conference that followed two years later. This brought together scholars 
from different disciplines, printers, curators and collectors under the wing 
of Birmingham City University and the University of Birmingham’s Centre 
for Printing History and Culture. At a time when we lament cuts to funding 
in the humanities, we must celebrate the energy of the Centre for Printing 
History, which has rapidly become a hub for dynamic original research.

Birmingham was Baskerville’s home, from his youth onwards, when he 
came to the town to make his way as a writing master in the late 1720s. 
Slight in build, flashy in dress, intense in spirit, eager and curious and 
quarrelsome at times, the young Baskerville was a canny businessman, 
sharing in Birmingham’s fortunes as it grew from a small metal-working town 
into an industrial power-house, exporting to Europe, Russia, America and 
the colonies. He made his name as a manufacturer of japanware, imitating 
oriental lacquer work—a booming luxury trade. With nothing to hold him 
back, he launched into experimenting with supreme confidence—a quality 
shared with the entrepreneurs, professional men and industrialists of the 
town’s Lunar Society, among them Dr William Small, James Watt and 
Matthew Boulton (to whom Baskerville, like many, lent money).

Foreword
Foreword
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The profits from his japanning let him launch in 1750 into his passion 
for type founding and printing. He was part of a network of West Midland 
designers, paper-makers and binders, but he also belonged to a wider world, 
the cultural map of the Enlightenment. Like Josiah Wedgwood, another 
member of the Lunar Society, he combined scientific enquiry and techno-
logical invention with art: improving the printing press and ink, using 
Whatman’s new wove paper and—controversially—glazing his pages, 
startling the world with his first book, Virgil’s Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis. His 
fine book production brought him into contact with writers like William 
Shenstone, and helped him develop close professional and personal ties with 
the London publisher William Dodsley. He suffered rebuffs and failure: his 
Cambridge Bible of 1763 was a commercial flop; London printers sneered at 
his origins, lack of education and alleged textual inaccuracy; and his bold 
freethinking, outspokenness and rough wit ruffled many feathers. Yet Basker-
ville’s reputation grew at home and abroad—Benjamin Franklin bought his 
books; Voltaire—whom he greatly admired—was a correspondent, and his 
influence on continental printers was considerable.

Several writers in this volume follow the Baskerville story into later 
years, beginning with the use of his type after his death by Robert Martin 
and Sarah Baskerville, and charting his reputation from the dismissal of 
the early nineteenth century, when his type fell out of use, to the twentieth 
century revival and the re-evaluation of his books. There are still avenues to 
be explored, not least the contribution of Baskerville’s wife Sarah, and the 
nature of his radical leanings. As the editors point out, this volume is only a 
beginning—and a brilliant one too, opening the door, I hope, for many more.

Jenny Uglow, 2017
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1707 Born in Wolverley, near Kidderminster in Worcestershire, the son 
of John Baskerville and his wife Sarah. Baptised on 28 January at 
Wolverley parish church.

1726/8 Moves to Birmingham and works as a writing master. He also 
works as a letter cutter of gravestones.

1729 Inherits Le Cock Inn from his father.

1733 First recorded in the parish levy books as holding a school in 
Edgbaston Street, Birmingham.

1738 Father dies.

1738 Begins to experiment with japanning, probably influenced by 
the success of the Birmingham industrialist, John Taylor, who 
introduced the process to the town.

1738 Moves to a larger house in Dale End, probably to provide space 
for his experiments.

1740 Leases a larger house at 22 Moor Street.

1742 Applies for and is granted the first patent for japanning (no. 582).

1747 Leases eight acres of land north-east of Birmingham where he 
builds a house, ‘Easy Hill’ and workshops.

1749 Appointed Overseer of the Highways in Birmingham.

1750s Joined by Sarah Eaves, a married woman with three children who 
had been deserted by her husband.

Timeline
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c.1750 Begins working as a printer and type founder.

1752 Corresponds with the London publisher and bookseller, Robert 
Dodsley, to whom he was probably introduced by his friend, the 
Halesowen poet and landscape designer, William Shenstone.

1754 Issues a prospectus for his first printed work, an edition of Virgil’s 
works.

1754 First description of Baskerville’s workshops and products by the 
Swedish visitor, Reinhold Rücker Angerstein. See Torsten Berg 
and Peter Berg (eds), R. R. Angerstein’s illustrated travel diary (London: 
Science Museum, 2001).

1757 Baskerville’s first publication, an edition of Virgil, printed.

1758 Appointed printer to the University of Cambridge.

1758 First meeting between Benjamin Franklin and Baskerville.

1761 Becomes High Bailiff of Birmingham.

1763 Baskerville’s folio Bible printed.

1764 Unable to make his printing a financial success, he withdraws 
from this aspect of his work.

1764 Marries Sarah Eaves at St Martin’s Church, Birmingham 
following the death of Sarah’s first husband.

1768 Begins printing again.

1775 Dies on 8 (or possibly 16) January. Following his wishes his body is 
buried in unconsecrated ground under a windmill in the garden 
at ‘Easy Hill’.

1779 Sarah Baskerville sells her husband’s punches and type to Pierre 
Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais to print the complete works of 
Voltaire on the continent.

1788 Sarah Baskerville dies.

1791 ‘Easy Hill’ is burnt during the Priestley Riots.

1820 Baskerville’s body is disinterred during the building of a canal 
and stored in Marton’s plumber’s shop for several years.

1829 Reinterred in a vault in Christ Church, Birmingham.

1898 Christ Church is demolished and Baskerville is again reinterred in 
Warstone Lane Cemetery, Birmingham, where his body remains.
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1

Baskerville, with its well-considered ‘proportions and design, its 
methods of thickening or thinning parts of a letter, and its sharper and 

more horizontal treatment of serifs’,1 is one of the world’s most widely used, 
enduring and influential typefaces. It was created by John Baskerville (1707–75), 
a printer, entrepreneur and artist who changed the course of type design and 
made eighteenth-century Birmingham a town without typographic equal.2 
Baskerville gained wealth and distinction as a manufacturer of japanware but 
it was only in the 1750s that he turned his attention to creating the typeface 
that bears his name. Baskerville was the ‘complete printer’, who considered 
all aspects of the craft by experimenting with casting and setting type, 
improving the construction of the printing press, developing a new kind of 
paper and refining the quality of inks. His did much to enhance the printing 
and publishing industries of his day in Britain and beyond. The books he 
created—from an edition of Virgil’s poetry in 1757 to his final publication, 
William Hunter’s magisterial, The anatomy of the gravid uterus of 1774—are 
recognised by printing historians, librarians and bibliophiles as masterpieces 
of the art and technology of book design and production.3

Yet, despite his importance, reputation and influence, Baskerville’s work 

 1 John Dreyfus, ‘The Baskerville punches, 1750–1950’, Into print: selected writings on printing 
history, typography and book production (London, 1994). 

 2 Caroline Archer-Parré, ‘Printing and the printed word’, in Carl Chinn and Malcolm 
Dick (eds), Birmingham: the workshop of the world (Liverpool, 2016).

 3 See Appendix 3 for a comparative bibliography of Baskerville’s publications.

Introduction
John Baskerville: Art and Industry of  

the Enlightenment

Caroline Archer-Parré and Malcolm Dick
Introduction
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and life remain underexplored and his significance beyond printing is 
unrecognised. To address this oversight, the Baskerville Society was founded 
in 2011 to promote further research, public awareness and understanding of 
Baskerville’s contribution not only to printing but also to the wider social, 
cultural and industrial landscape of the Enlightenment.4 The work undertaken 
by the Society, with the assistance of its international membership, is cross-
disciplinary and involves many fields including printing and typographic 
history, the history of the book, design, social and industrial history, metals 
and materials and bibliography. Its work is disseminated via a newsletter 
and through public lectures, exhibitions, visits, publications and scholarly 
conferences. Its work operates within the wider framework of the joint 
Birmingham City University and University of Birmingham Centre for 
Printing History and Culture.5

The first conference was organised in Birmingham in 2013.6 Over 
the course of two days an international community of academics and 
independent researchers, printers and designers, librarians, curators and 
archivists, scientists, artists and collectors gathered to hear scholars present 
their research into various aspects of Baskerville’s life and work. Papers 
considered, among other things: Baskerville’s products; his place within the 
book trade and print culture of the Enlightenment; how handwriting practice 
in the eighteenth century influenced Baskerville’s own hand and ultimately 
his typeface; the friends and networks which sustained him; his relationship 
with the wider world; and the lasting legacy of both Baskerville the man and 
Baskerville the typeface in the twentieth century. The conference was an 
attempt to discuss Baskerville beyond his role as printer and to place him in 
a broader context. Collectively the talks cast new light on his life and work 
and suggested new avenues for research. John Baskerville: Art and Industry of the 
Enlightenment contains a selection of papers presented at the conference plus 
specially commissioned chapters to provide a focused and comprehensive 
picture of the man himself, the contexts within which he operated, the nature 
and quality of his work as a printer and his influence and legacy. Several 
appendices provide additional evidence to support the work of students of 
printing history and culture.

John Baskerville: Art and Industry of the Enlightenment is timely and important. 
It is the first substantial exploration of Baskerville and his work since 
Frank  E. Pardoe’s biography in 1975, and coincides with the anniversary 

 4 Centre for Printing History and Culture: http://www.cphc.org.uk/baskerville-society.
 5 The Centre for Printing History and Culture: http://www.cphc.org.uk/.
 6 ‘Industry and genius: John Baskerville, art, industry and technology in the Enlight-

enment’, held at Woodbrooke Quaker Study Centre, Birmingham, 6–7 April 2013.

http://www.cphc.org.uk/baskerville
http://www.cphc.org.uk
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of his birth, 310 years ago in 1707.7 While recognising the aesthetic quality 
and originality of his book design and production, it moves beyond a purely 
celebratory approach and draws attention to the research, methodologies 
and findings of historians in recent years. At the same time, several of 
the chapters argue for Baskerville’s originality, innovation and importance 
within the cultural canon of book production. Those chapters that deal, for 
example, with his experiments in handwriting, binding, marbling and design 
of Greek printing types, while they invite positive reappraisals of Baskerville’s 
contributions in these specific areas, they do so in order to reconsider his 
work against previously critical (and unchallenged) assessments. The authors 
address the polymathic complexity of the man and his impact, and provide 
starting points for further investigation and re-evaluation.

The publication is structured in a particular way: Chapter 1 uncovers the 
ways in which Baskerville has been interpreted since his death; Chapters 
2–5 place his life, work and networks within their cultural, geographical and 
industrial contexts; Chapters 6–9 explore his contributions as a calligrapher, 
designer of type and creator of endpapers and bindings. Finally, chapters 10 
and 11, look at aspects of his impact and significance.

The first chapter by Malcolm Dick considers the ways in which 
Baskerville has been interpreted since the eighteenth century. Celebrated as 
a genius by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century historians of Birmingham, 
he was, however, excoriated by others for his allegedly lowly origins, lack of 
education and unconventional morality and beliefs. The revival of interest in 
the quality of his typeface design at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries led to biographical and bibliographical studies which added to our 
knowledge of his work as a ‘complete printer’. These were important studies, 
but they resulted in a narrowing of our appreciation of Baskerville. He 
became, almost entirely, the subject of students of printing and book design 
and was largely ignored by economic, social and cultural historians. Basker-
ville’s importance as an industrialist, contributor to the Enlightenment and 
the significance of his books as cultural artefacts provide new ways of seeing 
the man and his works.

One of the new ways of seeing Baskerville is to locate him and his work 
within the ‘Urban Renaissance’ in eighteenth-century provincial England. 
John Hinks in Chapter 2 explores ‘the production of books and other printed 
materials, and the acquisition and consumption of print’ at the time and 
relates these themes to the cultural, industrial and intellectual evolution 
of Birmingham. Hinks also places the man within the development of 
the Industrial Enlightenment: as a savant (thinker) and fabricant (maker), 

 7 Frank E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder and printer (London, 1975).
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Baskerville was a key player in the locality who contributed to both print 
culture and the business of print production. This contextual chapter adds to 
our understanding of Baskerville within time and place.

A different approach, applying detailed archival and topographical 
analysis, is provided by George Demidowicz in Chapter 3, which shows 
how a focus on place, home and workplace reveals Baskerville’s life in new 
ways. First, he convincingly identifies a new location for Baskerville’s birth in 
Wolverley, Worcestershire and charts the familial relationships that shaped 
his socio-economic background. Many questions remain unanswered, such 
as where and how he was educated and why he left his childhood home for 
Birmingham, but this newly identified evidence helps in understanding his 
origins, how family and locality influenced his subsequent life and why he 
may have left his birthplace. Second, through an examination of rate books 
and maps, among other primary sources, Demidowicz charts the places in 
Birmingham where Baskerville lived and worked from his early experience 
as a writing master to the successful businessman who lived in a mansion 
at Easy Hill on the outskirts of the town. None of Baskerville’s residences 
survives, but the author is able to locate his rise in wealth and status within 
the changing geography of a rapidly changing town.

Yvonne Jones in Chapter 4 is the first historian to illuminate in detail 
Baskerville’s activity as a manufacturer of japanware. Using limited printed 
and archival primary evidence, including the accounts of visitors to his 
premises, Jones looks at the beginnings of his business, the technology he 
used, the type of products he manufactured, his employment of apprentices 
and the significance of the profits of his business for underwriting his unprof-
itable printing activities. In previous accounts of Baskerville, his japanning 
has largely been portrayed as supporting his work as a typographer and 
creator of books. Jones shows that his japanware business was important in 
its own right by making a vital contribution to a Birmingham and Black 
Country industry which flourished well into the nineteenth century.

Baskerville had humble origins and through a combination of determi-
nation, skills and luck he made his way in an urban society which provided 
opportunities to the ambitious. In Chapter 5, Susan Whyman considers 
Baskerville’s social networks and compares him with another self-educated 
‘rough diamond’, the local historian and businessman, William Hutton. 
Whyman explores how Baskerville benefited from connections with those 
individuals who provided him with status, identity and support in helping 
him to realise his ambitions. He also mixed with individuals who had received 
more formal education, including the Oxford-educated William Shenstone, 
the poet and landscape designer, and Robert Dodsley, the publisher. They 
helped to shape his choice of books to print and his wider publishing 
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activities. Whyman concludes that Baskerville, like Hutton, had confidence 
to experiment with new ideas, outside of formal institutional structures, and 
helped to shape an emerging print-based mass culture.

Much of Baskerville’s life is shrouded in mystery, particularly his early 
years. It is known, however, that he was both a teacher of writing and a 
carver of headstones: a slate that hangs in the Library of Birmingham 
advertises Baskerville’s services in writing and letter-carving. In the archives 
there are also examples of Baskerville’s handwriting, which survive in letters 
to friends and acquaintances. These letters have previously been examined 
simply for the light they shed on his relationships and business. Baskerville’s 
hand, however, has been neither scrutinised for its style nor assessed in 
regard to the typeface. In Chapter 6, Ewan Clayton considers Baskerville’s 
handwriting and his lettering and presents the evidence for his relationship 
with the writing masters of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In doing 
so, Clayton sheds new light on the antecedents of Baskerville’s typeface and 
demonstrates, in particular, how his handwriting influenced the design of his 
lowercase.

Although Baskerville is esteemed by both modern typographic historians 
and practitioners, he was less well-regarded by the eighteenth-century English 
printing trade. His contemporaries first condemned and then dismissed 
him as an uneducated amateur and a provincial with little or nothing to 
contribute to the progress of printing. This disapprobation was particularly 
fierce when directed toward his Greek type and serves to highlight the 
eighteenth-century divide between the metropolitan and provincial, profes-
sional and ‘amateur’ and university and town. While Baskerville’s roman 
has been the subject of much discussion by both academics and the trade, 
and its value reassessed and reputation redeemed, Baskerville’s Greek has 
received much less attention. To address this, in Chapter 7, Gerry Leonidas 
considers the eighteenth century’s reception of Baskerville’s Greek and the 
continued arguments against the typeface in order to discover the cause 
of the typographic attack and whether it was justified. Leonidas finds the 
criticism to be unwarranted and the arguments misplaced, and carefully lays 
out a case for re-presenting Baskerville’s Greek as an important and logical 
evolution in the development of Greek typefaces.

Just as Baskerville’s typographic experiments earned him the disapproval of 
the eighteenth-century printing trade, so too did his trials in the manufacture 
of marbled endpapers. Disregarded by the eighteenth-century book trade 
and dismissed by subsequent paper historians, Baskerville’s end papers have 
generally been disdained as amateurish, inconsistent and lacking in both 
technical and aesthetic proficiency. In Chapter 8, Barry McKay and Diana 
Patterson, however, re-evaluate Baskerville’s marbled paper and suggest it 
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was the result of considered experimentation, which, rather than following 
popular European trends in marbling, may have been influenced by a lesser-
known Ottoman Turkish form of marbling known as yazali-ebrû. McKay 
and Patterson conclude that Baskerville’s marbled paper should be viewed 
as a considered and reasoned trial rather than an unsophisticated and failed 
experiment, which, although unacceptable to the eighteenth-century eye, 
can now be understood as being ahead of its time. While much work is still 
required, this chapter suggests directions for future research by indicating 
that Baskerville’s influences extended beyond Europe.

Baskerville’s concern with the finishing of his books also extended to the 
techniques and materials required for their binding. In Chapter 9, through 
the identification and detailed technical analysis of the so-called ‘Baskerville 
bindings’, Aurélie Martin re-assesses the extent to which Baskerville may 
have been involved in the practical aspect of binding. Martin considers all 
aspects of the ‘Baskerville bindings’ and describes their end-leaf construction, 
marbled edges, the structures and materials used, and details such as tools, 
rolls and spine labels. The evidence leads Martin to conclude that the 
‘Baskerville bindings’ are sufficiently consistent to suggest that Baskerville 
was either working with one binder or with a single workshop, albeit currently 
unidentified. More importantly, Baskerville, and the binder he employed, 
had an awareness of the latest trends in fine bookbinding and were willing to 
produce high-quality bindings to complement the excellence of the printing.

The success of Baskerville’s publications was dependent upon the marriage 
of all their parts, and in producing his books Baskerville considered two 
aspects: the design of the materials and the design for which these materials 
were used and blended together. It was through the combination of these 
elements that Baskerville’s skill, taste and discrimination were revealed. 
In Chapter 10 Martin Killeen demonstrates how this marriage of parts 
was neither understood nor appreciated by Baskerville’s contemporaries or 
immediate successors. Killeen journeys through the work of other English 
printers who used Baskerville’s type between 1767 and 1790 and assesses their 
typographic abilities. He finds them wanting. Robert Martin was the only 
other printer to use Baskerville type during the printer’s own lifetime; after 
his death his widow, Sarah, printed two books using her husband’s type; and 
several other local printers also used Baskerville’s type with varying degrees 
of success. Killeen argues that these professional printers lacked both the 
aesthetic appreciation and the technical skills which made Baskerville’s books 
‘perfect’.

After Baskerville’s death, his typeface fell out of use and was all but 
forgotten until its commercial revival in the early twentieth century. 
Baskerville’s books, however, did not suffer the same neglect, and among 
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connoisseurs of book collecting they remained objects of desire. In the final 
chapter, Caroline Archer-Parré considers the Cambridge-based Baskerville 
Club whose members were avid admirers and collectors of Baskerville’s 
books; their bibliographical research encouraged the ‘fashionable Cambridge 
cult of the Baskerville press’. Archer-Parré explores the degree to which the 
Club spearheaded the twentieth-century revival of interest in Baskerville; its 
role in laying the foundations upon which subsequent scholarly Baskerville 
activity has been built; and the extent to which it influenced the development 
and progress of bibliographical studies.

John Baskerville: Art and Industry of the Enlightenment provides the most 
substantial picture of Baskerville and his importance to date and shows the 
value of different disciplinary and methodological approaches for making 
sense of the man and his merchandise in time and place. The chapters 
explore how he has been interpreted, locate him within the urban and 
industrial culture of the eighteenth century, clarify his origins and networks 
and cast light upon his activity as a writing teacher, typographer, designer 
of books and printer. They also probe aspects of his legacy and significance. 
There is more to be done. Baskerville’s biography deserves further inspection 
to uncover more about his relationships, including the contributions of his 
wife, Sarah, his work at Cambridge University Press, his free-thinking and 
connections with the local, national and international radical political cultures 
of the third quarter of the eighteenth century. The archival analysis which 
underpins many of the chapters indicates what can be achieved through 
historical research. Technical scrutiny of how he created his type and books 
is also in its infancy. The messages his books conveyed to the subscribers who 
supported him and the consumers who purchased them offer another line of 
enquiry. Baskerville’s influence on printing, especially overseas, is an area 
for research to cement our knowledge of an individual whose reach extended 
beyond the West Midlands to the rest of Britain and abroad, and contributed 
so much to the art and industry of the past.
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1

The Topographies of  
a Typographer

Mapping John Baskerville since  
the Eighteenth Century

Malcolm Dick 
Mapping John Baskerville

For scholars of printing history John Baskerville’s status as a 
giant of typography, book design and production is assured. By the late 

twentieth century, however, whilst he remained a genius for his biographers, 
he was almost totally ignored by economic, social and cultural historians. 
Baskerville has been typecast as a man of print, but he has a wider signif-
icance within the Enlightenment, industrialisation and consumer culture, 
which merits further investigation. This exploration of Baskerville’s reputation 
since his death uncovers a series of divergent approaches taken by British 
and American writers at different times and in different disciplines.1 It 
considers how perspectives have changed by charting the shifting topography 
of Baskerville studies since the eighteenth century. The focus is both chrono-
logical and thematic. It studies the largely, but not entirely, celebratory work 
of Baskerville’s immediate biographers, the emergence of a scholarly but 
eulogistic approach to his work in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, and, in contrast, how economic, social and cultural historians have 
approached or failed to approach the man. Finally, the chapter looks at how 
Baskerville studies might journey forward, to uncover underlying layers and 
structures, the stratigraphy, which can lead to new research in the future. 

 1 Baskerville’s reception and influence abroad, including the politicisation of his life and 
type in Revolutionary France, provide other routes of investigation, which lie outside 
the focus of this chapter. 

I am grateful for the comments of Caroline Archer-Parré, Sally Baggott, Kate Croft and 
Ruth Watts on earlier versions of this chapter.
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In so doing, it not only maps how Baskerville has been interpreted, but also 
charts the ways in which historical reputations can be shaped, ignored or 
remade.

Baskerville’s eighteenth- and  
nineteenth-century reputations

The creation of Baskerville’s reputation as a printer was communicated 
both during and after his lifetime. In 1751, a poem, ‘Industry and 

genius’, published in Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, celebrated Baskerville’s  
inventiveness:

B——! in whom, tho’ rare, unite,
The Spirit of Industrie and eke the Ray
Of bright inventive Genius …2

Between 1760 and 1767, the masthead of Aris’s Birmingham Gazette was set in 
Baskerville,3 a feature which recognised the printer’s importance for local 
communications in Birmingham and, perhaps, how Baskerville through his 
type provided a public face for the town. An obituary in the same newspaper in 
1775 established the leitmotif of Baskerville’s posthumous reputation, namely 
the excellence of his print: ‘Died. On Monday last, at Easy Hill in this Town, 
Mr John Baskerville; whose memory will be perpetuated, by the Beauty and 
Elegance of his Printing, which he carried to a very great Perfection’.4 Less 
than ten years after his death, William Hutton,5 Birmingham’s first historian, 
provided a substantial account and assessment, which re-emphasised the 
theme of the obituary. He mentioned Baskerville’s birth in Wolverley, Worces-
tershire, his early career as a writing master and his success as a maker 
of japanware, which enabled him to purchase an estate, Easy Hill, on the 
outskirts of Birmingham. He referred to Baskerville’s predilection for ‘show’ 
and conspicuous consumption, his sense of humour, ‘peevish temper’ and his 
‘aversion to Christianity’. Most importantly, however, Hutton stressed how 

 2 ‘Industry and genius; or, the origins of Birmingham: a fable, attempted in the manner 
of Spencer; inscribed to Mr B’, Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 21 January 1751. The claim 
that the poem was inscribed to Baskerville is made in John A. Langford, A century of 
Birmingham life or a chronicle of local events from 1741 to 1841 (Birmingham, 1870), 40.

 3 Frank E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder and printer (London, 1975).
 4 Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 23 January 1775.
 5 Christopher R. Elrington, ‘Hutton, William (1723–1815)’, Oxford dictionary of national 

biography, 2004; online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/14317; 
accessed 21 August 2015.

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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Baskerville as a printer and typographer ‘spent a fortune of opulence, and a 
life of genius, in carrying to perfection the greatest of all human inventions’. 
His ‘productions’—his type—‘slighted by his country, were hawked over 
Europe, in quest of a bidder’, until ‘this valuable property’ was purchased 
by the French. ‘Invention’, he claimed, ‘seldom pays the inventor’.6 As in 
the obituary, Hutton used the word perfection to describe the quality of 
Baskerville’s work, but, more substantially, he had created a theme which 
recurred in subsequent evaluations of Baskerville up to the present: that of 
the imaginative creator, sacrificing his income for his art, whose work was not 
recognised in his own country.

This heroic perspective was also pursued by others. The Liverpool printer 
and poet, John M’Creery,7 celebrated the typographer in his poem, The press 
(1803). Birmingham, wrote M’Creery, had a reputation for ‘riots and crimes’, 
a reference to the destructive effects of the Priestley Riots of 1791, when Easy 
Hill, Baskerville’s former residence, was destroyed by fire; but the town would 
be redeemed by Baskerville’s reputation:

O Baskerville! The anxious wish was thine
Utility with beauty to combine;
To bid the o’erweening thirst for gain subside,
Improvement all thy wish and all thy pride.
When Birmingham for riots and for crimes,
Shall meet the keen reproach of future times,
Then shall she find among our honoured race
One name to save her from entire disgrace.8

Some eighty years later, the American consul in Birmingham, Elihu Burritt,9 
with the benefit of a longer historical perspective, compared Baskerville’s 
importance to that of James Watt. He ‘was to the printing-press what Watt 
was to the steam-engine. Indeed, from Caxton’s day to this, England has not 
produced such another hero of typography’.10 Baskerville’s significance was 
set upon the printed page.

These eulogies did not pass uncontested in the late-eighteenth and early-
nineteenth centuries. Other commentators criticised his character. Writing 

 6 William Hutton, An history of Birmingham, 6th edn (London and Birmingham, 1835), 
195–7.

 7 Peter Isaac, ‘M’Creery, John (1768–1832)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004: 
www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/17405; accessed 21 August 2015.

 8 John McCreery, ‘The press’, a poem, published as a specimen of typography (Liverpool, 1803).
 9 Peter T. Marsh, ‘Burritt, Elihu (1810–1879)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004; 

online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/105131; accessed 21 
August 2015.

 10 Elihu Burritt, Walks in the Black Country and its green borderland (London, 1869), 24. 

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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in 1785, ‘Viator’, in the European Magazine, claimed on the basis of personal 
acquaintance that he could not wholly agree with Hutton’s assessment of 
Baskerville:

It is true he was very ingenious in mechanics, but it is also well known he was 
extremely illiterate, and his jokes and sarcasms on the Bible, with which his 
conversation abounded, shewed the most contemptible ignorance of eastern 
history and manners, and indeed of everything. He could not spell himself, 
and knew not who could.11

‘Viator’ thus attacked Baskerville’s alleged poor education, anti-Christian 
stance and lack of knowledge. The biographer and antiquary, John 
Chambers, writing in 1820, was also critical.12 His narrative biography, based 
on quotations from various authors, included a summary of his own views:

he was very eccentric and idle in the extreme, but his invention was active; he 
could well design, but procured others to execute … I have to regret that, in 
his will … he unblushingly avows, not only his disbelief of, but his contempt 
for revealed religion.13

Others went further than a grudging recognition of his technical skills and 
denigrated his typographical abilities. H. R. Tedder noted these critical views 
in his biographical entry on Baskerville in the 1885 edition of the Dictionary 
of national biography: ‘The fame of Baskerville spread throughout Europe; but 
it cannot be denied that the opinion of contemporary experts was somewhat 
unfavourable to his type’.14 One of these experts, E. R. Mores, wrote in 1778 
that Baskerville:

made some attempts at letter-cutting, but desisted and with good reason. The 
Greek cut by him or his for the Univ[ersity] of Oxf[ord] is execrable. Indeed, he 
can hardly claim a place amongst letter-cutters; his typographical excellence lay 
more in trim glossy paper to dim the sight.15

Tedder was a librarian and historian.16 His entry on Baskerville recorded 
how by the late Victorian period views of the typographer became more 

 11 ‘Viator’, European Magazine, December 1785, 463.
 12 John Chambers, Biographical illustrations of Worcestershire (Worcester, 1820), 369–83.
 13 Chambers, Worcestershire, 374–5.
 14 Henry Richard Tedder, ‘Baskerville, John (1706–1775)’, in Leslie Stephen and Sidney 

Lee (eds), Dictionary of National Biography, 1885–1900, vol. 3, Baker to Beadon (London, 
1885), 364. 

 15 Edward Rowe Mores, A dissertation upon English typographical founders and founderies (1778), 
81.

 16 Sarah Dodgson, ‘Tedder, Henry Richard (1850–1924)’, Oxford dictionary of national 
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positive. In 1876, one hundred years after Baskerville’s death, an article in the 
specialist journal Printers’ Register reasoned:

Every book was a masterpiece; a gem of typographic art. Baskerville’s type was 
remarkably clear and elegant. His paper was of a very fine thick quality, but 
rather yellow in colour. His ink had a rich purple-black tint, and the uniformity 
of colour throughout his books testifies to the care taken in printing every sheet.17

Tedder’s short, precise and even-handed review offered a substantial account 
of Baskerville, based on evidence and differing opinions. In particular, by 
giving what he believed to be a complete list of Baskerville’s publications, 
he contributed to the scholarly pursuit of Baskerville studies in the twentieth 
century. Indeed, the first published pamphlet of Cambridge University’s 
Baskerville Club was an updating of Tedder’s list.18 It is not surprising that 
librarians, printers and bibliophiles celebrated Baskerville’s products at a 
time when the book had become not only a utilitarian means of conveying 
information but a product of artisanal skill in an advanced industrial society 
and a cultural investment for libraries and private collectors.

The late-nineteenth century also witnessed the strengthening of Basker-
ville’s local reputation when he became part of Birmingham’s self-image 
as a centre for enterprise, invention and industry. Samuel Timmins, the 
Birmingham hardware manufacturer and bibliophile, was one of several 
activists in the Victorian town committed to the pursuit of a civic gospel 
of social improvement.19 His progressive version of the town’s history in his 
Resources, products and industrial history of Birmingham (1866) projected a positive 
vision of the past. He presented a pantheon of heroes who were responsible 
for Birmingham’s contribution to civilisation. Alongside Matthew Boulton, 
James Watt, William Murdock and the Lunar Society, John Baskerville’s 
significance was distinctive:

Great as the triumphs of the art of printing have been, and numerous as 
are the laurels which Birmingham has won, there are few nobler chapters 
in our local story than those which record how, a century ago, in a material 

biography, 2004; online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/48845; 
accessed 18 August 2015.

 17 Quoted in Tedder, ‘Baskerville, John’, 385.
 18 Philip Gaskell, John Baskerville: a bibliography (Cambridge, 1959), xiii. For the Baskerville 

Club, see Cambridge University Library, Department of Manuscripts and University 
Archives, Baskerville Club: Minutes and Papers, 1903–31, MS Add. 6673; and 
Caroline Archer-Parré’s chapter in this volume. 

 19 Stephen Roberts, ‘Timmins, Samuel (1826–1902)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography; 
online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/104869; accessed 18 
August 2015.

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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and commercial age, John Baskerville made our town famous throughout 
the civilised world for the production of the best and greatest works of man, 
in a style which has rarely been equalled, and even now, has never been 
surpassed.20

Timmins celebrated Birmingham’s contribution to civilisation. In his 
substantial history of Birmingham in 1880, the librarian, Robert Kirkup 
Dent, who dedicated his book to Timmins,21 devoted a chapter to Baskerville. 
Other ‘Birmingham worthies’, including Boulton, Watt and Murdock, were 
collectively featured in chapters with more general titles, but the typographer 
received special treatment; it is no surprise that a librarian commemorated a 
maker of books.22 Dent praised the quality of Baskerville’s publications, which 
‘have become famous not merely among the librarians and literati of Europe, 
but throughout the world, among booklovers everywhere’.23 He finished 
by quoting Timmins’s eulogy of 1866.24 Dent’s revised history of the town, 
published in 1894, re-emphasised Baskerville’s importance.25 Dent’s books 
were substantial popular histories of Birmingham and provided a benchmark 
for perceptions of Baskerville into the twentieth century.

The twentieth century

During the twentieth century, Baskerville became the subject of 
specialist biographies which projected his reputation both nationally 

and internationally. The first in 1907 devoted to the man and his work 
was jointly authored by Dent, who had inherited Timmins’s collection of 
Baskerville materials,26 and Ralph Straus, a Cambridge-educated biographer, 
bibliophile, novelist and owner of a private printing press.27 Straus had, 

 20 Samuel Timmins, ‘The industrial history of Birmingham’, in S. Timmins (ed.), The 
resources, products and industrial history of Birmingham and the Midlands hardware district 
(London, 1866), 217. For Timmins’s eulogy of the great men of Birmingham, see 
pp. 216–22.

 21 Robert K. Dent, Old and new Birmingham: a history of the town and its people (Birmingham, 
1880), dedicatory page.

 22 Dent, Old and new Birmingham, 114–19. 
 23 Dent, Old and new Birmingham, 116.
 24 Dent, Old and new Birmingham, 119.
 25 Robert K. Dent, The making of Birmingham, being the rise and growth of the midland metropolis 

(Birmingham and London, 1894), 101–5. 
 26 Ralph Straus and Robert K. Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir (Cambridge, 1907), 

Preface, v. Timmins’s collection is held by the Library of Birmingham.
 27 Sandra Kemp, Charlotte Mitchell and David Trotter, Edwardian fiction; an Oxford 
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according to Dent, ‘an intimate technical knowledge of the Baskerville types, 
enabling him to deduce new and interesting theories as to the extent to which 
these famous types were used’.28 Their book was published in London by 
Chatto & Windus and printed at Cambridge University Press, which showed 
that Baskerville had acquired more than a local significance. The biography 
was based on historical research, extensively footnoted, and illustrated with 
plates and transcripts of manuscripts. It also contained a bibliography of 
books known to have been printed by Baskerville or which appeared to be 
printed with his type. This work was scholarly in format, but sang his praises:

Printers and type-founders alike are indebted to his inventive genius. He 
embarked upon an undertaking which was typical of the Birmingham, as of 
the England, of his day, and he may be bracketed—as artist and mechanic—
with those fine workers who, no more than some half-dozen men of the 
Midlands, made the England of the eighteenth century what it was.29

The authors also implied that his genius was not only practical and artistic, 
but strategic as well:

Baskerville’s proposals … took shape … There was to be a new typography, 
and for its introduction four points had to be taken into consideration. These 
were, first the character of the types themselves; secondly there was the press, 
thirdly the paper and ink, and lastly the actual mode of printing.30

His first book, they claimed, was a work of genius which compared favourably 
with any other creation of Birmingham manufacturing: ‘The Virgil of 1757 may 
with justice be called one of the most brilliant productions of Birmingham’.31

Baskerville also attracted interest in the USA. In 1914, Josiah Henry 
Benton, an American author, lawyer and President of the Trustees of Boston 
Public Library,32 published his biography of Baskerville.33 He collected 
Baskerville imprints and was invited by the President of the Boston Society 
of Printers to prepare a paper on Baskerville, from which the book emerged.34 

companion (Oxford, 1997), 376–7. Straus became a member of Cambridge’s Baskerville 
Club in 1913. 

 28 Straus and Dent, Baskerville, Preface, v.
 29 Straus and Dent, Baskerville, 63. 
 30 Straus and Dent, Baskerville, 15.
 31 Straus and Dent, Baskerville, 29.
 32 Anon., ‘Illustrated catalogue of…the private library of the late John Benson, to be sold 

by order of Mrs Benson … on March 11th 1920’. 
 33 Josiah H. Benton, John Baskerville: type-founder and printer, 1706–1775 (Boston, 1914). 
 34 Benton, John Baskerville: type-founder and printer, note following the title page. 
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Benton provided his own panegyric by claiming that Baskerville was to 
printing what Michelangelo was to sculpture:

He conceived the idea of a perfect book, such as had not been printed in 
England … He conceived the book as an artist conceives a statue before he 
strikes a blow with his chisel into the marble. It was wonderful that he should 
have done so … Everything shows that he wrought in the true artistic spirit: 
having conceived the thing to be done, he proceeded to do it … He cut the 
type; he made the ink and improved the press; he devised the paper; and from 
start to finish the work was his.35

In the early decades of the twentieth century, interest in Baskerville 
broadened among both writers and practitioners. There was a revival in 
the use of the type on both sides of the Atlantic, over one hundred years 
after his original printing equipment was sold to France in 1779 and lost to 
publishing in the English-reading world.36 In 1909, the Sheffield type foundry 
Stephenson Blake and Co. announced it was once again casting founts of 
Baskerville; the American Type Founders Co. provided a newly designed 
Baskerville type in 1915; and in 1924 the Monotype Corporation produced 
a typeface based on Baskerville’s Great Primer.37 Another biography was a 
result of the revival, written by William Bennett, printed in two volumes and 
published by the City of Birmingham School of Printing in 1937.38 Like its two 
predecessors, it was a respectful narrative which paid tribute to Baskerville 
as a great typographer. It was grounded in primary material and reproduced 
original sources. Bennett celebrated the design of Baskerville’s typeface, 
reflecting the advocacy of the aesthetic quality of his work in the two previous 
biographies and the activities of bibliophiles and book collectors in Britain 
and the USA. His publication was beautifully produced using Monotype 
Baskerville by pre-apprentices at the Birmingham School of Printing under 
the direction of Leonard Jay, Head of the School from 1925 to 1953, who also 
wrote the Foreword.39 The Birmingham School of Printing issued a total of 
seven titles celebrating the life and work of Baskerville, not just as a scholarly 

 35 Benton, John Baskerville: type-founder and printer, 62–3.
 36 John Dreyfus, ‘The Baskerville punches’, Library, ser. 5, vol. 5 (1951), 26–48. 
 37 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 167; Judy Slinn, Sebastian Carter and 

Richard Southall, History of the Monotype corporation (London, 2014), 215.
 38 William Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer: his press, relations, and friends, 2 

vols (Birmingham, 1937–9).
 39 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, Foreword by Leonard Jay; The 

typographic hub, ‘Leonard Jay’: www.typographichub.org/research/entry/leonard-
jay-project/; accessed 21 August 2015; Leonard Jay, Letters of the famous eighteenth-century 
printer, John Baskerville of Birmingham, together with a bibliography of works printed by him at 
Birmingham (Birmingham, 1932).

www.typographichub.org/research/entry/leonard
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exercise but as a demonstration of the relevance of Baskerville type to the 
printer.40 Jay and the School of Printing were instrumental in sustaining and 
enhancing Baskerville’s reputation as a typographer and printer in the early 
twentieth century. In 1959, Philip Gaskell, building upon the scholarly work 
of the Baskerville Club, Straus and Dent, Benton, Bennett and Jay, compiled 
a bibliography, an essential research tool for Baskerville scholars.41 Described 
by Nicolas Barker as ‘the pied piper of bibliography’, Gaskell led, where 
others followed.42

Frank E. Pardoe published in 1975 the most substantial biography of 
Baskerville of the twentieth century. It owed a great deal to Gaskell’s work, 
but as a profile of the man Pardoe continued the celebratory tone of his 
predecessors. Among the ‘great names’ of printers and typographers (Caxton 
to Morison), he claimed, ‘there is no one who can match even the breadth of 
Baskerville’s experience’, and asserted:

Baskerville designed the type; he cast it and set it; he improved the design 
of the printing-press; he made experiments in paper-making and the use of 
paper—even if he did not manufacture it—the ink he made was the envy of his 
contemporaries; he designed the books he printed; he published books and he 
printed books for other men to publish … It is surely time that he is recognised 
for what he was: the greatest printer England has ever produced.43

Since then there has been no new biography, though James Mosley provided 
a summary of his life, which is widely available electronically. Based on 
studies from Straus and Dent to Pardoe, he focused on Baskerville as a printer 
and type founder and his innovations in presses, ink and the use of paper. It 
serves as a distillation of how printing historians see Baskerville in the early 
twenty-first century.44

 40 These were Hans H. Bockwitz, Baskerville in letters (Birmingham, 1933); 
Hans H. Bockwitz, Baskerville in the judgement of German contemporaries (Birmingham, 
1937); Thomas Cave, John Baskerville: the printer 1706–75, his ancestry, a retrospect 
(Birmingham, 1936); Leonard Jay, Letters of… John Baskerville (Birmingham, 1932); 
Leonard Jay, Literature relating to John Baskerville and miscellaneous items in the reference 
library (Birmingham, 1937); Benjamin Walker, The resting places of John Baskerville 
(Birmingham, 1944).

 41 Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography.
 42 Nicolas Barker, ‘Philip Gaskell: Accomplished scholar of books and their history’, 

Guardian, 11 September 2001: www.theguardian.com/news/2001/sep/11/guardiano-
bituaries.humanities; accessed 5 July 2017.

 43 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, xiii–xiv.
 44 James Mosley, ‘Baskerville, John (1706–1775)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 

2004; online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/1624; accessed 
18 August 2015.

www.theguardian.com/news/2001/sep/11/guardianobituaries.humanities
www.theguardian.com/news/2001/sep/11/guardianobituaries.humanities
www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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These biographies have shared characteristics. They were scholarly 
productions based on an extensive use of surviving primary material, 
including his letters and books. But these sources were perceived through 
the refracting prism of Baskerville as a great man, they were celebratory 
and emphasised his national and international significance as a typographer, 
printer and publisher, but they paid little attention to the historical context: 
the local and national industrial and cultural worlds which helped to shape 
his life and work. His interests beyond typography and printing were barely 
mentioned, including his work as a japanner and his involvement in the 
wider political and cultural life of Birmingham and Warwickshire. The 
importance of his connections with cultural figures and the networks in 
which he played a part were largely bypassed, except for his relationships 
with Robert Dodsley and Benjamin Franklin, who supported his work as 
a typographer and printer.45 These studies failed to explore Baskerville’s 
significance beyond printing and publishing, particularly his importance as 
a transmitter of knowledge and culture in Britain and beyond. Baskerville’s 
biographers created a distinguished set of publications, but their focus was 
upon Baskerville as the greatest printer in England and the creator of the 
‘perfect book’.46 They did not approach their subject within the contours of 
economic, social and cultural history. Instead, Baskerville was abstracted 
from his context, promoted as a genius and presented as a contributor to 
Birmingham’s importance as a centre of industrial civilisation.

The culmination of knowledge of printing history in the long eighteenth 
century is contained in volume 5 of The Cambridge history of the book in Britain 
(2009).47 Baskerville features in several of the chapters: on the technologies 
of printing, the paper trade, the morphology of the page, and in case 

 45 James E. Tierney, ‘Dodsley, Robert (1704–1764)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 
2004; online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/7755; accessed 
25 August 2015; J. A. Leo Lemay, ‘Franklin, Benjamin (1706–1790)’, Oxford dictionary 
of national biography, 2004, online edn ( January 2015): www.oxforddnb.com/view/
article/52466; accessed 25 August 2015.

 46 Benton, John Baskerville: type-founder and printer,  62. Paralleling the scholarly books, 
in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, local newspapers, including the 
Birmingham Weekly Gazette, Birmingham Post and Birmingham Mail, published short 
articles which focused on Baskerville’s biography, his printing and the circumstances 
regarding his burial and reburials in Birmingham, a macabre story with popular 
appeal. I am grateful to Caroline Archer-Parré for these references. On 29 December 
1947, the Midland’s Home Service of the BBC broadcast a radio play by Neville 
Brendon Watts: ‘Hic Jacet, or The Corpse in the Crescent’, about the varied history 
of Baskerville’s body; see www.typographichub.org/baskerville-society/entry/news/; 
accessed 18 February 2016. 

 47 Michael F. Suarez and Michael L. Turner (eds), The Cambridge history of the book 

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
www.typographichub.org/baskerville
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studies of the printing of the Bible, classical editing, the reprint trade and 
philosophical books.48 Though the references are few, they draw attention to 
Baskerville’s contribution to the technology of the book (printing, design and 
paper-making), the range of his printing, his difficulties in securing copyright 
to publish reprinted texts and aspects of his reading public. Together they 
provide tantalising glimpses of Baskerville as an entrepreneur, innovator, 
designer and publisher by seeing his work beyond the lens of hero worship.

Economic, social and cultural histories

What about other academic traditions beyond the biographical 
approach and histories of the book? Business histories of the book 

industry might be expected to explore Baskerville’s importance within the 
period in which he lived. In general terms, their attention to Baskerville is 
limited. One of the earliest works of economic history to draw attention to the 
book trade was Marjorie Plant’s, The English book trade. First published in 1939, 
and revised in 1965, the text focuses on demand for books, labour, the structure 
of industry and technological changes. In well over 450 pages, Baskerville 
receives two brief references that allude to his technical innovations. First, 
Baskerville boasted to Horace Walpole, in 1762, ‘The Ink, Presses, Chases, 
Moulds for casting, and all the apparatus for printing, were made in my 
own shops’.49 Secondly, in forty-two words, she discusses his experiments 
to produce his ‘famous “hot-pressed” paper’.50 A 2007 publication by James 
Raven on the business of books summarised Baskerville’s experiments in 
developing type rather than his wider significance in the history of printing or 
publishing. In Birmingham in the 1750s John Baskerville set new standards 
in the manufacture of type and paper. Baskerville, who used Pall Mall 
bookseller Robert Dodsley as his London agent for his various experiments 
in type, printing and paper-making, influenced (among others) the later and 
important type of Alexander Wilson (1714–86), first produced in St Andrews 

in Britain, vol. 5, 1695–1830 (Cambridge, 2009). See also David McKitterick, Print, 
manuscript and the search for order, 1450–1830 (Cambridge, 2003), 190–1.

 48 James Mosley, ‘The technologies of printing’; John Bidwell, ‘The industrialisation 
of the paper trade’; Nicolas Barker, ‘The morphology of the page’; Marcus Walsh, 
‘Scholarly editing: patristics, classical literature and Shakespeare’; Thomas F. Bonnell, 
‘The reprint trade’; J. V. Price, ‘Philosophical books’, in Suarez and Turner (eds), 
History of the book, 163–99; 200–17; 248–67; 684–98; 699–709; 807–17. 

 49 Marjorie Plant, The English book trade: an economic history of the making and sale of books, 2nd 
edn (London, 1965), 172.

 50 Plant, English book trade, 202.
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in about 1742.51 Neither Plant nor Raven looked at Baskerville’s importance 
as a printer or publisher within the economic context of the time in which 
he lived.

What about the importance of other historiographical traditions such 
as economic, social and cultural history? Baskerville is ignored in standard 
economic histories by A. E. Musson and Eric Robinson, Maxine Berg and 
Joel Mokyr.52 The same applies to examples of British social and intellectual 
history in the eighteenth century. Roy Porter’s book on the British Enlight-
enment, William St Clair’s on the reading nation, Maxine Berg’s on luxury 
and pleasure and Jeremy Black’s on taste make no reference to Baskerville, 
his work or contribution to culture.53

Other major social and economic histories by Roy Porter, Peter Jones, 
Celina Fox and Barrie Trinder contain isolated references, but none of these 
writers, surprisingly, has evaluated him as a printer or publisher or as a 
contributor to the industry and culture of his time. Porter’s two mentions 
of Baskerville’s life provide reflections upon aspects of women’s history 
and social mobility, rather than his importance. He refers to Baskerville’s 
widow as an example of a businesswoman, who ran his works following his 
death; and in a chapter on social order, Baskerville is mentioned as someone 
who started life as a footman.54 Peter Jones refers briefly to the major 
japanware manufacturer Henry Clay as an apprentice of Baskerville and 
the purchase of Easy Hill, the latter’s house, by John Ryland.55 Celina Fox 
in her magisterial work mentions Baskerville in a note: ‘The Birmingham 
printer John Baskerville (1702–75) experimented with paper panels as a base 
for japanware, in imitation of oriental lacquer’;56 unfortunately, the date for 

 51 James Raven, The business of books, booksellers and the English book trade (New Haven, 
Conn. and London, 2007), 12. 

 52 A. E. Musson and Eric Robinson, Science and technolog y in the Industrial Revolution 
(Manchester, 1969); Maxine Berg, The age of manufacturers, 1700–1820 (London, 1994); 
Joel Mokyr, The enlightened economy: an economic history of Britain 1700–1850 (New Haven, 
Conn. and London, 2009). 

 53 Roy Porter, Enlightenment: Britain and the creation of the modern world (London, 2001); 
William St. Clair, The reading nation in the romantic period (Cambridge, 2004); Maxine Berg, 
Luxury and pleasure in eighteenth-century Britain (Oxford, 2005); Jeremy Black, A subject of 
taste: culture in eighteenth-century England (London and New York, 2005).

 54 Roy Porter, English society in the eighteenth century (Harmondsworth, 1982), 46. 
 55 Peter M. Jones, Industrial enlightenment: science, technolog y and culture in Birmingham and 

the West Midlands, 1760–1820 (Manchester, 2008), 43, 63. According to Yvonne Jones’s 
research, however, there is no contemporary evidence to supports the claim that Clay 
was one of his apprentices: Yvonne Jones, Japanned papier mâché and tinware c.1740–1940 
(London, 2012), 116. 

 56 Celina Fox, The arts of industry in the age of Enlightenment (New Haven, Conn. and 
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the year of his birth was incorrect. Barrie Trinder’s sizeable book on the 
Industrial Revolution refers to Baskerville’s use of wove paper for his edition 
of Virgil and his membership of the outer circle of the Lunar Society.57 
Local social, economic and cultural histories of Birmingham have been 
more forthcoming, and focus on important aspects of Baskerville’s work. 
John Money’s exploration of Birmingham and the West Midlands in the 
late eighteenth century mentions Baskerville’s importance as a printer.58 Eric 
Hopkins’s important economic history of Birmingham in the eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries includes several references to Baskerville as an 
innovator and his importance within the town.59 Yvonne Jones’s study of the 
japanware, the source of wealth which enabled Baskerville to engage in the 
luxury of printing, contains the most thorough and well-researched account 
of Baskerville as a manufacturer.60

In contrast to historians of the book or printing, in several important 
publications, economic, social and cultural historians have largely ignored 
Baskerville. Where he is mentioned, the references are peripheral to his 
individual significance: except in some locally focused studies of Birmingham 
and the West Midlands, Baskerville has fallen victim to the demarcation 
lines of academic specialism. Economic, social and cultural historians have 
neglected him, possibly because he is seen as the preserve of printing and 
book historians and not significant for their research areas. Baskerville, 
however, has a lot to offer the historian. He was an entrepreneur and inventor 
in eighteenth-century Britain and Birmingham. His life, career and impact 
provide insights into industrialisation. His books, moreover, are not only 
important for their artistic and technical qualities but for their content and 
context for the light they throw on cultural attitudes and the distribution and 
consumption of ideas.

There are two directions of travel to pursue for deepening our knowledge 
and understanding of Baskerville: by considering approaches to historical 
investigation suggested by Joel Mokyr, an economic and intellectual historian, 
and Ludmilla Jordanova, an historian of medicine and visual culture. Mokyr 
has explored the nature and application of a concept, the Industrial Enlight-
enment, for analysing British industrialisation in the eighteenth and early 

London, 2009), 527 n. 174.
 57 Barrie Trinder, Britain’s Industrial Revolution: the making of a manufacturing people (Lancaster, 

2013), 472, 486.
 58 John Money, Experience and identity: Birmingham and the West Midlands, 1760–1800 

(Manchester, 1977), 122.
 59 Eric Hopkins, The rise of the manufacturing town: Birmingham and the Industrial Revolution 

(Stroud, 1998), 11, 17, 52, 89–90, 97, 98, 99, 101, 120. 
 60 Jones, Papier mâché and tinware, 115–18. 
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nineteenth centuries.61 Useful knowledge, he argued, secured by observation 
and experimentation provided the driving force behind the Industrial 
Revolution: ‘the set of events that placed technology in the position of the main 
engine of economic change’.62 The Industrial Enlightenment ‘created a set of 
bridges between intellectuals and producers, between the savants and fabricants’ 
who were influenced in varying degrees by four motives: curiosity, ambition, 
greed and altruism.63 Mokyr’s ideas provide a way of seeing Baskerville and 
his work. If Baskerville was a man of the Industrial Enlightenment, this 
provides an opportunity to place him within a tradition which applied useful 
knowledge to the real world. Was he both a savant and a fabricant, how did he 
acquire his knowledge and ideas? How did he, in turn, transmit his knowledge 
as a master printer to his workers and as a publisher to a wider public? 
We can also look at his social networks with fresh illumination to see his 
contacts Matthew Boulton, Benjamin Franklin, William Hutton and William 
Shenstone, not just as individual supports for his printing and publishing, 
but also in providing him with intellectual sustenance and an entry into the 
worlds of literature, science and production. Baskerville’s writings can also 
be re-examined, including the oft-quoted sentence in his preface to Paradise 
Lost (1758)—overtly, he paid tribute to William Caslon, his typographical 
predecessor: ‘Mr Caslon is an Artist, to whom the Republic of Learning has 
great obligation; his ingenuity has left a fairer copy for my emulation, than 
any other master’.64 Baskerville saw himself within an intellectual tradition, 
the Enlightenment, or, using his phrase, the Republic of Learning. Looking 
at Baskerville within the industrial context of Birmingham, a centre of 
technological achievement, helps us to understand Baskerville’s technical 
and artistic contributions more deeply. In 1751, a poem drew attention to 
Birmingham’s achievements and needs. Baskerville participated in the former 
and contributed to answering the latter:

Here Implements, and Toys for distant Parts,
Of various Metals, by mechanic Arts,
Are finely wrought, and by the Artists sold,
Whose touch turns ever Metal into Gold;

 61 Joel Mokyr, The gifts of Athena: historical origins of the knowledge economy (Princeton, NJ, 
2002); J. Mokyr, ‘The intellectual origins of modern economic growth’, Journal of 
Economic History, 65(2) (2005), 285–351; Mokyr, Enlightened economy. 

 62 Mokyr, Enlightened economy, 5.
 63 Mokyr, Enlightened economy, 54.
 64 John Milton, Paradise Lost: a poem in twelve books (Birmingham, 1758), Preface. For 

Caslon, see James Mosley, ‘Caslon, William, the elder (1692–1766)’, Oxford dictionary 
of national biography, 2004; online edn ( January 2008): www.oxforddnb.com/view/
article/4857; accessed 25 August 2015. 

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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But ‘tis in vain, alas! We boast our Skill;
Wanting thy Arts, we are deficient still.
Of come and join us, teach us to excel
In Casting, Carving, and in Building well;65

Mokyr’s insights help to locate Baskerville intellectually, socially and 
practically. Jordanova’s exploration of Baskerville’s final book, William 
Hunter’s The anatomy of the human gravid uterus (1774), is an example of how 
his publications might be examined in new ways.66 Printing historians have 
focused on the quality of his typographic design, but much less attention 
has been paid to the significance of their content. In the Preface to Paradise 
Lost, Baskerville explained why his books were important to him: ‘It is not 
my desire to print many books; but such only, as are books of Consequence, 
of intrinsic merit, or established reputation, and which the public may be pleased 
to see in an elegant dress’.67 The italics are Baskerville’s. If we take his 
words at face value, then the value of his books as written texts, rather than 
as exercises in design, was his main concern. The Anatomy, the largest in 
format of his books, with thirty-four copperplate engravings and a parallel 
English and Latin text, was a superlative production. In the Preface, Hunter 
recognised how important it was to engage Baskerville as the publisher:

The additional expense of Mr Baskerville’s art was not incurred for the sake of 
elegance alone; but principally for the advantage of his paper and ink, which 
render a leaf of his Press-Work an excellent preservative of the plates between 
which it is placed.68

Jordanova’s concern was different: she read the book as a cultural artefact 
which could be mined to reveal eighteenth-century values and beliefs, 
including attitudes to gender, death, reproduction, science and nature. She 
concluded: ‘In producing this magnificent book, William Hunter did not 
capture an image of nature with an “innocent eye”; instead he unveiled histor-
ically specific cultural constructs and social relationships’.69 Other Baskerville 
publications deserve the attention which Jordanova gave to the Anatomy.

The history of representations of Baskerville is a micro-study of how 

 65 ‘A letter from a mechanick in the busy town of Birmingham’, Aris’s Birmingham Gazette 
(February 1751). The full poem is reproduced in Langford, Birmingham, 1, 41–2. 

 66 Ludmilla Jordanova, ‘Gender, generation and science: William Hunter’s Obstetrical 
Atlas’, Nature displayed: gender, science and medicine, 1760–1820 (London and New York, 
1999), 183–202.

 67 Milton, Paradise Lost, Preface.
 68 William Hunter, Anatomia uteri humani gravidi tabulis illustrata. The anatomy of the human 

gravid uterus exhibited in figures (Birmingham, 1774). Preface.
 69 Jordanova, ‘Gender, generation and science’, 202.
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historical reputations are assessed and re-evaluated in time and place and 
shaped by discrete scholarly perspectives. This chapter has charted the 
changes in Baskerville studies in the English-speaking world to reveal how 
his standing as a great printer, despite some critical appraisals, was born 
immediately after his death, grew during the nineteenth century through the 
writings of Birmingham civic historians and was cemented in the twentieth 
century by his biographers. As I have indicated, in contrast to scholars of 
the book, economic, social and cultural historians have largely ignored 
Baskerville. Applying the insights of Mokyr and Jordanova, however, offers 
a means of locating the typographer within the Industrial Enlightenment of 
the eighteenth century and exploring his books as cultural artefacts. These 
approaches enhance our knowledge and understanding of Baskerville by 
placing him and his productions in context, as he produced, transmitted and 
exchanged knowledge within industrial Birmingham and across the western 
world.
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The concept of an ‘English urban renaissance’ during the long eighteenth 
century is a helpful framework for a study of how John Baskerville 

and other provincial printers interacted with the predominantly urban 
environment within which they lived and worked. First identified by Professor 
Peter Borsay in an article in 1977, the urban renaissance was examined in 
more detail in Borsay’s monograph of 1989.1 In 1977, Borsay explained that 
the English urban renaissance was ‘a tentative thesis which I hope will help to 
disturb certain entrenched assumptions about post-Restoration urban society, 
as well as promote further investigation into the history of the town during 
this period’.2 The article focused primarily on the ways in which leisure 
and luxury influenced cultural developments in provincial towns. In 1990, 
introducing a reprint of his article in an edited collection, Borsay explained 
that his 1989 monograph

investigates in greater detail the upgrading of the town’s landscape and the 
growing provision of cultural facilities, and extends the social analysis of the 
urban renaissance to include not only the pursuit of status, but also the more 
idealistic quest for civility and sociability, and the impact of change in terms 
of growing cultural differentiation.3

 1 Peter Borsay, ‘The English urban renaissance: the development of provincial urban 
culture, c.1680–c.1760’, Social History, 5 (1977), 581–603; Peter Borsay, The English urban 
renaissance: culture and society in the provincial town, 1660–1770 (Oxford, 1989).

 2 Borsay, ‘English urban renaissance: the development of provincial urban culture’, 581. 
 3 Peter Borsay (ed.), The eighteenth-century town: a reader in urban history (London, 1990), 159.
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One of the main innovations of Borsay’s thesis was its focus on the provincial 
towns of England during a key period of their development when they began 
to break free from commercial and cultural dependence on London. This is 
particularly evident in the fields of printing history and print culture. Borsay’s 
proposition contextualises two key aspects of print culture: the production of 
books and other printed materials, and the acquisition and consumption of 
print. It also helps to explain how new markets for provincial print emerged. 
In terms of the consumption of print, the urban renaissance provides a 
credible framework within which the middle and upper strata of provincial 
society developed a taste for fashionable leisure activities, including reading 
books, magazines and newspapers.

In terms of book production, the urban renaissance covers the period 
during which printing spread into provincial England following the lapse 
of the Printing (Licensing) Act in 1695. The Act was ‘one of a series of 
measures passed in the early 1660s designed to reinforce the Crown’s control 
over various activities and to replace the executive decrees which had fallen 
into desuetude during the Civil War and Interregnum’.4 The legislation in 
effect reintroduced the pre-Civil War system of government control over 
seditious publications. The arrangements relied upon an uneasy partnership 
between the government and the Stationers’ Company and were never 
completely effective. From 10 June 1662 to 3 May 1695, when the legislation 
was allowed to lapse, printing could be practised only in London, by a 
regulated number of licensed presses, in Oxford and Cambridge, under the 
control of the universities, and (to a limited extent, under the Archbishop’s 
supervision) in York. The removal of these restrictions in 1695 led to a 
steady growth of printing in English provincial towns. Although London 
continued to dominate as the national centre of book production, printers 
now also flourished in the provinces, often working in co-operation with 
each other and with London-based printers and booksellers.5 By the middle 
years of the eighteenth century, most provincial towns had their own printer; 
some had several. Local printers were sometimes newspaper proprietors 
(often functioning also as editor) and many were retailers of books, journals 
and other printed material, as well as a diverse range of other goods, 
including patent medicines and luxury items such as tea and coffee. Printing 
apparently arrived in Birmingham in 1712, though little is known of the 
town’s first printer, Matthew Unwin, apart from the fact that he printed at 

 4 John Feather, A dictionary of book history (London, 1986), 217.
 5 Book-trade networks are of considerable interest. See John Hinks and Catherine Feely 

(eds), Historical networks in the book trade (London, 2017). 
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least two books in 1717.6 Another printer, Henry Butler, was active in New 
Street from 1713.7

The urban renaissance manifested itself most visibly in two related 
ways: an improvement in the built environment and a considerable growth 
in the available range of cultural facilities. New public buildings such as 
assembly rooms and concert halls, with squares, walks and other attractive 
spaces, accommodated fashionable living and promenading.8 Along with 
this upgrading of the urban landscape, and often closely related to it, 
Borsay identified a fashionable increase in cultural and leisure pursuits 
such as musical and dramatic performances and sporting activities, notably 
horse racing, which enjoyed a particular vogue. Other seasonal attractions 
were available in resorts and spa towns. In Birmingham, the townscape 
was improved early in the eighteenth century by the creation of attractive 
residential areas, notably ‘The Square’ (later known as ‘Old Square’), which 
housed some of the town’s most prominent citizens, predominantly gentlemen 
and professional and business people. Samuel Johnson was a frequent visitor 
to the house of his friend, the surgeon Edmund Hector. Such areas were 
intended to be exclusive and occupants were not allowed to keep pigs or to 
trade as blacksmiths or butchers. The Square, later joined by the area around 
the new St Philip’s church,9 looked down—both topographically and figura-
tively—on medieval Birmingham around the Bull Ring and St Martin’s 
church. Such ‘gentrification’ was a feature of many provincial towns, but in 
the latter half of the eighteenth century, as Birmingham expanded into the 
gardens and orchards of the Colmore estate (the area around present-day 
Colmore Row and Newhall Street), it became less typical: a mixture of 
industrial, commercial and residential property on plots of varying size led 
to wealthy entrepreneurs and their workers living alongside each other. This 
close-knit pattern

 6 Joseph Hill, The book makers of old Birmingham: authors, printers, and book sellers (Birmingham, 
1907; repr. New York, 1971), 35–7. Some sources assume that Unwin was the same man 
as Leicester’s first printer, also called Matthew Unwin, who printed from 1740/1 until 
his death in 1750. They may have been related but are not the same person. See John 
Hinks, ‘The coming of printing to Leicester’, Leicestershire Historian, 42 (2006), 3–6.

 7 Hill, Book makers, 38–9; Caroline Archer, ‘Printing and the printed word’, in Carl 
Chinn and Malcolm Dick (eds), Birmingham, the workshop of the world (Liverpool, 2016), 
262–4. For more detail on Birmingham printers, see British Book Trade Index 
(BBTI): http://bbti.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/.

 8 For information about Baskerville’s buildings in Birmingham, refer to Chapter 3 
in this volume: George Demidowicz, ‘Place, Home and Workplace: Baskerville’s 
Birthplace and Buildings’.

 9 St Philip’s was begun in 1709 and consecrated in 1715; it became the cathedral of the 
new diocese of Birmingham in 1905.

http://bbti.bodleian.ox.ac.uk
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allowed cooperation between small workshops specialising in different parts of 
the manufacturing process, with metal items passing through a series of hands 
before emerging as a finished product. The development made particular 
sense in the toy and jewellery industries, and the foundation was laid for the 
specialised Jewellery Quarter that still dominates the area.10

The genesis of modern Birmingham had begun: a street plan of 1750, by the 
surveyor Samuel Bradford, shows the recent development west of St Philip’s, 
with sizeable areas divided into plots and marked as ‘land for building’.11 
Dent’s 1880 history observes in a chapter on Birmingham in 1760: ‘On 
the western side of the town, the buildings are beginning to surround the 
pleasantly situated little estate of John Baskerville, called Easy Hill’.12 Thomas 

 10 Chris Upton, A history of Birmingham (Chichester, 1993), 38.
 11 Paul Leslie Line, Birmingham: a history in maps (Stroud, 2009), 30.
 12 Robert K. Dent, Old and new Birmingham: a history of the town and its people (Birmingham, 

Figure 2 The East Prospect of Birmingham in the County of Warwick  
(Buck brothers perspective, 1753).

Library of Birmingham 
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Hanson’s street plan, published in 1778, shows how these developments had 
contributed to the present-day shape of central Birmingham.13

Birmingham was somewhat tardier in keeping up with the cultural and 
recreational aspects of the urban renaissance. One historian identifies the 
performances of some of Handel’s choral works in 1768, in aid of the General 
Hospital, as having ‘put Birmingham, for the first time, on the cultural 
map’.14 However, this ignores popular culture. There had long been visits 
by travelling players and there was a permanent theatre in Moor Street by 
the 1740s. A decade later there were three theatres, one of which, in King 
Street, catered for the popular end of the spectrum, with puppet shows 
and other light entertainment. The Theatre Royal, in New Street, was 
built in 1773/4 and given a new facade by Samuel Wyatt in 1780.15 In the 

1880), 120.
 13 Line, Birmingham, 38.
 14 Upton, History, 41.
 15 Andy Foster, Birmingham, Pevsner Architectural Guides (New Haven, Conn. and London, 

2007), 111 n.; Upton, History, 44.
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Old Vauxhall Gardens music and dancing, firework displays and balloon 
ascents could be found, which tended to attract people away from the older 
brutal ‘sports’ of cock-fighting and bear-baiting. Recreations for working men 
included bowling; Bradford’s 1750 map shows two bowling greens in the town 
centre. The ‘Salutation’ on Summer Lane, a hostelry of the ‘old-fashioned, 
comfortable sort’, had gardens and two bowling greens where tired working 
men could ‘enjoy the pleasures of the country within easy reach of the town’.16 
Baskerville was involved, at least peripherally, in Birmingham’s cultural 
life. He collaborated with another local printer, Michael Broome, in the 
publication of John Pixell’s A collection of songs in 1759, and a token for the 
Theatre Royal, engraved with Sarah Baskerville’s name, has recently come 
to light.17

When William Hutton, later Birmingham’s first historian, visited the 
town in 1750, planning to set up as a bookseller (a trade he already pursued 
in a small way in Southwell, Nottinghamshire), he was undeterred by finding 
that the town already had three booksellers.18 By the eighteenth century 
there was a key difference between the older incorporated towns and those 
which, like Birmingham, had recently grown in size and importance from 
more humble origins. In the incorporated towns there were formal structures 
of local governance, with systems (inherited from the medieval guilds) for 
the control of trade within their boundaries. Birmingham and similar towns 
had no such restrictions, a factor which stimulated trade development. 
Hutton could choose to set up as a bookseller in Birmingham without 
any formality such as having gained his ‘freedom’ through patrimony or 
by completing an apprenticeship. Had he gone instead to Leicester, for 
example, he would have been subject to the Corporation’s rigid system of 
freedom and apprenticeship; as a ‘stranger’ he would have been examined 
by the mayor and charged a fee, possibly a sizeable one, for permission 
to trade within the borough.19 The lack of trade controls in Birmingham 
and similar towns encouraged business people like Hutton, Baskerville 

 16 Dent, Old and new Birmingham, 121.
 17 Pixell’s Collection of songs… (Birmingham, 1759; English Short Title Catalogue T163708) 

had a title page and other preliminary matter printed by Baskerville, while the main 
part of the book was printed by Michael Broome; see Ralph Straus and Robert 
K. Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir (London, 1907), 69 (bibliography entry 25) and 
Archer, ‘Printing and the printed word’, 265. Mrs Baskerville’s theatre token is 
mentioned by Joanna Jarvis in Baskerville Society Newsletter, 1(3) (2013), 7.

 18 For more information about Hutton and his relationship with Baskerville, refer to 
Chapter 4 in this volume: Susan Whyman, ‘John Baskerville, William Hutton and 
their Social Networks’.

 19 For more detail on the system, see John Hinks, ‘Freedom and apprenticeship records 
as a source for book trade history’, Book Trade History Group Newsletter, 41 (2011): https://

https://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/urbanhistory/research/book-trade-networks-files/freedom
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and others to settle, bringing in new skills, ideas and capital which would 
contribute to the town’s success.

Female leisure pursuits rarely appear in the historical record but reading 
was always popular among literate women. When Hutton moved to 
Birmingham and opened a bookshop and circulating library, he recorded ‘I 
had now a smiling trade, to which I closely attended … As I hired out books 
the fair sex did not neglect the shop’.20 One of the criticisms of Borsay’s urban 
renaissance, to which we shall return, was that it neglected women but it is 
clear from Hutton’s comment that some women were avid participants in 
print culture.

The urban renaissance was shaped by its historical context. First, it 
took place from 1660 to 1770, pre-dating the Industrial Revolution, at least 
according to its traditional chronology.21 Second, it took place in provincial 
towns: metropolitan culture was substantially different, though aspects of it 
were imitated in the provinces.22 Third, it focused on leisure and luxury at the 
middle- and upper-social levels: to participate in the urban renaissance one 
needed a degree of surplus wealth. In a recent essay, Peter Borsay addresses 
the criticisms of some historians that his work on the urban renaissance 
largely excluded two significant groups: women and the less wealthy.23 Borsay 
admits that gender was a ‘large hole’ in his original thesis, although he 
comments that

The urban renaissance—and those processes it embraced—had the capacity 
to empower and enrich the lives of the men and women well enough off to 
participate in it. It also provided opportunities to challenge conventional, and 
explore unconventional, gender identities and roles. However, it was also a 
vehicle for reinforcing—albeit in ways that reflected changing attitudes, such 

www2.le.ac.uk/departments/urbanhistory/research/book-trade-networks-f iles/
freedom-and-apprenticeship; accessed 11 August 2016.

 20 William Hutton, The life of William Hutton including a particular account of the riots at 
Birmingham in 1781, with an introduction by Carl Chinn (Studley, 1998; first published 
1816), 42.

 21 The term ‘Industrial Revolution’ is now contested but is used here as convenient 
shorthand. Once identified as beginning c.1750, it is now often regarded as having 
begun somewhat earlier, progressing at a rather less ‘revolutionary’ pace. Eric 
Hopkins dates it from 1760 in his The rise of a manufacturing town: Birmingham and the 
industrial revolution (Stroud, 1998). 

 22 London and provincial towns were on many levels related symbiotically, just as the 
provincial town was related to and mutually dependent on its rural hinterland—
strikingly so in the case of a market town. 

 23 The point about gender having been understated may be valid, but criticising a study 
of the leisure pursuits of the middle- and upper-social echelons for ignoring the lower 
orders seems somewhat unreasonable.

https://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/urbanhistory/research/book-trade-networks-files/freedom
https://www2.le.ac.uk/departments/urbanhistory/research/book-trade-networks-files/freedom
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as those embodied in the cults of politeness and sensibility—traditional gender 
roles and structures.24

A broadly based theory like the English urban renaissance is always open 
to the criticism of being, in some respects at least, too sweeping. There is 
a risk of significant differences being sidelined as a broad thesis emerges 
and generalisations become established. The urban renaissance should not 
encourage us to group all provincial towns together as if they were alike, 
which of course they never have been. Some common factors were shared 
by towns of particular types, such as market towns, ports, spa towns, but 
there were local differences—while towns of different sizes usually ‘behaved’ 
differently. Birmingham was strikingly unique in many respects.

The Enlightenment is another approach to the context of eighteenth-
century printing. Baskerville began his printing career c.1750, which coincides 
with the watershed identified by Roy Porter, who differentiated between the 
‘early’ or ‘first’ Enlightenment, and the ‘late’ or ‘second’ Enlightenment, 
‘indicating in broad terms what happened after the middle of the century … 
that is the enlightened critique of Enlightenment’.25 Porter’s seminal study 
of the Enlightenment engages with print culture and refers interestingly 
to ‘print-led shifts in consciousness’. On the spread of the reading habit 
throughout the social spectrum at this period, Porter comments:

reading proffered an admission ticket into the cultural magic circle, even 
for those of no great wealth or status. Indeed the key polarity in Georgian 
England, it has been suggested, was not that between patrician and plebeian, 
or rich or poor, but that between those swimming in the metropolitan culture 
pool created by print and those excluded, those whose culture was still 
essentially oral.26

The ‘culture pool created by print’ was not confined to the metropolis: there 
is ample evidence for provincial printing and reading at this period. Charles 
Withers, approaching the Enlightenment from an historical geographical 
standpoint, describes the importance of scientific societies, from which he 
develops a broader discussion of sociability:

Enlightenment Britain’s many voluntary clubs and societies each constituted 
local associational worlds in which mutual civic interests were played out, with 
advances in science often taking a back seat to moral reform, reason second 
place to popular sociability. Enlightenment audiences were constituted in 

 24 Peter Borsay, ‘The English urban renaissance revisited’, in John Hinks and Catherine 
Armstrong (eds), The English urban renaissance revisited (forthcoming).

 25 Roy Porter, Enlightenment: Britain and the creation of the modern world (London, 2000), xvii.
 26 Porter, Enlightenment, 76.
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concert halls, reading rooms and cabinets de lecture, just as much as they were in 
academies and salons. Far from ‘diluting’ an essential Enlightenment, a fuller 
picture of the ‘lived’ Enlightenment emerges if we look at ‘provincial’ towns, 
rural society, and local ‘family practices’.27

In Baskerville’s world, various local societies were significant. Though not 
a member of the celebrated Lunar Society, he was close to several of its 
members, especially Matthew Boulton. Jenny Uglow describes Baskerville as 
‘an elder statesman among Birmingham experimenters’:

In 1760 he was fifty-four and Boulton thirty-two, yet they shared a cast 
of mind that crossed the generations, common to many innovators of the 
time—Wedgwood is another example … They combined an equal passion for 
design and techniques, and were imaginative experimenters who persisted and 
persisted in their drive for perfection.28

Baskerville’s experiments—in typography, typecasting, printing press design, 
the making of paper and ink—had ‘the lateral-thinking quality that marked 
the Lunar circle—an ad hoc, quick readiness to seize the potential of things 
near to hand, to test the properties of everything they stumbled across, 
whether it be rocks, metals, acids or tools’.29

Printing in the eighteenth century, like many other trades, could not 
avoid being shaped at least to some extent by the developments traditionally 
described as the Industrial Revolution. Recent historical approaches to 
these highly significant changes connect them in a nuanced way to Enlight-
enment ideas and not simply to the desire of inventors and entrepreneurs to 
make money. Particularly influential has been the ‘Enlightened Economy’ 
approach of Joel Mokyr.30 According to Mokyr, ‘The Enlightenment in 
Britain, whatever else it was, created an ideological background on which 
technological progress could flourish as it had never done before in history’.31 
A key part of Mokyr’s thinking is the growth—or creation—of scientific or 
‘useful’ knowledge in the eighteenth century.32 This approach has recently 
been developed with a European perspective by Margaret C. Jacob, and 

 27 Charles C. J. Withers, Placing the Enlightenment: thinking geographically about the Age of 
Reason (Chicago, 2007), 72–3.

 28 Jenny Uglow, The lunar men: the friends who made the future, 1730–1810 (London, 2002), 78.
 29 Uglow, Lunar men, 79.
 30 Joel Mokyr, The enlightened economy: Britain and the Industrial Revolution, 1700–1850 

(London, 2009).
 31 Mokyr, Enlightened economy, 37.
 32 See, for example, Joel Mokyr, The gifts of Athena: historical origins of the knowledge economy 

(Princeton, NJ, 2002) and Joel Mokyr, ‘Knowledge, enlightenment, and the Industrial 
Revolution: reflections on The Gifts of Athena’, History of Science, 45(2) (2007), 185–96.
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deftly applied to Birmingham and the Midlands by Peter M. Jones and Paul 
Elliott.33 This revisionist approach, though not without its critics, has become 
the dominant interpretation of the Industrial Revolution, earlier analysis of 
which tended to underplay the crucial connections between technological 
progress and the acquisition and communication of scientific knowledge.34

The work of Peter Jones is particularly helpful in understanding Basker-
ville’s milieu:

The West Midlands attracts attention because it provides the historian with 
a rare example of Industrial Enlightenment in action—in all its stages. We 
can trace the parameters of the intellectual communities responsible for 
generating and packaging scientific knowledge; we can reconstruct the distri-
bution networks that came into being in the second half of the eighteenth 
century; and, most importantly of all, we can document the ‘take-up’ stage as 
scientific experiment and discovery were transformed into useful knowledge, 
which in turn was fed into new and improved technologies.35

Baskerville’s experiments and improvements in printing technologies are a 
notable—and quite early—example of ‘industrial enlightenment’ in action in 
the West Midlands. Although he is mentioned only in passing in Jones’s book, 
Baskerville should be considered an example of the savant-fabricant identified 
by Mokyr, Jones and others. This clumsy but useful terminology describes 
how the natural philosophers—savants—and the industrial tradesmen—
fabricants—shared scientific knowledge (in a ‘knowledge economy’, to use 
Margaret Jacob’s phrase), thus propelling Britain, followed by other parts of 
Europe, into the Industrial Revolution. Some outstanding men bridged the 
gap and are considered as savant-fabricants. Jones foregrounds the importance 
in particular of Matthew Boulton, James Watt and James Keir, but he rightly 
explains that they were by no means unique:

Were men like Boulton, Watt and Keir just shooting-stars in a late eighteenth-

 33 Margaret J. Jacob, The first knowledge economy: human capital and the European economy, 
1750–1850 (Cambridge, 2014); Peter M. Jones, Industrial enlightenment: science, technolog y 
and culture in Birmingham and the West Midlands, 1760–1820 (Manchester, 2008); Paul 
Elliott, The Derby philosophers: science and culture in British urban society, 1700–1850 
(Manchester, 2009). See also Paul Elliott, ‘The origins of the “creative class”: 
provincial urban society, scientific culture and socio-political marginality in Britain 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries’, Social History, 28(3) (2003), 361–87.

 34 Especially useful is Gregory Clark, ‘A review essay on The enlightened economy: an 
economic history of Britain, 1700–1850 by Joel Mokyr’, Journal of Economic Literature, 50(1) 
(2012), 85–95.

 35 Peter Jones, ‘The West Midlands and the industrial enlightenment’, History West 
Midlands, 1(1) (2013), 9–12 (11).
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century firmament of unenlightened artisan empiricism? It seems unlikely. If 
we set off in search of savant-fabricants, that is to say individuals who sat astride 
the science–technology interface, they turn out to have been quite numerous 
… in Manchester alone the species was almost as thick on the ground as in 
the West Midlands.36

It would be illuminating to trace in detail how the movements described 
by historians connect and interact with each other but it must suffice here to 
note their respective chronologies. The English urban renaissance is dated 
by Borsay in his monograph to 1660–1770, while Jones dates the industrial 
enlightenment of the West Midlands to 1760–1820. Mokyr’s Enlightened economy 
ranges more broadly: 1700–1850. The ‘first knowledge economy’ is identified 
by Jacob in her book title as 1750–1850, though on her first page she modifies 
this to ‘the era of the Industrial Revolution from roughly the 1760s to the 
1850s’.37 John Baskerville was active as a printer from c.1750 until his death 
in 1775. Future research might usefully explore more precisely how his life 
and work connect with these different historical perspectives, though we 
are concerned here primarily with the urban renaissance as a context for 
Baskerville and his contemporaries.

If we follow Borsay and date the urban renaissance to 1660–1770, it 
overlaps with Baskerville’s life but only for a short time with his printing 
career. History is not so tidy or convenient: movements, especially cultural 
shifts, rarely begin or end sharply in an identifiable year. The importance 
of the urban renaissance for studying Baskerville is that it shaped the urban 
world in which he lived and worked. Urban historians, including Borsay, are 
clear that the urban renaissance did not happen in the same way, at the same 
time or at the same speed in all English provincial towns. Rosemary Sweet 
observes that ‘Inns, assemblies, theatres, literary societies and print culture 
represented some of the principal expressions of cultural life in English 
towns. The incidence of these innovations and improvements varied greatly 
from town to town, and was highly contingent on other factors, notably 
communications and finance’.38 Sweet also notes that Borsay’s study tended 
to focus on those places particularly favoured by the custom of the town and 
country gentry. Most towns, however, did not experience urban improvement 
before the 1760s, by which time the ‘middling sort’ was increasing, as was 
their surplus wealth.39 Birmingham in the second half of the eighteenth 

 36 Jones, Industrial enlightenment, 124.
 37 Jacob, First knowledge economy, 1.
 38 Rosemary Sweet, The English town, 1680–1840: government, society and culture (Harlow, 

1999), 251–2.
 39 Sweet, English town, 254.
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century was certainly benefiting from gentry custom, though perhaps not 
to the extent of many other provincial towns, including the county towns of 
the Midlands.

Borsay recognises that the production and distribution of the printed word 
were at the forefront of the urban renaissance:

The performing arts provided one key focus around which urban cultural 
facilities developed. Another key area was that which sought to directly 
educate and succour the human mind. In this mission the printed word and its 
institutions held pride of place, but other agencies, such as societies, lectures, 
and schools also had an important part to play.40

Borsay rightly emphasises the role of printing and the book trade as an integral 
part of urban cultural developments, not something that stood alone. He also 
notes that book-trade people, along with others practising ‘luxury’ trades, 
played an important part in provincial cultural developments: ‘Some of the 
new luxury trades cannot be classified in terms of the traditional economy. 
Perhaps the most important of these are the ones associated with literature 
and the press’.41 Bookshops and circulating libraries formed important 
elements in turning the English provincial town into an agent for dissemi-
nating news and culture across provincial England and, as Borsay notes, ‘the 
single most important contribution local printers made to urban culture was 
the foundation of the provincial newspaper’.42 In addition to carrying items of 
local interest, the typical provincial weekly paper was an important link with 
London, not only through the then common practice of blatantly copying 
articles from the metropolitan press, but also by means of material supplied 
by a London contributor. Typically, ‘Aris’s Birmingham Gazette regularly had a 
column or more headed “From our London Correspondent”’.43 The Gazette 
commenced publication in 1741 and survived into the twentieth century, when 
it was absorbed by the Birmingham Post. It was not the town’s first newspaper: 
the Birmingham Journal had been published briefly in 1732/3.44

Provincial newspapers informed readers of local cultural and other events, 
and also kept them abreast of national and world news: ‘The Midlands 
readership was a knowledgeable one. From the stirrings of American 
resistance in the 1760s, those living in the Midlands had been kept closely 

 40 Borsay, English urban renaissance: culture and society, 127–8.
 41 Borsay, ‘English urban renaissance revisited’, 167.
 42 Borsay, English urban renaissance: culture and society, 129.
 43 Roy M. Wiles, Freshest advices: early provincial newspapers in England (Columbus, Ohio, 

1965), 62.
 44 Wiles, Freshest advices, 381. 
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informed of events by the local press’.45 The cultural impact of the early 
provincial newspapers worked on three levels, as Borsay explains:

First, they helped to broaden the geographical and political horizons of their 
readership, with a digest of national and international news. Second, they 
entertained and educated their purchasers … Warfare was particularly good 
copy, providing a riveting, ongoing story, and stimulating a boom in the trade 
… A third sphere of cultural influence arose through advertising.46

The increase in the scale and diversity of industry and commerce during 
the latter half of the eighteenth century was a profitable source of business 
for many provincial printers, who kept their presses busy with a wide range 
of advertising and other ‘jobbing’ printing:

The trade of printer, especially in the industrial towns studied, became 
considerably stronger than that of bookseller/stationer, particularly after 
1775 in the industrial towns, and in non-industrial towns after 1800. This 
noticeable ‘surge in printing’ most probably resulted from printers meeting the 
growing needs of new and developing industries for printed matter (packaging, 
publicity, commercial stationery) rather than from a significant increase in 
book printing.47

Baskerville is probably unusual in this respect. There is no evidence that he 
carried out any jobbing printing, though he did print at least one commercial 
publication, The Pocket Accomptant for the Year 1763, a combined journal, 
cash-book and ledger.48

The urban renaissance in provincial towns should not be read as minimising 
the cultural impact of London. Book-trade networks, very efficient by the 
standards of the time, ensured that books could be ordered from London by 
provincial bookshops:

The English book trade revolved very largely around the activities of the 
London publishers, and nationwide distribution was generally possible 
only through their widespread and long-established networks of provincial 

 45 Hannah Barker, Newspapers, politics and English society, 1695–1855 (Harlow, 2000), 160.
 46 Borsay, English urban renaissance: culture and society, 130.
 47 Maureen Bell and John Hinks, ‘The English provincial book trade: evidence from 

the British Book Trade Index’, in Michael F. Suarez and Michael L. Turner (eds), The 
Cambridge history of the book in Britain, vol. 5, 1695–1830 (Cambridge, 2009), 335–51 (347). 
The industrial towns in the survey were Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, 
Manchester, Newcastle and Sheffield. See also John Hinks and Maureen Bell, ‘The 
book trade in English provincial towns. 1700–1849: an evaluation of evidence from the 
British Book Trade Index’, Publishing History, 57 (2005), 53–112.

 48 Advertised in Berrow’s Worcester Journal and the Public Advertiser, 1762.
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distributors and retailers. Hence any book published outside London could 
only achieve wide circulation and financial viability if it were able to gain 
access to the distribution system which the London trade had developed and 
defended over the previous two centuries.49

Periodicals and newspapers published in London could be obtained regularly, 
though rather expensively, through a subscription service, such as that 
advertised in 1777 by Mr A. Norman in Sweeting’s Alley, Cornhill; he offered 
a range of newspapers including the Daily Advertiser at £3. 18s. 0d. per annum 
on credit (£3. 5s. 0d. for ready money), the Westminster Gazette at £1. 16s. 0d. 
(£1. 10s. 0d.), weekly papers at 18s. 0d. (15s. 0d.) and the Courier de l’Europe at 
£2. 15s. 0d.50

The cultural influence of the capital was never far away and many of the 
provincial developments noted by Borsay and others are clearly imitating, 
if only sometimes as a pale reflection, the ever-changing fashions of the 
metropolis. Those able to afford the time and the fare could travel by the 
new (in 1731) coach service from Birmingham to London. The journey time 
of two and a half days improved over the coming decades: ‘By the 1770s 
Aris’s Birmingham Gazette was full of advertisements for new coach routes and 
services, each claiming to be faster or more “friction-free” than the others. 
Fifty-two services were travelling to London and 16 to Bristol, carrying 
around half a dozen people each’.51

Although London continued to overshadow them in many ways, provincial 
towns during the urban renaissance began to break free and develop their 
own identity—or, more accurately, identities, plural, as each was different. 
Attempts by historians to classify English towns during the ‘long eighteenth 
century’—or to place them in any meaningful hierarchy—are probably 
doomed to failure. The period was one of such growth and development 
that any categorisation can be only a ‘snapshot’ of a moment in time. 
Nevertheless, a few general, if sweeping, points may be made. Urbanisation 
was proceeding at an ever-increasing pace. The industrialising towns in 
particular were growing at an unprecedented rate as people migrated from 
rural areas, and from smaller towns, in search of employment. As Borsay 
observes, ‘some towns have greatness thrust upon them and some gain it by 
their own endeavours’:

From the late seventeenth century many industrial towns and ports entered 

 49 John Feather, ‘The commerce of letters: the study of the eighteenth-century book 
trade’, Eighteenth-Century Studies, 17(4) (1984), 405–24 (419–20).

 50 Leicester Journal, 15 February 1777.
 51 Upton, History, 86.
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a phase of considerable economic and demographic growth. In some cases 
this was on a dramatic scale. In 1700 both Birmingham and Liverpool had 
populations of under 7,000; by 1750 each had trebled—perhaps quadrupled—
their size to over 22,000.52

Borsay also makes the surprising point that the fashionable square—one of 
the most obvious visual manifestations of the urban renaissance—appeared 
first not in county towns or fashionable spas but in the major industrial towns 
and ports: Birmingham, Manchester, Bristol and Liverpool: ‘The smoke and 
grime that later settled over some of these cities should not obscure the fact 
that they were among the pioneers of Georgian elegance’.53

Some towns, during the urban renaissance, attracted people with surplus 
wealth, while others created surplus wealth; some (Nottingham, for example) 
did both. Birmingham may clearly be considered a creator par excellence of 
surplus wealth. The county towns and other fashionable centres attracted the 
custom of the resident urban gentry, plus the visiting rural gentry, especially 
during highlights of the social calendar such as the assizes and race meetings. 
Although Birmingham had a relatively low level of resident gentry and almost 
no local aristocracy, it developed into a town of considerable importance not 
only through the growth of industry and commerce but also by becoming a 
centre of cultural and social change:

Because the town was a meeting place and transit point, it provided contact 
with ‘geographical space’; because it published and sold books, and housed 
institutions like the theatre, it offered access to ‘intellectual space’. But, 
above all, the town was increasingly the focus of ‘social space’, the space that 
separates individuals by status … It is as a purveyor of social mobility that the 
town did most to change people’s style of life, because it helped to generate a 
competitive, aspiring society.54

Birmingham had been a market town since the twelfth century; this is 
sometimes forgotten in the light of its later phenomenal industrial growth. By 
the late sixteenth century, it was already industrialising, as William Camden 
observed: ‘Bremicham, swarming with inhabitants and echoing with the 
noise of anvils (for here are a great number of smiths)’.55 This industrial 
nucleus ‘grew quietly and constantly, its continuing features being the variety 

 52 Borsay, ‘English urban renaissance revisited’, 174–5.
 53 Borsay, ‘English urban renaissance revisited’, 175.
 54 Borsay, ‘English urban renaissance revisited’, 180–1.
 55 William Camden, Britannia (London, 1695), quoted in Nikolaus Pevsner and Alexandra 

Wedgwood (eds), Warwickshire, The buildings of England series (New Haven, Conn. 
and London, 2003), 98.
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and smallness of its units’.56 By the eighteenth century, Birmingham’s trade 
and industry had become very diverse, and it differed significantly from 
towns with a single dominant trade, such as Manchester, in having almost 
no large factories—Boulton’s Soho Manufactory was one exception—but a 
huge number of small workshops. The town’s commercial success generated 
surplus wealth not only among the gentry but also among the rapidly growing 
‘middling sort’, in particular the increasing numbers of prosperous tradesmen 
and craftsmen, many of whose wealth was derived from the growing demand 
for leisure and luxury. The most successful printers and booksellers—not 
least John Baskerville—are surely to be counted among their number. 
Although reviled by some for his flouting of the social conventions of the 
day, Baskerville certainly participated in the polite sociability and civility 
of the urban renaissance, receiving many distinguished visitors at Easy 
Hill and impressing them with his flamboyant lifestyle. Baskerville’s many 
long-term friendships included Matthew Boulton and Benjamin Franklin. 
Hutton’s history of Birmingham is generous towards Baskerville, praising 
his politeness and sense of humour, as well as his business skills and his good 
taste: ‘Whatever passed through his fingers, bore the lively marks of John 
Baskerville’.57 Hutton’s daughter, Catherine, remembered Baskerville’s opulent 
coach, drawn by a pair of cream-coloured horses: ‘his painted chariot, each 
pannel a picture, fresh from his own manufactory of japanned tea-boards’.58 
Despite being ostracised by some and ignored by others—primarily because 
of his antipathy to organised religion and the fact that he lived openly with 
a woman who was not (until much later) his wife—Baskerville did hold civic 
office in Birmingham: he was Overseer of the Highways in 1749 and High 
Bailiff in 1761.59

The aim of this chapter was to outline the usefulness of the English urban 
renaissance as an explanatory context for the growth of printing and print 
culture in provincial towns in the long eighteenth century. The notable 
development of provincial printing—plus bookselling and other related 
trades—throughout the long eighteenth century was largely dependent on 
the emergence of new markets, both commercial and cultural, alongside an 
increase (for some people at least) in surplus wealth. This tends to support 
the validity of the urban renaissance as an explanation—though, as we 

 56 Pevsner and Wedgwood, Warwickshire, 98.
 57 William Hutton, An history of Birmingham to the end of the year 1780 (Birmingham, 1781), 

quoted in Frank E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, letter-founder and printer 
(London, 1975), 18–19.

 58 Quoted in Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 20. Baskerville made a fortune from 
the japanning business before turning to printing.

 59 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 14–15.
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have seen, only one of several possible frameworks—to help us understand 
how and why the culture of print, and the business of printing, became so 
important during this period of unprecedented change.
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John Baskerville’s place of birth in Wolverley, Worcestershire and 
the buildings where he lived and worked in Birmingham have never 

been subjected to systematic historical investigation. This chapter attempts 
to address this omission and is divided into two parts: ‘A new birthplace for 
John Baskerville’ and ‘The buildings of John Baskerville in Birmingham’. A 
combination of archival research, topographical analysis and archaeological 
evidence is used to provide, for the first time, a clearer picture of where 
he was born and the location and nature of his residences and business 
premises. This multidisciplinary approach has previously been used by the 
author to explore the history of three industrial sites in Birmingham and 
Sandwell linked with Matthew Boulton and James Watt, namely the Soho 
Manufactory, Mint and Foundry.1 The new Baskerville material corrects 
traditional accounts and enhances our knowledge and understanding of 
his background in Wolverley and Birmingham. His modest rather than 
previously supposed gentry status in Wolverley helps explain why, aware 
of his abilities and potential, he left for Birmingham and perhaps why he 

 1 George Demidowicz, ‘Power at the Soho manufactory and mint’, in Malcolm Dick 
(ed.), Matthew Boulton: a revolutionary player (Studley, 2009), 116–31; George Demidowicz, 
‘The origins of the Soho Manufactory and its layout’, in Kenneth Quickenden, Sally 
Baggott and Malcolm Dick (eds), Matthew Boulton: enterprising industrialist of the Enlight-
enment (Farnham, 2013), 67–84; George Demidowicz, ‘Power at the Soho Manufactory 
and mint’, in Dick, Matthew Boulton, 116–31; George Demidowicz, ‘A walking tour of 
the three Sohos’, in Shena Mason (ed.), Matthew Boulton selling what all the world desires 
(Birmingham, 2009), 99–107. 
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revealed little of his origins once he had established himself as one of the 
town’s leading industrialists. The uncovering of the sequence of his places of 
work and residence in Birmingham charts his gradual rise to become one of 
the leading printers of the time, casting light on the manner of this progress 
and the opportunities available to an able and ambitious young man newly 
arrived in a rapidly industrialising town.

A new birthplace for John Baskerville

A long-established tradition asserts that Baskerville was born in 
Sion House in Wolverley, Worcestershire, but careful scrutiny of the 

evidence reveals a very different and far lowlier birthplace. As a consequence, 
the social standing implied by his supposed birth in the substantial house 
standing on the summit of Sion Hill needs to be reassessed. In 1760, Samuel 
Derrick claimed that John Baskerville was born in Birmingham.2 William 
Hutton corrected this error in his History of Birmingham, published in 1783, 
identifying Baskerville’s birthplace as Wolverley, a large parish in Worces-
tershire near Kidderminster, and giving the year of his birth as 1706. 
Hutton did not provide a source for these details but probably acquired the 
information from a personal acquaintance. By the early nineteenth century, 
his account had become accepted by biographers and topographical writers 
with, however, no further elaboration.3 Wolverley was a predominantly rural 
parish, containing separate townships or hamlets, whose population was 
mostly engaged in agriculture. A network of rivers and streams had, however, 
been exploited for their water-power and particularly by iron-working mills at 
the end of the seventeenth century. Wolverley shared in the industrialisation 
of the Black Country and Birmingham to the north and east.

In 1854, John Noake (1816–94) the English journalist and antiquary, 
identified the precise location of Baskerville’s birth as Sion Hill, in the 
south of Wolverley parish near Kidderminster.4 The sale of the Sion Hill 

 2 Cuthbert Bede [Revd Edward Bradley], ‘Birthplace of Baskerville’, Notes and Queries, 
3rd series III (23 May 1863), 403–4, quoting from Samuel Derrick to the Earl of Cork, 
15 July 1760, Letters written from Leverpoole, Chester… (London, 1767).

 3 The general biographical dictionary (London, 1812), 166; John Nichols, Literary anecdotes 
of the eighteenth century (London, 1812), 450; Encyclopaedia Britannica (Edinburgh, 1824), 
369.

 4 John Noake, The rambler in Worcestershire, or stray notes on churches and congregations, 
vol. 3 (Worcester, 1854), 248; W. P. Courtney, ‘Noake, John (1816–1894)’, rev. Robin 
Whittaker, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/
article/20215; accessed 9 August 2016.
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estate in 1863 provoked further speculation.5 The Reverend Edward Bradley 
(1827–89), writing in Notes and Queries under the pseudonym Cuthbert 
Bede, followed Noake in asserting that ‘John Baskerville was born in one 
of the nine hamlets of Wolverley called Sion Hill’.6 Bradley, with his local 
connections, was apparently the first to quote from the Wolverley parish 
register recording Baskerville’s baptism at Wolverley church: ‘1706 John ye 
Son of John Baskervile by Sara his wife, was baptized January ye 28’.7 Before 
the introduction of the Gregorian calendar in 1752, the new year began on 
25 March, so that 28 January 1706 fell in the year 1707.8

There were only four buildings on the Sion Hill estate in 1863 (Figure 3). 
Applying his local knowledge, Bradley suggested that only Sion Hill House 
and Sion Hill farmhouse were in existence in Baskerville’s day, but was 
unable to decide which house was his birthplace. His article provoked a 
response in 1867, when a correspondent using the initials H.S.G. claimed that 
Baskerville could not have lived at Sion Hill House for very long, as this had 
been in the possession of the Hurtle family from 1720.9 Bradley responded by 
acknowledging the Hurtle ownership and confirming the name of the current 
owners, but could add little new information.10 From this time, opinion has 
wavered between the main house and the farmhouse as the birthplace; the 
Victoria County History of Worcestershire (VCH) in 1913 favoured the latter: ‘John 
Baskerville was born at Upton House, known latterly as Sion Hill Farm’.11 
Despite the biographies of Baskerville by Bennett and Pardoe supporting 
the assertion of the VCH, the question of his birthplace remains unsettled.12 
A building report on Sion Hill House assumed that this was the Baskerville 
ancestral home and the Wolverley and Cookley Parish Council page on the 
Worcestershire County Council website states that John Baskerville was born 
in Sion Hill House in 1706.13

 5 Bede, ‘Birthplace of Baskerville’, 403. His interest lay in the fact that he married the 
youngest daughter of Samuel Hancocks, who purchased Sion Hill estate in 1841.

 6 Andrew Sanders, ‘Bradley, Edward (1827–1889)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 
2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/3185; accessed 9 August 2016.

 7 Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service (WAAS), The Hive, Wolverley 
Parish Register.

 8 To be clear, John Baskerville was baptised on 28 January 1706/7. 
 9 H.S.G., ‘Baskerville the Printer’, Notes and Queries 3rd series XII (12 October 1867), 295.
 10 Cuthbert Bede, ‘Baskerville, Shenstone, and Sion Hill’, Notes and Queries 3rd series XII 

(26 October 1867); J. P. Brown-Westhead was the new owner. 
 11 Victoria County History of Worcestershire, vol. 3 (London, 1913) (hereafter VCH ), 568.
 12 William Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer: his press, relations and friends, 2 

vols (Birmingham, 1937–9); F. E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder and 
printer (London, 1975). 

 13 Peter Vesey, ‘Building Record, Sion Hill House for Comparo Ltd’ (April 2002): http://

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
http://e-services.worcestershire.gov.uk/MyParish/Welcome.aspx?ParishID=105&PostCode=DY115XL&Prop=136934&partner=wfc&MarriedTo=0
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John Baskerville in fact was born neither in Sion Hill House nor in 
Sion Hill Farm, both of which stand at the top of Sion Hill. He was born 
instead in an inn that stood at the bottom of the hill, yards from the 
junction with the main road from Kidderminster to Wolverhampton and 
Stourbridge. This lay just within the parish of Wolverley on the edge of 
the lands belonging to the Baskervilles in the first half of the eighteenth 
century. The area subsequently became part of the Broadwaters district, 
straddling the boundary between Kidderminster and Wolverley along the 
Broadwaters or Wannerton Brook. This reinterpretation relies principally 
on an understanding of the landholdings and tenurial arrangements of the 
Baskervilles in the hamlet of Upton in Wolverley. The documents consist of 
manorial leases, court records, surveys and rentals.

The story begins in the mid-seventeenth century with a detailed survey 
of the Wolverley estates of the Dean and Chapter of Worcester, which were 
confiscated by Parliament and surveyed in 1649–50.14 The Baskerville holding 
consisted of two parts. First, a lease of land called the Merch containing about 
six acres held of the Dean and Chapter of Worcester, the lords of the manor, 
for an annual rent of 2 shillings. The lease was originally granted in 1610 
to John Baskerville (Baskervile) the elder, who had died by the time of the 
survey, his son John Baskerville (Baskervile) the younger and the latter’s wife 
Alice holding it for their lives. The Merch was a low-lying area of meadow on 
the River Stour to the west of Upton hamlet and fields.15 Second, copyhold 
land consisting of four messuages (houses) with their lands in Upton was held 
by Thomas Baskerville (Baskervile). A combined annual rent of 22s. 8¼d. 
was paid for what was, practically speaking, the Baskerville patrimony. Its 
succession was, however, controlled by the Dean and Chapter of Worcester by 
means of a record made at the manorial court and payment of an entry fine. 
At this time the four messuages probably formed the small hamlet of Upton 
situated in the vicinity of the later Sion Hill Farm at the end of what is now 
Badland Avenue. Upton’s lands were still cultivated in common so that the 
strips or selions of the four messuages lay scattered throughout the arable fields. 
These stretched southwards to the Broadwaters Brook, the boundary between 
Wolverley and Kidderminster. It is not known how Thomas Baskerville was 
related to John Baskerville the younger. He might possibly have been his 
youngest brother and as such the heir to the main Baskerville holding under 

e-services.worcestershire.gov.uk/MyParish/Welcome.aspx?ParishID=105&PostCode
=DY115XL&Prop=136934&partner=wfc&MarriedTo=0; accessed 2 September 2016.

 14 Thomas Cave and Rowland A. Wilson (eds), The parliamentary survey of the lands and 
possessions of the Dean and Chapter of Worcester made in about 1649 (Worcester, 1924), 158–69.

 15 Thomas Cave, John Baskerville: the printer, 1706–75, his ancestry, a retrospect (Birmingham, 
1936), 21 (see n. 36). 

http://e-services.worcestershire.gov.uk/MyParish/Welcome.aspx?ParishID=105&PostCode=DY115XL&Prop=136934&partner=wfc&MarriedTo=0
http://e-services.worcestershire.gov.uk/MyParish/Welcome.aspx?ParishID=105&PostCode=DY115XL&Prop=136934&partner=wfc&MarriedTo=0
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the unusual laws of inheritance prevailing in Wolverley at that time, whereby 
the youngest (rather than the eldest) son inherited: the system known as 
Borough English.16

John Baskerville the younger appears to have been the great grandfather 
of John Baskerville the printer. His son, also John, was born in 1624 and 
another son, Thomas, in 1625.17 For the sake of clarity, the John Baskerville 
born in 1624 is designated John Baskerville I, his son, John Baskerville II, 
and the latter’s son, John, the printer, John Baskerville III. John I married 
Katherine at an unknown time and she gave birth to John II in 1660 and 
James in 1661. Katherine appears to have died in childbirth as she was buried 
at Kidderminster church on the same day (28 December 1661) that James was 
baptised there.18

In 1662, the Dean and Chapter leased the Merch, then called Marsh or 
March, to John Barnard and Sarah Barnard of Elmley Lovett.19 The lease 
noted that the property was formerly in the tenure of John Baskerville 
(Baskervile) deceased and lately of John Willetts. The document is important 
in reconstructing the Baskerville family tree, for it states that John and Sarah 
Barnard were holding the Marsh in trust for James Baskerville, a minor, 
grandchild of John Barnard and nephew of Sarah. If James did not survive to 
the age of twenty-one then it was to be held on behalf of Thomas Baskerville, 
James’s brother, and if he in turn did not reach twenty-one, for the benefit 
of John, brother of James and Thomas. James was the youngest son of John 
Baskerville I, Thomas, the middle son, and John II, the eldest and father 
of the printer. It is possible that Sarah Barnard was sister of Katherine, the 
mother of the three brothers, who had died giving birth to James. Sarah and 
her father John Barnard acted as trustees for the three young boys, but also 
adopted other responsibilities for their care on the death of their mother.20 
John I may have remarried in April 1662.21

 16 Thomas Cave considered that Thomas had been written in error for John the 
younger: John Baskerville: the printer, 165; VCH, 568; Borough English in Wolverley was 
abolished by Act of Parliament in 1768.

 17 Extracts from the Wolverley Parish Registers were published by Cave, John Baskerville: 
the printer. Thomas Cave delved into sources for the ancestry of Baskerville and found 
some revealing documentation. His account contains errors of transcription and 
interpretation, which have misled subsequent researchers. 

 18 Cave, John Baskerville: the printer, 36.
 19 Worcester Cathedral Archive (WCA), A7 xv, lease, 25 November 1662. 
 20 Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service (WAAS), The Hive. The Kidder-

minster Parish Registers only record the baptisms of John, 22 July 1660 and James, 28 
December 1661. 

 21 WAAS, Kidderminster Parish Register, John Baskarvields married Issable Johnstone, 
9 April 1662.
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In June 1681, the Dean and Chapter leased the Marsh to James Baskerville 
(Baskervile) for twenty-one years, as he was soon to reach the age of twenty-
one.22 It was renewed for another twenty-one years by ‘James Baskervile of 
Wolverley yeoman’ in 1693 and renewed again in 1700 when he was described 
as a yeoman of Elmley Lovett.23 In about 1684, John II married Sarah and 
their first child, James, was baptised on 25 July 1685. Altogether John II 
fathered ten children with two wives both called Sarah. His first wife had 
one son and two daughters and died in 1690. His second had four daughters 
and three sons, the last being John III, the future printer, born in January 
1707.24 She died in 1743.

There is a record of the main Baskerville holding in the court book for 
September 1707, whose significance has hitherto not been understood. On 
30 September, two tenants of Wolverley surrendered at the manorial court 
two customary holdings on behalf of James Baskerville (Baskervile), James 
having died in August 1707.25 The first holding was of four messuages and 
four virgates26 of land in Upton, which was transferred to John Baskerville 
III (Baskervile) paying an annual rent of 20 shillings. These are the same 
four messuages recorded in 1649–50 and described above. John Baskerville 
III was an infant of nine months at this time. The second holding was 
treated differently in being passed from James Baskerville (Baskervile) to 
his eldest brother, John II. It consisted of a tenement (house), two acres of 
arable in Lower Field, two acres in Middle Field, two Acres in Further Field 
and a meadow called the Citch. The annual rent for this holding was 2s. 6d., 
making a total of 22s. 6d. for both, a sum very close to the 22s. 8¼d. paid by 
Thomas Baskerville in 1649–50. It appears that the customary holding, as 
recorded in 1649–50, had since been divided into two unequal parts, with the 
construction of another house (the tenement) and the allocation to it of three 
two-acre plots in the common fields of Upton and a meadow called the Citch. 
It is not known when this division took place, but it may have been as early 
as the 1680s, when John Baskerville II came of age, married and started a 
family. James, the youngest son and heir, possibly made provision to support 
his eldest brother by carving out a piece from the main Baskerville holding, 
although he continued to hold both portions until 1707.

The family holding of six acres and a meadow was small and in the 
circumstances it was likely that John II looked for other sources of income 

 22 WCA, A7viii.
 23 WCA, A7xx.
 24 WAAS, Wolverley Parish Register. John Baskerville II registered all the baptisms of 

his children in Wolverley.
 25 WAAS, 899:310 BA10470/65; Elmley Lovett Parish Register. 
 26 A medieval measure of land, approximately 30 acres.
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to support his growing family. A clue is recorded in the Quarter Session 
presentments in early 1709 (Epiphany 1708–9).27 William Hoult, constable of 
Wolverley, reported John Baskerville for ‘entertaining a woman that lay with 
bastard child and for keeping a disorderly house’. A disorderly house probably 
refers to an inn or hostelry, which suggests that John II was an innkeeper, 
and disreputable. The inn may, in fact, have been in existence for some years 
previously, perhaps as early as 1686.28 There is more evidence in September 
1729, when John Baskerville II surrendered and passed to his son, John III, ‘a 
messuage known by the name le Cock’ with other lands situated in the hamlet 
of Upton.29 The possibility that le Cock may also have been a brothel should 
not be discounted: its name is highly suggestive and a reason why John, the 
printer, may have wished to draw a veil over his early life. This holding 
equates to the tenement, six acres and the Citch, recorded in 1707 at an annual 
rent of 2s. 6d. and the court book entry confirms the earlier surrender on 30 
September 1707. The reason for the 1729 surrender was that John Baskerville 
III, the future printer, had reached the age of twenty-one and inherited under 
the Borough English system as the youngest heir. Unfortunately, this court 
entry was not published by earlier commentators and an important later 
surrender of the same holding was wrongly transcribed, thereby missing the 
existence of le Cock inn. The implication of the evidence for an inn owned by 
the Baskervilles and run by the printer’s father is of major significance for the 
location of the son’s birthplace.

The location of the inn on the Baskerville lands is identified below, but 
first it is necessary to return to the years around the birth of John Baskerville 
III and the death of James Baskerville, his uncle. Additional sources provide 
more information on John Baskerville III’s family tree and the nature of 
his estate and help explain the reasons why the Wolverley lands were sold 
after John III had established his career as a printer in Birmingham. The 
renewal of the lease of the Marsh by John III’s maternal aunt provides further 
evidence of the nature of the estate. On 20 November 1707, Sarah Robbins 
[née Barnard] surrendered her nephew, James Baskerville’s, lease, granted 
seven years previously.30 This was undertaken in her role as executrix and 
legatary of the last will and testament of ‘James Baskervile of Elmley Lovitt 
[Lovett] yeoman deceased’, and as beneficiary she was granted a new lease. 

 27 WAAS, QS 1/1/210/81. 
 28 National Archives (NA), WO30/48. In 1686, a survey of inns and alehouses recorded 

that in Broadwaters there were four guest beds and stabling for six horses. The survey 
did not identify individual buildings.

 29 WAAS, b0009:1 BA7599.
 30 WCA, A7xxi.
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James’s will has not been found, but he was buried on 19 August 1707.31 
James also described himself as a yeoman of Elmley Lovett, where he had 
probably been settled since at least 1700. His aunt Sarah Barnard had 
married a member of the Robbins family, but no record of this marriage has 
been found. In 1694, William Robbins (Robbyns) was recorded as a tenant 
of Upton in Elmley Lovett.32 Sarah Robbins died in early 1711, ‘a widow 
of Elmley Lovett’, and left her goods and chattels to be equally divided 
between her nephews, ‘Thomas Baskervile’ and ‘John Baskervile’ [II], but 
with Thomas apportioned £5 more.33 Both brothers were to act as executors. 
The middle brother, Thomas, is elusive in the records since he first appears 
in 1662. His baptismal record has not been found.34 He married Joan, 
who bore him a daughter, Elizabeth, in 1681, and a son, Thomas, in 1686, 
both baptised in Elmley Lovett. He was likely to have been the Thomas 
Baskerville listed on the same rent role as William Robbins as a tenant of 
Upton in Elmley Lovett in 1694.35 Thomas Baskerville was buried on 17 
September 1713, his wife predeceasing him in 1708.36

In 1720, the Dean and Chapter leased the Marsh to ‘John Baskervile 
[II] of Wolverley, yeoman’, John having surrendered his aunt Sarah’s 
earlier lease. He was sole executor of Sarah’s will, in view of his younger 
brother, Thomas’s, death in 1713.37 In November 1721, within a year of 
taking the lease of the Marsh, John II transferred it to his daughter, Hannah 
Baskerville, aged twenty-five, one of his two surviving children.38 John II’s 
self-description as a yeoman of Wolverley is significant. His brother Thomas 
lived in Elmley Lovett, retaining no interest in Wolverley. The principal 
Baskerville holding in Wolverley of four messuages and their land, although 
formally assigned to John III in 1707 shortly after his birth, was most likely, 
therefore, administered and cultivated by his father. It is unlikely that all 
‘four messuages’ were still inhabited or standing by 1720, although one might 
still have been functioning as the home farm, later to be known as Sion Hill 
Farm. It is perhaps for this reason that Upton disappeared as a topographical 

 31 WAAS, Elmley Lovett Parish Register.
 32 LoB, 280373.
 33 WAAS, Will of Sarah Robbins, 28 April 1711; her inventory included her lease of the 

Marsh, valued at £5.
 34 A search has been made of the Wolverley, Kidderminster and Elmley Lovett parish 

registers.
 35 WAAS, Elmley Lovett Parish Register.
 36 WAAS, Elmley Lovett Parish Register; it is likely that his children died young. 
 37 WCA, A7xxii.
 38 WAAS, Wolverley Parish Registers; WCA, A7xiii. In 1728, the lease of the Marsh was 

transferred to Jacob Townsend, husband of Hannah Baskerville, WCA, A7xxvii.
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entity by the mid-eighteenth century, culminating with the renaming of its 
last surviving farm.

On 4 January 1728, the ‘four messuages’ and their yardlands became 
surety for a loan of £200.39 The parties to the mortgage were John Baskerville 
II, John Baskerville III and Richard Thompson of Hampton Lovett, who 
stood the loan. Full details of the mortgage were entered in the manorial 
court book on 23 September 1729.

The Wolverley court book first refers to John Baskerville III (Baskerfeild) 
on 1 October 1728 when he was formally admitted to his copyhold tenancy. 
On 23 September 1729, the same day as the mortgage referred to above was 
entered in the court book, John Baskerville II surrendered his tenement called 
‘Le Cock’ and its land to the lord of the manor with the purpose of assigning it 
to his son and heir, John Baskerville III.40 Given that John Baskerville III was 
now in possession of the Wolverley copyhold tenancy, adequate at about 120 
acres to support him and his father, why did he leave his family patrimony 
to seek a new life and career in Birmingham? The answer is perhaps that he 
had no desire to be a yeoman farmer but, conscious of his talent in writing 
and lettering, saw greater opportunity in the rapidly expanding town of 
Birmingham. His ability to write in a good hand may have been noticed 
at an early age at school, perhaps Sebright Grammar School in Wolverley, 
although there is no record of his attendance there.41

Birmingham had become the largest commercial centre in the region, 
with a population which had grown from about 15,000 in 1700 to 23,000 in 
1731 and where an increasing number of clerks and bookkeepers needed to 
be trained. Le Cock was conveniently situated close to the main roads from 
Kidderminster to Wolverhampton and Stourbridge and the young John may 
have met travellers who described to him a world beyond Wolverley. Able 
to seize an opportunity, he left his father to keep the inn in Wolverley and 
manage his estate. It is unlikely that he would have acted in such a manner 
had he been in possession of a gentleman’s seat at Sion Hill.

The Baskerville landholding itself underwent a major change at this 
time, involving the consolidation of its scattered holding ‘lying dispersed 
in the severall Commonfields of Upton’. An agreement to this end, dated 2 
February 1730/1, was made between John Baskerville (III) of Birmingham 
and William Hurtle, gentleman, of Wolverley. Baskerville’s strips lying with 
Hurtle’s on either side were exchanged for the Hurtle strips among his own 

 39 WAAS, b009:1; LoB, 7599.
 40 WAAS, b009; LoB, 7599.
 41 See Chapter 6 in this volume: Ewan Clayton, ‘Baskerville the Writing Master: 

Calligraphy and Type in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries’.
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land.42 The open fields of Upton were enclosed by private agreement and 
it appears that William Hurtle was pursuing such a course of action to 
create a consolidated holding in the north of Upton. Apart from the obvious 
convenience, Hurtle may also have intended to build a new house for himself 
on the summit of the Upton fields, away from the shrunken hamlet of Upton 
where it would command extensive views to the west and north. It is not 
known how he made the money to embark on such a venture, but he was 
probably the original builder of Sion Hill House, a gentleman’s residence 
surrounded by a small park. The consequence, intentional or otherwise, was 
the disappearance of the ancient name of Upton and its replacement by Sion 
Hill.43 In addition, in 1735, as part of the process of creating a consolidated 
estate, Hurtle leased the Marsh from the Dean and Chapter of Worcester, 
thereby breaking its long link with the Baskerville family.44

By September 1731, both John Baskerville II and John III were in debt 
to William Hurtle of Upton for a sum of £600. The original loan of £200 
provided by Richard Thompson in January 1728 had been reassigned to 
Arthur Radnall and in turn taken on by William Hurtle.45 The increased 
sum of £600 was considerably in excess of what might have been needed 
to set up John III’s other business as a gravestone cutter.46 It is possible that 
some of the funds were absorbed by the Wolverley estate in the expenses of 
enclosure and perhaps in alterations at Le Cock.

On 1 October 1734, John Baskerville III surrendered his Wolverley lands 
at the manorial court to register their succession by reference to his last will 
and testament. Unfortunately, Thomas Cave misread the reference to the 
‘messuage or tenement known by the name of le Cock’ as the Citch, which 
was in fact the name of the meadow lying to the east of the inn.47 This error 
was repeated by Bennett in the first volume of his biography, missing this vital 
evidence for Baskerville’s birthplace.48 John Baskerville II died in 1738 and 

 42 WAAS, 899: 310; LoB, 10470/65. 
 43 Isaac Taylor’s map of Worcestershire, 1772 marking the house and Sion Hill.
 44 Cave, John Baskerville: the printer, 21; WCA, A7xxi. The location of the Marsh was 

confirmed by a later entry in the Dean and Chapter records where it was stated 
that part had been sold to the ‘Proprietors of the Canal Company’, presumably to 
construct a section of the Staffordshire and Worcestershire canal. The remaining part 
adjoining the canal had been ‘reduced to a perfect bog’, WCA, A130; the area lies 
along the River Stour and the canal to the west and below Usmere Road.

 45 WAAS, 009:1; LoB, BA 1230/5; b009:1; 7599. The Radnall family owned the Upton 
Fulling Mill from 1711; WAAS, 009:1; LoB, BA 1230/5; b009:1; 7599.

 46 Hill, Book makers, 59.
 47 Cave, John Baskerville: the printer, 24–5; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, 

vol. 1, 33.
 48 Cave’s error was compounded by his locating Sion [Hill] House on land known as the 
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from this time John III became an absentee landlord of his Wolverley lands 
with no local family representative.49

John Baskerville married Sarah Eaves, née Ruston, on 1 June 1764. He had 
taken her and her children under his wing in about 1750 after her husband, 
Richard Eaves, abandoned her. The latter returned from America in 1762 
and died in early May 1764.50 Having waited for Sarah to become widowed, 
the decision to marry was followed by, if not connected with, the final 
breaking of the link between the Baskerville family and Wolverley. Whether 
under pressure from the owner of Sion Hill to discharge the mortgage, or 
on his own initiative, Baskerville agreed to sell his Wolverley estate to John 
Hurtle, who had recently inherited Sion Hill after the death of his father, 
William. William Hurtle of Sion Hill, from whom Baskerville had originally 
borrowed £600, died between November 1757 and December 1758, leaving 
a widow, Mary, a son, John, and a daughter, Mary, both minors.51 He 
described himself ‘as of Upton’ in his will, but his wife, who died in 1763 
or 1764, preferred to be known in her own will as ‘relict of William Hurtle 
of Sion Hill’. The son, John, also referred to his home as Sion Hill in 1762 
by which time he had come of age (c.1759).52 On 28 July 1764, an agreement 
was signed between ‘John Baskerville of Birmingham … letter founder and 
printer’ and ‘John Hurtle of Wolverley, gentleman’.53 Baskerville and his new 
wife Sarah were to receive £256. 15s. as the purchase price of their Wolverley 
estate. This had remained divided into two parts: the larger portion, the 
four messuages and yardlands, was already under lease to John Hurtle at a 
yearly rent of £57. 15s. The smaller portion containing the Le Cock was in the 
occupation of Samuel Wright at an annual rent of £16. 10s. It appears that 
the mortgage debt had been reduced to £400 making the full purchase price 
equivalent to £656. 15s. Since his father’s death, Baskerville had probably 
enjoyed an annual income from Wolverley of £74. 5s, a figure very close to 
the sum of £75 given as the value of his inheritance at Wolverley by Straus 
and Dent.54 The sale was conditional on Baskerville surrendering the holding 

Pannock or Pancock, owned by Thomas Jeavons, the owner also of Upton Fulling Mill 
before 1711. The Pannock was situated close to the mill on the Broadwaters stream/
Wannerton brook, a different location from the hill top on which Sion Hill House 
was constructed: Cave, John Baskerville: the printer, 11 and repeated by Bennett, John 
Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 22.

 49 WAAS, Wolverley Parish Register.
 50 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 152–5.
 51 NA, Prob 11/842/223, will of William Hurtle.
 52 NA, Prob 11/898/215 will of Mary Hurtle; LoB, 288189, 8 May 1762. 
 53 WAAS, 899:310 BA 10470/65.
 54 Ralph Straus and Robert K. Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir (London, 1907), 1; Cave, 

John Baskerville: the printer, 23–4.
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at a manorial court to be held before 25 December 1764 and proceedings took 
place at Le Cock on 14 November 1764.55 It is not known how many tenants 
had occupied the inn after the death of John II and before Samuel Wright 
in the 1760s. As a consequence of the 1764 purchase John Hurtle’s Sion Hill 
estate was increased in size to about 300 acres.

In 1764, Baskerville sold the ancient family holding in Wolverley, which 
included his probable birthplace, Le Cock, to the Hurtle family. His father, 
John II, had probably occupied and looked after his Wolverley property 
until his death in 1738, whereupon Baskerville became an absentee landlord 
drawing on an annual rent of about £75. His principal landed estate was Easy 
Hill on the edge of Birmingham where, after acquiring its lease in 1747, he 
built a mansion and manufactory.

Le Cock, whatever its origins, was by 1768 renamed as the Bull’s Head and 
functioned as a coaching inn situated on an important road junction.56 The 
Hurtle-owned ‘Inn at Broadwaters’ was advertised for sale in 1793 and in 1816 
was known as the Broadwaters Inn.57 By 1838, it had been converted into a 
private house and, as a dwelling of some size, was to be occupied by a series 
of local manufacturing families.58 By 1875, it was known as Brook House 
(after the Broadwaters Brook) and survived until about 1938 when a row of 
four shops was built on the site.59 In 2016, three of these shops formed the 
‘Broadwaters Wine Cellar and Convenience Store’ and the fourth shop at the 
south end of the row traded as the ‘Broadwaters Chippy’. The northern half 
of the supermarket was the site of Le Cock.

It was puzzling why Baskerville would have left a well-heeled family 
and estate at Sion Hill to set up as a writing master in Birmingham. A 
re-examination of the evidence in the Wolverley manorial court records, 
rentals and leases has revealed his very different social origins as the son of 
an innkeeper, who may even at times have kept a ‘bawdy house’. Whether 
this was an embarrassment to Baskerville is not known, but he was conscious 
that his talents lay elsewhere, and not even his inheritance of a substantial 
yeoman farm at the age of twenty-one was sufficient to prevent him leaving 
for Birmingham.

 55 WAAS, 899:310 10470/70; WRO b0009:1; LoB, 1230/21; Sarah Baskerville also 
attended the court, as she was party to the sale, and she was ‘first secretly examined 
by the Steward apart from her husband and thereto freely consenting’. 

 56 Berrow’s Worcester Journal 1768, quoted in Betty I. Park, Horsefair and broadwaters 
(Kidderminster, 2003), 88.

 57 Berrow’s Worcester Journal, 16 May 1793; London Gazette, 22 June 1816.
 58 1841, 1861, 1871 Census.
 59 Berrow’s Worcester Journal, 22 May 1875; 1:2500 scale Ordnance Survey County Series 

(1938).
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The buildings of John Baskerville in Birmingham

Baskerville’s rise in economic status after settling in Birmingham 
can be tracked through the succession of properties that he leased. The 

position of his Easy Hill house and manufactory in Broad Street has never 
been in doubt, but the exact location of his earlier premises has not previously 
been identified. This has proved to be not merely an exercise in geographical 
detective work, but one that reveals the nature of the steady commercial 
progress that Baskerville made in his newly adopted home town. The skill 
that he wished to exploit away from his rural origins, that of lettering and 
handwriting, was a constant that eventually established him as a nationally 
important printer and type founder, but he was also able to apply his artistic 
abilities in the financially successful production of decorated japanned-
ware.60 None of the buildings that John Baskerville occupied during the time 
that he lived and worked in Birmingham survives, but the location of the 
buildings and their position within the changing townscape can be identified 
by using archival and printed sources. They include rate or levy books, estate 
accounts, parish registers, property deeds, town maps and estate plans. The 
notebook of Joseph Hill is also important and trade directories constitute the 
principal printed sources.

William Hutton was the first to claim that Baskerville arrived in 
Birmingham in 1726, a date that has been subsequently repeated by many 
biographers, none of whom provided any supporting evidence.61 Hutton 
also asserted that ‘having trained in no occupation’ he began his career 
in Birmingham as a writing master. If 1726 is correct then this was two 
years before he reached the age of twenty-one and came into his estate at 
Wolverley, which he promptly mortgaged for £200.62

Baskerville’s school
Another problem with the traditional date of arrival is that Baskerville does 
not appear in the Birmingham records before 1733. In this year, he is first 
recorded in the parish levy books as holding a school in Edgbaston Street 
Quarter, paying 3d. in rent.63 By February 1731, he described himself as ‘of 

 60 See Chapter 4 in this volume: Yvonne Jones, ‘John Baskerville: Japanner of “Tea 
Trays and other Household Goods”’.

 61 William Hutton, An history of Birmingham, 2nd edn (Birmingham, 1783), 91. 
 62 WAAS, b009:1 BA7599. 
 63 LoB, MS952/1/15, Joseph Hill notebook, 14; Joseph Hill, The bookmakers of old 

Birmingham: authors, printers, and book-sellers (Birmingham, 1907), 59. The levy books 
from 1728 to 1735 have been lost since the 1920s, but Joseph Hill transcribed sections 
of them. He records John Baskerville from 1733 to 1735 paying 6d. (fo. 51).
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Birmingham’ in an agreement he made to exchange land in Wolverley with 
a neighbouring landowner.64 If the £200 borrowed by John II in 1728 was 
used to set up his son as a writing master, then his arrival in Birmingham 
could be taken to 1728. Such a sum of money, however, appears rather large 
for the relatively low costs of equipment and accommodation needed for 
such a venture and it may also have been used for general estate expenses 
and to help John’s father invest in his Wolverley inn-keeping business. The 
year of Baskerville’s arrival in Birmingham may never be established, but it 
is possible from the town’s rate or levy books to locate his school. Although 
the individual streets in the rating quarters were not identified in the earliest 
surviving books, they were organised geographically, street by street, and the 
names of the ratepayers were ordered similarly. Edgbaston Street Quarter 
included the area around St Martin’s Church, beginning in Spiceal (Mercers) 
Street and finishing on the east side of the Bull Ring. The Bull Ring was then 
called Corn Cheaping or the Corn Market and included the buildings lining 
the east side of the churchyard.65 ‘After considerable trouble’ Joseph Hill 
identified Baskerville’s school as being ‘a spot in a yard in Corn Cheaping 
or Bull Ring, between the modern numbers 7 and 8’, but this needs to be 
verified. Baskerville does not appear in the rate books from 1728 to 1732, but 
from 1733 the position he occupied was in 1728 taken by Richard Savage, 
the son of John Savage, a saddler, recorded as a constable in 1706.66 Richard 
Savage, following his father’s profession, was one of his five sons. John died 
in 1720 leaving a will dividing the Bull Ring property among his sons. The 
eldest, Charles Savage, inherited the business, but he died in 1724. Richard 
Savage took over, but he only lived until 1729.67 Another son, Christopher, in 
trade as an ironmonger, also died in 1729 so at the beginning of 1730 John 
junior, a surgeon, and Edward were left as sole heirs to the property.68 By 
the time the surgeon wrote his will in January 1732, however, he had bought 
out his brother’s one-fifth share.69 John junior died in February 1732 leaving 
a widow, Ann, in occupation of a house in New Street.70 He left his estate in 
trust as his only son and heir was three years old. Baskerville was recorded 
for the first time in the 1733 levy book on Lady Day, 25 March 1733 to Lady 
Day 1734. The levy book was usually prepared around Easter.71 It is possible, 

 64 WAAS, 899:310 BA10470/65.
 65 LoB, 244501, Levy Book, 1736–45; LoB, 661020.
 66 Hutton, History of Birmingham, 93.
 67 NA, St Martin’s Parish Register, Prob11/578/288, 11 February 1721.
 68 NA, Prob3/20/33.
 69 Lichfield Joint Record Office (LJRO), Will of John Savage, proved 22 May 1733.
 70 LoB, 372134; 1736 Levy Book, 244501.
 71 Quoted in The King against The Inhabitants of Edgbaston, 2 June 1796. See Charles 
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therefore, that it was John Savage’s two trustees, entrusted to manage his 
estate, who leased part of the Bull Ring property to Baskerville.72

The will of John Savage senior (proved February 1721),73 makes it possible 
to identify the building that Baskerville occupied. The property contained 
three houses: a front dwelling facing Corn Cheaping and St Martin’s church, 
and two at the rear. Each of the houses was allocated part of the garden at 
the rear and shared ‘two houses of office’ (privies) and access to a water pump. 
John junior was bequeathed one of these rear houses, without a warehouse, 
and he later inherited the adjoining rear house with a warehouse on the 
death of his brother, Christopher, in 1729. Baskerville probably rented John 
Savage’s direct inheritance from his father, as the writing master would not 
have needed a warehouse.74

By 1739, it appears that Robert Walker, a currier (leather tanner), had 
taken on Baskerville’s property on the Savage plot, but he died in March 
1742.75 Walker’s successor in 1741 was also a currier, James Rawlins, and he 
was recorded as tenant of Baskerville’s shop, rated at 2d. This term is hardly 
suggestive of a schoolhouse, as might be expected, but indicates that all or 
part of the property was in use as a workshop.76 That Baskerville’s name was 
used to identify the building as late as 1757 may indicate that he retained his 
original lease, sub-letting it to tenants. The school at the rear of the Savage 
property, therefore, did not disappear with Baskerville’s removal to new 
premises and business.

As a result of the Savage ownership of Baskerville’s first home and business 
premises, the position of their plot in the Bull Ring can be traced. Following 
the death of John Savage junior in 1732, his widow, Anne, née Billingsley, 
administered the property interests of her husband’s only son, James, who was 
three years old. Her brother-in-law, Edward, died in 1735, leaving James, his 
nephew, as sole surviving heir of the Savage patrimony.77 Ann had brought 
with her a small estate in Bordesley (the Brookhouse), Aston, as part of the 

Durnford and Edward Hyde East, Reports of cases argued and determined in the Court of 
King’s Bench, from Michaelmas Term 35th George III to Trinity Term 36th George III 1798, vol. 6 
(London, 1796), 540–2; I am grateful to John Townley for providing this information.

 72 New entries in the levy books, however, cannot be treated as indicating precisely the 
start of a new tenancy and so the young writer master’s occupation may have begun 
any time after the 1732–3 levy book was prepared at Easter 1732.

 73 NA, Prob11/578/288.
 74 LoB, 244502–4; 244501.
 75 LJRO, administration of Robert Walker, 12 November 1742; NA, St Martin’s Parish 

Register.
 76 Hill, Book makers, 59. Hill suggested that Baskerville continued to use the schoolhouse 

‘for early experiments in type founding’. 
 77 LoB, St Martin’s Parish Register.
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marriage settlement.78 Ann’s will, proved in 1741, left the Bordesley and 
Edgbaston property and a house and croft in Park Street to her son James, 
who was still a minor. It is assumed that the Bull Ring holding was intended 
to pass directly from father to son, with Anne administering it until James 
was twenty-one (c.1751).79 In 1754, soon after James inherited, he gave notice to 
sell all his landed property and live off an annuity.80 Although young, he was 
‘not of the heartiest of constitutions’. Charles Savage of Bishop’s Tachbrook, 
James’s distant cousin and former guardian, tried to dissuade him from 
this course of action and it appears that he was successful. The Bull Ring 
property, then known as Savages Yard, was described as:

The Houses … standing in the Market Place … and in very good repair Mr 
Savage having lately laid out 100L in the repair of Mr Yarnold’s House now 
in Mr Darbyshire’s holding and Mr Darbyshire himself Having added several 
new buildings and Rawlings having built a New Shop.81

James retired to Knowle and died in 1758 leaving a will giving more 
information on his Bull Ring property. It confirmed that it still contained a 
schoolhouse:

All those my messuages … Schoolhouse Shops Warehouses situate … near a 
place called Corn Cheaping or the Bull Ring and in or near a yard … called 
Savages Yard, now or late in the several tenures of John Darbyshire Brasier 
James Whitworth Taylor James Rawlings Currier and—Austin School-
master.82

The whole of James’ property in Birmingham and Bordesley was bequeathed 
to Simon Cattell and his kinswoman Mary Cattell.83 Mary, née Savage, 
was sister to Charles Savage and daughter of William Savage, both of 
Bishop’s Tachbrook, Warwickshire.84 In 1778, Mary passed the Birmingham 
and Bordesley estate to her son, George Cattell.85 By this time Savage’s 

 78 LoB, MS2126/3/2/ 54, 56.
 79 NA, Prob11/716/145, proved 13 February 1741.This will provides evidence that the 

Birmingham Savage family was a junior branch of the Savages of Bishop’s Tachbrook. 
 80 Warwick Record Office (WRO), CR1908/219, Thomas Fisher to Charles Savage of 

Bishop’s Tachbrook, 30 December 1754. 
 81 Warwick Record Office (WRO), CR1908/219, Thomas Fisher to Charles Savage of 

Bishop’s Tachbrook, 30 December 1754.
 82 NA, Prob11/842/100.
 83 LoB, MS2126/3/2/66–67. The Edgbaston estate had been sold in 1755 to Sir Henry 

Gough. 
 84 WRO, CR1908/328/133; CR1908/203/5.
 85 WRO, CR556/20C.

1741.This
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Yard was also known as Go(o)lden’s Yard after the tenant of the principal 
house, Richard Go(o)lden, a silk merchant, who had taken over from John 
Darbyshire in 1763.86 The name survived to be recorded on the 1:500 scale 
Ordnance Survey map of 1889 as Golden Court, which fixes the position of 
the Savage property with some certainty as 7 Bull Ring.

George Cattell died in 1818 and bequeathed the Bull Ring and Bordesley 
estate to his godson, Kelynge Greenway, son of his cousin, Thomas 
Greenway.87 In 1860, the property was sold to the principal sitting tenants, 
Messrs W. B. Mapplebeck and J. Lowe.88 Before 1851, the firm had expended 
over £500 ‘in repairing, rebuilding and improving’ the premises during 
which a warehouse situated in Golden’s Court adjacent to the back part of the 
frontage shop and showrooms was ‘built on the site where three messuages 
once stood’.89 It is possible that one of these houses had been occupied by 
Baskerville as a school, its position immediately behind the frontage house. 
A plan of 1851 shows the newly built warehouse in ‘Goldins Court’ and this 
is the proposed position of Baskerville’s school.90

No. 7 Bull Ring and Goldens Court were sold to Birmingham Corporation 
in 1949 (6 and 7 Bull Ring had been destroyed in the Blitz).91 The purchase 
was to allow the redevelopment of the Bull Ring, which involved the creation 
of a new carriageway and the construction of shops with a multi-storey 
car park above. This was demolished to make way for the new Bull Ring 
development in the late 1990s and 7 Bull Ring, once containing Baskerville’s 
school, lies almost entirely within the curtilage of Selfridges (Figure 4). The 
archaeological levels of the ancient plot had already been removed by the 
first post-war Bull Ring development and deeper excavation was carried out 
to create the under-store car park.92

The only direct evidence of Baskerville’s business as a carver of gravestones 
is the slate held by the Library of Birmingham. His ability to write in a 
beautiful hand may have attracted the attention of masons who traded in the 
vicinity of St Martin’s church. We cannot know whether the references to 
Baskerville’s shop in Savage’s Yard indicate that he, rather than subsequent 
tenants, converted part of his school to carry out this new enterprise. As well 
as the school, the 1738 Levy Book records that Baskerville held premises on 

 86 LoB, Birmingham Levy Book, Edgbaston Street Quarter, 1763, 1774–6.
 87 Monument in St Nicholas Church, Warwick; WRO, CR556/48, 95,113, Board of 

Health Maps 1850–5, sheets 150, 170–1.
 88 LoB, BCC10/BPS/3/1/38, Town Clerk deeds: TC 325–327,330. 
 89 LoB, Town Clerk deeds, 325.
 90 LoB, Town Clerk deeds, 325.
 91 LoB, Birmingham City Council deed packet no. 7576.
 92 Catherine Patrick and Stephanie Ratkai, The Bull Ring uncovered (Oxford, 2009), 38.
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the opposite side of the street in a row of buildings on the eastern flank of 
St Martin’s churchyard.93 Perhaps he had diversified into gravestone cutting, 
an enterprise conveniently backing onto the churchyard. There is, however, 
an entry for one year only at this location, and, if the Levy Book accurately 
reflects the length of Baskerville’s tenure, then this venture was short-lived.

The house in New Meeting Street

According to the 1738 levy book, Baskerville held three premises in this 
year. The third was entered under Dale End Quarter, which included New 
Meeting Street, connecting the south end of Dale End with Moor Street. 

 93 LoB, 244501.

Figure 4 Location plan of Baskerville’s Birmingham buildings  
(Samuel Bradford, 1750).

Library of Birmingham
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Hill identified this location as ‘adjoining the new erected building used as a 
Meeting House’.94 This was opened in 1732 and the deeds from the 1720s have 
survived.95 The description in a 1739 mortgage was as follows:

all that piece or parcel of land and two messuages … thereupon erected on 
the north side … of a street called Chappell Street adjoining at one end some 
gardens … and at the other end thereof to a wall, which enclosed a new 
erected piece of Building then used as a meeting house … all which messuages 
were in the several tenures … of John Baskerville and [   ] Benton

The deed evidence accords with the adjacent entries in the Levy Book for 
1738 and 1739, where Baskerville was assessed at 7d. and Benton at 5d.96 
Baskerville’s taking of premises in 1738 on the other side of the Bull Ring 
and a house in New Meeting Street probably explains why his tenancy of the 
schoolhouse finished at this time. It is probable that his writing master career 
came to an end as he sought new opportunities. He was financially confident 
enough to rent a separate house and not to live in at the school.

The plot with its two houses stood immediately to the west of the New 
Meeting House and by 1755 another four houses had been added.97 A chapel 
school that replaced them after 1808 formed a distinct L-shaped building, 
but the construction of Albert Street in 1862 brought about its demolition.98 
New factory and office buildings respecting the line of the new road were 
constructed in the late nineteenth century, to include the site of the school. 
The rear of the building with an elevation of white brick coincides with the 
site of the former school and previously of Baskerville’s house. Baskerville’s 
tenancy of this house only lasted two years, but this short duration may not 
have been intended. Around the corner, about 400 feet along the opposite 
side of Moor Street, stood the premises into which he moved next. By 1739, 
he had left his two Bull Ring properties and a year later vacated his house at 
the rear of the New Meeting House.

The Moor Street japanning works

What prompted Baskerville to make such a move after only two years? 
According to Hutton, ‘as painting suited his talents, he entered into the 
lucrative trade of japanning, and resided at No 22, in Moor-street’. It was 
not an easy transition from teaching handwriting and carving headstones to 

 94 Hill, Book makers, 59.
 95 LoB, Lee Crowder 499.
 96 LoB, 244501.
 97 LoB, Lee Crowder 499.
 98 VCH, 475; Robert K. Dent, The making of Birmingham (Birmingham, 1894), 459.
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making japanware.99 The Birmingham japanning industry was in its infancy: 
John Taylor had engaged in the trade on a commercial scale from about 
1738.100 It would be reasonable to assume that Baskerville quickly followed 
suit perceiving Taylor’s rapid commercial success.101

The Reverend John Haustead, a prominent Birmingham educationist, 
lived next door but one to Baskerville. He was Minister of Deritend chapel 
and headmaster of King Edward’s School from 1722 to 1725.102 Haustead 
subsequently set up a private school in Deritend, whose most famous pupil 
was Matthew Boulton. He died in 1755 at his home in Moor Street, a 
tenant of the Lench’s Trust.103 The possibility of a professional connection 
between Baskerville the young writing master and Haustead the headmaster 
is intriguing.

The preservation of the records of the Lench’s charity allows us to identify 
Baskerville’s premises in Moor Street. Hutton gave the street number 22, 
which points to its location as the northernmost of a block of Lench properties 
gradually developed from the seventeenth century onwards. By 1798 or 1799, 
the date of the first detailed plan of this block, the most northerly of the four 
Moor Street properties was numbered 22 and 23.104 At the rear of the houses 
that fronted the street was a long yard with a number of buildings, arranged 
on all sides. Some of these may have been the workshops that Baskerville used 
for japanning. In 1908, Lench’s Trust sold the whole of its block of property 
(17–23 Moor Street) to the Great Western Railway Company, which required 
the land for Moor Street Station. Constructed between 1911 and 1916, the 
footprint of John Baskerville’s premises takes up the two northernmost bays 
of the brick-built frontage and stretches back into the station about 235 feet 
onto the terminus track.

The Bingas/Easy Hill Estate: house, manufactory and aftermath

Baskerville’s japanning business must have been profitable for in 1747 he was 
able to take out a lease of about seven acres of land situated at the edge of 
the town. The land, lying between the present Broad Street and Cambridge 
Street, is now dominated by Baskerville House, the Library of Birmingham 
and the Repertory Theatre. The ninety-nine-year lease was granted by two 

 99 Hutton, History of Birmingham, 91.
 100 Yvonne Jones, Japanned papier mâché and tinware: c.1740–1940 (Woodbridge, 2012), 113–15.
 101 Jones, Japanned papier mâché, 115.
 102 Hill, Book makers, 87; Phillip P. Chatwin (ed.), The Records of King Edward’s School 

Birmingham (Birmingham, 1948), vol. 4 (XX), 30.
 103 LoB, Lee Crowder 345.
 104 LoB, MS1275.
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brothers, Jonathan and Daniel Ruston, to Baskerville, who described himself 
as a ‘boxmaker’. The four fields and a barn were ‘known by the name 
Binges’ and must have formed part of a larger group of fields to the north 
and west, which also shared the name.105 This is probably a dialect word 
meaning heap or pile, and its local use in the form Bingas or Binges probably 
indicated that this was an area where sand or gravel had been quarried, 
leaving a hummocky terrain.106 The name is better known as Bingley, when 
it was applied to the exhibition hall, which was demolished to make way for 
Convention Centre.

The estate that Baskerville leased, which he named Easy Hill, can be 
traced back to the mid-sixteenth century when it was owned by the Colmore 
family.107 It then passed through the Smallbrook and Rotton families to 
the Rustons; Jonathan Ruston inherited it through marriage to Susannah 
Rotton c.1732.108 Ruston became Baskerville’s future brother-in-law: his sister, 
Sarah, married John in 1764. Sarah had earlier married Richard Eaves in 
1724 by whom she had five children, but he absconded abroad in about 1743. 
Baskerville took it upon himself to look after Sarah and her family. They 
joined his household, Sarah ostensibly as a housekeeper, but a more intimate 
relationship developed. Richard Eaves returned to England in 1762 and died 
two years later in May 1764, John Baskerville and Sarah marrying a month 
after his death.109

The Baskerville/Ruston connection may be more significant than that 
of lessor and lessee and husband and wife. William Bennett suggested that 
Baskerville came to Birmingham because he was distantly related to the 
Ruston family, some of whom had left Wolverley to settle in the town.110 
Joseph Ruston, another future brother-in-law of John Baskerville, was an 
innkeeper. The levy books reveal that he took on the tenancy of The Dolphin 
Inn between the years 1737 and 1755. This was situated a few doors above 
the Savage property in the Bull Ring and the first two years coincided 
with Baskerville’s tenancy of the schoolhouse at the rear. Jonathan Ruston, 
Joseph’s brother, who leased the Binges to Baskerville, also owned three houses 

 105 LoB, 491101.
 106 J. E. B. Gover, A. Mawer and F. M. Stenton, The place-names of Warwickshire 

(Cambridge, 1936), 37; Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford, 1968).
 107 LoB, 490974 Lease, 20 May 1652. The remainder of the deeds form a more or less 

continuous sequence to 1782, although not in chronological order: 490975–11005.
 108 LoB, 491104. 
 109 Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 4 June 1764.
 110 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 27. In 1603, a William Ruston had 

a married Elizabeth Baskerville in Wolverley. WCA, rent roll for 1701–2, A72 and rent 
roll for 1715, A84.
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near St Martin’s church in 1732.111 These were located near Baskerville’s 
tenancy in the same row.112 Jonathan Ruston was a saddle-tree maker with 
his home and workshop in Deritend. He was one of the feoffees (trustees) 
of Deritend chapel who came into dispute in 1737 with the Reverend John 
Haustead, minister of the chapel from 1717 to 1755, over the seating, pewing 
and finishing of the chapel after it had been rebuilt in 1735.113 There is little 
doubt that Baskerville, Haustead and the Rustons knew each other. Under 
the terms of his 1747 lease Baskerville was required: ‘within the space of four 
years … lay out and expend … the sum of Four Hundred pounds at the 
least in erecting one or more dwelling houses … Shops Outhouses and other 
buildings’.114

Samuel Bradford’s map of Birmingham of 1751, probably surveyed the year 
before, was the first to show Baskerville’s buildings at Easy Hill. They were 
located in the centre of the seven acres with a drive connecting to the junction 
of the future Broad Street and Easy Row. The house was a roughly square 
building and the largest of a row of three. Judging by the chimneys that can 
be seen in the Buck brothers’ perspective of 1753, the other two buildings, 
one of them U-shaped and arranged around a small courtyard, comprised 
Baskerville’s manufactory. The house and possibly the industrial buildings 
were separated by a north–south driveway from two narrow buildings which 
faced a kitchen garden to the west. The Buck perspective shows (Figure 5) 
the Easy Hill buildings overlooking the town. The house was dominant, an 
exercise in classical architecture with a central pediment and a principal 
facade of four bays facing east. It was, however, only two bays deep giving it 
a rectangular rather than a square footprint. Immediately behind the house 
(westwards) there was a doorway in a gabled single-storey building, which, 
in turn, connected to a two-storey gabled range with chimneys. Behind this 
and farther westwards there appeared to have been a small gap followed by 
another gabled single-storey building. The engraving of the house after the 
1791 riots shows that it had a square plan, the derelict rear part having been 
constructed on the site of the single-storey and two-storey buildings that had 
previously stood immediately behind the pedimented house. A house of such 
shallow depth could not have accommodated any service rooms such as a 
kitchen, brewhouse or domestic storage and it is probable that these and other 
ancillary functions were located in the rear gabled ranges. The buildings 
stretching north from the house had two tall chimneys and two Dutch gables. 

 111 LoB, 491104.
 112 LoB, 244501; 661020/MS952/1/16. 
 113 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 49–50. 
 114 LoB, 491101.
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In 1754, a year after the Buck perspective was published, Reinhold Rücker 
Angerstein visited Easy Hill: ‘I went to Mr Baskerville who lives just outside 
town, to see his type-foundry and factory for tea-trays and other household 
goods made from thin iron sheet’.115 Angerstein distinguished between the 
type foundry and tea-tray manufactory, which were, perhaps, located in the 
two buildings to the north of the house. It provided the only known account 
of his industrial methods.

The next plan of Easy Hill appears on Thomas Hanson’s map of 
Birmingham in 1777, three years after Baskerville’s death. Under his will, he 
left the lease of the Easy Hill estate to his wife Sarah for life and claimed that 
he had ‘spent little less than £6,000 on the premises’.116 The footprint of the 
buildings was identical to that on Bradford’s map and may have been copied 

 115 Torsten Berg and Peter Berg (eds), R. R. Angerstein’s illustrated travel diary (London: 
Science Museum, 2001), 33.

 116 Robert K. Dent, Old and new Birmingham (Birmingham, 1972), vol. 1, 117–19.

Figure 5 Easy Hill stands high over Birmingham in the middle distance 
(Buck brothers perspective, 1753).

Library of Birmingham
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from the 1751 plan. David Parkes’s drawing of 1789, though crude, showed 
other buildings to the south of the house, including the supposed windmill 
under which Baskerville was buried.

Sarah Baskerville died in March 1788 whereupon the lease of the Easy Hill 
estate was auctioned by her executors. It was sold for £3,000 on 19 May 1788 
to the freeholder, John Ryland (Riland), who had purchased half of the estate 
in 1782 from Joseph, John and Daniel, the sons of Jonathan and Susannah 
Ruston.117 The 1788 auction documentation provides a description of the 
buildings on the Easy Hill estate. The house consisted of

a large handsome Hall with an elegant Mahogany Stair-case and Gallery, 
three wainscoted Parlours, one 19 Feet by 15, the others 15 Feet Square … 
three exceeding good Bed Chambers the size of the Parlours, on the middle 
Floor; and in the Attic story four good Lodging Rooms with Closets to each; 
Marble and Stone Chimney Pieces throughout the House and good Cellars. 
The Out Offices consist of a large Kitchen, with Servants Rooms over it, 
a Butler’s and Common Pantry, Brewhouse, two Pumps, one hard and the 
other soft Water, a four Stalled Stable and Coach-House, a good Garden 
with Green-House and Garden House, spacious Warehouses and Workshops 
suitable for Mercantile Business, or any extensive Manufactory, together with 
about even Acres of rich Pasture Land.118

The hall would have been positioned in the centre of the house beneath the 
pediment where a front door on the east elevation can be seen in the Bucks’ 
perspective and Parkes’s sketch. The three wainscoted parlours were matched 
in size and position by the three bedrooms on the first floor. The use of the 
term ‘Out Offices’ confirms that the service quarters were not integral to the 
house, but stood separately. The two-storey building in the Buck brothers’ 
perspective is the likely candidate for the ground-floor kitchen and servants’ 
rooms above. The brewhouse, two pantries and circulation passage might 
have been located in either of the two service ranges.

John Ryland’s acquisition of the leasehold interest was to make Easy Hill 
his new home. He implemented alterations, which included an extension 
to the body of the house, demolishing the two ‘Out Offices’ and incorpo-
rating their functions in a single structure. South and east elevations and 
an east cross-section have survived ‘of Mr John Ryland’s house Easy Hill 

 117 John A. Langford, A century of Birmingham life (Birmingham, 1868), vol. 1, 302; Aris’s 
Birmingham Gazette, 12 May 1788; LoB, 491105, lease and release of conveyance, 2 and 
3 September 1782; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 167; Bennett 
erroneously gives the date of 1784 for the sale of half of the estate to John Ryland.

 118 Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 12 May 1788.
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Birmingham’, which can be dated to 1788–91.119 The scheme gutted Basker-
ville’s house, removing the hall and staircase to the new extension and its 
main entrance to the south elevation. Farther west on the same frontage a 
two-storey bay window lit a new ground and first-floor room. A wall with 
a rusticated pedimented arch and panelled door connected westwards to a 
single-storey building fronted by a polygonal bay with a Venetian window. 
The door probably led into the main north–south external passage.

In 1789, the house was re-assessed owing to ‘improvement and addition’.120 
The refurbished house was targeted by the mob in the Priestley Riots of 1791. 
It ‘had been rendered much more spacious and more elegant by its present 
owner J. Ryland Esq. and was receiving its last improvements, from the hand 
of its unoffending possessor, when attacked, on Friday, 15th July, 1791’.121 
The engraving of the house made after the riot shows the severe damage 
caused by the fire that engulfed the interior, bringing down the floors and 
roof. The attack on Easy Hill is notorious for the death of seven rioters who 
consumed the wine stored in the cellars and, too inebriated to appreciate the 
danger above their heads, perished when the interior collapsed.122 In 1793, 
the property was valued at zero for rating purposes.123 John Ryland claimed 
£3,240. 8s. 4d. in compensation, and received £2,495. 11s. 6d.124 Despite the 
damage the house was not demolished, or at least not the original part built 
by Baskerville. The fate of Baskerville’s other buildings in the aftermath of 
the riots is not known. There are no maps that show the Easy Hill estate in 
any detail later than 1785 and a small-scale map of 1805 appears to mark the 
house only.125 In about 1810, John Ryland sold the estate to Thomas Gibson, 
an ironmonger, and in 1811, work began on constructing canal wharves, 
which were completed in 1817.

On 3 March 1817, Aris’s Birmingham Gazette announced: ‘Thomas Gibson 
has completed his Canal at Baskerville Place. This is certainly one of 
the greatest Works any single Individual in this part of the country has 
undertaken for many years’.126 Gibson’s short canal led southwards from the 
Newhall Branch, which connected to the Birmingham and Fazeley Canal to 
the west. The wharves formed a squared U-shape with diagonal offshoots 

 119 LoB, MS39/116–17. 
 120 LoB, 244511, Birmingham levy book 1789–1794. 
 121 Arthur Bache Matthews, The riots at Birmingham July 1791 (Birmingham, 1863). 
 122 William Hutton and Catherine Hutton, The life of William Hutton including a particular 

account of the riots at Birmingham in 1781 (Studley, 1998; first published 1816), 176.
 123 LoB, Birmingham levy book 1789–1794.
 124 The life of William Hutton, with an introduction by Carl Chinn (Studley, 1998), 112.
 125 Plan of Birmingham by Thomas Hansom, 1785; Sherriff’s plan of Birmingham, 1805.
 126 Dent, Old and new Birmingham, vol. 2, 372–3. 
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at the two right angles. This layout seems to have avoided the Ryland’s 
recently tenanted house, which found itself on the peninsula within the 
‘U’. An east–west access road, later known as Baskerville Passage, was cut 
from near the junction of Easy Row with Great Charles Street to serve the 
wharves. The complex, including the southern canal basin, was known as 
Baskerville’s Wharves.

In 1817, Benjamin Cooke reoccupied Baskerville’s house and incorporated 
it into new buildings which manufactured brass rods and gas-lighting 
equipment.127 In 1818, Pye noted that ‘the house wherein he [Baskerville] 
resided is converted into a manufactory, and the land into wharfs’, and the 
firm of Benjamin Cook and Co. gave its address as Baskerville House.128 
The latter formed the east side of a quadrangle of buildings. By the 1850s, 
Baskerville Passage was filled with manufactories.129 At this time, G. & 
T. Attwood, copper roller manufacturers, and Charles Peter Pitt, a jobbing 
smith, probably occupied the same premises, as their address was given as 
Baskerville Works.130 Other firms gave their address as ‘Baskerville’. In 1862, 
warehouses and a manufactory were advertised to let ‘having an extensive 
canal frontage … the extensive premises known as “Baskerville” formerly in 
the occupation of Messrs Attwood situated in Attwoods Passage’.131 Probably 
in the 1880s, owing to its age, unsuitability and lack of maintenance, 
Baskerville House was abandoned. Dent described its forlorn appearance.132 
The old facade of the stately residence of Baskerville and Rylands may still 
be seen amid its grimy surroundings, itself a dingy warehouse. The building 
was standing in 1887 when it was marked on the 1:500 scale Ordnance 
Survey map.133

In the following year, 1888, it was demolished. This must have taken place 
before 13 September, as building materials ‘at Baskerville House, Baskerville 
Mills’ were advertised to be auctioned on this day. The newspaper that 
carried the advertisement also carried an article on the following day:

Another memorable landmark of ‘Old Birmingham’ has disappeared. A huge 
hoarding of sensational posters had hidden its brick and stone pediment and 
the three great ‘Georgian’ urns … The front wall and windows and great 
hall door had survived unscathed even by the rioters of 1791, but the rest of 

 127 LoB, 244521, Birmingham rate book 1816–1820. 
 128 Charles Pye, A description of modern Birmingham (London, 1818); Wrightson’s triennial 

directory of Birmingham (Birmingham, 1818). 
 129 LoB, Board of Health map, early 1850s.
 130 Wright’s directory of Birmingham (Birmingham, 1849, 1850).
 131 Birmingham Post, 24 December 1862.
 132 Dent, Old and new Birmingham, vol. 2, 372.
 133 Surveyed 1887, published 1889.
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the fine old mansion had been degraded to workshops for nearly sixty years 
… The last chapter in the story closed yesterday. The walls of the old house 
had been levelled to the ground, and broken fragments covered the large area 
where the fine old mansion stood … [Lot 52 consisted of ] three great stone 
vases which stood on the top of the pediment and on the cornice of the front 
of the house.134

The 1904 edition of the 1:2500 scale Ordnance Survey map shows the site 
vacant of any buildings but used as a wood yard. In the 1920s, a new civic 
centre was planned, which coincided almost exactly with the former Easy 
Hill estate. The first phase laid out a formal garden, filling in the southern 
Baskerville canal arm, and erecting the Hall of Memory, opened in 1925. 
Industrial buildings remained to the north alongside Gibson’s arm until they 
were cleared for the construction of the civic centre. Started in 1936, but 
not completed before the outbreak of the war, the new centre was named 
Baskerville House. First occupied by council departments, the building was 
sold off and converted to private offices between 2003 and 2007. In May 
2014, the new Library of Birmingham was opened immediately to the 
west, overshadowing and providing an architectural contrast with the white 
Portland limestone of Baskerville House.

Both these large buildings have avoided the footprint of Baskerville’s 
mid-eighteenth-century house. Using the position of the house as marked 
on the 1:500 Ordnance Survey plan, surveyed in 1887, it can be located to 
Centenary Square between the north-west elevation of the Hall of Memory 
and Baskerville House. It is likely that the foundations of Baskerville’s house 
and Ryland’s extension survive, particularly as the former contained cellars. 
The U-shaped building immediately to the north of the house lies partly 
under the frontage and partly within the current office building, whose deep 
basement level must have destroyed its archaeology. The footprint of the third 
building lies within the new Baskerville House. The two narrow rectangular 
buildings that stood between these three buildings and the garden lie for 
the most part in Centenary Square, the remainder within the open passage 
between Baskerville House and the new Library of Birmingham. Constructed 
next to the site of Baskerville’s Easy Hill letter-foundry and press, it contains 
a large collection of Baskerville’s books and archival material which enables 
the researcher to investigate his life and work.

 134 The Birmingham Daily Post, 13 and 14 September 1888.
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Conclusion

The search for Baskerville’s birthplace in Wolverley and his premises 
in Birmingham has been conducted using the techniques of historical 

geography, combining the forensic analysis of documentary and cartographic 
sources with fieldwork to identify lost sites and buildings. At first glance, this 
does not appear to be an approach that would reveal much about the life 
of John Baskerville. His social position, personal circumstances, aspirations 
and commercial ventures are normally the realm of economic and social 
historians. In this case, however, analysis of place, home and workplace 
reveals new ways of understanding the origins, development and success of 
the elusive and unorthodox personality that was John Baskerville, the printer.
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As one of the earliest exponents of japanning in the Midlands, 
Baskerville helped lay the foundations of an industry which would 

become, for almost 200 years, one of the staple trades of Birmingham and 
nearby Wolverhampton and Bilston. He was as important a japanner as he 
was a printer; indeed, it was japanning that financed his printing. And yet 
this aspect of Baskerville’s trade has, until recently, been largely overlooked.1 
The reason is twofold: first, records of Baskerville’s japanning workshop are 
scant in relation to those covering his printing interests, and second, perhaps 
more significant, none of Baskerville’s japanned ware has been identified.

This chapter raises as many questions as it answers but, by so doing, it 
may trigger the discovery of further records, or well-documented examples of 
Baskerville’s japanned ware. In the meantime, evidence from contemporary 
diaries, journals and letters help form an understanding of the scale of his 
japanning workshops and the goods he produced. The objects illustrated, 
while they cannot be said to have been made by Baskerville, are sufficiently 
close to descriptions left by himself and by visitors to his manufactory to serve 
as reliable indicators of how his products may have looked.

First, it will be helpful to explain why a Midlands industry took its name 
from the East and to define the term ‘japanning’ as applied to Baskerville’s 
trade. When oriental lacquer was first seriously imported into the West by the 
English East India Company, in the seventeenth century, each shipment was 
keenly awaited by those who could afford its high cost. In order to compete 

 1 Yvonne Jones, Japanned papier mâché and tinware: c.1740–1940 (Woodbridge, 2012), 115–18.
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with this exotic, richly decorated furniture, European cabinet-makers began 
to make less expensive imitations. But any likeness they achieved was merely 
superficial for they had to find substitutes for the natural lacquers of the East. 
With little understanding of how to distinguish between Japanese, Chinese 
and Indian lacquer, contemporary descriptions in Western inventories were 
largely whimsical and it became fashionable to believe that Japanese lacquer 
was superior. This is reflected in both the title of the book, A treatise of japaning 
[sic] and varnishing (1688), and in its pages where it is explained: ‘My skill and 
fancy induce me to believe, that Japan is more rich, grave and Majestick, and 
for that reason ought to be more highly esteemed’.2 It is the earliest known 
use of the term ‘japanning’ and, thereafter, all English imitations were said 
to have been ‘japanned’ or decorated in the style of Japan.3 As a decorative 
technique it broke away from this imitative tradition to become a wholly new 
industrial process—‘japanning’.

The industry was begun in about 1730 by John Hanbury (1664–1734),4 
proprietor of the Pontypool Iron Works in Monmouthshire. Hanbury, already 
distinguished for having perfected a method of tinplating iron to protect it 
from rust, sought an even more durable surface for the tin trays and other 
household goods he produced. One of his workmen, Edward Allgood, looked 
to the varnish used by cabinet-makers for imitating lacquer and found it could 
be adapted for use on metal by the addition of asphaltum and linseed-oil. 
However, with these added ingredients the varnish hardened only if each 
coat was slowly baked or stoved at between 250° and 280°F for at least 
twenty-four hours. Up to twelve coats of varnish were necessary for the best 
goods, and each had to be rubbed down between stovings to ensure a smooth 
finish.5 This long process, spread over several days, yielded both the hard 
surface that Hanbury required and one that was receptive to decoration. 
Less expensive than either silver or imported porcelain, japanned tinware 
extended the market for decorative household objects.

Within a few years, japanning had spread to the English Midlands where 
leading metal-workers would have been aware of Hanbury’s developments 
through having purchased much of their tinplate from his ironworks.6 John 

 2 John Stalker and George Parker, A treatise of japaning and varnishing, being a compleat 
discovery of those arts (Oxford, 1688; reprinted London, 1971), 7.

 3 Also called ‘India goods’ for having come via the East India Company.
 4 Philip Riden, ‘Hanbury, John (1664?–1734)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004; 

online edn ( January 2008): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/12181; accessed 6 July 
2016.

 5 Stoving is what distinguishes Pontypool and Midlands japanned ware from earlier 
japanned wood furniture.

 6 Library of Birmingham (LoB), Matthew Boulton Papers, MS 3782/12/23/33, William 

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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Taylor (1710/11–72),7 a gilt button maker and enameller, was first to take it up 
on a commercial scale in Birmingham, in about 1738, but it was Baskerville, 
who followed in either 1738 or 1739, who made the greater contribution to 
the japanning industry. Two factors support this timing. First, Baskerville’s 
move to larger premises in Chapell Street (later New Meeting Street) in 
1738, and again, within two years, to 22 Moor Street, imply increased levels 
of activity commensurate with having taken up a new trade.8 Second, when 
Baskerville applied for a patent in respect of japanning, in 1742, he said it 
followed ‘many Essays, made by him for the space of several years, last past’.9 
If, as this implies, his submission followed a period of trial and error, it begs 
the question of how Baskerville, who, by his own admission, ‘was brought up 
to no kind of business’,10 acquired the necessary skills to become a japanner.

It is unlikely he received help from Pontypool for the Allgoods fiercely 
protected their procedures: ‘there being only two brothers and their children, 
who make it and keep it as a secret’.11 Nor is it probable that Baskerville 
learned how to japan from Taylor since he too was said to have jealously 
guarded the various processes carried out in his manufactory.12 There is a 
story of Baskerville having stooped to cunning and deceit in order to discover 
Taylor’s methods, as told in the Eclectic Review, in 1807:

We believe … he obtained his knowledge of Mr. Taylor’s cheap yet elegant 
varnish for snuff-boxes, which was his secret, by a tour d’addresse. Conjecturing 
on a certain day that Mr. Taylor’s attention was directed to this subject, he 
followed him to every place and shop where he went; and ordered precisely 
the same species, quantity, and quality of articles as Mr. T. had done: Thus 
obtaining a knowledge not only of the ingredients but of their proportion.13

Allen to John Baskerville ( JB), 2 April 1764. Allen recommended purchasing iron from 
Philadelphia; there is no record of Baskerville having pursued this. 

 7 Polly Hamilton, ‘Taylor, John (1710/11–1775)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004; 
online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/50560; accessed 6 
July 2016; Jones, Japanned papier mâché, 113–15.

 8 Baskerville’s premises in Birmingham are discussed in Chapter 3 in this volume: 
George Demidowicz, ‘Place, Home and Workplace: Baskerville’s Birthplace and 
Buildings’.

 9 John Baskerville to ‘The President of the R.A. of Science at Paris’, 2 December 1773, 
in William Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, his press, relations and friends, 
2 vols (Birmingham, 1937–9), vol. 1, 24.

 10 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 40.
 11 Richard Pococke, The travels through England or Dr Richard Pococke (London, 1756), ed. 

J. J. Cartwright (London, 1888–9), 210.
 12 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 40; W. D. John and Ann Simcox, 

Pontypool and Usk japanned wares (Newport: 1966), 72. 
 13 Anonymous review of Mark Noble, A Biographical History of England (1806) in 

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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The story probably said more about the embittered author, Mark Noble,14 than 
it said about Baskerville, for, as F. W. Gibbs observed, it was unlikely that ‘an 
artist with no chemical or technical knowledge could have gone home and set 
himself up as a maker of first-class wares’.15 Like the Allgoods and, perhaps 
Taylor, Baskerville may have investigated the varnish employed by western 
cabinet makers, and consulted Stalker and Parker’s Treatise for receipts and 
instructions. But there is a further intriguing possibility. When Baskerville 
took over the Moor Street workshop in 1740, the adjoining premises at 
number 23 had recently been vacated by John Bedford (c.1707–77), a cutler, 
whose sons, John and Stephen, became japanners.16 Could it be that Bedford 
senior had japanned cutlery handles on the premises, and subsequently made 
his knowledge and stock-in-trade available to Baskerville?17 If this was the 
case, it would fit with Bedford’s elder son not being of an age to take on his 
father’s lease, though old enough to have engaged in japanning.

By whatever means Baskerville acquired the knowledge to japan, it was 
from Moor Street, in 1742 that he successfully applied for a patent: the first 
ever granted in respect of japanning. It was for:

Making and Flatt Grinding by a Machine thin Metal Plates, and of Working 
or Fashioning the same by the Help of Iron Rolls and Swages, either into 
Mouldings (of any Size or Form) or Planes, exactly true and level as the best 
Joyner could perform the like in Wood, which I propose to Japan or Varnish 
… [to] produce a fine glowing Mahogany Colour, a Black no way inferior to 
that of the most perfect India Goods, or an Imitation of Tortoiseshell which 
greatly excels Nature itself both in Colour and Hardness, and each Colour 

Eclectic Review (London, 1807), vol. 3, part 2, 715: https://catalog.hathitrust.org/
Record/008887082; accessed 14 October 2016.

 14 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 26.
 15 F. W. Gibbs, ‘Historical survey of the japanning trade. IV. The Midlands’, Annals of 

science, 9.3 (1953), 224.
 16 One, John Bedford, was described as ‘japanner’ in 1750 and ‘painter’ in 1752, in 

K. J. Smith (ed.), ‘Warwickshire apprentices and their masters, 1710–1760’, Dugdale 
Society (Oxford, 1975). Whether this was Bedford or his son, also John (1727–91), 
we cannot be sure, but by c.1755, his second son, Stephen (1730–81) was one of 
Birmingham’s leading japanners: Jones, Japanned papier mâché, 118–20. The building 
at 22 and 23 Moor Street belonged to the Lench’s Trust. Baskerville took over the 
lease of 22 from Samuel Gower in about 1740. Gower had occupied premises (possibly 
number 23) next to Bedford who had relinquished his lease to William Townsend, a 
year earlier. If, as George Demidowicz suggests in Chapter 3, Townsend leased only 
the frontage buildings, then Baskerville may have taken over Bedford’s workshops at 
the rear.

 17 Cf. Patent no. 2456 granted to a Sheffield cutler, Joseph Eyre, in 1800, ‘for a method of 
impressing the japan upon ornamented handles of knives’.

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/008887082
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admitting of the most perfect Polish, whose Beauty, without violence, will not 
be impaired in several Ages.18

Baskerville envisaged that such mouldings could be used to veneer picture 
and mirror frames, wainscot and various items of furniture. However, it is 
improbable—save perhaps for frames—that Baskerville intended any item of 
furniture be wholly veneered with japanned tinplate, whether flat or moulded, 
but rather applied to ‘the fronts’ of furniture as specified in his patent. A 
table with a japanned copper top, made some thirty years later, attributed to 
George Brookshaw of London, shows how successful this treatment could be.19

The second part of his application was long and complex. Essentially, it 
described Baskerville’s adaptation of a standard rolling mill to produce iron 
plate of such even thickness that any joins made along its length would be 
indiscernible once japanned. To achieve this, he proposed three significant 
changes. The rolls of the mill through which the iron plates first passed 
would have a weighted lever along their length to control their force, for if 
the metal were stretched it would show as a weakness when moulded. His 
second innovation was a grinding machine to prepare the surface better 
for japanning than was possible by scaling and polishing alone. Finally, he 
described how to adapt a rolling mill for moulding iron plates. The mill was 
effectively a miniature version of the first, but its rollers were cut into positive 
or negative profiles and varied in diameter to compensate for the required 
curvature.20 To understand why Baskerville considered what otherwise seems 
to be a cumbersome method of decoration it is important to note that, unlike 
wood, tinplate required no filling, and once japanned provided a surface 
smooth enough to be ornamented according to the prevailing fashion for 
decorated furniture. Moreover, it would neither crack nor warp. So, while 
japanning may have taken longer than wood to prepare, its finish was more 
durable.

Baskerville evidently enjoyed early success for in 1747, having again 
outgrown his premises, he secured a lease on eight acres of land upon 
which he built his fine house and large workshops, which together became 
known as Easy Hill. Nevertheless, he retained his former school house in 
Edgbaston Street as a store until 1757 but, with rolling mills, japan-stoves, 
the manufacture of relatively large tables and the tools of his printing trade, 

 18 Patent no. 582 granted to John Baskerville, 16 January 1742, for ‘Machinery for 
Rolling and Grinding Metal Plates or Veneers’.

 19 Victoria & Albert Museum, London, Furniture, Textiles and Fashion Department 
(Museum no. 349A-1871).

 20 My thanks to Dr Jim Andrew for checking my interpretation of this part of Basker-
ville’s specification.
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it is easy to understand why he needed extra space. In another lease, of 1747, 
Baskerville was described as a ‘boxmaker’21 rather than a japanner, which 
raises the possibility that he supplied blank or undecorated boxes to other 
japanners. Or, in the case of toilet sets, he may have supplied japanned boxes 
for enamellers to finish with their own decorative inserts: the enamels found 
in such sets are of a type associated with Birmingham enamellers and thus 
give credence to the notion (Figure 6). Nevertheless, the curved metal sides 
found on of some of these boxes, and on contemporary tea-chests, do not 
necessarily identify Baskerville as the maker for by their date of manufacture 
his patent would have expired.

An early indication of how widely Baskerville’s japanned goods were 
esteemed is implicit in an advertisement in 1753 in Aris’s Birmingham Gazette. 
Placed there by the prestigious Bow China Factory, in London, it sought 
applications from ‘Painters in the Blue and White Potting way and Enamellers 
on China-Ware … [and] Likewise Painters brought up in the Snuff-box 
Way, Japanning, Fan-painting &c.’22 As one of only two japanners of note 
in Birmingham at the time, Baskerville’s painters were surely among those 
targeted.23

It is difficult to assess the size of Baskerville’s japan workshop but it appears 
that he intended to operate on a significant scale. When he submitted his 
patent, he stressed that if successful, ‘a great number of Poor Persons will 
be employed in the working and finishing the said metal plates … who’, he 
added, ‘are now under the most pressing necessities for want of business’.24 
Accordingly, between 1754 and 1767, he took on nine apprentices—more 
than any other japanner at the time—at premiums between £5 and £42.25 
They were, in order of employment: Laurence Nott, Richard Smith, William 
Winterton, Robert Kingsl[e]y, Thomas Vernon, Samuel Jackson, Charles 
Lewis, John Ward and Charles Barrs.26 They were all apprenticed to the japan 
trade and not to printing, for alongside their names in the records Baskerville 
was described as a ‘japanner’ and, intriguingly, as a ‘flower-painter’ besides 

 21 Frank E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, letter-founder and printer (London, 
1975), 12.

 22 Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 5 November 1753, 3, col. 2.
 23 The other was John Taylor.
 24 Baskerville to ‘The President of the R.A.’, 2 December 1773; Bennett, John Baskerville, 

the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 24.
 25 Joan Lane, Apprenticeship in England, 1600–1914 (London, 1966), 136.
 26 K. J. Smith (ed.), ‘Warwickshire Apprentices and their Masters, 1710–1760’, Dugdale 

Society (1975) for apprentices Winterton, Smith, Kingsley and Nott; and Public Record 
Office, Apprentices Records for apprentices Jackson, 1765 (55/107), 613; Lewis, 1765 
(55/107), 700; Ward, 1766 (56/66), 1180; and Barrs, 1767 (IR-1/56/139).
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Kingsley’s entry in 1758. Apart from confirming that his japanned ware was 
decorated with flowers, might this suggest that Baskerville drew upon his own 
artistic talents and undertook some of the painting himself.

Samuel Jackson and Charles Lewis absconded in 1767 together with 
two others whose names do not appear in apprenticeship records: Samuel 
Clayton and James Pinfield. Baskerville placed several announcements 
of their absconding in Aris’s Birmingham Gazette. In the most interesting of 
these, his detailed description of the appearance of each lad humanises 
some of his employees and gives a feeling for the general ambience of 
his japan workshop. Referring to the runaways as ‘gentlemen painters’, 
Baskerville identified the ‘jemmy’ or dandified Clayton, described Pinfield 
as ‘bow-legg’d, but not disagreeably so’, noted the ‘rough countenance’ of the 
pock-marked Lewis, and endowed Jackson, aged seventeen, with ‘the look of 
an honest country lad’ who was ‘on the whole, clumsy made’. In a footnote, 
Baskerville added that ‘any boy of a decent family, who has a genius and 
turn for drawing, will be taken on trial on moderate terms’, and reassured 
possible applicants that ‘Any painter of tolerable abilities, may have constant 
employment’.27 Baskerville, then, looked upon his apprentices as ‘gentleman 
painters’, who, from the outset, were required to show ability in drawing and 
painting. Was Baskerville guilty of what ‘Bystander’ in the same newspaper 

 27 Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 11 May, 1767, 3, col. 4.

Detail from a letter sent by Matthew Boulton, on 23 
January 1772, to Boulton & Fothergill, at the Soho Works, 

Birmingham, showing ‘a stand table like Baskervill[e]
s card table’ on which ‘the edg [sic] of ye Japanned waiter’ 
turns down instead of up (cf. Figure 7). It is the only known 
evidence of the type of japanned tables made by Baskerville.

Library of Birmingham, Archives of Soho.

Figure 6 Japanned toilet box, with sides moulded according to 
Baskerville’s patent; the lid with an enamel insert, c.1755.

Wolverhampton Arts and Heritage, Bantock House Museum
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would condemn as a common practice among japanners, namely using 
apprentices as cheap labour?28 Without further evidence we cannot be sure 
but, according to Bennett, Baskerville did ‘not appear to have employed 
ill-paid child labour’.29 Clayton, nevertheless, had already absconded the 
year before and to have done so again might suggest that an apprentice’s 
lot in Baskerville’s workshops was not ideal.30 The training Baskerville 
provided enabled at least three, and possibly four, of his apprentices to pursue 
the trade on their own account. There was Richard Smith who, in 1769, 
declared himself a ‘painter and japanner’ with a recently opened ‘warehouse 
of japanned goods’, who sought ‘A youth who understands some drawing’.31 
John Ward was another: he appears to have served only four years of his 
apprenticeship, for between 1770 and 1772 he was partner in the firm of 
Troughton & Ward, ‘japanners and platers’.32 A third, Charles Barrs, was 
listed in a Birmingham directory of 1791 under the firm of Barrs & Jackson, 
‘tortoiseshell toymakers and japanners’;33 the ‘Jackson’ here may have been 
the fourth apprentice to pursue the trade, namely Samuel Jackson, who was 
listed in 1797 as a ‘Tortoiseshell worker and japanner’.34

Already, by about 1750, Baskerville’s profit from japanning enabled him 
to indulge his primary interest in printing and to set up a press, but he 
continued to be closely associated with japanning until at least 1770. The 
second Lord Palmerston, for example, said of Baskerville after visiting him 
in 1760, that he ‘deals likewise much in japanning and painting teaboards, 
waiters etc.’35 Indeed, he could ill-afford to stop japanning, and confided in 
a letter to Horace Walpole in 1762 that not only was printing commercially 
unsuccessful but he was ‘heartily tired’ of it and regretted ever attempting 
it.36 And, five years later, he lamented to the American statesman Benjamin 
Franklin, ‘I cannot even get bread by [printing]. I must starve, had I no other 
Dependence’.37 Besides financially benefiting Baskerville’s printing venture, 

 28 Aris’s Birmingham Gazette 15 June, 1767, 1, col. 2.
 29 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 2, 15.
 30 Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 16 June, 1766, 2, col. 3.
 31 Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 9 January 1769, 2, col. 4.
 32 Sketchley’s Directory of Birmingham (Birmingham, 1770); see also Aris’s Birmingham 

Gazette, 20 January 1772, 3, col. 2.
 33 Pye’s Directory of Birmingham (Birmingham, 1791).
 34 Pye’s Directory of Birmingham (Birmingham, 1797).
 35 Brian Connell, Portrait of a Whig Peer … the Second Viscount Palmerston 1739–1802 

(London, 1957), 26.
 36 J. B. to Horace Walpole, 2 November 1762, in Leonard Jay, Letters of … John Baskerville 

(Birmingham, 1932), 19.
 37 J. B. to Benjamin Franklin, 7 September 1767, in Bennett, John Baskerville, the 

Birmingham printer, vol. 2, 11.
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japanning may also have been technically useful. For example, receipts for 
japan varnish included variously lamp black, linseed oil and amber rosin—
ingredients which, according to Thomas C. Hansard, made Baskerville’s 
printing ink so widely admired for its blackness and lustre.38 It may have 
been familiarity with these substances as a japanner that prompted him to 
experiment with them in his inks.

Baskerville could not have run two such distinct branches of business 
without practical support from his wife Sarah. Her active role was 
acknowledged by Lady Shelburne, who visited Easy Hill in 1766, and noted 
in her diary that while Lord Shelburne and Baskerville discussed books, she 
was shown the japan workshops by Mrs Baskerville, ‘which business she has 
chiefly the management of’.39 The inference is that Mrs Baskerville oversaw 
the workshops and was not practically involved in the manufacturing process. 
Nevertheless, she would have needed some understanding of japanning in 
order to perform her duties but, as a servant before marriage, it is unlikely 
she had previous experience of the trade. Instead, she most probably learnt 
by working alongside her husband in the short time prior to his commencing 
printing and by carefully observing the various processes undertaken in the 
several workshops in her charge.

Easy Hill attracted many distinguished visitors on account of both its 
printing and japanning workshops. Reinhold Rücker Angerstein was among 
the earliest of those whose comments on Baskerville’s workshop are known 
to us today. In 1754, he visited Baskerville’s ‘type-foundry and factory for 
tea-trays and other household goods made from thin iron sheet’, where he 
saw ‘semi-finished sheets from Bristol’40 [being] ‘pickled, scoured, dried and 
primed and varnished, and then painted with birds of all kinds, some pictures 
and flower arrangements. Such a tray, is sold at a half to 2 guineas according 
to size and quality of painting’,41 considerably more expensive than those 
he would later see in Pontypool, which ranged from 4 to 18 shillings each.42 
This, then, provides evidence of the styles of decoration found on Baskerville’s 
japanned trays, and it concurs with Dr Richard Pococke’s oblique reference 
two years later, when he observed that Pontypool goods were decorated 
with gold chinoiseries ‘and not with colouring, as at Birmingham’.43 It still, 

 38 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 29–30.
 39 ‘Extracts from the Diary of Lady Shelburne’, 16 May 1766, in D. B. Horn and 

M. Ransome (eds), English Historical Documents, vol. 7, 1714–1783 (Oxford, 1957), 471.
 40 Iron from Monmouthshire was transported via Bristol.
 41 Torsten Berg and Peter Berg (eds), R. R. Angerstein’s illustrated travel diary (London: 

Science Museum, 2001), 33.
 42 Angerstein’s illustrated travel diary, 163.
 43 Pococke, The travels through England, 210.
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however, does not allow for positive attributions, as Angerstein’s record of his 
visit to Pontypool revealed. Comparing the Welsh goods with Baskerville’s, 
Angerstein found them similar in both form and decoration:

In Pontypool there are two brothers by the name of Edward and Thomas 
Allgood, who from black sheets fabricate bread baskets, tea trays, snuff boxes, 
and various kinds of sheet-metal work that is cut and embossed in rings, and 
then scoured, dried, varnished and painted in the same way as at Mr Basker-
ville’s factory in Birmingham.44

The term ‘cut and embossed in rings’ was interpreted in an earlier translation 
from the Swedish original of Angerstein’s diary as ‘cut out and designed 
in circular shapes’;45 both translations require explanation. They refer to 
the stamped open-work edges found on both Pontypool and Birmingham 
japanned trays of the period. Hull and Mulford noted these lace-like borders 
when they visited Easy Hill in 1765 and saw ‘Waitermaking’, which they 
noted was ‘Iron japan’d, pierced & … beautifully painted’46 (Figure 7). Their 
comment has additional significance as it is the only known contemporary 
evidence that Baskerville continued to japan iron as distinct from papier 
mâché—a material newly introduced into Birmingham.

Baskerville has been credited with pioneering the commercial manufacture 
of japanned papier mâché in Birmingham: a reasonable assumption given his 
knowledge of paper-making. Nevertheless, no evidence has been found to 
support this idea and, surely, given the novelty of papier mâché at the time, 
Hull and Mulford would have remarked on seeing it at Easy Hill. The idea 
that Baskerville made papier mâché might stem from a careless reading of an 
entry in Lady Shelburne’s diary of 17 May 1766—the day after she visited Easy 
Hill, when she ‘went to see the making of buckles, papier mâché boxes, and the 
melting, painting, and stamping of glass’.47 There is no hint that she returned 
to Baskerville’s premises to observe any of these processes but, rather, that her 
visits were to other workshops.

Opening his workshops was evidently worthwhile, for whether interested 
in Baskerville’s printing or japanning, visitors often purchased at least one 
piece of japanned ware. For example, Benjamin Franklin, a senior partner in 
a Philadelphia printing firm, when he first visited in 1758, purchased goods 
to the value of £7. 9s. 0d., ‘of which £2. 4s. 0d. [was] for tea-board, waiters 

 44 Angerstein’s illustrated travel diary, 163.
 45 Reginald Nichols, Pontypool and Usk japan ware (Pontypool, 1981), 13.
 46 Thomas Hull and John Mulford, ‘The Journey of Thomas Hull & John Mulford thro’ 

part of … Worcestershire, Warwickshire, July 1 to 13, 1765’, manuscript diary (private 
collection).

 47 ‘Diary of Lady Shelburne’, 471.
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&c.’48 Nevertheless, manufacturers needed to be watchful when admitting 
visitors, and especially foreign ones. Angerstein’s purpose was to gather 
information on British trade and industry for the Swedish government, and 
to poach skilled workers. This may explain why visitors focused more upon 
finished goods in their diaries, having probably been denied precise details of 
workshop practice. Even so, their comments can be informative. Dr Pococke 
was shown round the Pontypool works in 1756, and was informed that ‘The 
light parts of this in imitation of tortoise shell is done with silver leaf’. He may 
not have witnessed the actual process, but he highlighted a notable difference 
between Pontypool and Birmingham products by adding that: ‘This ware is 
much better than the Birmingham … but is dear’.49 He thus shed light on 
the respective merits of each. His observation on their relative costs, however, 
was at odds with Angerstein’s two years earlier.

In 1767, Baskerville was listed in a Birmingham directory as a ‘japanner 

 48 George Simpson Eddy (Introduction) ‘Account book of Benjamin Franklin, 1752–1762’, 
Pennsylvania magazine of history and biography, 55(2) (1931), 97  ff.

 49 Pococke, The travels through England, 210.

Figure 7 Japanned 
iron table-top impressed 

with the mark of Stephen 
Bedford, Birmingham, 

c.1765; Baskerville’s goods 
were similarly pierced and 

decorated.
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of Tea Tables, Waiters, Trays &c.’50—the first hint of his making anything as 
large as a table since his patent of 1742 (Figure 8). A fuller range of goods—
although it makes no mention of tables or any other furniture—is found in a 
letter of the same year, sent by Samuel Derrick to the Earl of Corke in which 
he said of Baskerville:

This ingenious artist carries on a great trade in the japan way, in which 
he shewed me several useful articles, such as candlesticks, stands, salvers, 
waiters, bread-baskets, tea-boards, &c. elegantly designed, and highly finished. 
Baskerville is a great cherisher of genius which, wherever he finds it, he loses 
no opportunity of cultivating. One of his workmen has manifested fine talents 
for fruit-painting, in several pieces which he shewed me.51

The talent singled out for praise was probably Amos Green (1734–1807), 
an artist known to have worked for Baskerville and who, at the time, 
was ‘esteemed inferior to no one in England for fruit’ and was thought to 
paint ‘flowers, insects and dead game very well’.52 Save for the apprenticed 
‘gentleman painters’, and the possibility that Baskerville, himself, undertook 
decoration, there are no further details of artists employed at Easy Hill, but, 
given his reputation for being ‘able to select just those men who were best 

 50 James Sketchley, Birmingham, Wolverhampton and Walsall directory (Birmingham, 1767).
 51 Samuel Derrick to the Rt. Hon. The Earl of Corke, in Samuel Derrick, Letters written 

from Leverpoole, Chester … 1767 (London: 1767), vol.1, 3.
 52 William Shenstone to Richard Graves, in Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham 

printer, vol. 1, 150.

Figure 8 Detail from a letter sent by Matthew Boulton, on 23 January 
1772, to Boulton & Fothergill, at the Soho Works, Birmingham, showing 
‘a stand table like Baskervill[e]s card table’ on which ‘the edg [sic] of ye 
Japanned waiter’ turns down instead of up (cf. Figure 7). It is the only 
known evidence of the type of japanned tables made by Baskerville.

Library of Birmingham, Archives of Soho
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fitted for their particular occupation’,53 it is likely there were others. The 
ceramic painter John Giles, who also lived and worked in Moor Street, has 
been said to have worked for Baskerville, but, as yet, there is no evidence that 
he did. And, contrary to popular opinion, contemporary records show that 
Henry Clay—later to become Japanner in Ordinary to their Majesties, and one 
of the most influential japanners in Birmingham—was not apprenticed to 
Baskerville, but to John Allport.54 Nevertheless, since the error can be traced 
to the 1840s, when many older japanners would have had distant memories 
of Clay, the possibility of some early commercial involvement between the 
two—Baskerville and Clay—cannot be overlooked.55 Perhaps the young Clay 
was one of the geniuses that Baskerville cultivated.

Japanning allowed Baskerville a comfortable and ostentatious lifestyle. 
This included the purchase of ‘a most gorgeous chariot’ or coach, drawn 
by two, ‘if not four, cream-coloured horses’, with panels ‘in the nature of 
a picture “got up in the japanware fashion”’,56 which the Birmingham 
historian William Hutton described as the ‘pattern-card of Baskerville’s 
trade’.57 Japanned coaches were, indeed, built in Birmingham, but ‘Foolish 
statements have … been made about Baskerville’s “chariot”’, said William 
Bennett, who believed it was made and painted in York, by Thomas Horner, 
with whom he said Baskerville was acquainted. Horner was, at the time, 
building a coach for Matthew Boulton and Bennet took as evidence a letter 
from Horner to Boulton in which its author asked, ‘be pleas’d to give my 
service to Mr. and Mrs. Baskerville and I received the box and all things in 
it very safe, for which I am greatly oblig’d to them’.58 Did this box perhaps 
contain Baskerville’s own designs for japanned coach-panels? After all, in the 
same letter Horner gave assurance that Boulton’s coat of arms ‘came here 
safe’ and would soon be copied on to his chariot, and that he hoped ‘to be 
so fortunate as to merit the Good opinion of Mr Boulton as allso [sic] Mr 
Baskerville’. We cannot now be sure who made Baskerville’s coach but on the 
evidence available it is unlikely that he made it himself. At most, he may have 
supplied the japanned panels to which Hutton referred. Whatever its origin, 
Baskerville would have been an imposing figure driving his chariot through 
Birmingham, fashionably attired, perhaps, as he was for his portrait painted 
by James Millar in 1774.

 53 Ralph Straus and Robert K. Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir (London, 1907), 8.
 54 Public Record Office, Apprentices Records, Ref. 1753 51/275.
 55 ‘Illustrated tour in the manufacturing districts: Birmingham; second division’, Art 

Union Monthly Journal (1846), 59–62.
 56 Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 10.
 57 William Hutton, An history of Birmingham, 4th edn (Birmingham, 1809), 21.
 58 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 2, 115–16.
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The esteem which Baskerville’s japanned goods enjoyed may be judged 
from Boulton and Fothergill’s response to their client, Mrs Mary Stovin, a 
London ‘Toy Shopkeeper’, in 1771. They informed her that they had given 
her order for plate-warmers, candlesticks, candle-snuffers and extinguishers, 
inkstands, tea kettles, coffee pots and bread baskets, ‘to Mr Jno  Baskerville who 
is one of the most imminent [sic] Jappaners [sic] in Birmingham & we doubt 
not is capable of serving you’.59 What better praise could Baskerville have 
hoped for than from this prestigious source? But it is Baskerville’s response 
which is of interest, for he informed Mrs Stovin that of the goods requested, 
he made only bread baskets.60 This is curious, for only four years earlier the 
Earl of Corke had seen candlesticks made in Baskerville’s workshop. As for 
Mrs Stovin’s other requisites, there is no record of Baskerville ever having 
made them, though this does not rule out the possibility that he did. Maybe 
it suited Baskerville not to accept Mrs Stovin’s order, but, equally, it could be 
that Bennett was correct in conjecturing that Baskerville had already begun 
to wind down his japan workshop.61

If Baskerville was giving up japanning, it may explain why, in the same year, 
Boulton and Fothergill were taking his japanned goods on a sale-or-return 
basis. They appear not to have gained financially from this arrangement, for, 
as they informed one of their customers, William Matthews, in 1771, they 
were obliged to match Baskerville’s prices:

Count Scarafis bought a Tray of Baskerville the same as this sent and gave 
£2.2.0 for it—for wch reason we can charge it no more altho’ B[askerville] will 
not allow us Dis.ct.62

This seems a curious undertaking for Boulton and Fothergill. But Baskerville 
was by then sixty-nine years of age; he had helped Boulton financially when 
he was setting up the Soho Works and this may have been Boulton’s way of 
thanking his old friend. Moreover, Boulton and Fothergill had themselves 
commenced japanning in about 1765 and to have displayed Baskerville’s goods 
alongside their own may have helped build their reputation as purveyors of 

 59 LoB, Boulton Papers, BOU. Letter Book E, 16, Boulton and Fothergill to Mrs 
Mary Stovin, 19 January 1771. Matthew Boulton and James Fothergill were business 
partners from 1762 to 1782, primarily making metal objects and ‘toys’: www.libraryof-
birmingham.com/article/archivesofsohofigures/matthewboulton; accessed 5 August 
2016.

 60 In Jay, Letters of … John Baskerville, 28. 
 61 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 2, 39. 
 62 LoB, Boulton Papers, BOU. Letter Book E, 93, John Wyatt to William Matthews, 1 

May 1771. 
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fine japanned ware. Whatever their reason, this letter from Baskerville to 
Boulton and Fothergill shows that the arrangement still stood in 1773:

Dear Sirs,

I consider the prices below less than Value of the Goods, but act discretionally, 
but without Disct. …
no.1 & 2 2 trays oval fruit   6. 6. –
no.3 A 32 Inch fine tray fruit (oval)   5. 5. –
no.4 an oval Flower piece 30 Inch   2.12. 6
no.5 a pastoral 34 Inch oval   3. 3. 0
no.6 A fine Fruit piece  £5. 5. –
No 7 Agamemnon sacrifising [sic] his Daughter
Iphegenia who is carryed away in a
Cloud by Minerva & a Hind left upon
the Altar    £6. 6. 063

Apart from the increase in Baskerville’s prices since Angerstein’s visit, the letter 
shows that by the 1770s Baskerville had added pastoral and classical scenes to 
his earlier fruit and flower subjects. Such scenes were almost certainly copied 
from contemporary engravings of popular paintings—a practice followed by 
artists in each of the japanning centres and one which adds to the difficulty 
of distinguishing the products of one maker from another.

In summary, Baskerville made waiters, salvers, tea trays and tea boards. 
Some of these were oval in shape, while others were probably round or 
rectangular like those made at Pontypool; some had pierced edges. The round 
trays would have been stamped in one piece while the earliest rectangular 
trays would have been made by upwardly folding the metal to form a vertical 
edge. In the 1770s, oval trays were made in two pieces by soldering straight, 
but outwardly sloping, edges or rims onto their bases. Baskerville also made 
boxes, tables and various household goods which included candlesticks, 
stands and bread baskets, but the tantalising ‘&c’ at the end of such lists 
suggests he made much else besides. The japanned grounds of these objects 
were mostly black, but sometimes they resembled tortoiseshell. These last, 
it appears, had a distinct reddish colouring in contrast with the yellow-
brown tortoiseshell ground produced in Pontypool. It was achieved by thinly 
coating a black japanned surface with vermilion, which, after stoving, was 
rubbed away in patches to create the desired effect. However, to judge from 
more general records, Baskerville may also have used crimson, chestnut, 
dark green or blue japanned grounds, or any of the brighter colours ‘lately 
introduced … a stronger Red, Blue, Green and Orange, than the Rainbow 

 63 LoB, Boulton Papers, BOU/B 1/206, J.B. to M.B., 20 July 1773.
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or Prism afford us’.64 There is nothing to show if Baskerville’s goods were 
gilded, but had they been at this early date he would have employed a form 
of oil-gilding, which, because the gold leaf was laid over an oil-based size, 
resulted in a matt or ‘dead gold’ appearance. However, it is known that 
Baskerville’s goods were well-painted and considered ‘admirable as works 
of art’.65 Sarah Baskerville discontinued japanning upon the death of her 
husband in 1775 and the ‘spacious Warehouses and Workshops’ at Easy Hill, 
‘suitable for Mercantile Business or any extensive manufactory’, were sold, 
following her death in 1778.66

John and Sarah Baskerville were instrumental in the development of an 
industry which became admired across the fashionable world both in England 
and abroad. Their relatively restrained products, very much in keeping with 
their times, paved the way for the exuberant gold leaf and pearl decoration 
which is synonymous with Victorian papier mâché and tinware. While we 
must await the discovery of documented examples of Baskerville’s japanned 
goods, it is clear from contemporary descriptions that many may have 
survived. John and Sarah Baskerville’s legacy to the history and development 
of the Midlands japanning industry, and its wider influence, should not be 
underestimated. With the capable support of Sarah, Baskerville was, indeed, 
‘one of the most imminent Jappaners [sic] in Birmingham’.67

 64 Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 21 December 1767, 1, col. 3. 
 65 William Hawkes Smith, Birmingham and its vicinity (Birmingham, 1836), pt. II, 19.
 66 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 14.
 67 LoB, Boulton Papers, BOU; Letter Book E, 16, Boulton & Fothergill to Mrs Mary 

Stovin, 19 January 1771. 
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John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, is usually portrayed as a 
unique, independent and irreverent individual who marched to his own 

drum.1 Nonetheless, this chapter claims that Baskerville is best described 
as one of many ‘rough diamonds’—a term I use to describe ambitious, 
self-educated men who settled in manufacturing towns at the start of the 
Industrial Revolution. The patterns that they displayed and their resistance 
to becoming ‘polished’ are developed in this chapter.

Birmingham’s ability to produce rough diamonds and allow them to interact 
with artisans, poets, industrialists and savants was crucial to its meteoric rise 
from a producer of small metal goods to an industrial metropolis. Baskerville 
must, therefore, be viewed in the context of his unchartered town, which 
attracted persons shaped by the school of life, instead of formal institutions. 
They were self-taught men of action, keen to start new careers that differed 
from the pathways of their village fathers.

Indeed, far from being a loner, Baskerville sat like a spider at the centre of 
a web-like network of self-motivated individuals, who produced, disseminated 
and acquired books. His position as a printer at the core of this network 

 1 James Mosley, ‘Baskerville, John (1706–1775)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004; 
online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/1624; accessed 5 July 
2016; William Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, 2 vols (Birmingham, 
1937–9); Josiah H. Benton, John Baskerville: type-founder and printer, 1706–1775 (Boston, 
1914); Leonard Jay, Letters of the famous eighteenth-century printer, John Baskerville 
(Birmingham, 1932); Ralph Straus and Robert K. Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir 
(London, 1907). 
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allowed him to produce fine volumes and to influence Birmingham’s print 
culture. Because of his international reputation, Baskerville held a special 
place at the centre of the town’s book trade. He had strong connections with 
local workers, mechanics, skilled artisans and inventors with practical skills: 
for example, John Handy, who cut his punches, and members of the Eaves 
and Ruston families of Deritend, who constructed a mill in Handsworth, 
before selling the property to the industrialist Matthew Boulton.2 Baskerville 
was also part of a community of printers, booksellers, stationers and paper-
makers. They included: Robert Martin, first a journeyman, then a foreman 
with Baskerville; Thomas Warren Jr, printer, auctioneer and Baskerville’s 
representative to Cambridge University Press; James Whatman Sr,3 who 
probably invented and supplied him with wove paper; and the bookseller, 
author and paper merchant William Hutton (1723–1815).4

On a more sophisticated level, Baskerville had social and business ties 
with literary figures who exposed him to classical culture. He had a close 
friendship with William Shenstone, a poet and garden designer, who lived in 
nearby Halesowen, advised him on artistic matters and introduced him to his 
future mentor, the London bookseller, Robert Dodsley. Shenstone probably 
suggested that Baskerville hire the tutor John Livie as his editor, proofreader 
and corrector.5 

In a different, but important, direction, Baskerville had ties with 
Birmingham’s business and professional men: Livie’s employer, Dr John 
Roebuck, ironmaster and chemist, who brought news about Scottish 
developments; Roebuck’s partner Samuel Garbett, who with Roebuck laid 

 2 John N. Balston, The Whatmans and wove paper (West Farleigh, 1998), 180; 
H. W. Dickinson, Matthew Boulton (Cambridge, 1937), 41–4; Bennett, John Baskerville, 
the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 100–3, 151–3. On Birmingham’s book trade, see John 
Hinks’s chapter in this volume.

 3 Birmingham Central Library (BCL) MS 2685/2/2/2/10, Genealogical Papers of 
the Warren Family, n.d.; Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 26, 56–9; John 
Balston, The elder James Whatman, England’s greatest paper maker, 1702–1759, 2 vols. (West 
Fairleigh, 1992); Thomas Balston, James Whatman, father & son (London, 1957); Anne 
Pimlott Baker, ‘Whatman, James (1702–1759)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 
2004; online edn (May 2009): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/40776; accessed 5 
July 2016. 

 4 See Susan Whyman, The useful knowledge of Willliam Hutton: culture and industry in 
Birmingham, 1720–1820 (forthcoming); William Hutton, The life of William Hutton 
including a particular account of the riots at Birmingham in 1781 (Studley, 1998; first published 
1816). 

 5 Marjorie Williams (ed.), Letters of William Shenstone (Oxford, 1939); James Tierney, 
Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 1733–1764 (Cambridge, 1988); Straus and Dent, John 
Baskerville: a memoir, 33–5, 112–15; Sean Jennett, ‘John Baskerville’, Pioneers in printing 
(London, 1958) 79.
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foundations for the manufacture of chemicals, coal, iron and steam engines; 
the physician Dr John Ash, a founder of the town’s General Hospital; and Dr 
William Small, who shared Ash’s consulting rooms and had tutored Thomas 
Jefferson in Virginia.6 Small’s personal relationships were the driving force 
behind the town’s informal Lunar Society, whose members were interested 
in science and technology.7 The group often met at Soho House, the home 
of the industrialist Matthew Boulton, whose nearby Soho Manufactory was 
the location where his partner, James Watt, developed and applied steam 
engine technology. Baskerville knew these men, and though he did not 
attend meetings, he shared their curiosity, their interest in experimentation 
and applied for patents relating to his business.8 Baskerville and Boulton had 
numerous ties and interests. In 1767, for example, Baskerville loaned Boulton 
£1,470.9

Lunar Society members were also closely linked to London’s Society for 
the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce and the Royal 
Society. Maxine Berg, Peter Jones and Joel Mokyr have discussed how 
artisans, businessmen and scientific thinkers ( fabricants and savants) interacted 
to promote British industry with international ramifications. This was true 
in the case of Baskerville, who attracted correspondents and respect from the 
wider world, especially Scotland, America and Europe. The outer layer of 
his networks included men from across the globe, like his friend, Benjamin 
Franklin, who bought six copies of his Virgil; his correspondent Voltaire, 
whose works were later printed in Baskerville’s type; and Scottish visitors, 
like the memoirist Alexander Carlyle; the historian William Robertson; 
the playwright John Home; and the architects Robert and James Adam. 
His influence on continental printers including Giambattista Bodoni is well 
known.10

 6 R. H. Campbell, ‘Roebuck, John (bap. 1718, d. 1794)’, Oxford dictionary of national 
biography, 2004; online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/23944; 
accessed 5 July 2016; R. H. Campbell, ‘Garbett, Samuel (1717–1803)’, Oxford dictionary 
of national biography, 2004; online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/
article/40491; accessed 5 July 2016; Joan Lane, ‘Ash, John (bap. 1722, d. 1798)’, Oxford 
dictionary of national biography, 2004; online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/
view/article/736; accessed 5 July 2016; Joan Lane, ‘Small, William (1734–1775)’, Oxford 
dictionary of national biography, 2004; online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/
view/article/40490; accessed 5 July 2016.

 7 Robert Schofield, The Lunar Society of Birmingham (Oxford, 1963). 
 8 Mosley, ‘Baskerville’.
 9 Frank E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder and printer (London, 1975), 

99; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 2, 103–16.
 10 Peter M. Jones, Industrial enlightenment: science, technolog y, and culture in Birmingham and 

the Midlands, 1760–1820 (Manchester, 2008); Joel Mokyr, The enlightened economy: an 
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A study of Baskerville’s networks illustrates how self-taught individuals 
participated in Birmingham’s cultural development. An underlying argument 
is that self-education was a fundamental pillar of Britain’s provincial enlight-
enment in the eighteenth century. It is therefore useful to compare Baskerville 
with other rough diamonds and to see what this can tell us about their 
struggles to establish themselves, their successes and failures, and their 
impact on Birmingham’s ‘industrial enlightenment’. As we shall see, the 
fluidity of this provincial moment allowed rough diamonds to acquire new 
networks at different stages of their lives. Yet their unrefined backgrounds 
and independent ideas often led them to contest social norms. When this 
happened, rough diamonds were often ignored or rejected, especially by more 
educated people, who lived outside their towns.

Baskerville can be compared with another rough diamond—the bookseller, 
paper merchant and author William Hutton, who wrote Baskerville’s obituary. 
William Bennett caustically compared Baskerville to Hutton: one an ‘artist to 
the finger tips, the other—a profiteer’, but there were important similarities 
between the two men. Both migrated to Birmingham, tried several different 
occupations, achieved success in self-taught careers related to the book 
trade, built windmills, experimented with making paper, held public office 
and brazenly challenged accepted conventions. Hutton’s role as a bookseller 
and paper merchant led to shared interests and business contacts, but the 
relationship was also personal. ‘I remember him and his gold laced waistcoat’, 
wrote Hutton’s daughter Catherine, ‘and his pair of cream coloured horses 
and his painted chariot … I also remember him by the token that he once 
took me up in his arms and kissed me’.11 The two families were evidently 
closely connected.

Hidden personal networks like those of Baskerville and Hutton show how 
two upstart newcomers built their businesses and identities through the book 
trade. Indeed, the town’s print culture, which the two men helped to shape, 
enriched and frustrated both of them. They became swept up in local feuds 
and held deeply felt grudges. Their experiences shed light on the competition, 
envy and resentments which marked relationships of rough diamonds in 
developing towns.
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Early experiences to 1750

The lives of both men may be divided into successive stages in which 
they each assumed new roles and identities—another pattern found in 

expanding towns—which led to the presence of men with skills in many 
related fields. The first part of this study traces and compares their activities, 
with special attention to Baskerville’s networks. The second part analyses 
the problems faced by rough diamonds like Baskerville and Hutton, and 
the snubs and disappointments they confronted late in life. It relates these 
problems to social differences that kept them from fitting into traditional 
hierarchies. This linkage sheds light on the paradox of Baskerville’s success in 
Birmingham and abroad, and his failure to win over the British book trade.

Though Baskerville’s early life is undocumented, he seems to have settled 
in Birmingham in about 1726, with little training in any business. He became 
a writing master in a small court near the upper part of High Street, and 
cut letters on gravestones by 1730. ‘An early admirer of the beauty of letters’, 
he was ‘insensibly desirous of contributing to their perfection’.12 Amidst 
the town’s busy workshops, Baskerville noticed John Taylor’s business in 
the new art of japanning—the varnishing of goods to imitate lacquer work 
imported from Japan or China. With the help of craftsmen who were trained 
in painting and varnishing, Taylor transformed locally made objects into 
beautiful, saleable commodities. By 1740, Baskerville’s house in Moor Street 
served as warehouse and workshop for his own japanning business—a trade 
he followed successfully for the rest of his life. In 1742, Baskerville described 
his occupation as ‘japanner’, and he applied for a patent for ‘Machinery 
for Rolling and Grinding Metal Plates or Veneers’. An early price list of 
japanned trays in a letter to Matthew Boulton describes oval pieces painted 
with fruit, flowers and scenes from classical literature.13 The glossy finish of 
the paper in the books that he later printed recalled the characteristics of his 
highly varnished goods.

In the first stage of his life ending in 1750, Baskerville cultivated both the 
technical skills and artistic taste that he would need to become a fine printer. 

 12 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 2–7; ‘Mosley, ‘Baskerville’; Some correspondence 
concerning the making of printing type (Zurich, 1991). On Baskerville’s premises in 
Birmingham, see Chapter 3 in this volume: George Demidowicz, ‘Place, Home and 
Workplace: Baskerville’s Birthplace and Buildings’. 

 13 Mosley, ‘Baskerville’; John Stalker and George Parker, A treatise of japaning and 
varnishing, being a complete discovery of those arts (Oxford, 1688; reprinted London, 1971); 
Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 3–4, 92–3. On Baskerville’s 
japanning, see Chapter 4 in this volume: Yvonne Jones, ‘John Baskerville: Japanner of 
“Tea Trays and other Household Goods”’.
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In 1748, he acquired the space for his future press by securing a lease at Easy 
Hill, an estate of eight acres. In these early years, he was ‘active, industrious, 
inventive, [and] persistent’ with a desire to obtain money and to try new 
things. These traits applied equally to William Hutton.14

The first stage of Hutton’s life was, likewise, a time of daring preparation for 
a career about which he knew absolutely nothing. Younger than Baskerville, 
he came to Birmingham in 1750, when the printer was already poised to 
establish his press.15 Hutton’s escape from poverty as a child mill-labourer and 
apprentice stockinger was effected by his interest in books, which paralleled 
Baskerville’s love of letters. He first imitated a bookbinder in a Nottingham 
market stall with a penknife and broken fork as tools. Then he opened a 
weekend market stall in Southwell, Nottinghamshire: a town without a 
bookshop. With the help of his sister, mentors and a gift of used books, he 
then proposed to ‘begin the world’ as a Birmingham bookseller.16

Networks and activities, 1750–7

By mid-century, both men had embarked on new careers based on 
books. Baskerville used his lettering skills and money from japanning to 

become a type founder and printer. He produced his first book, a collection 
of Virgil’s works, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (1757), at his press at Easy Hill. At 
the same time, Hutton used simple binding skills and a gift of second-hand 
volumes to open a bookshop and establish a circulating library in the centre 
of town. During this time, the two men met their future wives, both named 
Sarah. Hutton’s marriage was a traditional one to a neighbour’s housekeeper, 
Sarah Cock. In contrast, Baskerville installed Sarah Eaves, née Ruston 
(d.1788) as his housekeeper in the 1750s and lived openly with her and her 

 14 James Mosley, ‘Baskerville’; ‘Notes on the life of John Baskerville’, Rowfantia, 1 (August 
1900), 10; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 2.

 15 BCL MS 3166/D/16, ‘Birmingham in 1748’ (1898); Benjamin Martin, ‘Description 
of Birmingham in 1759’, General magazine of arts and sciences (1759), 133–43; ‘High Street 
Past and Present’, Central literary magazine, 8 (1887–8), 196, 199, 241, 316; Victoria County 
History of Leicestershire, vol. 7; Eric Hopkins, Birmingham: the first manufacturing town in the 
world, 1760–1840 (London, 1989); John Bunce, History of the corporation of Birmingham, 
vol. 1 (Birmingham, 1878).

 16 BCL MS 495245, 25 February 1749; Wiliam Hutton, ‘Memorandums from memory 
all trifles and, of ancient date’ (hereafter Memos), 1730–37; William Hutton, The 
history of Derby (London, 1791), 196–209; Christopher R. Elrington, ‘Hutton, William 
(1723–1815)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004; online edn (September 2013): 
www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/14317; accessed 5 July 2016; Paul A. Elliott, The 
Derby philosophers (Manchester, 2009), 37; Hutton, Life, 12–28 (27).
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children. It was not until her errant husband died that Sarah married 
Baskerville in 1764.17

Hutton built his career by focusing on different aspects of the book—from 
binding, selling and lending them, to making and selling paper. His goal was 
to earn money—and lots of it—as quickly as he could. His first half-a-shop 
on Bull Street served as workshop and residence, as Baskerville’s had done 
earlier in Moor Street. After some success, Hutton moved to a grander shop 
at 90 High Street near New Street and finally across the street to no. 25. 
By 1752, he had opened a circulating library, charging 2d. per volume and 
established a paper warehouse by 1756.18 Hutton’s cashbook for his first three 
years in trade (1751–3) lists 1,038 book titles sold at very low prices, along with 
book-related services like binding and selling stationery. Almost a quarter of 
the items listed were charges for ‘reading’ books from his circulating library 
or inside his shop which thus functioned as a community reading centre and 
was a significant node of Birmingham’s print culture.19

Like Hutton, Baskerville built his career as a printer by experimenting 
with different aspects of the book; but he did so painstakingly, not for quick 
gain. Again, like Hutton, who was over fifty before he became an author, 
Baskerville was fifty-one before his Virgil was published.20 Since it took time 
for autodidacts to prepare for new careers, this was a pattern among the 
self-taught. Before he was ready to publish, Baskerville spent seven years 
improving his press, cutting and casting type, experimenting with paper, and 
preparing his ink.

Sean Jennett helps us visualise how his press and foundry operated by 
about 1760. There appears to have been four presses, each with two men to 
work them, probably three or four compositors and a boy or two and some 
labourers. One of the workers was John Handy, ‘an excellent workman who 

 17 Philip Gaskell, John Baskerville: a bibliography, reprinted with additions and corrections 
(Chicheley, 1973). See pp. 22–70 for a list of fifty-six books printed by Baskerville; 
Mosley, ‘Baskerville’; Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 26, 39–40.

 18 Joseph Hill, The book makers of old Birmingham: authors, printers, and book sellers (Birmingham, 
1907); BCL MS 3597/30; MS 1469304, Birmingham Rate Books; ‘High Street Past and 
Present’, 320; Memos, 7 December 1775; Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 25 October 1756 
repeated on 15 November; Hutton, Life, 42, 47. 

 19 Benjamin Walker, ‘Birmingham Directories’, Transactions of the Birmingham Archaeo-
logical Society (hereafter BAST ), 58 (1954), 21; Sketchley’s Directory (1767), 107–8; BCL MS 
1749/5/1, Hutton’s Cash Book. ‘Reading’ is the largest category in the cash book, 
appearing 712 times or 28 per cent of all non-book items; Paul Kaufman, ‘Coffee 
houses as reading centres’, 115–27, ‘The community library’, 1–65, Libraries and their 
users (London, 1969).

 20 James E. Tierney, The Correspondence of Robert Dodsley (Cambridge, 1988), 145–6, 19 
October 1752; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 8.
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was able to cut his employer’s letter designs, without the taint of the prevailing 
old-face style’. Matrices were struck from Handy’s punches, and from these 
the type was cast. Artisans like Handy formed the first tier of Baskerville’s 
networks. Handy was still in service at Baskerville’s death, and his obituary 
called him ‘an artist … a very honest man who performed all the manual 
operations both in respect of filing the punchions, [and] making the letter 
moulds [for] … Mr Baskerville’. Later, Handy worked for the printer Miles 
Swinney, who printed using Baskerville’s type. Also, Robert Martin came 
to the press as a journeyman, was promoted to foreman and later became 
a rival printer.21 Baskerville’s skilled workers comprised another layer of his 
networks.

During the 1750s, Hutton built up his business as a bookseller. He also 
forged his own networks, many of which overlapped with those of Baskerville. 
Both men were tightly linked to Birmingham’s cluster of printers, booksellers 
and stationers. But they also needed to establish themselves as men of good 
credit and reputation, who could work with Birmingham’s business and 
professional men. Since most of them were also new to the town and creating 
new ventures, there was an easy interchange among them. Connections with 
this third network of leading entrepreneurs were not only satisfying, they 
were necessary for economic survival.

Medical professionals, in particular, were essential to urban centres. 
Birmingham had three outstanding physicians, all of whom were known to 
Baskerville and Hutton: Dr John Ash, Dr William Small and Dr William 
Withering. Ash was reputed to have made £25,000 from his Birmingham 
practice, which included Hutton and Shenstone.22 Baskerville visited 
Shenstone with Ash’s colleague Dr William Small, physician and investing 
partner to Boulton. Small came with a recommendation to Boulton from 
Benjamin Franklin whom he had met in America. One of the first members 
of the Lunar Society, Small’s scientific work included an interest in making 
pencils. When Small was experimenting with pencils, he wrote to Boulton 
and Samuel Garbett about a graphite mine in this regard. Small also served 
on the same street improvement committee as Hutton and Baskerville.23

When Small died, he was replaced by Dr William Withering (1741–99), 

 21 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 22; Jennett, ‘John Baskerville’, 
59–90 (66) (77); Mosley, ‘Baskerville’; Talbot Baines Reid, A history of the old English letter 
foundries (London, [1952]), 267–8 n. 4; John Handy, ‘Obituary’, Gentleman’s Magazine 
(hereafter GM ) (1793), 91; Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 56; Robert 
Martin, A specimen by Robert Martin, Birmingham (Birmingham, 1765?).

 22 Tierney, Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 447, 12 February 1761 and 348–9; 2–4 March 
1758. 

 23 Joan Lane, ‘Small’; Williams, Letters, 485 n. 3, 19 July 1758; Bennett, John Baskerville, 
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discoverer of the effects of foxglove and author of medical treatises. His 
practice was said to be the largest outside London, and he was an active 
member of the Lunar and Royal Societies. Withering became a staunch 
admirer of Hutton and called his first book, An history of Birmingham, ‘the best 
topographical history he had ever seen’. His praise did much to counter the 
inevitable criticism of Hutton’s first work.24

This intertwining with the lives of rough diamonds extended to manufac-
turers and industrialists, who were crucial to Birmingham’s growth. John 
Roebuck has been hailed ‘as the pioneer of the heavy industries’ that would 
dominate the English Midlands. Less well known is his support for Shenstone’s 
literary career and Baskerville’s printing projects. Roebuck’s family tutor 
Livie was hired by Baskerville to edit his scholarly books. Roebuck was also 
the conduit for industrial and literary news from Scotland, for he was ‘on 
intimate terms with all [the] major figures of the Scottish Enlightenment’.25 
Support for Baskerville and Hutton by Withering and Roebuck did much to 
strengthen their status in town.

Hutton had much in common with Roebuck’s partner Samuel Garbett, a 
self-educated brass worker who became an industrialist, lobbyist and public 
servant. Among his many accomplishments, Garbett chaired important town 
committees on which Boulton, Baskerville and Hutton served. He was also a 
friend of Baskerville’s, for he witnessed the printer’s marriage to Sarah Eaves 
in 1764. We thus see a dense intertwining of social and business networks 
that connected Baskerville and Hutton to a group of ‘enterprising men, 
restless in the search for new industries, alert to the march of invention and 
quick to realize their opportunities’. Boulton, who perhaps best epitomises 
this description, was a central figure in these business networks, and he knew 
Baskerville well.26
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Baskerville and Boulton were first connected by their business interests in 
japanning and painting the metal goods they sold and Boulton recommended 
Baskerville to a customer in 1771. They also knew each other socially and 
the two men attended the funeral at St Philip’s of John Wyatt, where 
Baskerville tested social norms in a gold-laced coat ‘as a protest … against 
… superstition’.27 Boulton and Baskerville shared interests with Benjamin 
Franklin, who was a frequent visitor to Birmingham. Boulton’s main concern 
was to find land near Birmingham with power for a mill on which he could 
build a factory. The land he chose on Handsworth Heath was close by the site 
of two mills that were already constructed—a paper mill built by Hutton in 
1759, and a mill for rolling metals erected by Baskerville’s kin in 1757.

Baskerville’s and Hutton’s interest in paper-making

For very different reasons, Baskerville and Hutton were interested 
in paper-making, a local industry that had finally become lucrative after 

centuries of importing costly paper. Cheap grades were driving out foreign 
competition and rising demand meant dealers could sell all the paper they 
could make. Baskerville desired fine paper for his printed books. In contrast, 
Hutton’s cash book shows his motives were purely financial. Hutton saw that 
‘blank paper would speak in fairer language than printed’. By 1757, he longed 
to reap double profits as both maker and seller. Though he knew little about 
paper-making, he had been a child labourer from 1730 to 1737 in the Derby silk 
mill. This experience gave him a vision of the future of industrial manufac-
turing and the money to be made from cheaply delivering a valued product.28
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Hutton foresaw Birmingham’s need for paper, and he dreamed of building 
his own mill. In 1757, his sister Catherine enquired as to whether he had 
‘begun with your paper mill or designing it?’ He had indeed obtained a 
model for a mill from an artist and leased two acres near Soho at 20 shillings 
a year in 1759. His location was Handsworth Heath, about one and a half 
miles from town, but his venture was unsuccessful. After quarrelling with his 
workmen and landlord, John Wyrley, Hutton sold the mill in 1761 for £84. It 
produced only a few bundles of paper worth 7 shillings each. They had cost 
him over £250.29

Determined to shift his focus to selling paper, he contracted with a mill 
owner, Robert Bage, ‘to purchase all the goods he made’. This decision made 
Hutton a wealthy man. Later inventories show his warehouse held almost 
£6,000 worth of paper. Whenever Hutton needed a particular quantity, Bage 
produced it to his specifications. It was said that Bage made £500 a year 
from Hutton’s orders. Hutton thus found a way to profit from paper without 
making it himself.30

Like Hutton, Baskerville was also linked to land at Handsworth, in his 
case by members of the Ruston and Eaves families. Edward Ruston and 
John Eaves were brother and brother-in-law to Baskerville’s wife Sarah (née 
Ruston) whose first husband was Richard Eaves. Their families had started 
as innkeepers and shopkeepers in Deritend. In 1757, Ruston and Eaves leased 
land from Hutton’s landlord, Wyrley, also at Handsworth. Until 1756, the 
heath was covered by heather and gorse with only a warrener’s cottage on 
the horizon. Ruston and Eaves damned Hockley Brook, built a rolling mill 
for metals and erected a house. In 1762, Boulton purchased their lease and 
the land became the site of his Soho manufactory.31

Bennett suggests that Eaves and Ruston may have considered making 
paper in Handsworth for Baskerville. This idea is intriguing, for Baskerville 
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was involved in paper-selling schemes.32 Baskerville, Hutton, Eaves, Ruston 
and Boulton saw that Handsworth land was cheap, near to town and had 
access to water power, which was in short supply. They were keenly aware of 
each other’s activities and shared a need to solve common economic problems. 
Their personal networks, as well as their interests, closely overlapped.

Hutton knew about Baskerville’s experiments with paper. But though 
Baskerville is often said to have ‘manufactured’ paper, there is no evidence 
that he ever owned ‘the cumbrous apparatus of a paper mill’. He did build 
windmills on the grounds of his house and was anxious to improve their 
ability to offer power. Hutton’s daughter called the conical building where 
he chose to be buried ‘a paper mill’; Baskerville, like Hutton, was concerned 
about paper and conducted experiments to obtain a smoother surface to show 
off his types and ink. By 1755, he ordered wove paper made from innovative 
moulds by James Whatman Sr; in contrast to normal laid paper, which 
revealed lines made during production, wove had a smooth finish. Basker-
ville’s use of wove paper in several sheets of his Virgil (1757) is the first known 
instance in Europe.33 This is but one example of his quest for excellence in 
every material he used.

Baskerville’s involvement in making wove paper needs further study. We 
know he participated in a ‘paper scheme’, to sell writing paper in shops, though 
he simultaneously offered decorated and glazed papers. In advertisements, 
Baskerville and Dodsley invited buyers to Easy Hill, ‘[w]here the curious in 
Writing Paper may be furnished with Superfine post gilt or plain, glazed or 
unglazed of his own manufacture’. It is unclear what Baskerville meant by 
‘his own manufacture’; and references to his own moulds further muddy the 
waters. John Bidwell suggests that Baskerville may have played a role in the 
manufacturing process ‘since he owned a vital piece of equipment and took 
the all-important entrepreneurial role of introducing this new product, both 
in the writing market and in the printing trade’. Like Hutton, who abandoned 
his paper-making, Baskerville ceased using wove after 1761 and apparently 
stopped selling paper.34

At the same time, London societies encouraged new paper-making 
methods and offered prizes to British inventors in hopes of reducing imports. 

 32 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 152.
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Baskerville’s friend Robert Dodsley supported these efforts by the Society 
for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (established 
1754). Dodsley sat on its committees that judged paper produced from silk 
in the 1750s. We know that Baskerville ‘dabble[d]’ in making paper from 
waste silk.35

Making, selling and printing books:  
literary networks and activities, 1757–66

Baskerville and Hutton pursued their chosen careers in the 1750s 
and 1760s. Hutton branched out into selling and making paper, as well 

as vending, lending and binding books. He also satisfied his ‘desire after dirt’ 
and embarked on a craze for buying land. Along with paper-selling, it made 
him rich. Though he dabbled in composing poetry and later became an 
author, his writing took place after Baskerville’s death. He had friendships 
with local poets, like James Bisset and John Freeth, but practical concerns 
absorbed his energies.36

Baskerville had more challenging problems in making business 
connections. He had to build a reputation in the literary world, which 
meant developing new contacts in London, Cambridge and Oxford. He 
also needed scholarly aid in editing his books, for he lacked a classical 
education—a characteristic of rough diamonds. Benton believes that he had 
‘very little taste for letters as such’ and produced Bibles, prayer books and 
the classics ‘because they were the books that everyone used’. In Benton’s 
view, few of his volumes represented his own interests, though perhaps 
Shaftesbury’s Characteristics (1773) came closest. Baskerville’s favourite work 
was Samuel Butler’s satire Hudibras. He also read Voltaire and ‘quoted him 
constantly’.37

Baskerville required support not only from the business community but 
from a fourth network of literary patrons. Willing mentors helped him to 
embark on his next brilliant stage of life, which brought him marriage, ties 
with Cambridge University, municipal office, printed publications and a great 
deal of notoriety. Baskerville’s literary patrons were both sociable friends and 

 35 Tierney, Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 49–50, 252–3 n. 1, 20 December 1756; Balston, 
The Whatmans, 185: Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, x n. 3; Bennett, John Baskerville, 
the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 43; William Bailey, The advancement of the arts manufactures 
and commerce (1772), 217–18, Committee Minutes, 2 April 1760.

 36 BCL MS 3072, Commonplace Book of James Bisset, 1800–1805 and MS 184543, James 
Bisset Recollections, c.1805.

 37 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 17–18.
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supporters of his press. William Shenstone, the poet, was an ardent fan 
who lived nearby at The Leasowes, a farm he inherited in 1745. Shenstone 
transformed it into a beautiful landscaped garden. It drew constant sightseers 
and rivalled George Lyttelton’s nearby Hagley estate.38

Prone to melancholy, Shenstone chose his companions carefully. Though 
he found most of his neighbours uninteresting, Baskerville was a close friend. 
In 1754, Shenstone planned ‘only [to] beg a Draught of Perry at Mr Basker-
ville’s Door; but was soon prevail’d upon to alight, & spent an hour or two 
very agreeably … in their Parlour’. Shenstone often drank tea and dined with 
Baskerville and his wife,39 gave literary advice and made social introductions. 
He also sent a train of famous people, who had visited his garden, to see 
Baskerville’s workshops, view his printing and subscribe to his works. The 
visits of these important personages, with whom Baskerville would never have 
mixed socially, show how people on the fringe of others’ networks gained 
patronage through being recommended by friends. Print culture brought 
people of different social strata together.

Shenstone’s advice was heartfelt and constant. ‘I hope Mr Baskerville meets 
in London with the encouragement he deserves’, he wrote, when Baskerville 
was looking for customers. Shenstone also spread the word about the quality 
of Baskerville’s books, through his large correspondence. Thus, to Richard 
Graves, he wrote about a new edition of Horace’s work: ‘[You] will find a 
better text there, upon the whole, than in any one edition before extant. As 
to the beauty of type and presswork, it is too obvious to need vindication’.40

Shenstone knew artists, illustrators and engravers and was expert in the 
area of prints. He taught Baskerville how to judge their work and to make 
his own books more aesthetic.41 He probably recommended Roebuck’s tutor 
John Livie to edit Baskerville’s works. Shenstone introduced him to the 
London bookseller Robert Dodsley, who opened literary doors for Baskerville. 
Dodsley, a former footman, was powerful in the publishing world, and 
became Baskerville’s London agent. Addresses on letters to Dodsley sent to 
Baskerville’s home show the bookseller stayed at Easy Hill. Dodsley was also 
connected to Hutton and his daughter. As a fellow bookseller, he would have 
known Hutton professionally. But letters show both families were linked to 

 38 Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 30; Paul Baines, ‘Shenstone, William 
(1714–1763)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004; online edn (May 2015): www.
oxforddnb.com/view/article/25321; accessed 5 July 2016.

 39 Jennett, ‘John Baskerville’, 67; Williams, Letters, xiii, 409, 29 September 1754 and 631, 
7 July 1762.

 40 Williams, Letters, xiii, 435, 23 March 1755 and 637, 20 November 1762.
 41 Marjorie Williams, William Shenstone: a chapter in eighteenth century taste (Birmingham, 

1935), 79.
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Dodsley’s cousin, Elizabeth Cartwright Coltman. Other common friends of 
Hutton, Baskerville, Dodsley and Shenstone are found in indexes to their 
correspondence—for example, Shenstone’s neighbour John Scott Hylton, 
whom Catherine Hutton knew as a teenager.42

The earliest evidence of Baskerville’s preparation for printing is a letter 
to Dodsley of 1752 containing smoke proofs of his new typeface. Dodsley 
was impatiently awaiting the printer’s first book of Virgil’s works. ‘Your 
small letter is extreamly [sic] beautiful’, wrote Dodsley. ‘I think you have 
us’d too many Capitals, which is generally thought to spoil the beauty of 
printing: but they should never be us’d to adjectives, verbs or adverbs. My 
best Compliments’, he added, ‘attend your whole family’, revealing their 
close friendship.43

Baskerville’s next work, an edition of Milton’s Paradise Lost (1758), was 
oversubscribed. But British booksellers took only 159 of 1,113 copies—an 
early sign of resistance from the British book trade. In 1758, Baskerville 
was appointed Cambridge University printer, with permission to print two 
octavo prayer books, and a folio Bible. Yet they were costly to produce and 
did not sell well. Knowing he needed help, Baskerville turned to the Warrens 
of Birmingham, who were prominent in the book trade, to supervise the 
Cambridge printing. Thomas Warren Sr had published the town’s first 
newspaper, the Birmingham Journal (1732–4). He was also a rival of Hutton, 
along with his son, who later evaluated Hutton goods for a court-ordered 
inventory.44 The Warrens’ assistance illustrates the interconnected nature of 
Baskerville’s book trade network. Its members were often in competition, but 
at other times helped each other, for they shared valuable knowledge about 
book production.

Baskerville relied on Dodsley and Shenstone for help with later 
publications. The three men collaborated on Dodsley’s Select fables of Esop 
and other fabulists (1761). Its success lay in Dodsley’s decision to print two 
different editions—a cheap one for use in schools, and another on fine paper 
printed by Baskerville. Despite their long relationship, this was the only time 

 42 Williams, William Shenstone, 79; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 
17; Tierney, Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 443–4, 29 Aug. 1760 and 447, 12 February 
1762 n. 2; C. H. Beale (ed.), Catherine Hutton and her friends (Birmingham, 1895), 22–3, 
177.

 43 Tierney, Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 46, 144, 2 October 1752; 273, 7 April [1757]. 
Smoke proofs were test impressions of a type founder’s punch by blackening it in a 
flame and stamping it on paper. 

 44 Mosley, ‘Baskerville’; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 29–32; BCL 
MS 2685/2/2/2/10; MS 330169; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 
40; Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 56–9; Jennett, ‘John Baskerville’, 74.
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that Dodsley employed Baskerville as a printer. During work on the Fables, 
Dodsley visited Shenstone and Baskerville. In the summer of 1760, he stayed 
two months to correct the edition.45

The publication of Baskerville’s edition of Horace shows how Baskerville 
used his literary friends to produce a classical book. Tierney describes the 
‘usual mode of their relationship’. While Baskerville was printing, Dodsley 
was paving the way in London: overseeing the engravings, getting Lord 
Bute’s permission to use his coat of arms, obtaining advertising and ‘boosting 
the work among friends’. As with the Fables, there was much discussion 
about plates by Shenstone, who served as an advisor. ‘It is really a beauty’, 
Shenstone told Thomas Percy. ‘You know B[askerville] imagines yt his Letter 
is every thing, on wch ye merit of a book depends; he was nevertheless induc’d 
to employ a Mr Levy, residing as a private Tutor at Dr. Roebucks, no bad 
Grammarian or Classick, and now & then, they have suffered me to have 
a Finger in the Pye’. Shenstone, along with Livie, served as Baskerville’s 
scholarly conscience.46

Livie had a university education and sought to make a living in town, 
where there were few to question his lineage. ‘I blundered, in regard to 
L[ivie]’s university’, Shenstone wrote to Dodsley, ‘A Blunder so much the 
more unlucky, as they have no Masters of Arts at Edinburgh; he was of 
Aberdeen’. Livie apparently misrepresented or Shenstone misunderstood the 
place of his degree, and ‘having no Establishment’ was searching for a patron. 
Dodsley’s presentation of Baskerville’s Horace to the Secretary of State, Lord 
Bute, benefited everyone involved.47

Rough diamonds, public office and country houses

While Baskerville was producing books, Hutton was transforming 
himself from an immigrant without financial backing to a public 

official and landowner. Unlike Baskerville, who craved artistic recognition, 
Hutton desired power and threw himself into Birmingham politics. Baskerville 
was appointed Surveyor of the Highways in 1752 and was High Bailiff in 

 45 Tierney, Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 15–16, 46; Williams Letters, 519, 11 August 1759; 
555–7, 7 July 1760; 559, 11 August 1760. 

 46 Tierney, Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 22, 46; Williams, Letters, 602, October 1761; 
Jennett, 79. 

 47 Williams, Letters, 569–71 n. 1, 11 February 1761 and 596, 24 September 1761; Tierney, 
Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 22, 459–60 n. 2 [11 February 1762] and 469 n. 15, 20 
November 1762.
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1761, but these offices appear to have been ancillary pursuits.48 Hutton, in 
contrast, immersed himself in public service and built networks from the 
offices he held. Though he was never a Justice of the Peace, Hutton was a 
loud presence in all aspects of government and constantly at the centre of 
political controversy. In 1768, his big chance came: ‘I was chosen overseer 
of the poor, and thought myself elevated beyond my ancestors. They had 
rather been the poor than overseers of the poor’. It was thrilling for Hutton to 
dine with the justices and to ride in a chaise to Warwick with the Workhouse 
Governor. Yet when his term ended, Hutton was turned out. This penchant 
for controversy would reoccur as he made enemies along with friends.49 He 
served nineteen years as a commissioner of the Court of Requests, which 
sought to recoup debts under 40 shillings. ‘I have considered the suitors as 
my children’, he admitted proudly, ‘and when any of this vast family looked 
up to me for … justice, I have distributed both with pleasure’. Some no doubt 
wondered why an upstart should have power to look down on others and 
announce it so smugly.50

Hutton also served as Street Commissioner for seventeen years. Since 
Birmingham had no charter, this was a key body. ‘I was … an advocate 
for impartial reform’, he complained, but was ‘not supported by my brother 
Commissioners’. ‘Ambition and the idea of being useful were [Hutton’s] 
urging motives’ for service. But networking with prominent people was 
another reason. Hutton’s political colleagues included Boulton, Garbett, the 
gun maker Samuel Galton, banker Sampson Lloyd and wire drawer John 
Ryland.51

The Ryland family was linked to Hutton by membership in a social club. 
They were also kin to Baskerville and bought his house after his death. Both 
Baskerville and Hutton owned country houses which were attacked in the 
Priestley Riots: Baskerville’s at Easy Hill and Hutton’s at Bennett’s Hill in 
Saltley. Birmingham’s fluid social structure let rough diamonds lead county-
house lives. But its political and religious conflicts and economic conditions 
led to a situation where the mob destroyed both houses.52

 48 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 13.
 49 BCL MS 3597/32; Hutton, Life, 53; Memos, 2 October 1770, 7 June 1769. 
 50 Miscellaneous local and personal acts, 26 George II c. 34, 1752, Court of Requests, 175–98; 
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1777; 10 February 1790.
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Baskerville’s Easy Hill, which Hutton called a ‘little Eden’, had ‘shady 
walks, adorned with shrubberies, fish ponds, and a grotto’. It contained ‘a 
large handsome hall with an elegant mahogany staircase … three parlours 
[with] marble and stone chimney pieces throughout’. It also had a large kitchen 
and ‘Warehouses and Workshops suitable for … any extensive Manufactory’. 
Its enclosure by a brick wall in an elevated situation proclaimed the status 
of its owner.53

Hutton soon followed Baskerville’s move to the country. By the 1760s, 
he was married, with two children, and found: ‘my family in health, trade 
successful, we enjoyed our little pleasures … Dress, the tennis court, and our 
excursions’. One might think these achievements would satisfy Hutton. Yet 
he soon became obsessed with buying land: ‘I was born with the foible’, he 
moaned, and ‘longed for Possession’. ‘Purchase after purchase caused me to 
contract debts’.

In 1769, Hutton bought land in Saltley, where he built his country house 
at Bennett’s Hill. His neighbours were Birmingham’s wealthy elite who had 
left dirt and noise behind them. Detailed inventories show high levels of 
consumption of luxuries, not just comforts. Unsurprisingly, we find Basker-
ville’s books on Hutton’s shelves including works of Addison, Congreve and 
Milton. Still, Hutton’s lowly origins caused problems with tenants. ‘Every 
neighbour was my enemy’, he moaned, ‘for what right had a tradesman to 
come among them?’54 Yet Hutton’s High Street property reflected his rising 
status: ‘an exquisite Chippendale staircase led to a dome-lit landing and 
oak-panelled rooms with carved cornices and superb mantelpieces’. Hutton’s 
investments in land, along with sales of paper, made him wealthier than 
Baskerville. Yet despite their grand houses, the later lives of Baskerville and 
Hutton were filled with deeply felt grudges.55 Both men retreated from public 
view in the wake of humiliation, but came back to pursue their own interests 
and prove their detractors wrong.

Priestley Riots of 1791’, Past and present, 18:1 (1960), 68–88; [Catherine Hutton], A 
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Last stages—accomplishments, withdrawal and criticism: 
Baskerville and Hutton

Hutton’s rise as an author and his fall as a victim of the Priestley Riots 
may be summarised briefly. After the success of his town history in 1781, 

he wrote books about places, institutions and travels that he had experienced. 
Like Baskerville, he took little care about social graces, flaunted his wealth 
and challenged religious and political beliefs. It is therefore not surprising 
that his writings were ridiculed and his town and country properties were 
attacked in the riots. Afterwards, Hutton was stunned, angered and disillu-
sioned. Vowing never to enter politics or social life again, he and his family 
turned inward amidst continued ridicule. The death of his wife Sarah in 1796 
appears to have jolted him out of silence, and he returned to writing, this time 
on his favourite subject: himself and his family. His autobiography, published 
posthumously, was preceded by travel books and poetry. At his death, he was 
hailed as an author and historian, a satisfying achievement for a self-educated 
man. Still, he never forgot his humiliation, and held deep grudges.

Baskerville too suffered later disappointments. His high hopes of profes-
sional recognition by British booksellers were never realised, despite 
encouragement by friends. Writing to Horace Walpole in 1762, Baskerville 
complained: ‘It is surely a particular hardship that I should not get Bread in 
my own country … after having acquired the reputation of excelling in the 
most useful art known to mankind’.56 Yet reasons for this paradox have not 
been fully explained.

After the failure of his Cambridge Bible in 1763, Baskerville seems to have 
withdrawn from printing. ‘It is well-known’, wrote Thomas Hall in 1765, 
‘that  Baskerville temporarily turned his printing shop over to his foreman, 
Robert Martin’. At this point, Martin was printing under his own name 
with Baskerville’s type. Baskerville was aroused to activity by a printer, 
Orion Adams. A malicious argument ensued in the press with Adams’s 
partner Nicholas Boden. Enraged by this dispute, and determined to show 
his superiority, Baskerville returned to produce some of his finest works.57 
The competitive nature of members of Birmingham’s book trade network is 
revealed in these events.

Nonetheless, though British bookmen resisted Baskerville’s works, he 
garnered praise from the wider world. Benjamin Franklin, Voltaire and 
continental printers occupied the fifth outer layer of Baskerville’s networks. 

 56 Mosley, ‘Baskerville’.
 57 Thomas Hall, The Journey of Thos. Hall & Jn Mulford … 1765. (Oakland, Calif., 1971); 
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Franklin visited Birmingham numerous times and quickly saw Baskerville’s 
quality. He publicly defended Baskerville against detractors and offered to 
distribute his type specimens ‘among printers of America’. When Baskerville 
tried unsuccessfully to sell his type, Franklin tried to help him do so in 
France. Finally, in 1779, Pierre Augustin Caron de Beaumarchais purchased 
them from Baskerville’s widow for £3,700. In a triumphant vindication, 
Baskerville’s type was used to print Voltaire’s complete works on fine wove 
paper.58 The union of his type with Voltaire’s sceptical ideas would have given 
Baskerville satisfaction.

Rough diamonds—education and religion

How can we explain the criticism Baskerville and Hutton provoked 
regarding their books? Their lack of formal education appears to 

have played a part. Baskerville’s bibliographer, Philip Gaskell, who greatly 
admired his printing, admitted that ‘his books are extraordinary as a group 
for their textual inaccuracy’. Hutton’s books were likewise criticised for their 
errors and unpolished style. Both men were slandered by Mark Noble, an 
antiquarian, whose own writings were ‘hard to read and occasionally unintel-
ligible’. Still, Noble found fault with both rough diamonds. Of Baskerville, 
Noble cited his ‘bad grammar’ and ‘ignoran[ce] of literature to a wonderful 
degree’. He held similar opinions about Hutton’s History of Birmingham: ‘It 
is rather a jest book than a piece of topography …. The author came … a 
beggar and [cannot] … spell three words’.59

It was both men’s religious views that most annoyed Noble. ‘I have a Hearty 
Contempt for … the Farce of a Consecrated Ground’, Baskerville wrote in his 
burial instructions. ‘I also consider Revelation … to be the most Impudent 
Abuse of Common Sense which Ever was Invented to Befool Mankind’. Such 
remarks offended people like Noble. While admitting Baskerville’s wit, Noble 
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believed: ‘It was always at the expense of religion and decency, particularly 
if in company with the clergy’. Nonetheless, Baskerville attended a vestry 
meeting and approved new bells for St Philip’s in the 1750s. He also left £500 
to a Protestant Dissenting Charity School.60

In contrast, Hutton is often described as a committed dissenter. Yet, 
though he worshipped at Carr’s Lane Independent Chapel and his children 
joined Joseph Priestley’s Unitarians, he was a religious sceptic. ‘All religions 
… originate from the lowest class’, Hutton stated publicly. ‘[Each] is first 
obstructed by violence, passes through the insults of an age, then … takes 
up the rod against another’. This relativist view angered Anglicans, but it 
also upset Birmingham’s Joseph Priestley. ‘You are candid … to an excess’, 
he wrote Hutton, ‘and seem to consider all religions alike … Two opposite 
systems cannot both be true, and whatever any man deems to be important 
truth, he must wish that other men would embrace’.61 Remarks like these 
affected the reputations of Baskerville and Hutton.

Rough diamonds—social backgrounds, lifestyles  
and independence

With this context in mind, we see that lifestyles, educational 
backgrounds and the independence of rough diamonds created barriers 

to their social integration. Though their networks put them in touch with 
people above and below them in status, even in fluid Birmingham there were 
slumbering resentments about the way rough diamonds violated norms. When 
these provocations were combined with too much pride, others felt threatened.

On the surface, the town offered social mobility. ‘Everywhere one sees 
wealth with taste’, wrote a visitor to Baskerville’s house, ‘and also the 
modesty of a rational merchant who has made his wealth himself’. As we 
recall, Baskerville drank tea routinely with Shenstone, and Dodsley stayed at 
Bennett’s Hill. The Jew Livie also dined with Baskerville’s literary friends.62 
Through print culture, people of different backgrounds came together to 
work on books and to socialise.

 60 Mosley, ‘Baskerville’; Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 41; Bennett, John 
Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 59, 169.
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This sociability extended to wives and daughters, which is always a key 
indicator of upward mobility. Thus, in 1757, Dodsley recorded: ‘Mr and Mrs. 
Baskerville, Miss Eaves, and Mr. Hylton dined with me yesterday’. Miss 
Eaves was Sarah Baskerville’s daughter and Hylton was friendly with the 
Huttons. Similarly, in 1764, the Huttons dined at Hagley and walked in the 
Hall’s park with John Ryland, Ryland’s wife and Mrs. Ruston, kin to Basker-
ville’s wife. Hutton proudly noted his wife’s white dress and ‘very large Beaver 
hat, covered with an Ostrich feather’.63

Yet there were limits to social acceptance for rough diamonds, even in 
Birmingham, when cherished values were debased. In contrast to Hutton’s 
beautifully dressed wife, Sarah Baskerville lived with Baskerville whilst still a 
married woman, a point his admirers overlook. ‘Mrs. Baskerville’, wrote the 
biographer William Benton, ‘accompanied him to London to visit Dodsley, 
and was everywhere received as his wife. It does not appear that his social 
position in Birmingham was at all impaired by this connection’.64 This happy 
thought, however, is not confirmed by private remarks in personal letters. In 
1757, for example, Baskerville and Dr Ash, the prominent physician, ‘had a 
very great quarrel; the latter aspersed the character of the former, most vilely 
touching his wife, which Mr. Baskerville resented and wrote a very sensible 
and smart letter in vindication of himself, which is shown about privately’. 
A year later, Shenstone ‘amused himself with some verses at the expense of 
his friend John Baskerville’, copies of which he secretly shared with Boulton 
and Joseph Giles. Giles showed them to Baskerville, embarrassing Shenstone, 
and causing him to urge Boulton to burn his copy.65 Private correspondence 
exposes hidden quarrels that underpinned normally supportive networks. 
There were limits to social acceptance even in Birmingham when ideals were 
intentionally challenged.

This type of conduct had further negative consequences when rough 
diamonds came in contact with more refined visitors. Baskerville and Hutton 
had liberty to be themselves in Birmingham. Indeed, both men had personal 
relationships with men of higher rank and flaunted their eccentricities, 
which were tolerated in town. But social status is relative in the eye of the 
beholder. In the view of outsiders from London and beyond, acceptance did 
not extend to rough diamonds. Visitors observed Birmingham and discovered 
social relationships that were foreign to genteel society. Some made pointed 
comments that were privately circulated.

 63 Tierney, Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 13 July [1757]; Memos, 30 April 1764.
 64 Bennett, John Baskerville: the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 7.
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One such account of 1759 describes the visit of five Scottish enlightenment 
figures: the memoirist Dr Alexander Carlyle; the historian Dr William 
Robertson; the playwright John Home; and the architects Robert and James 
Adam. During their tour they called on Garbett, his partner Dr Roebuck, 
Shenstone, his rival, Lord Lyttelton at Hagley and Baskerville. This mix 
of men of different ranks shows the social fluidity in Birmingham. The 
Scotsmen had first travelled to London to meet Lord Bute. After a ‘dry 
and cold’ reception from the haughty aristocrat, they headed north to 
Birmingham, where they were met by Garbett.

Carlyle and Robertson knew Garbett from his Prestonpans (Scotland) 
factory and admired his ‘inventive genius’. Carlyle observed that Garbett 
lived ‘in a very moderate style’. Nonetheless, he provided ‘good claret’ and an 
‘excellent’ table’. In deference to the visitors’ high status, Garbett’s apprentice 
was made to ‘stand at [their] backs’, as if he were a well-trained servant. 
Home threatened to leave a tour of the town’s manufactories. ‘It seemed’, 
he said, ‘as if God had created man only for making buttons’. ‘Such was the 
primitive state of Birmingham’, Carlyle agreed, ‘and such encouragement did 
they give to industry’.

The next day Home refused to visit Easy Hill, but the others thought 
Baskerville ‘a great curiosity … What struck us most was his first kitchen’, 
wrote Carlyle. Its ‘fineness … was a great point in the family, for they 
received their company, and there we were entertained with coffee and 
chocolate’. Baskerville ‘was on hand with his folio Bible … and Garbett 
insisted on … subscrib[ing] for Home and Robertson. Home’s absence … 
afflicted [Baskerville], for he had seen and heard … [of Home’s] Tragedy of 
Douglas’. The printer ‘acquitted himself so well’ at dinner, ‘that Robertson 
pronounced him a man of genius, while James Adam and [Carlyle] thought 
him a prating pedant’. Social tensions produced by differences in rank are 
clearly seen in this report.

Later, Home rejoined the others at Lord Lyttelton’s Hagley Hall, and they 
visited Shenstone and Garbett at The Leasowes. Shenstone’s appearance 
‘surprised me’, wrote Carlyle, ‘for he was a large heavy fat man, dressed 
in white clothes and silver lace, with his grey hairs tied behind him and 
powdered’. Shenstone’s proud but inappropriate dress betrayed a gap in his 
knowledge of social niceties. A final supper with Dr Roebuck led Carlyle to 
comment that he lacked ‘some of the most respectable qualities’. Carlyle’s 
report shows how the town and its inhabitants were considered vulgar 
by outsiders. Though Baskerville and Hutton fared well in Birmingham, 
cultured visitors were put off by uncivilised conduct.66

 66 Carlyle, Autobiography, 375, 382–6, 388, 390.
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This tale uncovers hidden snubs by those who felt socially superior: from 
Lord Bute to the Scottish visitors; to the industrialists Garbett and Roebuck; 
to the poet Shenstone; and, of course, to Baskerville. The printer was visited 
due to his contributions to print culture; Hutton was not even considered. 
Neither rough diamond normally socialised with people of this rank. When 
they did, they were looked down upon: a fact understood by all involved. 
‘Mr Home, the author of Douglas, &c. called on me’, wrote Shenstone, 
and we spent an evening together … Thus my ferme ornée procures me 
interviews with persons whom it might otherwise be my wish, rather than my 
good-fortune to see’.67 Social rank was relative, and did not extend to rough 
diamonds when they interacted with the wider world.

Echoes of Carlyle’s reaction reverberate in a letter of 1760 from Samuel 
Derrick (Master of Ceremonies at Bath, previously a linen draper and 
actor) to the Earl of Cork. Derrick had visited Baskerville and reported: 
‘He manufactures his own paper, types, and ink … [and] caries on a great 
trade in the Japan way in which he showed me several useful articles, such 
as candlesticks, stands, salvers, waiters, bread baskets, [and] tea boards’. To 
Derrick, Baskerville was simultaneously an artisan and tradesman, as well 
as a fine printer. Birmingham was similarly Janus-faced with its ‘concerts 
plays, and assemblies’, though its performers, Derrick noted, were not ‘a 
picked lot’.68

Baskerville was ‘always conscious of his position as an outsider in the 
trade and felt that he suffered as a result’. Hutton may have thought he was 
accepted, but after the riots he was disabused of that idea. As Pardoe notes, 
Baskerville was ‘an innovator, an amateur, and a provincial, and finished his 
life an agnostic. No wonder that his contemporaries disapproved of him’. The 
fact that both men were defamed (and envied) by the antiquarian Mark Noble 
shows some people still thought of them as ‘mushrooms who had grown up 
overnight’, a term applied to newcomers.69 Neither did their country houses 
turn them into country gentleman.

 67 Williams, Letters, 482–3, 30 May 1758.
 68 Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer, vol. 1, 101–3.
 69 Some Correspondence, 6; Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, xii; Keith Thomas, Ends 

of life (Oxford, 2009) 24.
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Conclusion

A decade after his death, Baskerville was still remembered as 
‘extremely illiterate’. It is hard to know whether this contempt was 

actually directed at his social hubris and religious scepticism. The fact 
that Hutton and Baskerville delighted in provoking others was surely part 
of the distaste they aroused. Bias against provincial culture also created 
scorn. Richard Graves counselled Shenstone not to let Baskerville publish 
his elegies. ‘I told him’, Graves wrote to Dodsley, ‘I should not have so high 
an opinion of any production that did not make its first appearance in the 
metropolis’.70

Yet there seems to have been something about rough diamonds that made 
polite people feel threatened. ‘A man who wore gold laced suits’, wrote Henry 
Evans, ‘who slept with his housekeeper … who rode around in a carriage 
… who made no secret of his lack of religion, such a man could not be 
embraced … by the gentlemen printers of England’.71 Still, there was high 
praise for Baskerville in an obituary called ‘one of the most balanced views’ 
of the printer. Its anonymous author was Hutton. Hutton ended his obituary 
with great indignation that Baskerville was not recognised in his own nation. 
Though he had spent ‘a life of genius, in carrying to perfection, the greatest 
of all human inventions … his productions, slighted by this country, were 
hawked over Europe in quest of a bidder’. Baskerville’s ‘failure to impose his 
style on the English book trade’ was ‘all the more galling to an entrepreneur 
whose success in Birmingham … was conspicuous’.72 But these ‘slights’ in the 
face of Baskerville’s ‘genius’ have yet to be fully explained. Some answers 
may be found by reflecting on the self-taught backgrounds of rough diamonds 
and their refusal to integrate themselves into social and cultural hierarchies. 
Their lack of a classical education, disrespect for church doctrines and 
deliberate refusal to adhere to polite conduct made them rough around the 
edges—unpolished and unrefined.

In Birmingham, rough diamonds were able to educate themselves and 
grasp opportunities offered by the Industrial Revolution. Embedded in layers 
of provincial networks, they were supported by kin, mentors and patrons. In 
this fluid space and time, they acquired new roles and identities and did not 
strive to become polished. Instead, they focused on goals of self-education 
and the diffusion of useful goods and knowledge. Thus, Baskerville was a 

 70 Viator, European Magazine (December 1785), 463; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham 
printer, vol. 1, 10; Tierney, Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 407–9, 27 March 17[59].

 71 Henry Evans, John Baskerville: the gracious infidel (San Francisco, Calif., 1953), n.p.
 72 [Hutton], ‘An account’, 356–7 and An history of Birmingham (Birmingham, 1783), 90. 
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tradesman and artisan, as well as a fine printer, whilst Hutton sold paper 
and bound books in addition to writing them. They did not participate in 
Borsay’s genteel ‘urban renaissance’.73 Nor were they interested in pursuing 
an ‘urban mode of refining exchange’ through polite conversation.74 Even 
so, they enriched Birmingham’s print culture by interacting with artisans, 
poets, entrepreneurs and savants—a point neglected in literature focused on 
London and polite market towns.

Rough diamonds lacked deference and eschewed social strategies that 
helped socially ambitious persons to fit seamlessly into society. Competition 
and what I have called ‘a culture of resentments’75 were never far from their 
writing desks or shops. Their influence grew not in spite of but perhaps 
due to the social differences that kept them from blending into traditional 
hierarchies. Because rough diamonds were self-taught, they had confidence 
to experiment with new ideas, outside of formal institutions and authorities. 
This made them precursors and driving forces for the spread of mass culture 
on a less refined but more widespread plane.

It is thus not surprising that despite Baskerville’s and Hutton’s achievements 
their conduct remained suspect in the eyes of the British book trade. Rough 
diamonds could be cut from the bowels of the earth, but only to a certain 
level of brilliance. In Baskerville’s case, it would take later generations to 
appreciate and polish his legacy.

 73 Chapter 2 in this volume: John Hinks, ‘Printing and the English Urban Renaissance’.
 74 Viator, European Magazine, 463 signed Viator; Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham 

printer, vol. 1, 10; Lawrence Klein, ‘Hierarchy and the techniques of the mediator: 
Edmund Rack in Bath, 1775–87’, Cultural and social history 10 (2013), 495.

 75 Susan Whyman, The pen and the people (Oxford, 2011), 129. I am grateful to Moshe 
Sluhovsky and James N. Green for their comments.
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Beatrice Warde (1900–69), in ‘The Baskerville types: a critique’ from 
The Monotype Recorder of 1927,1 implied that Baskerville’s inspiration 

for his typeface stemmed from the writing masters and their engravers. 
Warde showed a plate from George Shelley’s handwriting instruction manual 
Alphabets in all the hands and compared Shelley’s lowercase roman hand with 
the 1754 Baskerville specimen.2 There are striking points of similarity in 
letterform proportion, detail and definition. Warde’s suggestion, however, has 
been noted but remains undeveloped even though her remarks included an 
open invitation for further research: ‘it was a form that had been clamouring 
at the door for entry for the better part of a century’.3

This chapter outlines the case Warde made and presents the evidence 
for Baskerville’s relationship with the writing masters. It then examines the 
technical basis of penmanship in the eighteenth century, namely the cutting 
of quill pens and their use in letter formation. Extensive reference to manuals 
(illustration and text) from the period challenges the viewpoint promoted by 
scholars influenced by the English twentieth-century calligraphic revival who 
characterised the period as an era of the pointed pen. This characterisation 

 1 Paul Beaujon [Beatrice Warde], ‘The Baskerville types: a critique’, Monotype Recorder, 
26 (221) (1927), 3–30.

 2 George Shelley, Alphabets in all the hands (London, 1710). The French Cannon hand 
is printed on an unnumbered plate. Moreover, Plate 7 displays a further example of 
a lowercase roman text hand. The plate is reproduced in Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville 
types’, 13.

 3 Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville types’, 12.
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overlooked a continuing tradition of sharply written and contrasted roman 
lowercase calligraphy that existed in Britain, France and Italy into the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. If Baskerville drew on this tradition, 
why not others? Could such a continuing calligraphic influence on type 
transform the traditional portrayal of the evolution of the modern high 
contrast typeface? This modern or neoclassical form, with high contrast 
and a vertical axis to curved letters such as ‘o’ and ‘e’, has been seen as 
representing a move away from the pen for the sake of a more rational 
modern geometry;4 could it in fact be the opposite? This chapter argues 
that the modern style might have a more complex evolution than is often 
portrayed.

The ‘critique’ of Baskerville type

In the mid-1920s, under Stanley Morison’s direction, the Monotype 
Corporation embarked on a programme of redesigning historical faces for 

use on its hot metal type casting and setting machines. A revival of Basker-
ville’s type was central to this programme. Following its release, Warde 
(writing under her nom de plume Paul Beaujon) was invited to contribute a 
review of Baskerville’s type which appeared in the Monotype Recorder for 
1927. She began her article by painting Baskerville’s context with broad 
brushstrokes: society was in transition; fifty years before Baskerville began 
his experiments with type in the 1750s the foundations of modern science 
and industry had been laid; the microscope had been invented and with it ‘a 
new conception of what accuracy could mean’. Warde noted the seventeenth 
century had begun with alchemy and astrology and ended with Newton 
and Descartes. She drew attention to the experiments with the design of 
the Romain du Roi,5 and to the methodical work of Fournier le Jeune with 
type sizing.6 She characterised the new spirit abroad as ‘a more accurate 
and delicate prepossession in design’. As far as lettering was concerned, she 
noted:

the pen was now being held more nearly vertically, for the new standard of 
excellence depended on fineness of hair-strokes and the sparkle that comes 
from clean cut contrasts.7

 4 Nicolete Gray, A history of lettering (Oxford, 1986), 162.
 5 Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville types’, 6.
 6 Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville types’, 6.
 7 Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville types’, 10.
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As yet however the type founder had taken advantage of this only in copies of 
script letters. Fournier copied the script of his contemporary, Rossignol; but 
his roman and italic show no calligraphic influence.8

Baskerville’s distinctive contribution was that he took his experience with the 
pen into the rest of his work. With regard to the lowercase roman, Warde 
wrote: ‘Baskerville’s innovations, such as they were, consisted more in a 
general broadening of proportion than in any radical or startling change 
from old face structure. Even the serifs are set at an angle (Bodoni9 made 
them horizontal) and so are bracketed to curve sharply but pleasantly into 
the upright’ (Figure 9).10

It is the angle of the shading that is a particular novelty and it heightens 
the contrast between thick and thin letter parts. Each curve, as seen from the 
‘e’ but also from the ‘a’, ‘d’ and ‘c’, has the widest part of the letter aligned 
parallel with the line along which the letters are arranged rather than canted 

 8 Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville types’, 11.
 9 Giambattista Bodoni (1740–1813), Italian type designer and printer.
 10 Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville types’, 18.

Figure 9 Enlargement of Baskerville’s lowercase roman type,  
from Barclay’s Apologia (1765).

Private collection 
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at a slant. This makes the thinnest parts come at the top and bottom of the 
letter and it equates to what the calligrapher Edward Johnston (1872–1944)11 
called ‘straight pen writing’.12 Other refinements introduced by Baskerville to 
the ‘old face’ Dutch letter are the opening of the eye of the ‘e’ (because of its 
rounder shape), the larger bowl of the ‘a’ (because the letter itself is broader), 
the narrower ‘s’, the ‘g’, ‘the nearest thing to an eye-catcher’ with ‘a swirling 
tail that which just does not join again at the end’.

Warde revealed the similarities between Baskerville’s forms and those 
in Pine’s Horace,13 handwritten and printed from copper plates in 1737, and 
Shelley’s letters in Alphabets in all the hands of 1710. This, she asserted, is what 
we owe Baskerville: that he based his design on ‘the living pen form, a form 
however that was far from the easy current style of popular writing; it was 
exquisite, difficult and perhaps precious; but … it was part of the conscious 
experience of men of that day’.14 Her conclusion was that Baskerville owed 
a debt to Shelley as well as to his own personal history as a writing master, 
but, as her phrase about the ‘clamour at the door’15 suggested, the picture 
is wider.

This chapter demonstrates that the more sharply defined roman 
lowercase letterforms that Baskerville introduced to typography had already 
had a separate evolution within the calligraphic community for several 
centuries. Shelley’s letter was simply one more manifestation of the form. 
If this is true then one implication is that the ‘modern’ neoclassical 
typographic tradition certainly has a more complex parentage than is often  
assumed.

Baskerville as writing master—the evidence

The earliest testimony of Baskerville as a writing master dates from 
William Hutton’s An history of Birmingham.16 Writing just five years after 

Baskerville’s death, Hutton (1725–1815), poet and first significant historian of 
Birmingham, wrote that the printer was ‘trained to no occupation’ but in 

 11 British calligrapher and designer of the original typeface for the London Electric 
Railway (1916), a modified form is in use today by Transport for London.

 12 Edward Johnston, Writing and illuminating, and lettering (London, 1906), 44.
 13 John Pine, Horace: Quinti Flacci Opera (London, 1733–7).
 14 Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville types’, 12.
 15 Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville types’, 12.
 16 William Hutton, An history of Birmingham (Birmingham, 1783). See Chapter 5 in 

this volume: Susan Whyman, ‘John Baskerville, William Hutton and their Social 
Networks’.
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1726 became a writing master in Birmingham.17 Hutton records that ‘in 1737, 
he taught at his own school in the Bull-ring, and is said to have written an 
excellent hand’.18

The Revd Mark Noble19 recorded that Baskerville taught his father to write 
and that he had been in the employment of a clergyman in Kings Norton20 
‘who used to make him instruct the poor youths of the parish in writing … 
leaving this place, he went to Birmingham; there, in a little court or yard near 
High-town, he taught writing and accounts’.21 Noble’s story of Baskerville’s 
time ‘in service’ should be approached with caution since Hutton’s History 
included the information that Baskerville was heir to a paternal estate of 
£50 per annum22 although in his biography, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 
letter-founder and printer, Frank E. Pardoe makes note of a Swedish source 
from 1760 apparently backing the servant story.23 Ambrose Heal’s summary 
of the evidence in his English writing masters and their copy-books, 1570–1800 is 
succinct: ‘At the age of 20 [Baskerville] was engaged at the Grammar School 
in Birmingham, where he taught writing and book-keeping. By 1737 he had 
set up a school of his own in the Bull-ring’.24 The reference to the Grammar 
School in Birmingham appears to be surmise; Heal revealed no evidence to 
support that specific claim.25

What skills are implied by the designation ‘writing master’ is hard to 
ascertain. Hutton’s statement that Baskerville had been trained to ‘no 
occupation’ seems to rule out the possibility that he had completed an 

 17 John Nichols, Literary anecdotes of the eighteenth century, vol. 3 (London, 1812), 450. 
Thomas C. Hansard, Typographia (London, 1825) also gives 1726 as the date Baskerville 
became a writing master in Birmingham.

 18 Hutton, History of Birmingham, 91. See Chapter 3 in this volume: George Demidowicz, 
‘Place, Home and Workplace: Baskerville’s Birthplace and Buildings’.

 19 Revd Mark Noble (1754–1827), clergyman, biographer and antiquarian.
 20 Kings Norton is now an area of Birmingham but then was in Worcestershire.
 21 Mark Noble, A dictionary of national biography, vol. 2 (London, 1806), 361.
 22 Nichols, Literary anecdotes of the eighteenth century, vol. 3. 450.
 23 Frank E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder and printer (London, 1975), 

3. He quotes correspondence from John Dreyfus who cites a diary entry by Bengt 
Ferrner who visited Baskerville in 1760 and notes ‘his polite behaviour which was 
the more to admire as he had made his way from a livery servant to considerable 
prosperity’. See Bengt Ferrner, Resa i Europa … 1758–1762, ed. Sten G. Lindberg 
(Uppsala, 1956), 248–9. 

 24 Ambrose Heal, English writing masters and their copy-books, 1570–1800 (Cambridge, 1931), 
70. Sir Ambrose Heal (1872–1959) was a furniture designer and businessman. His 
collection of materials relating to the English writing masters is held in London at the 
National Art Library in the Victoria & Albert Museum. 

 25 Refer to Chapter 3 in this volume: George Demidowicz, ‘Place, Home and Workplace: 
Baskerville’s Birthplace and Buildings’.
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 apprenticeship, or had been sent away for a briefer period to learn writing 
from a ‘master’. There are no records of such training. Baskerville’s early 
education most likely took place where he spent his childhood; as Pardoe 
wrote: ‘The obvious answer is that he went to Sebright School in Wolverley 
but this is not certain as no records exist of the school in the eighteenth 
century’ Somehow, in these early years, Baskerville became ‘an early 
admirer of the beauty of letters … and desirous of contributing to the 
perfection of them’.26

The writing master’s profession in Baskerville’s day was in transition. By 
1754, George Bickham noted that ‘the excellence and usefulness of the round 
hand … is universally received and practised by all degrees of men, in all 
employments, the law only excepted’.27 But in the early years of the eighteenth 
century, writing was still diversified with different sets and styles of characters 
used in different contexts. Yet the range was simpler than in sixteenth-century 
Italy, Palatino’s Libro nuovo shows that even the merchants of different towns 
had their own recognisable forms of cursive.28 The development of printed 
copy-books from 1524 onwards had, over the two intervening centuries, 
standardised practices to some extent, though nationally (meaning language 
areas) there were still differences. The introduction in many parts of Europe 
of copybooks printed from engraved copper plates saw the sharpness of line in 
such books improve beyond recognition when compared with earlier woodcut 
exemplars.29

Bickham’s The universal penman, published in supplements from 1733 to 1741, 
briefly overlapped the period when Baskerville worked as a teacher of writing. 
Two plates show the variety of hands a writing master might be called upon 
to teach: hands for business, for women, German text hand, secretary hand 
and several hands reserved for legal work.30 At this time, legal scribes still 
used vellum in quantity and virtually all writing was made using quill pens 
(though steel, brass, gold and silver nibs were being experimented with).31  

 26 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham.
 27 George Bickham, British youth’s instructor (London, 1754), Preface.
 28 See in particular the eight different kinds of mercantile cursive, in G. Palatino, Libro 

nuovo d’impare a scrivere tutte sorte lettere (Rome, 1545), recto of sheet Cii onwards.
 29 The process began in Nuremberg in 1538 with Johann Neudörffer the Elder’s 

(1497–1563) Ein gute Ordnung. The first complete writing book to be engraved on copper 
plates came from the Low Countries with the eighteen-year-old Clément Perret’s tour 
de force Exercitio alphabetica nova et utilissima (Antwerp, 1569; 1571). In Italy the first 
manual printed entirely from copper plates was Giuliantonio Hercolani’s Essemplare 
varie di tutte le sorti di l’re cancelleresca correntissime (Rome, 1571).

 30 George Bickham, The universal penman (London, 1733–41). See the eleven scripts (Plates 
210 and 211) in the 1741 edition.

 31 For a summary of the evidence for metal pens in this period, see Ewan Clayton, The 
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The quill was a reliable tool in the hands of a crafts person, but it did 
present a barrier to widespread literacy as its cutting and trimming must 
be mastered along with the letterforms, and different letterforms required 
different cuts to shape the nib.32

A slate cut inscription advertising Baskerville’s business as a supplier of 
gravestones ‘in any of the hands’ demonstrates that the young Baskerville 
was familiar with several styles of writing (Figure 10). The stone (now in 
the Library of Birmingham) displays an elaborately flourished heading in 
Fraktur, a competent lowercase roman, a few flourished letters in round hand, 
an Old English gothic hand and a sloped italic roman capital. This stone 
shows that Baskerville had educated himself beyond the extent required for a 

golden thread (London, 2013), 222. There is also an advertisement in the National Art 
Library’s copy of William Elder, The modish penman (London, 1691) that lists ‘steell 
pens’; it is pasted in as an endpaper on the back cover.

 32 Demonstration by Ewan Clayton of cutting a quill pen at http://vimeo.com/68078367; 
accessed 13 September 2016.

Figure 10 John Baskerville: slate cut inscription

Facsimile, private collection; original in Library of Birmingham

http://vimeo.com/68078367
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simple schoolmaster. He was indeed ‘an early admirer of the beauty of letters’ 
in practice as well as aspiration.

A fascination with writing followed Baskerville when he entered the japanning 
trade in the 1740s. A visitor to the home he later made at Easy Hill noted that 
he was used to receiving gifts of penmanship from all the leading masters and 
framed panels of work by famous penmen were hung, as decoration, in one 
of the rooms. It would seem that Baskerville’s regard for fine calligraphy was 
lifelong—it may even have been a matter of daily encounter.33

Shelley’s work in context

The broad culture of writing in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries was a rich one, with writing masters vying with each other 

to produce the most useful publications. Enthusiasts, like Samuel Pepys 
(1633–1703), whose work as Secretary to the Navy had made him acutely 
aware of the importance of clear communicative documentation, were alert 
to the latest publications across Europe. George Shelley (c.1666–c.1736) was 
one of the more prolific published writing masters of the time. Born in 
humble circumstances and educated at Christ’s Hospital in London, by 1708 
he was running a school at the sign of the Hand and Pen in Warwick Lane 
where writing, mathematics and accounting were taught to young men who 
wanted to go into business. In 1710, Shelley was appointed Master in the 
Writing School at Christ’s Hospital.34 He held the post for twenty years or 
more.

William Massey in his The origins and progress of letters (1763) knew of four 
books issued by Shelley: The penman’s magazine (1705), which Shelley rewrote 
after John Seddon’s35 original draft; The first part of natural writing (1708); The 
second part of natural writing (1714) (in which Shelley acknowledges he was 
‘chiefly instructed in writing’ by John Smith);36 Alphabets in all the hands (1710) 
(made for the students at Christ’s Hospital); and Penna volens (probably also of 
1710).37 Shelley also has seven plates in Bickham’s Penman’s companion (1712) and 

 33 Noble, A dictionary of national biography, vol. 2 (1806), 361.
 34 When Samuel Pepys’s nephew John Jackson was on the Grand Tour Pepys wrote 

to him on 17 October 1699 asking him to purchase a copybook by Jean-Baptiste 
Alais in Rome: ‘a thing I mightily wanted and wished for’. J. R. Tanner, The private 
correspondence of Samuel Pepys (London, 1926), xii.

 35 John Seddon, writing master (1643/4–1700).
 36 John Smith (d.1733), writing master at Christ’s Hospital, was dismissed from his post 

when he was found to be charging the boys for the pens and paper they used.
 37 Heal, English writing masters, 95.
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he is known to have published Sentences and maxims, a collection of alphabetical 
sentences in prose and verse for the use of writing scholars in 1712.38

Additional backing for Warde’s claim for Shelley as an influence on Basker-
ville’s letterforms also comes from the inscribed slate advertising his business 
as a carver of gravestones. The slate gives a clear demonstration of Basker-
ville’s stylistic links with the world of the writing masters: the layout mirrors 
the opening page of a writing master’s manual demonstrating ‘all the hands’, 
a phrase that echoes the title of Shelley’s book. The flourished capital ‘S’ in 
‘Stones’—and this is new evidence—ties Baskerville specifically to one of 
Shelley’s manuals: this form of the ‘S’ is only found in plate 29 of Shelley’s The 
second part of natural writing: it does not appear in any other manual of the period. 
Baskerville’s carving reproduces not only the broken form of the ‘S’ but also the 
direction and plan of the main filigree flourishes and entwined points.

The second part of natural writing is a stylish manual with many spectacular 
flourished designs but also detailed engravings showing letter proportion and 
construction as well as ligatures within a small running hand.39 This makes 
it the most practical of Shelley’s books and the carved ‘S’ suggests Baskerville 
made a detailed study of one of its plates. In addition, that same page (Plate 
29) has a section displaying a lowercase roman alphabet. This volume is 
another possible primary influence on Baskerville’s later roman type.40

Baskerville’s handwriting

Baskerville’s own handwriting, as evidenced by his extant letters,41 
is in a style described at the time as a running round hand. Compared 

with the running cursive of his close contemporaries, such as the London 
writing masters John Bland (1702–30) and Joseph Champion (1709–c.68),42 
Baskerville’s is similar—and typical of the period (Figure 11). His hand, 
though, is individual in the following respects: the rhythm is slightly more 

 38 George Shelley: The Penman’s Magazine (London, 1705); The first part of natural writing 
(London, 1708); The second part of natural writing (London, 1714); Alphabets in all the hands 
(London, 1710); Penna volens (London, c.1710); Sentences and maxims (London, 1712). 
George Bickham, Penman’s companion (London, 1712).

 39 Shelley, The second part of natural writing, Plates 7, 8 and 9.
 40 Shelley, The second part of natural writing, Plate 29.
 41 See, for instance, the letter to John Scott Hylton of 24 January 1764 reproduced in 

Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 89.
 42 J. Bland, Essay on writing (London, 1730). Bland has 7 plates in Bickham’s Universal 

penman and Joseph Champion has 47. Champion’s most considerable work is The 
parallel or comparative penmanship exemplified (London, 1750).
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enrolled than was fashionable in the mid-eighteenth century and his curled 
lowercase ‘d’ is a throwback to the age of Cocker,43 although it finds echoes 
in the letter that acts as Bickham’s preface to his The universal penman.44 The 
swash introductions to the capital ‘Y’ or rounded ‘M’ are convoluted and the 
introductions to Baskerville’s lower case ‘p’ are flourished beyond the norm. 
The descender on the ‘y’ and ‘p’ are deep and cursive and reminiscent of the 
French writing master Louis Barbedor (1589–1670), himself an influence on 
John Ayres (active 1680–1700), one of the early formulators of the round hand. 
Barbedor’s influence is also seen in other aspects of Shelley’s manuals such 
as the octagonal compositions containing different variations of letterforms 
in The second part of natural writing. Barbedor is the genius behind the version 
of the running round hand that became popularised in England during the 
early eighteenth century.45

One other possible connection to Shelley exists in Baskerville’s running hand 
as seen in a letter held in the Library at the St Bride Institute.46 His handwriting 
exhibits a flourished ‘r’, terminal flourishes on letters such as ‘l’ and ‘e’, and 

 43 Edward Coker (1731–76), a writing master whose exuberant penmanship was first 
published in his The pen’s transcendencie (London, 1657).

 44 Bickham, The universal penman, 4.
 45 John Ayres, A tutor to penmanship or the writing master (London, 1697–8) and 

Louis Barbedor, L’écritures italienne bastarde (Paris 1647–50).
 46 A letter to a French businessman dated 1757.

Figure 11 Baskerville handwriting detail: letter to Robert Dodsley,  
12 May 1757.

Facsimile, private collection; original in Library of Birmingham
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a vertical flourish within the stem of his capital ‘B’ whose best match can be 
found in plate 12 of John Clark’s Writing improv’d (1712). Clark took over as writing 
master at Warwick Lane when Shelley moved to teach at Christ’s Hospital.47 
Baskerville’s influences appear to be not just a scatter of eighteenth-century 
writing masters but perhaps a particular school, or even lineage.

The technical basis  
of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century penmanship

In 1927, Warde suggested Baskerville’s types had calligraphic origins but 
this suggestion has lain unexplored for ninety years. It is symptomatic of 

a lacuna within English calligraphic scholarship which, with the exception 
of Ambrose Heal’s The English writing masters (1931), has passed over the 
period in silence. The revival of calligraphy that took place in the early 
twentieth century carried ideological baggage. Its initiator, the calligrapher 
Edward Johnston, was portrayed as the re-discoverer of a tradition of edged 
penmanship lost since the Middle Ages.48 This cast a shadow over the period 
immediately prior to Johnston which was characterised, in opposition to 
the new discoveries, as the era of the pointed pen: a long flexible tool where 
weight within a letterform (the thick parts) was produced by pressure on the 
nib forcing its slit to split open and widen the stroke.49 Many cursive hands 
in the late eighteenth century and Victorian period were written in this 
manner, but this was not true of formal hands in the late-seventeenth and 
early-eighteenth centuries; the case for the pointed pen was overstated by 
twentieth-century penmen and the original sources left unexamined.50 Close 
study of the sources show that contrary to twentieth-century understanding 
the principal scripts of the period, including the most widely used formal 
English round hand (also called italienne bastarde)51 were products of an edged 

 47 John Clark, writing master (1683–1736), taught in the school in Warwick Lane until 
1727.

 48 N. Rooke, ‘Written beauty’ a radio broadcast from November 1945 on the BBC Home 
Service reprinted in Heather Child and Justin Howes (eds), Formal writing (London, 
1986), 48–51.

 49 Gerrit Noordzij, The stroke (London, 2005). The original edition (1985) was in Dutch.
 50 Donald Anderson, The art of written forms (New York, 1968), 150: ‘In this period, 

remnants of the “true calligraphy” are hard to find in the copybooks of the writing 
masters. This is partly because the penmanship of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and 
nineteenth centuries is dominated by the flexible pen and the engraver’s burin in 
cursive styles. In truth, it is a tiresome panorama’.

 51 For a more detailed tracing of the origin of English roundhand, see Ewan Clayton, 
The golden thread (London, 2013), 162–9.
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pen and not a pointed one. This was the case also for the roman lowercase 
letters that provided Baskerville with the inspiration for his type. Such letters 
were expertly written as book-scripts, throughout this period, in manuscripts 
from France, Italy and Spain.

Sharply written romans  
and the seventeenth-century quill

The tradition that Baskerville drew upon was deep. Shelley’s manuals 
are not the only copy books from the period to show such lowercase 

roman letters. These forms were practised by Shelley’s contemporaries and 
were a regular inclusion in any writing manual, if only on the title page.52 
As with the round hand and the running round hand this tradition appears 
to have evolved from the practice of the late seventeenth-century English 
writing master John Ayres (Figure 12). Indeed Ayres’ roman minuscule is the 
second-best match in the English manuals to Baskerville’s types.53

Figure 12 Detail from John Ayres, A tutor to penmanship (1697–8),  
Plate 23.

The British Library

One side effect of the twentieth-century calligrapher’s characterisation 
of the early modern period as the era of the pointed pen has been a certain 
incredulity that the roman forms in the writing masters’ manuals could be 
the product of the masters themselves. The assumption was that since these 
letters could not easily be written with pointed nibs (which is true), and that 
the pointed pen was the pen of that era (untrue), so these letters must be the 

 52 John Clark, Writing improv’d, (London, 1714) Plate 31; Charles Snell, The standard rules of 
the round and round-text hands etc. (London, 1717), Plate 28.

 53 John Ayers A tutor to penmanship (London, 1697–8), Plate 23.
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invention of the engravers, and this was an engraved rather than a written 
letter, hence Warde’s careful description of Baskerville’s inspiration stemming 
from the world of ‘the writing masters and their engravers’. Close examination 
of the sources shows this to be false,54 but it also reveals something else, a real 
surprise: the edged pen that was most probably used was of a cut not seen 
before, and this special method of cutting was used across the board—even 
for English round hand itself.

The asymmetric nib slit

The main tool for writing in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
was the goose quill pen. Evidence for the pen nib being square cut 

rather than pointed in the late seventeenth century is most clearly seen in 
Jean-Baptiste Alais de Beaulieu’s L’Art d’écrire published in Paris in 1680.55 
This manual is one of the most extensively illustrated of the seventeenth 
century; it is supplied with diagrams of letterforms, writing exercises and 
other special methods of penmanship that go beyond a simple explanation of 
letter structure (Figure 13). A page on ligatures shows an enlargement of the 
round hand being written with a square-edged nib. But this nib is cut right 
oblique with a key structural adaptation—the nib slit is deliberately placed 
off centre.56 The practical effect of this modification is that the part of the nib 
closest to the thumb (in a right-handed writer) is wider and thus more rigid 
than the side nearest the forefinger. This gives the writer all the benefits of a 
broad-edged pen plus some additional features. The rigid nature of the part 
of the nib closest to the thumb means that one can turn the pen on to that 
corner and make very fine hairline strokes. By contrast, the part of the nib 
closest to the finger is very flexible, so it is a pen more susceptible to pressure 
than a pen nib of equivalent overall proportions in the shoulder and beak of 
the nib with a centrally placed nib slit.57

The same diagram in Alais’ book shows the full width of the nib being 

 54 Clark, in his preface to his Writing improv’d (1714), is adamant that this is not so. He 
describes the process of making these manuals as one entirely dependent on the 
master’s hand and that these forms could actually be written. He is keen to stress the 
scribe wrote the original using ink without any gum in it. The writing could then be 
burnished through directly onto the plate, from which pattern the engraver could 
work—that is directly from the calligrapher’s own hand.

 55 Jean-Baptiste Alais de Beaulieu, L’Art d’écrire (Paris, 1680).
 56 Alais de Beaulieu, L’Art d’écrire, Plate 20.
 57 One implication here is that a third type of pen could be added to Gerrit Noordzij’s 

admirable analysis in The stroke (London, 1985; 2005), 19–30.
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used for the round hand’s down-strokes but the thumb-side corner of the pen 
made the fine up-strokes. This explains several features of round hand script 
and roman text hand from the period that are puzzling if they had been 
made with a pointed pen, namely the thin flat introductory strokes, the sharp 
right flat finishes at the bottom of the stroke at the baseline and the exact 
nature of the curves at the top of arches. Alais also notes that the stem of the 
next letter simply overlaps the thin exit strokes from the previous letter rather 
than forming a true join.58

It is surprising that this placement of the nib slit has not been remarked 
upon before, but in manuals the placement of the fine nib slit off-centre is 
hard to spot, especially in half-tone reproductions, but, once seen, it can be 
traced across from Alais to other writing masters’ work. The Portuguese 

 58 Alais de Beaulieu, L’Art d’écrire, Plate 20.

Figure 13 Detail from 
(un-numbered) Plate in  

Alais de Beaulieu, L’Art d’écrire  
(1680).

The British Library
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writing master Andrade de Figueredo shows such a quill in the first plate of 
his Manoel (1722),59 with the word bastardo underneath. Shelley also shows such 
a cut for the trimming of the quills marked No. 1 and No. 2 in the second 
plate of his The second part of natural writing. This manner of cutting the pen is 
signalled by the instructions for cutting a nib in Clark’s Writing improv’d (1714): 
‘The Round Hand or Round Text, is written with such a PEN as requires but 
little pressure to perform the full Strokes; let its nib be about the breadth of 
the full Stroke; and that part which lies next the Hand when you write, be a 
small matter the Shortest and Narrowest’.60 Bickham in The young clerks assistant 
(1733) also suggests ‘make the nib of your pen for the Round text the breadth 
of the full stroke and that part lying next to the hand something shorter and 
narrower… [and] make all the body strokes with the full and all the hair 
strokes with the corner of your pen’. It is also recorded in the diagrams that 
come from a section on writing in the 1760 volume of Diderot’s Encyclopédie.61

It would seem that for the last part of the seventeenth and the first half of 
the eighteenth centuries (the period when Baskerville was learning to write 
and beginning to teach) this pen technique was the standard method for 
writing many of the hands. The oblique pen cut and cornering technique is 
also mentioned in Ambrose Searle’s The art of writing (1782). He notes when 
writing Chancery hands:

The pen should be made as for the former black Hands, having the Edge of it, 
which in writing is next to the Left Hand, rather longer than the other, that it 
may properly execute the fine and leading strokes … the fine upright strokes 
in some of the capital Letters, are formed, as in the Old English etc. with the 
left edge of the pen, and so are all the fine strokes in the small letters.62

Once the use of the broad-edged quill in the construction of these letters 
is taken seriously, hidden subtleties in the romans that are the by-product of 
the quill move into focus: there is often a slight swelling of the stem as the 
pen angle is flattened towards the foot of a letter or as pressure is applied; the 
light curve on some ending strokes is caused by the fact that the pen is cut 
from the curved barrel of a feather and this leaves a curved shape when the 
nib is simply lifted straight up off the surface.

 59 Andrade de Figueredo, Manoel (Lisbon, 1722), Plate 1.
 60 Clark, Writing improv’d, 2.
 61 Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond d’Alembert (eds), Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des 

sciences, des arts et des métiers (Paris, 1760), not numbered, but Plate IV in the section that 
deals with quills.

 62 Ambrose Searle, The art of writing (London, 1782).
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Written lowercase romans: Baskerville’s possible sources

The technical context of seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 
calligraphy shows that the lowercase roman letters in Shelley’s manual 

were primarily written letters rather than engraved hybrids. It was this living 
tradition of penmanship upon which Baskerville drew. Viewing the English 
evidence first: a close comparison between the plate from Shelley’s Natural 
writing and Baskerville’s type is instructive, especially when set against the wider 
canvas of many writing master’s manuals.63 Baskerville does not follow Shelley 
in all the details. The closest example to his broad-topped ‘a’ is actually that 
made by Ayres in The accomplished clerk,64 and Baskerville follows Ayres in his 
seriffing for many letters. But, in contrast to Ayres, Shelley and Baskerville have 
made the axis of their curved letters more upright: see their ‘e’ and ‘o’. The ‘c’ 
follows Shelley in its form. Shelley’s rival, Snell, displays an alphabet very close 
to his, except in the seriffing of ‘c’, which is bracketed rather than teardrop 
shape.65 The bracketed serifs at the tops of letters are all flatter in Baskerville’s 
types when compared with Shelley’s and again, in this detail, they are closer to 
Ayres. Shelley’s arches in ‘n’ and ‘m’ are close to Baskerville.

Shelley’s work with lowercase romans and that of Clark66 is at the apex of a 
long practice of writing of roman minuscule letters that flows from the sixteenth 
century down into the eighteenth. Ayers appears to follow certain aspects of 
the hand of Barbedor,67 and before Barbedor there are examples in the work 
of Jan van der Velde,68 and a small instance in the manual of Lucas Materot.69

 63 There is a different but equally beautiful plate of Shelley’s lower-case Roman in 
Shelley’s Alphabets in all the hands (date not needed as it is given before Plate 7). Here 
the ‘g’ is left open as in Baskerville’s type. This plate also includes a bottom line in a 
marginally more compressed rendering.

 64 The same plate is also included in John Ayres, A tutor to penmanship: or, the writing master, 
a copy book shewing all the variety of penmanship and clerkship as now practised in England 
(London, 1697–8), Plate 23.

 65 Charles Snell, The art of writing (London, 1712) (Plate 28 in the British Library copy). 
 66 Clark, Writing improved, Plate 31. Practically the same as Shelley’s in detail but slightly 

more compressed in overall width of the letters.
 67 See plate headed Littera Romana cum capitalibus in Barbedor, L’écritures italienne bastarde. 

The axis on the curved ‘e’ and ‘o’ remains tilted, the ‘a’ has a squared top terminal as 
does the ‘c’ rather than a tear shape.

 68 Jan van der Velde, Spieghel der Schrijfkonste (Rotterdam, 1605), Plate 21. The axis on 
the curved letters ‘e’, ‘c’ and ‘o’ is reminiscent of those in Arrighi’s La operina (Rome, 
1523), 49, as is the shape of the bowl of the ‘a’ (which is itself similar to Tagliente’s in 
Lo presente (Rome, 1524), 32) but it includes teardrop-shaped terminals on ‘a’, ‘r’ and ‘c’, 
which Arrighi does not, and a different weighting system on the axis of ‘b’, ‘d’ and ‘p’.

 69 There is an example of lower-case romans on the author portrait page of Les œuvres de 
Lucas Materot (Avignon, 1608).
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One unresolved question is the extent to which Baskerville was aware of 
the French tradition of written romans represented by court scribes such 
as Nicholas Jarry (c.1605–10 to 1666).70 Jarry was at the centre of a group 
of scribes who produced luxury volumes for the court of Louis XIV. These 
French romans are the most accomplished of the seventeenth century. As with 
Baskerville’s letters these roman hands were generally wide, partly because 
they are often written very small. These scribes also developed a new italic, 
closer to a sloped roman than was usual at that time in type. Stencil lettering 
in larger manuscripts was also practised in France during the late seventeenth 
and early eighteenth centuries. Stencilled lettering by the writing master 
Jean Pierre Rousselet71 shows an even closer resemblance to Baskerville’s type 
than Shelley’s writing manuals (Figure 14). There is, however, no evidence 
that Baskerville had any French connections specifically to do with lettering 
during the period leading up to his venture with printing. Yet stencils, like 
books, can travel. As more becomes known about the continental tradition of 
written romans in the early eighteenth century there may be more discoveries 
awaiting the researcher in this area.

For the wider picture of the origins of the modern neoclassical or Didone 
letterform this European calligraphic tradition should not be discounted. 
The existence of a pen-made tradition of crisply written roman letters also 
has Italian precedent. Whilst the earliest part of this transmission from the 
second half of the fifteenth century is just now becoming apparent,72 work 
found in the Mirandola Hours73 (1496–9) is relevant as is the roman minuscule 
of Arrighi and Palatino. Original examples of Arrighi’s lowercase roman are 

 70 Jarry may have been one of around thirty-six individuals handwriting manuscripts 
for Louis XIV. See Rowan Watson, Catalogue of illuminated manuscripts in the National Art 
Library (London, 2011), 935.

 71 Writing master and illuminator, born in Liège, active 1677–1736. His stencilled 
lettering can be viewed online in Bordeaux BM MS 101, a manuscript dated 1736: 
http://mielipiteca.com/article/jean-pierre-rousselet.

 72 See, for instance, the manuscript of Paduan origin: British Library MS Harley 2726 
(Padua, 1463) and Vatican Library MS Ott.lat. 1514 (Padua, 1460–5).

 73 British Library MS Add. 50002 (Ferrara or Mantua, 1496–9).

Figure 14 Detail from George Shelley’s Alphabets in all the hands (1710), 
Plate 7.

The British Library

http://mielipiteca.com/article/jean
Ott.lat
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seen in his The Medici Misssal in Berlin74 and Palatino’s original lowercase 
roman is to be seen in his sample book of scripts in the Bodleian Library, 
Oxford written some time after 1541.75 The tradition of calligraphy in books 
from the Sistine Chapel such as Farnese lectionary, written in Rome shortly 
before 1550,76 which may contain the hand of Giovan Francesco Cresci 
among its several scribes, is also a link in this chain. Cresci reproduces an 
elegant roman minuscule in his Essemplare di più sorti lettere (Rome, 1560).77 
His letters have uniquely curved terminations to the foot of the ‘d’ and ‘u’ 
which place them marginally closer to a manuscript tradition in structure 
as in time. It would now seem apparent that the Cresci tradition survived in 
Rome until at least the early seventeenth century where it is seen in a mass 
book with the hands of three scribes.78 One of these scribes, Fra Fulgentius 
Brunus of the Franciscan Friars Minor, was writing the hand in at least 
five manuscripts in the late 1630s.79 The hand bears some resemblance 
to Bodoni’s later ventures, with a contrasted roman letter, and throws 
into higher relief the remark he makes in the preface to his posthumously 
published Manuale tipografico (1818).80 He writes that sharpness of definition, 
neatness and finish are desirable in letters because they reflect ‘the beautiful 
contrast as between light and shade which comes naturally from any writing 
done with a well-cut pen held properly in the hand’.81 Perhaps knowledge of 
the existence of these French and Italian scribal traditions had some role in 
shaping the development of the modern face in typography—alongside the 
development of types such as those of Baskerville. Baskerville’s letters may 
have helped turn eyes back towards the calligraphic precedent with which 
his type resonated.

 74 Berlin, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin Kupferstichkabinett, Hs 78 D. 17 (Rome, 1520).
 75 Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Canon. Ital. 196 (Rome, c.1541).
 76 New York Public Library MS M. 91, also known as the Towneley Lectionary.
 77 G. F. Cresci, Essemplare di più sorti lettere (Rome, 1560), Plate XXXXII, for instance, but 

most relevant plates un-numbered.
 78 Vatican Library MS Arch.Cap.S.Pietro.H.84 (Rome, 1638).
 79 Vatican Library MS Arch.Cap.S.Pietro.H.84 (Rome, 1638); Biblioteca de Castilla La 

Mancha MS 161, Liber vesperarum (Rome, 1634); Biblioteca de Castilla La Mancha MS 
170, Missa omnium sanctorum et coeterae (Rome, 1634); Biblioteca de Castilla La Mancha 
MS 163 Missae votivae et mortuoriae (Rome, undated); Biblioteca de Castilla La Mancha 
MS 164 Missae votivae et mortuoriae (Rome, 1637). All five manuscripts were to be found 
originally in the Sacristy of the Sistine Chapel.

 80 Giambattista Bodoni, Manuale tipografico (Parma, 1818).
 81 Bodoni, Manuale tipografico, Preface XXV: ‘quale scorgesi nel bel contrasto per dir così 

di chiari e scuri, che vien naturale a ogni scritto di ben tagliata penna e ben tenuta in 
mano’.

Arch.Cap.S.Pietro
Arch.Cap.S.Pietro
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Baskerville and Birmingham

In 1748, when Baskerville entered the japanning trade, it must have seemed 
he was leaving the written word behind. However, the experiences he 

acquired with metal manufacturing—pigments, varnishing and finishing—
meant that he became uniquely qualified to contribute to the development of 
printed letters. The main obstacles to obtaining a sharper printed image on the 
page, reflecting the crispness of a handwritten letter, were not fundamentally 
a problem with the type-cutter’s punches, rather it was the lack of smooth 
paper, the right contact between platen and printing surface and the ink 
that also presented problems. Baskerville’s experience in the japanning trade 
gave him knowledge of manufacturing metal-ware and he had developed 
a technique for the precise grinding of plates which he patented in 1742. It 
enabled him to make a press with an action that he describes in a letter to his 
friend the publisher Robert Dodsley (1704–64):

I have with great pains justified the plate for the Platen & Stone on which 
it falls, so that they are as perfect planes as it will ever be in my Power to 
procure, for instance, if you Rest one End of yr plate in the Stone & let the 
other fall the height of an inch; it falls soft as if you dropped it on feathers or 
several folds of silk.82

He had also gained experience in the use of varnishes and the manufacture 
of paints that in the final process of japanning were fired onto metal surfaces 
with heat.83

Many of Baskerville’s improvements to the press—its precise action and 
alignment, the practice of casting type anew for each project, the new recipe 
for a finer and darker ink involving rosin, the smoother wove and hot pressed 
paper that he used—were all improvements fashioned towards allowing the 
tradition of subtly shaped and more finely contrasted written forms, of which 
he was ‘enamoured’, finally come into alignment with the possibilities for 
moveable type.

Could Baskerville’s achievement have happened before this moment, or 
happened at that time elsewhere? Possibly not. Baskerville had a unique 
combination of talents: his experience as a writing master and carver of 
letterforms, knowledge of metal working, of varnishes, and his position 
in Birmingham within a network of enterprising craftsmen all looking to 

 82 Josiah H. Benton, John Baskerville: type-founder and printer, 1706–1775 (New York, 1944), 
34.

 83 See Chapter 4 in this volume: Yvonne Jones, ‘John Baskerville: Japanner of “Tea 
Trays and other Household Goods”’. 
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improve their manufacturing processes meant that the time and conditions 
for this innovative, but deeply grounded, approach to type had finally 
arrived.

In conclusion, one has to ask, after exploring the genesis of Baskerville’s 
roman lowercase type, if the story of the evolution of typographic style in 
the eighteenth century needs to be rewritten, less as the triumph of reason 
and geometry and more as a story of improving craftsmanship allowing once 
separate streams of letterform development to reunite. The geometric designs 
for letters that emerged from the work of Louis XIV’s Bignon Commision84 
had never in fact been foreign to the calligraphic world; indeed, such an 
approach underpinned their achievements at the time of the renaissance. The 
English writing master’s tradition upon which Baskerville drew for his forms 
was a living tradition. The letters were written not simply engraved, and it 
was the broad-edged pen with an asymmetric nib slit that could facilitate 
this; they were not so ‘difficult and perhaps precious’ as Warde implied.85 
Furthermore, this tradition was continuing to develop within the manuscript 
book particularly within France and Italy, and certainly into the mid- to late 
seventeenth century. Baskerville seems uniquely positioned in temperament 
and skills to bring the sharply defined calligraphic form back into print. Such 
a tradition was never lost, as the manuscripts and engraved copy books attest: 
what was lost were the technologies and materials for realising that vision; 
here was both a return and a new beginning.

 84 The Abbé Bignon’s commission was appointed by Jean-Baptiste Colbert (1619–83), 
finance minister to Louis XIV of France, to compile a description of all the crafts and 
technologies in use in France. They decided to begin with printing. See Clayton, The 
golden thread (London, 2013), 190–4 for a summary of the work of the commission which 
resulted in engraved sample alphabets superimposed on a variety of grids.

 85 Beaujon, ‘The Baskerville types’, 12.
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John Baskerville’s position in typographic history is assured by his 
contributions to the technology of printing and the style of his original 

typefaces, which defined the Transitional category in established classifica-
tions.1 In 1763, Baskerville also cut a Greek typeface for the University Press 
in Oxford, for which he is rather less well known. At that time, the printing 
of Greek texts continued to be central to scholarship and discourse. The 
typography of Greek texts could be characterised as a continuation of French 
models from the sixteenth century, with a gradual dilution of the complexity 
of ligatures and abbreviations, mostly through printers in the Low Countries. 
In Britain, Greek printing was dominated by the university presses, which 
reproduced conservatively the continental models—exemplified by Oxford’s 
Fell types, which were Dutch adaptations of earlier French models.2 Hindsight 
allows us to identify a meaningful development in the Greek types cut by 
Alexander Wilson (1766–1813) for the Foulis Press in Glasgow in the middle 
of the eighteenth century, but we can argue that at the time that Baskerville 
was considering Greek printing the typographic environment was ripe for 
a new style of Greek types. Baskerville’s Greek typeface was used for two 
editions of the New Testament printed in 1763: a quarto in 500 copies 

 1 Transitional types are characterised by a pronounced modulation and a near-vertical 
stress. The category is part of a standard classification system for typefaces proposed 
by Maximilien Vox in 1954, and later adopted by ATypI, the professional association 
for typeface design.

 2 Aristotle, De Poetica (Glasgow, 1745). An adaptation of the style to a small size is used 
in the Novum Testamentum of 1759.
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and an octavo in 2,000 copies—and never again thereafter. The typeface 
maintained the cursive ductus of earlier models, but abandoned complex 
ligatures and any hint of scribal flourish. He homogenised the modulation 
of the letter strokes and the treatment of terminals, and normalised the 
horizontal alignments of all letters. Although the strokes are in some letters 
too delicate, the narrow set of the style composes a consistent, uniform 
texture that is a clean break from contemporaneous models. It is arguable 
that this is the first Greek typeface that can be described as fully typographic 
in the context of the technology of the time. It sets a pattern that was to be 
followed nearly a century and a half later, without acknowledgement, when 
the classicist Richard Porson’s hand was used as a model for a new Greek 
typeface for Cambridge University Press.3

The types attracted lukewarm comments by near contemporaries, and 
dismissive comments by notable later reviewers. Recent historians of Greek 
type offer only a passing mention, reflecting the relative obscurity of the 
two editions in the Greek typographic corpus.4 John Bowman reasonably 
speculated that the typeface’s lack of popularity with contemporary commen-
tators may go some way towards explaining its scarcity in the reference 
narratives of Greek typographic development.5 These days, the original 
Baskerville Greek is practically unknown, although a Greek typeface 
with the same name—but no stylistic connection whatsoever—has been a 
staple of printing within Greece since its introduction in the early 1970s 
for phototypesetting, and its subsequent re-engineering as a digital font for 
Linotype typesetters and platform-independent environments.

Conventional evaluation techniques focus on an analysis of the forms 
of the letters in the typeface, their fitting in composed paragraphs, and an 
examination of the typeface in the context of its use. Indeed, this approach 
can provide some insights into the considerations that may have informed 
Baskerville’s choices. However, this would not suffice to explain the contro-
versial rejection of the typeface, since it can be shown that Baskerville’s 
typeface had solid roots in the gradual simplification of Greek typefaces 
that had been under way for decades, of which contemporary commentators 
would have been aware.6 Nor is it possible to establish that the typeface’s 

 3 John H. Bowman, Greek printing types in Britain (Thessaloniki, 1998).
 4 See, for example, Αικατερίνη Κουμαριανού, Λουκία Δρούλια and Evro Layton, Το 

ελληνικό βιβλίο 1476–1830 (Athens, 1986).
 5 John Bowman, ‘Greek typography: the English contribution’, in Michael Macrakis 

(ed.), Greek letters: from tablets to pixels (New Castle, Del., 1997), 129–46.
 6 John Lane, ‘From the Grecs du Roi to the Homer Greek: two centuries of Greek 

printing types in the wake of Garamond’, in Macrakis, Greek letters: from tablets to pixels, 
109–28.
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absence is due to the prevailing attitudes for Greek printing in Oxford at the 
time, and the later impact of Porson’s typeface on Greek typography.

On the contrary, the fate of the typeface seems to have more to do with 
the disapproval of commentators of the London-based establishment, and 
Victor Scholderer in particular.7 Scholderer was uncharacteristically blunt in 
his condemnation of Baskerville’s Greek. The weight of his opinion sealed the 
fate of the typeface, with only careful counterpoints decades later. However, 
Scholderer may not have been entirely fair in his evaluation of the Baskerville 
Greek types, which have a far richer story to tell than his dismissal suggests. 

Gradual simplification, and rapid innovation

Baskerville’s Greek types (Figure 15) are dominated by their overall 
narrow proportions, and the moderate contrast. The texture is light 

relative to the Greek typefaces of the time, and letters align horizontally with 
notable consistency. Most of the letters fit within a smaller range of widths, 
and there is an almost complete absence of ligatures. Some forms maintain a 
cursive structure (e.g. the gamma and theta) but alternate forms are greatly 
reduced. The overall impression is of an altogether more homogeneous style, 
albeit lighter and more typographic than contemporary types.

Indeed, the most notable near-contemporary Greek typeface is the range 
of sizes cut by Alexander Wilson for the Foulis Press in Glasgow from around 
twenty years earlier (Figure 16 top). Wilson’s Greek is notable for the almost 
complete abandonment of ligatures, which much simplified the typesetting of 
Greek. It is characterised by an openness in the space between letters, and—
compared with Baskerville—relatively inconsistent modulation and looser 
horizontal alignments. Its style fits the pared-down typography of the Foulis 
Press, striking a balance between the cursive nature of the Greek script and 
the homogeneity expected in typographic work of the period.8

 7 Scholderer (1880–1971) was the successor of Robert Proctor at the British Museum. He 
worked on the bibliography of early printed books and spearheaded the compilation 
of the Museum’s catalogue of incunabula. See Dennis E. Rhodes, ‘Scholderer ( Julius) 
Victor (1880–1971)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004: www.oxforddnb.com/
view/article/54057; accessed 12 September 2016. 

 8 The reputation of the Wilson Greek has been amplified in recent years by a digital 
revival designed by Matthew Carter for the definitive reference for Aldine editions. 
See Matthew Carter, Wilson Greek (limited edition laser-printed specimen, 1995) and 
Nicolas Barker, The Aldine Press: catalogue of the Ahmanson-Murphy collection of books by or 
relating to the Press in the library of the University of California, Los Angeles, incorporating works 
recorded elsewhere (Los Angeles, Calif., 2001). 

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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Both the Baskerville and the Wilson types are responses to a trend in 
Greek types that had been gaining momentum for nearly two centuries. In the 
middle of the sixteenth century, Garamond captured the ornate calligraphic 
style exemplified by the formal hands of contemporary scribes in his grec du 
roi types. These types were used by Robert Estienne (1503–59) in his celebrated 
editions for the French royal library, most notably the New Testament of 
1550.9 The convoluted style required a huge range of ligatures, complicating 
the typesetting of Greek, and initiating a gradual process of simplification.10 
However, the conservative nature of printing Greek (of a limited range of 
texts, for a community of scholars or readers of religious texts) meant that 
there were no radical departures in the visible style of Greek types. Rather, 
printers abandoned the more complicated ligatures, varying their approach 
depending on the size of text being typeset, and the formality of the text. 
Already by the seventeenth century it is very common to see Greek texts with 
types in the style of the grec du roi, but radically simplified character sets. 
Wetstein’s (1649–1726) pocket-sized Homer (1707) (Figure 16 bottom) is typical 
of the extremes of an approach that omits many of the ligatures, employing 
stand-alone forms of letters instead. By contrast, Caslon’s Double Pica Greek, 
in his specimen of 1785 (Figure 17 top), maintains enough ligatures to hint at 
the elaborate style of the typeface, while fewer than one word in six includes 
a ligature of more than two letters.

Narratives of Greek typography rarely compare editions from several 
printers across decades with a focus on typeface style and character sets, 
so the progression of the simplification of Greek character sets was under-
represented. With the notable exception of John Lane,11 Wilson’s contribution 

 9 Hendrik D. L. Vervliet, The palaeotypography of the French Renaissance: on sixteenth-century 
typefaces, vol. 1 (Leiden, 2008), 365. The punchcutter Claude Garamond, active in the 
early and middle sixteenth century, cut typefaces that defined dominant typographic 
genres. His Greek typefaces represent the pinnacle of capturing in metal a fluid 
written style. His contemporary Robert Estienne was a notable printer and scholar 
in Paris, and part of an important dynasty of printers associated with the printing of 
Greek. The editions of Robert and his son Henri became standard reference works for 
subsequent editions. 

 10 The main driver for this process was not only the additional investment in casting 
the hundreds of additional sorts, but the very practical problems of typesetting Greek 
from six or eight cases, rather than the usual two for Latin. An excellent resource for 
this is the section on typesetting in Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond d’Alembert (eds), 
Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers (Paris, 1751). Plate 3 
shows the conventional two cases for composing with the Latin script, whereas Plates 4 
and 5 show six full cases for composing Greek, almost entirely devoted to the ligatures 
and abbreviations required to reproduce the calligraphic Greek style.

 11 Lane, ‘From the Grecs du Roi to the Homer Greek’.
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tends to be overemphasised. However, a comparison of Wetstein’s Greek and 
Wilson’s smallest size, as used in a square octavo New Testament, demonstrates 
that the texture of the two typefaces is nearly indistinguishable.12

From that perspective, Baskerville’s Greek is not an aberration, but a 
reasonable attempt to recognise existing practice in a new typeface. Whereas 
Wilson’s Greek tries to keep close to the cursive style of the continental 
models, Baskerville’s moves further towards a purely typographic script, 
homogenising alignments and the pattern of spaces and strokes. The narrow 
proportions are a reasonable response to the light modulation, since wider 
counters would render the texture overly light. From the point of view of 
inventing a Greek style that is informed by the style of the eighteenth century, 
Baskerville’s Greek is a credible attempt.

Thirty years after Baskerville, the Didots in Paris and Giambattista 
Bodoni (1740–1813) in Parma experimented along similar lines, cutting several 
Greek typefaces that attempted to make the script simple enough for efficient 
typographic composition and consistent with the style of their high-contrast 
Latin typefaces.13 The Didot Greeks (Figure 17 bottom) evidence experimen-

 12 Novum Testamentum (Glasgow, 1759).
 13 Theocritus, Idylles et autres poésies, Didot L’Ainé (Paris, 1792) and Epictetus, Εγχειρίδιον, 

Figure 15 Baskerville’s Greek type.
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tation with vertical stress and relatively wide proportions, an approach that 
fits uneasily with the stroke structure of the Greek letters. This was quickly 
abandoned in favour of a variant stress angle, which is more accommodating 
of the multiple stroke crossovers and overlaps of the Greek script. Bodoni’s 
Greeks (Figure 18 top) exhibit a greater range of styles, and far less confidence 
on how to adapt Greek typographic forms to a high contrast style: there is no 
clear resolution, but rather a collection of stylistic approaches.

In comparison, Baskerville’s Greek hints at a keen eye for pattern and a 
sensitivity towards the Greek script’s personality. The narrower proportions 
eliminate the thin horizontal strokes that Didot would abandon, and Bodoni 
seems to have struggled with. Arguably, Baskerville’s Greek typeface was too 

Giambattista Bodoni (Parma, 1793) exemplify early experiments in developing a 
Greek style with vertical axis in the thick strokes. 

Figure 16 Wilson’s Greek and types used by Wetstein.

Private collection
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much of a departure from the style of Greek editions at the time, whereas by 
the time that Didot and Bodoni were cutting their Greeks there was more 
space for experimentation (and, in the case of the Didots, a target market 
requiring modest affordable editions for scholars).

Notably, by the early years of the nineteenth century, type foundries in 
Leipzig like Schelter and Giesecke were producing Greek typefaces that 
were extremely close to Baskerville’s style. They were often used in modest 
editions of classic texts for students and scholars, at small sizes in dense 
typesetting (Figure 18 bottom).14 The style of the editions is very different 
from Baskerville’s New Testaments, but the typefaces follow a very similar 
approach to arrive at a modulated, cursive style. It has not been possible to 
establish whether continental type founders at the time might have had copies 
of Baskerville’s New Testament to hand, and even if there was a connection, 
it might be misleading. However, there is ample evidence that Baskerville was 
introducing ideas into the design of Greek typefaces that were later echoed, 
explicitly or not, throughout Europe.

Design and critique

It is clear that the typographic characteristics of the two New Testament 
editions will have influenced responses to Baskerville’s Greek types. With 

the exception of chapter headings and drop capitals, the justified text blocks 
have very little variation with each page. The capitals are somewhat heavy 
for the lowercase, hinting at roots in Baskerville’s existing Latin types. This, 
however, highlights the problematic methodology of the long-established 
approach of imitating scribal hands for Greek types, rather than any 
shortcomings of the lowercase itself.

The quarto edition is close to the size of a lectern volume, which stretches 
out the typography. This creates a visual juxtaposition between large, open 
pages and the relatively narrow proportions of the typeface. Comparing 
Baskerville’s Greek (Figure 15) with the Greek in Caslon’s specimen (Figure 
17 top), which has several letters of very generous proportions, the contrast is 
even stronger.

More important for a typographic evaluation of the types is the lack of 
their use in any other editions. Baskerville printed smaller octavo volumes 
where the narrow proportions of the Greek would fit more naturally; indeed, 
the editions that are most commonly referenced as models for the use of 

 14 Lucian Samosatensis, Opera (Leipzig, 1846).
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his Latin typeface are fairly compact.15 Additionally, Baskerville printed 
bilingual texts with Greek in a secondary role (embedded within the Latin 
script as a quote, reference, or annotation), with Greek types in the conven-
tional style for the period.16 The narrower, more consistent style of his 
original Greek types suggests that a typographically more complex document 
would be a more appropriate context for their use.

The absence of the types from any other setting and the formality of the 
typography of the New Testament influenced views about the typeface. It 
is also arguable that the relative obscurity of the two volumes must have 
contributed to the lack of deeper analysis of the Greek types, and emphasised 
the repetition of secondary commentary. The result is that any reviews exist 

 15 Publii Virgilii Maronis, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (Birmingham, 1766).
 16 David Jennings, An introduction to the knowledge of medals (London, 1764).

Figure 17 Greek types by Caslon and the Didots.
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either in texts on Baskerville’s wider work or as mentions in general narratives 
on Greek typography. Furthermore, contemporary reviews are scarce, as are 
any texts written by Baskerville himself about the Greek.

The comments that do exist tend to record the strong personal opinion 
of the writer, but often without any analysis of the forms of the typographic 
context. One of the earliest references is by Mores, who is scathing: ‘The 
Greek is execrable, indeed [Baskerville] can hardly claim a place among 
the letter-cutters’.17 Contrariwise, Dibdin is generally positive: ‘The type 
… is large and distinct; and in both editions has an elegant effect’ but does 
not comment further on the suitability of the types for other work.18 Reed is 

 17 Edward Rowe Mores, A dissertation upon English typographical founders and founderies, ed. 
Harry Carter (reprint of 1778 edition; Oxford, 1963), 81.

 18 Thomas Frognall Dibdin, An introduction to the knowledge of rare and valuable editions of the 

Figure 18 Greek types by Bodoni and Leipzig foundries.
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disparaging: ‘The letter is neat, but stiff and cramped, and apparently formed 
on an arbitrary estimate of conventional taste, and without any reference to 
any accepted model’.19 Reed makes a claim that would be echoed by Proctor, 
and sidesteps entirely the challenge of making the typographic Greek script 
efficient to typeset.

When Proctor turns his attention to the types, he recognises the important 
development of the small character set, but is damning with faint praise: 
‘Decorous but dull, its monotonous regularity is certainly preferable to the 
abominable modern continental or Didot types’.20 We can assume that 
Proctor would be intimately aware of the de facto gradual simplification of the 
character set of Greek typefaces by continental printers, as well as Wilson’s 
Greek for the Foulis Press. However, he does not extrapolate to the obvious 
question: if the ligatures that compose the calligraphic style of the older Greek 
types are eliminated, what is the effect on the forms and spacing of letters 
that are henceforth composed on their own? This is a fundamental problem 
for typefaces transitioning from calligraphic styles to more modularised 
typographic forms. It is possible to argue that Wilson sidestepped the issue 
by keeping a fairly calligraphic style for the letters and spacing them widely.

Neither does Proctor consider the suitability of Baskerville’s Greek type  
for more complex typographic environments, such as reference works and 
editions with annotations. Given the time at which he writes, this may be 
intentionally short-sighted. At the very least, Proctor would be intimately 
familiar with titles like Liddell and Scott’s Greek–English Lexicon, which 
demonstrate clearly the need for coordinated Greek typefaces of different 
styles and weights.21

Furthermore, Proctor introduces the comparison with the Didot Greeks, 
which, like Wilson’s and Baskerville’s, had no alternative letterforms and no 
ligatures to allow for efficient typesetting. They addressed the problem of 
increasing the modulation of the strokes by introducing a variant stress angle, 
a solution that had deep roots in the calligraphic Greek style. It is possible 

Greek and Roman classics, 2nd edn (1808), LXIX. It is worth noting that this comment is 
in Dibdin’s review of New Testaments; his extended discussion of Baskerville’s contri-
butions does not mention his Greek typeface at all. 

 19 Talbot Baines Reed, A history of the old English foundries (London, 1887), 61.
 20 Robert Proctor, The printing of Greek in the fifteenth century, Bibliographical Society 

(Oxford, 1900), 147. The Didot types to which Proctor is referring are shown in 
Figure 17 bottom. 

 21 For a discussion of the issues surrounding bilingual Greek reference works, see 
G. Leonidas, CUP Intermediate Greek–English Lexicon (Cambridge, 2012): http://centaur.
reading.ac.uk/31431/. The Greek–English Lexicon edited by Henry George Liddell and 
Robert Scott was first published by Oxford University Press in 1843 and is to this day 
(and over nine editions) the default reference work for classicists. 

http://centaur.reading.ac.uk/31431
http://centaur.reading.ac.uk/31431
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to argue that the Didot and Baskerville Greeks are equivalent alternative 
interpretations of the same typographic problem, but Proctor does not enter 
into any such analysis. He seems to have decided that the variant modulation 
of the French model is wrong, and presents it without justification. Although 
the Baskerville is not fully to his liking, it is closer to the consistency he 
expects.

Proctor’s comments are important, not only because of his standing as a 
historian on Greek type. His Otter Type, first used in Aeschylus’ Horesteia 
by Emery Walker, Sydney Cockerell, and A. F. Pollard in 1904, offered a 
different model for Greek typefaces (Figure 19 top). Proctor sidestepped the 
models of Kalliergis, Aldus and Estienne, and based his Greek on a model 
drawing on the manuscripts of Moussaios, which was the source for the Greek 
types used for part of the 1514 Complutensian Polyglot by Arnaldo Guillen de 
Brocar (1460–1532).22 Proctor’s claim that this is ‘the only one of which it 
can be affirmed with certainty that it is based on the writing of a particular 
manuscript’23 is controversial, given the manuscripts by Vergikios and others 
that Proctor certainly had access to in the libraries in London, Cambridge 
and Oxford. These manuscripts not only establish the connection of the other 
typeface models to scribal examples, but also demonstrate the range of styles 
by Greek scribes. Indeed, the range of styles evident in Greek manuscripts 
provides unambiguous evidence that not only were variant styles in parallel 
use, but that a single scribe would write in different styles depending on the 
formality and subject of the document.24

The tone set by Proctor was echoed by other writers. Writing in the 
Monotype Recorder, Hinds described Baskerville’s Greek as an ‘undistinguished 
effort on sounder lines than the Estienne Greek’ and ‘not particularly legible, 
and … feminine’.25 There is no explanation why the French model is unsound, 
or what features diminish the legibility of Baskerville’s types. The association 
with gender, is as meaningless typographically as it is characteristic of 
attitudes at the time. However, the presence of such statements in a widely 
circulated publication would make it all the more difficult to put forward 
alternative views.

Scholderer was not circumspect with his condemnation: in a publication 
he edited that would become a standard reference for Greek typography, 
he wrote that [Baskerville’s skill,] ‘which he had proved upon roman letter 

 22 Victor Scholderer, Greek printing types (London, 1927).
 23 Robert Proctor, The printing of Greek, 144.
 24 See, for example, Ελληνικά χειρόγραφα: 10ος–16ος αιώνας, Μουσείο Μπενάκη, Institut 

de recherche et d’histoire des textes (Athens, 1991), and Repertorium der griechischen 
Kopisten 800–1600 (Vienna, 1989).

 25 George Hinds, ‘Greek printing types’, Monotype Recorder, Jan.–Feb. 1916, 9.
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… failed him completely in his Greek, a mean-looking, spineless fount’. 
Scholderer made clear his views about what a Greek typeface should look 
like when he wrote of Proctor’s Otter Type that it was ‘undoubtedly the finest 
Greek fount ever cut’.26 Notwithstanding the objection that other Greek types 
could also claim a connection to manuscript forms, Scholderer’s view is one 
that reflects a particularly narrow perspective on typography: one where 
Greek typefaces are used to set mostly classical texts, in isolation or in parallel 
settings with their translations—and always with only a single language 
within each block of text. This view would have been barely credible at 
Baskerville’s time, when Greek was regularly set in footnotes in a smaller size 
than the main text, and sometimes even in a different style altogether. By the 
early twentieth century, when Scholderer was writing, the range of printing 
in Greek was as rich as anything in English.

It is very likely that Scholderer’s views on Baskerville’s Greek type were 
influenced by his bias towards the style followed by Proctor. His own New 
Hellenic typeface (Figure 19 bottom) was launched in 1927 by Monotype 
as Series 192 with a sample setting in the catalogue of an exhibition in the 
British Museum on the history of Greek typefaces, edited by Scholderer:27 
it is closely based on the same sources as Proctor, and follows a similar 
approach to the design of the letters. The presentation of the New Hellenic 
reveals Scholderer’s views about the typeface’s intended use: the typeface is 
shown in a twin-column setting of Thucydides for the 12 point, and a single-
column setting of Homer for the 18 point: both in a single style per page, 
without any English text alongside. The samples pages come at the end of an 
edition with an essay on the history of Greek typefaces, and reproductions (in 
superb collotype plates) of sixty notable Greek editions from 1465 onwards. 
The editorial intention seems to be that the history of Greek typefaces 
culminated with the New Hellenic. (Presumably Scholderer knew that since 
1910 Monotype had been selling the Series 90 Greek, which was based on 
the Didot model. He does not mention any of the existing Monotype Greek 
typefaces in the text; nor is any reproduced in the plates.)

Scholderer’s New Hellenic was reviewed in the Fleuron (presumably by 
Morison). The reviewer was generally positive, but was clear about the 
limitations of its brief: ‘our general printing still has a need of a Greek which 
shall sort agreeably with the romans and italics we are bound to use. We 
require an upright Caslonised fount which … shall be no more conspicuous 
on the page than is the italic’.28 Morison does not mention Baskerville’s 

 26 Victor Scholderer, Greek printing types, 13 and 15.
 27 Victor Scholderer, Greek printing types.
 28 Anon., ‘The New Hellenic’, The Fleuron, no. 6 (1928), 231. Although the italic for Caslon 
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Greek in the review, but it is interesting to contemplate whether he would 
have accepted Baskerville’s Greek as a member of a wider Greek family. 
Scholderer seems to have set the tone for commentary on Baskerville’s Greek. 
In 1943, McMurtrie writes that [Baskerville’s Greek] ‘added nothing to his 
reputation’.29

It was only in 1960 that a more sensitive evaluation appeared in one of 
the main reference sources. Writing in the Penrose Annual, James Mosley 
noted Mores’ comment, but added an interpretation altogether absent from 
commentators so far: ‘Baskerville saw the Greek letters as a kind of italic, and 
made them conform … to his own slender and regular italic’.30 This statement 

follows a conventional cursive model, this review echoes Morison’s views that Greek 
typefaces should follow the patterns of the Latin. 

 29 Douglas McMurtrie, The Book (Oxford, 1943), 377.
 30 ‘Porson’s Greek types’, Penrose Annual, 54 (1960), 36–40.

Figure 19 The Otter Greek and the New Hellenic.
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leads to a reasonable hypothesis: Baskerville was an accomplished writing 
master, and it is very likely that he wrote out passages of Greek before cutting 
the type. The structure of Greek letterforms is closer in ductus to the cursive 
than to upright Latin; indeed, Mosley’s suggestion is in agreement with 
typeface designers’ practice.31 Furthermore, writing Greek with a contem-
porary technique, as Baskerville was likely to do, would impart a gentle 
modulation, very similar to the one evident in the type. Extending Mosley’s 
rationale, it is likely that Baskerville’s typeface represents a response to the 
requirement for Greek that was more typographic, while also resonating with 
his ideas about reinterpreting existing models.

It is not clear whether Mosley’s nuanced review signalled that a 
re-evaluation was possible, or if the passage of time had diminished the 
condemnation of Baskerville’s Greek by Proctor and Scholderer. Regardless, 
Pardoe’s biography of Baskerville includes an insightful comparison with 
Wilson’s Greek: ‘[Baskerville’s Greek] seems very acceptable … [Some] 
letters, individually, seem more pleasing than Wilson’s, but comparing a 
page, Wilson’s is better’.32 Earlier in the text Pardoe admits that he has no 
expertise in Greek, but this caveat is unnecessary: he detects correctly that 
Baskerville’s letters are overall well formed, whereas Wilson’s maintain some 
of the inconsistency of written forms.

It is not clear which books by the Foulis Press Pardoe had in mind when he 
was comparing the typefaces (Wilson’s Greek was cut in a range of sizes, and 
was used in books with considerable variety of typographic arrangements). 
Regardless, he is the first to compare explicitly the effect of typeset blocks 
of text. This is not only a more appropriate perspective for the discussion 
of typeface design, but also reveals a dimension of the critique that seems 
to have escaped most earlier commentators. We can interpret Pardoe’s 
comment to mean that Wilson’s Greek appears more coherent in blocks of 
text, whereas Baskerville’s has a texture that is not typographically resolved. 
This may appear counter-intuitive, since Baskerville’s Greek has a higher 
level of consistency between the letters. However, despite the relatively loose 
spacing and higher variability of forms, Wilson’s Greek sits squarely within 
the set of typefaces with a close connection to written forms. This genre 
would have been well represented in any library with Greek editions in the 
eighteenth century: Wilson was not cutting his Greek types in a vacuum, but 
was developing a style along well-established axes. By contrast, Baskerville 
interpreted the written forms through the lens of a different tool, introducing 

 31 John Hudson, Now read this: the Microsoft ClearType font collection (Redmond, Wash., 2004). 
 32 Frank E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder and printer (London, 1975), 

56.
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an element of novelty to his typeface. In other words, Baskerville had no 
direct comparators for his typeface. Wilson’s Greek represented the next link 
in a well-trodden path of gradual evolution, whereas Baskerville’s presaged 
a style that would only be identified a few decades later, on the European 
continent.

Typefaces for a richer typography

By the end of the eighteenth century, Greek texts increasingly 
appear in editions with parallel translations (usually on opposite pages), 

and annotations at the foot of each page. The Greek typefaces in these 
books are characterised by an attempt to balance the optical size of letters 
for easy reading with a character-per-line count that would not be too far 
off from the equivalent translation in Latin, English, French or German. 
The annotations are overwhelmingly in two languages, with the Greek 
embedded within sentences in one of the other languages.33 Many of the 
editions were aimed at students, so a utilitarian, economical typography 
is very common. The expressive calligraphic strokes of traditional Greek 
typefaces occupy a lot of space (especially vertically, through their long 
ascenders and descenders) and require ample clearance for their prominent 
diacritics.

Baskerville’s Greek assumes a more nuanced identity if seen as an early 
attempt to rethink Greek typefaces in a changing typographic environment. 
Although Baskerville’s two New Testaments are anything but modest and 
compact, we can be certain that he was familiar with the more complex 
typographic environment in which Greek was increasingly appearing. 
(Indeed, the Introduction to the knowledge of medals referenced earlier was printed 
only a year after the New Testaments.) In this light Baskerville’s Greek is 
an early entry in a list that includes the modulated typefaces of Didot and 

 33 Jacobus Lectius, Poetae Graeci veteres carminis heroici scriptores… Avreliae Allobrogvm, 
Sumptibus Caldorianae societatis (n.p., 1606) and Heliodorus, Aethiopicorum, Apud 
P. Ludovicum Febvrier (Paris, 1619) exemplify editions where Greek and Latin are 
typeset in parallel columns with no annotations. The Polybii Lycortæ F. Megalopolitani 
Historiarum Apud Joannem Janssonium à Waesberge, & Joannem à Someren (Amsterdam, 
1670) demonstrates inline multi-script typesetting, where the calligraphic style appears 
too small. Footnotes and more complex arrangements are evident in Plutarch, De Iside 
et Osiride (Cambridge, 1744) and Thomas Tyrwhitt (ed.), Aristotelis De poetica (Oxford, 
1794). Ioannis Chrysostomi de Sacerdotio (Leipzig, 1825) represents a very common style of 
German typesetting of the period.
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Bodoni, and most obviously the inclined cursive styles from German type 
foundries.

Given the lack of adoption of Baskerville’s Greek and the condemnation 
of the Didot style, it is not surprising that the demand for a typograph-
ically competent Greek typeface persisted. In 1806, Cambridge University 
Press commissioned Richard Austin to cut a typeface modelled on Richard 
Porson’s handwriting (Figure 20).34 Porson’s biographer claims that he had ‘a 
rage for calligraphy’ and that his handwriting was notable for its ‘neatness 
and beauty’,35 but it is not entirely clear that the typeface is very closely 
based on his handwriting. The general tone of the biography is laudatory 
and is focused on Porson’s literary achievements; there are comments on the 
quality of his handwriting, but no explicit connection with the typographic 
version. Mosley has highlighted the problem of making connections between 
individuals and the typefaces that bear their name, and has pointed to Porson 
(as well as Baskerville) as examples where shared names may lead to unsafe 
assumptions.36

 34 Bowman, Greek printing types.
 35 John Selby Watson, The life of Richard Porson (London, 1863), 361–2.
 36 James Mosley discusses Porson’s Greek in ‘Porson’s Greek types’, Penrose Annual, 

Figure 20 The Porson Greek.
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Regardless of the probably tenuous—and largely irrelevant in this 
context—relationship between the typeface and his handwriting, it is worth 
examining the typeface itself. Proctor described it as ‘in fact a modification 
of Baskerville’s in the direction of legibility and simplicity’.37 Like Basker-
ville’s Greek, the Porson has no ligatures, and adopts a slight inclination 
to the right, evoking the slant of handwriting. Unlike the Baskerville, the 
structure of the letters is that of slow, deliberate writing, with separate strokes 
and few of the fluid instrokes and outstrokes of Greek written confidently. 
Some stroke terminals correspond to the shapes left by a nib that is lifted 
vertically off the paper at the point of high pressure, leading to some 
peculiar shapes and inconsistent spaces between the letters. (The shapes of 
Baskerville’s Greek are closer to the gradual lift of a pen that is tracking a 
continuous path to the start point of the next letter.) The Porson Greek was 
cut in several sizes and eventually adapted for hot-metal composition, but 
was only developed in one style. It was intended for a very specific category 
of documents, for an audience of students and classicists. In this respect, like 
Scholderer’s New Hellenic, it was an anachronism.

None of these factors seemed to have mattered for the adoption of 
both Porson’s and Scholderer’s typefaces within their intended markets. 
The association with Porson’s esteem as a classicist and the connection 
with Cambridge must have contributed significantly to the success of the 
typeface in classical texts. Unlike Porson and Scholderer, Baskerville’s 
location in Birmingham and professional background, and his position as 
an outsider from the circles of classical scholarship, could well have stacked 
the odds against his Greek typeface gaining wider acceptance. Despite the 
near-contemporary and later commentary, this cannot be due to the quality 
of his typeface—or, at least, not primarily. From a typographic perspective, 
it is puzzling that someone would condemn Baskerville’s Greek and not find 
corresponding faults with both Porson and Scholderer’s Greeks.

Conclusion

With the benefit of hindsight, Baskerville’s typeface represents an 
important experiment in the development of the Greek script from its 

various scribal sources towards a set of typefaces that can handle complex 
typographic arrangements. The lack of uptake of his approach has to be 

54 (1960), 36–40 and ‘Porson’s Greek type design’: http://typefoundry.blogspot.
co.uk/2014/10/porsons-greek-type-design.html; accessed 5 October 2014.

 37 Robert Proctor, The printing of Greek, 147.

http://typefoundry.blogspot.co.uk/2014/10/porsons-greek-type-design.html
http://typefoundry.blogspot.co.uk/2014/10/porsons-greek-type-design.html
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interpreted, partly at least, as a result of early timing, as well as his personal 
standing with the establishment for classical printing. Furthermore, it is 
possible that views such as Morison’s were beginning to have more weight in 
the consideration of Greek typefaces: a year before Scholderer presented the 
New Hellenic, Morison wrote in ‘Towards an ideal italic’: 

In England, during the same time, Baskerville, Martin, Moore, and Fry were 
engaged in perfecting the lines of the roman letter. They gave it open and 
generous proportions, but no one seems to have realised the inconsistency 
between their formal round roman face and their pinched calligraphic italic. 
There is, in fact, a total disregard of any idea of bringing the two lowercases 
into association.38 

Two years later, in his review of Jan van Krimpen’s Antigone, he followed 
up with a pronouncement specifically on Greek: ‘Greek calligraphy rests 
upon the same reasoned principles as Roman’,39 demonstrating the extent 
to which Morison’s view on this matter was wrong; the implications of his 
views on the Greek typefaces of van Krimpen and Gill are a pending matter. 
What will remain unresolved is the effect on Greek typography that Basker-
ville’s typeface might have had if it had been given a better opportunity to 
demonstrate its merits.

 38 Stanley Morison, ‘Towards an ideal italic’, The Fleuron, no. 5 (1926), 93–129.
 39 Stanley Morison, ‘Antigone, a new Greek type’, The Fleuron, no. 6 (1928), 186.
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Baskerville entered a competition for a premium (monetary prize) 
set by the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and 

Commerce (now the Royal Society of Arts) in 1759 for marbled paper. There 
were only two entrants, John Cross and John Baskerville. A committee 
was struck to evaluate the prizes. The committee first gave the prize to 
Cross, then, six weeks later, with a different membership, changed its mind 
and claimed that Baskerville deserved the premium. But when Baskerville’s 
samples were presented to the larger Society, it decided that no prize would 
be awarded.1

There are two considerations here: first, why the prize was significant, 
and second, why Baskerville’s paper lost the prize in the end. The official 
notice in the list of premiums provides clues: ‘For marbling the greatest 
quantity, equal in goodness to the best marbled paper from abroad, not 
less than one ream; to be produced on [or] before the second Tuesday 
in February, 1760, £10’.2 The Society’s very name indicates its purpose 

 1 Diana Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, Marbler’, The Library, 6th ser., 22 (1990), 212–21. 
Marbled paper was given a design and colour by applying pigments floated on 
thickened water. This chapter describes the process in some detail: Royal Society of 
Arts Archive, Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce 
(Society of Arts), ‘Minutes of Committees 1758–1760’, 4, 48, 91. This is the only known 
mention of John Cross: Society of Arts, ‘Minutes of Committees 1760’, 5, 27.

 2 A ream in the eighteenth century was usually 480 sheets of paper. A modern ream 
is 500 sheets. Society of Arts, Premiums: by the Society established at London for the encour-
agement of arts, manufactures and commerce (London, 1759), 27.
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was to encourage art but in a commercial manner where possible.3 With 
neither government subsidies nor agencies to encourage domestic produc-
tivity, the private efforts of the Society were an important incentive to 
British industry. England did not have a commercially viable decorated 
paper manufactory, but the Society saw an opportunity for one to replace 
foreign imports. Thus, their notion was quantity as an indication of 
possible commercial production rather than simply the work of a dilettante, 
bookbinder or boxmaker who occasionally made papers for a specific 
project. Presumably, the person who marbled the greatest number of sheets 
of paper would be the prize-winner so long as the design was ‘equal in 
goodness to the best marbled paper from abroad’. Probably the ‘goodness’ 
registered in the committee members’ minds as being essentially replicas of 
German, Dutch or French papers. The ‘best’ would be uniform for use in 
bookbinding or box lining, such that piecing papers for large work would 
be feasible without looking careless.

Although marbled papers are occasionally found in Western European 
bookbinding from the mid-fifteenth century, the use of marbled paper as 
an adornment in English bookbinding is rare before the third decade of 
the seventeenth century; even then it is largely found only as endpapers 
(sometimes just pastedowns) and almost invariably restricted to the higher-
class grades of work. During the eighteenth century, the use of marbled 
papers in English bookbinding increased. John Bagford stated that the 
marbling process was introduced into England in the 1690s by Theophilus 
de Garencières, but local products were dull and uninspired when compared 
with imported continental papers.4 Furthermore, the imported papers with 
which Garencières sought to compete were expensive, a fact that excited the 
interest of the Society half a century later.

One of the earliest Western European accounts of producing marbled 
paper, that of the German polymath Daniel Schwenter, recommended using 
pigments such as indigo, lake and orpiment mixed with egg white, a little 

 3 Royal Society of Arts, https://www.thersa.org/about-us/archive-and-history; accessed 
30 July 2017.

 4 Endpapers, sometimes printed or decorated, are inside the cover of a hard-bound 
book, part of the attachment of the cover to the inner contents of the book. The 
endpapers are usually in two halves: one is called the pastedown and the other forms 
part of the loose sheets called flyleaves. John Bagford (1650–1716) was a shoemaker 
who made sixty-four large scrapbooks of printed material with the intention of 
writing a history of printing. The scrapbooks are in the British Library. Theophilus 
de Garencières (1610–80) was a physician and translator. William Munk, The roll of the 
Royal College of Physicians of London, vol. 1, 1518 to 1700, 2nd edn (London, 1878), 257–8. 
The remarks of Garencières are quoted in Ruari M. Burch and William Gamble, 
Colour printing and colour printers (London, 1910; Edinburgh, 1983), 48.

https://www.thersa.org/about-us/archive
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petroleum and sufficient ox gall to enable the colours to float on the surface 
of a size of gum tragacanth.5 By controlling the degree of gum tragacanth, 
the colours will not only float on the surface of the size but also the integrity 
of each colour is retained so that the colours may be manipulated in such 
a manner as to form the desired pattern. Such patterns are achieved by 
dropping small quantities of the prepared colours, depending on the final 
pattern desired, in either a formal or random manner with the dominant or 
underlying colour placed on the size first. When the surface of the size is filled 
with the various colours they are gently manipulated using a fine pointer 
into a flowing jasper-like pattern. This basic pattern can be utilised as it is, 
or can be further manipulated by drawing a metal-pointed comb through 
the colours to form more elaborate patterns. Thereafter a sheet of dampened 
paper is carefully laid on the floating colours, and left in place for a few 
moments in order that the colours may be taken up by the paper. 

At almost the same time that Schwenter was writing about marbled paper, 
or ‘turkish’ paper as it was often referred to, its production also excited the 
interest of John Evelyn.6 In January 1662, Evelyn delivered an address to the 
recently founded Royal Society. In his paper he included a detailed account 
of the manner of producing marbled paper. Evelyn’s description is of such 
accuracy and insight as to suggest that he had closely observed it. Given 
that there was, so far as the few and insubstantial extant records suggest, 
no marbled paper being manufactured in England in Evelyn’s lifetime, then 
it is possible that he obtained his knowledge during a visit to Europe. How 
Evelyn acquired his knowledge remains unknown, but his research into this 
method of decorating paper formed part of a projected series of investigations 
into a number of trades which he abandoned largely because of the many 
difficulties ‘of conversing with mechanical capricious persons’. Although he 

 5 Daniel Schwenter (or Schwender) (1585–1636) was a German Orientalist, mathema-
tician, inventor, poet and librarian. Daniel Schwenter, ‘How to make and design 
Turkish paper’, in Barry McKay (ed.), Marbling methods and receipts from four centuries 
(Kidlington, 1990), 11–13. Indigo is a substance prepared from the leaves and stalks of 
the indigo plant. It is used as a blue dye. Lake is a middle colour between ultramarine 
and vermilion, made of cochineal. Orpiment is a sulphide of arsenic, an ore of arsenic 
or artificially composed. The native orpiment appears yellow. Red orpiment is called 
realgar. It is semi-transparent and often crystallised. Gum tragacanth is the gum of 
a thorny shrub of that name, in Crete, Asia and Greece. Size is a glutinous substance 
prepared from materials used in manufactures. For these details, see Noah Webster, 
Noah Webster’s first edition of an American Dictionary of the English Language (San Francisco, 
Calif., 1995). 

 6 John Evelyn (1620–1706), diarist and writer. Douglas D. C. Chambers, ‘Evelyn, John 
(1620–1706)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004; online edn ( January 2008): 
www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/8996; accessed 21 July 2016.

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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never published any of this material himself, Evelyn’s research into marbling 
paper appeared in print, initially as part of John Houghton’s Collection 
for improvement of husbandry and trade. Furthermore, Evelyn’s description of 
marbling paper either formed the basis of, or was reprinted verbatim in, a 
number of eighteenth-century encyclopaedias.7 For almost a century it was 
the primary source of available writing on the subject until Robert Dossie 
included a description of the process in his Handmaid to the arts.8

Manufacturing marbled paper was a zealously guarded secret, and perhaps 
many of the early English practitioners sought to preserve its mystery. It was 
not until the second decade of the nineteenth century that a practitioner 
of the technique wrote on the subject. It is clear, however, that sufficient 
instruction was available in the published encyclopaedias and arts manuals to 
allow anyone with the motivation to experiment with the process.9

If decorated papers were made locally, then prices for binders and box 
manufacturers, and possibly other users would also be lowered. According to 
Rupert Jarvis, owing to prohibitive import duties, by 1720, ‘two-thirds of our 
whole consumption was of paper British-made’. Before 1764, most decorated 
papers were imported by the ream and an ad valorum duty of 20 per cent was 
added to the cost. After that date, Porbury and Smith established a domestic 
trade which made decorated papers less expensive. However, paper was still 
the most expensive part of book production.10 Anything to lower prices was 

 7 The Royal Society was a select society of scientists founded in 1660. Evelyn’s 
description is quoted in Barry McKay (ed.), Patterns and pigments in English marbled papers 
(Oxford, 1988), 22 and John Evelyn, ‘An exact account of the making of marbled 
paper’, in John Houghton (ed.), Collection for the improvement of husbandry and trade, 13, 
nos. 360–2 (1699), n.p. John Houghton (1645–1705) was a pharmacist, author and 
member of the Society of Apothecaries and the Royal Society. His best-known work is 
A collection of letters for the improvement of husbandry and trade, which appeared at monthly 
intervals from September 1681 to 1683.

 8 Anita McConnell, ‘Houghton, John (1645–1705)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 
2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/13868; accessed 21 July 2016; Robert Dossie, 
The handmaid to the arts, 2 vols (London, 1758). The modern equivalent of the arts 
manual is a craft manual, giving directions on techniques.

 9 For an example of the mystery of marbling paper, see Bernard C. Middleton, 
‘Foreword’, in Bernard C. Middleton and Richard J. Wolfe (eds), The whole art of 
bookbinding; the whole process of marbling paper: reprinted from the original editions (Austin, 
Texas, 1987), 1–8. 

 10 Rupert C. Jarvis, ‘The paper-makers and the excise in the eighteenth century’, The 
Library, 5th ser., 14, 113–14. Society of Arts, A register of the premiums and bounties given by 
the Society Instituted at London for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, from 
the original institution in the year mdccliv to the Year mdcclxxvi inclusive (London, 1778), 22. 
James Raven, The business of books: booksellers and the English book trade 1450–1850 (New 
Haven, Conn., 2007), 309.

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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important to making a profit, and Baskerville may have been tempted to 
enter, unsuccessfully as it turned out, for the Society’s prize.

Several Baskervillians, notably Frank E. Pardoe, David Wishart and 
William Barlow, were confident that these papers must have been the very 
unusual ones found only in books which used Baskerville’s typeface in both 
the text and on the book labels. Pardoe also identifies a specific floral roll.11 
Philip Gaskell pointed out that Baskerville must have been associated with 
a bindery because of the Baskerville type on the labels of the books, and he 
mentioned the unusual endpapers.12

Assuming that the papers were Baskerville’s, they did not resemble the 
commercial marbled papers of the period, which were mainly produced 
in Germany (often imported by way of the Netherlands, and called ‘dutch’ 
marbled paper) and France.13

These foreign papers were combed with rich colours, mainly deep reds 
and blues, looking like the feathers of an exotic bird. The French would also 
add a snail effect by using a stylus after the combing. The Germans and 
French had sufficient experience at making these papers that all the sheets 
within a 480-sheet ream would be of very similar design and colour, so that 
books commissioned as a set, or even a library might be bound virtually 

 11 Frank E. Pardoe (1915–2002), teacher, journalist, printing historian of Birmingham 
and author of a bio-bibliography of John Baskerville. David Wishart (1928–2003), 
Chair of mathematics at the University of Birmingham, printer and collector of finely 
printed books; see ‘Two Birmingham Printers’ (Birmingham City Council): www.
birmingham.gov.uk; accessed 7 September 2012. William Barlow, Jr. (b.1945) is a 
lawyer and book collector. See Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, marbler’, 221 n. 27. A roll 
is a bookbinding tool usually used to put a line of gold or gold figures, such as flowers, 
in a line on the covers or the spine of a book. The design is in a raised pattern along 
the edge of a wheel. See Chapter 9 in this volume: Aurélie Martin, ‘The Baskerville 
Bindings’.

 12 Philip Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography (Cambridge, 1959), xxii.
 13 Richard J. Wolfe, Marbled paper: its history, techniques, and patterns with special reference to 

the relationship of marbling to bookbinding in Europe and the western world (Philadelphia, 1990), 
15 describes the classic, combed marbled papers as ‘dutch’, as do many marbling 
historians. But he says that this name is the result of ‘the English habit of referring 
colloquially to all German peoples as “Dutch”’. This is unsubstantiated, but is a 
common remark in America concerning the Pennsylvania Dutch, who are Germans. 
That the English should be so uninformed after having a king from the Netherlands, 
followed soon after by one from Hanover, seems very unlikely. In fact, there exists in 
the Bodleian Library a set of twenty pamphlets (G. Pamph 1838), a few in German, 
but mainly in Dutch, with traces of wrappers of ‘dutch marbling’. Their dates are 
between 1585 and 1624. The wrappers may well have been made in Germany, but the 
language of the majority of the texts is certainly Dutch. Similar pamphlets so bound 
are a more likely origin of the term ‘dutch marbling’ than a linguistic mistake. The 
papers may also have simply been imported by way of the Netherlands.

www.birmingham.gov.uk
www.birmingham.gov.uk
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identically. In essence, they would look manufactured. Society members were 
used to the German or French look so the notion of ‘equal to’ but different 
from was problematic for the committee. The expectation of uniformity 
within the manufactured materials was especially important to those who 
would use such papers, particularly in edition binding, which was becoming 
an essential part of the production of books with popular appeal, such as 
children’s books, inexpensive prayer books and some novels likely to be 
purchased by circulating libraries.14

The first committee to evaluate the premium preferred Cross’s papers. 
There are no surviving samples of his work, but speculation suggests that 
his patterns were combed, and possibly the sheets were uniform; he may 
also simply have produced the greater quantity of paper, as the premium 
notice does begin with those words, ‘For marbling the greatest Quantity’. 
The second committee may have found Baskerville’s designs more appealing 
upon second consideration, but the average purchaser of books in the Society, 
however, was not convinced.

Gaskell describes the papers used in some ‘Baskerville bindings’ as 
‘marbled to represent blended washes of colour’, meaning that they are 
pale colours with a simple ‘waved’ pattern; none shows any evidence of 
combing, although some of the papers have deeper colours with considerable 
white space. Given Baskerville’s acquaintance with the industrialist Matthew 
Boulton, and at least knowledge of Erasmus Darwin, Josiah Wedgwood and 
other members of the Lunar Society, it is likely that Baskerville was familiar 
with contemporary intellectual interest in sciences and manufactures. He 
may also have been familiar with the work of Dossie, a member of the 
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, who 
dealt specifically with the Birmingham manufacturers of japanware as well 
as marbling, and revised the next premium offered for marbled paper.15 
It is likely that Baskerville was familiar with the fashionable bindings that 
included elegant German, French and Dutch combed marbling patterns. 
Baskerville’s hand-marbled paper was different. It is useful to compare his 
output with the papers of Sydney Cockerell, whose papers were so uniform 
that they were close to a product from a printing press.16 There could be no 

 14 Stuart Bennett, Trade bookbinding in the British Isles, 1660–1800 (New Castle, Del., 2004), 
82–4, 90–6.

 15 Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, xxii. Japanwares were usually household items such 
as trays, made from metal or papier mâché and painted with colours baked on to 
create a shiny, hard finish. Most commonly these are black with light figures on them, 
such as white flowers. Society of Arts, ‘Minutes of Committees 1760’, 25.

 16 Sydney Morris Cockerell (1906–87) was a bookbinder, an influential teacher and 
succeeded his father at both the Central School of Arts and Crafts, London and the 
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greater contrast, perhaps, than between Cockerell’s and Baskerville’s papers, 
save possibly with Cockerell and yazali-ebrû, a pale, amorphous pattern 
designed as an anti-counterfeiting measure in Turkey, which will be discussed 
later. A society that valued symmetry, order and control was unlikely to warm 
to pale, partly manipulated patterns.

The variability of the Baskerville paper was possibly part of Baskerville’s 
problem in the competition for the premium. The paper considered to be 
Baskerville’s is found in a variety of book formats: duodecimo, octavo, quarto 
and folio. On some volumes it appears at first glance that the upper and the 
lower endpapers are from different sheets, but this may not be the case. The 
pattern is vaguely the same, and the colours are very similar, so the papers 
might be from the same marbled full sheet which simply has great variability 
across the sheet. That this is true can be inferred from the fact that some 
bindings have papers that are vastly different in patterns and colours. The 
variability in colour in individual books may give a clue to the hostility of the 
professional members of the premium committee against Baskerville’s entry. 
At least one Book of Common Prayer is pink and pale blue with a hint of yellow.17 
One owned by William Barlow is red, blue and yellow. Another of Barlow’s 
endpapers is brown and green. A copy of Paradise Lost, advertised in Oak 
Knoll Books’ Special Catalogue 21, has a predominately red and blue paper with 
lighting-like streaks through it.18 A Virgil in the University of Birmingham’s 
Cadbury Research Library (77c) is predominately golden yellow and white 

Royal College of Art. David McKitterick, ‘Cockerell, Sydney Morris (1906–1987)’, rev. 
Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/39955; 
accessed 22 July 2016. Douglas Cockerell & Son was a bookbinding firm that also 
created its own marbled papers which are instantly recognisable. Douglas Cockerell 
& Son, Some patterns of Cockerell Papers: Kraft paper (A booklet of samples) (Grantchester, 
n.d.). Ebrû is a form of marbled paper with a cloud-like swirl of colour, sometimes 
used for creating images, such as flowers, or as a background for writing, where it was 
considered an anti-counterfeiting device. Yazali-ebrû is used specifically for writing 
paper, and in Europe it was incorporated in alba amicora, predecessors of the autograph 
book. Wolfe, Marbled paper, 8–9. 

 17 Private collection.
 18 Duodecimo, octavo, quarto and folio describe books of increasing size, depending on 

the number of times a full sheet of paper is folded to make the final book page. As paper 
sizes vary, the names do not yield an exact set of dimensions. A folio book assembled 
from sets of a full sheet of paper folded once creates four pages; a quarto is made from 
eight pages from a full sheet; an octavo, sixteen pages; and a duodecimo, twenty-four 
pages. Upper endpapers are those behind the front cover; lower endpapers are those 
before the back cover. Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, marbler’, Plate 2. William Barlow, 
letter to Diana Patterson, including several photographs, 30 July 1989. None of the 
photographs was identified. Oak Knoll Books, Special catalogue 21: marbling (New Castle, 
Del., 2013), 3.

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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with red splashes on one side. These colours are very rich compared with a 
dozen others so far examined, where yellow is a particularly pale colour. This 
ream undoubtedly did not provide evidence that it was made in a workshop 
capable of producing a uniform style of paper.

Victoria Hall, a professional marbler, in conversation with Diana Patterson, 
has judged these papers as being the result of someone who is not particularly 
good at marbling. Her assessment is that the pale colours were due to a thin 
gum tragacanth medium (or size) on which the colours were floated. Hall 
revealed that gum tragacanth is very difficult to work with, which is why 
modern marblers use carrageenan, a thickening agent made from seaweed, 
instead. But by the time of the marbling for the University of Birmingham’s 
Virgil, Baskerville had managed a better solution of gum tragacanth on which 
to float his colours. There are a number of items that suggest intermediate 
results, illustrating that he took time to remix colours and thicken his size to 
improve the results.

It is difficult to prove that Baskerville’s ream of paper was not uniform or 
perhaps much more than 480 sheets. Had John Cross received early confir-
mation for the premium despite having produced more papers than Baskerville, 
that would be a simple assessment. But when the second committee looked at 
Baskerville’s papers, what it might have seen was more interesting colours 
and patterns, whatever the previously perceived shortcomings had been. But 
the chances are that Baskerville’s ream of paper, which the colour differences 
suggest was produced over time, might be an assortment of the paper sizes 
that Baskerville used in his usual printing. The only possible proof is that 
the Baskerville folio Bible (1763) at the University of Birmingham’s Cadbury 
Research Library (f 65) has endpapers that are pieced, split between the 
pastedown and flyleaf, suggesting that the marbled paper was executed with 
smaller sizes of paper than the paper used for the folio itself. The neatness of 
this piecing of papers shows concern (often, especially in seventeenth-century 
binding, marbling was pieced together from obvious scraps). Nonetheless, the 
piecing of these endpapers has significance. Under normal circumstances, a 
full sheet of marbled paper should be able to create a binding for books made 
from the same size sheet. A full sheet would be able to provide one endpaper 
for one volume folio, two endpapers quarto, and so on, so long as the marbled 
paper was a full sheet and the text block has been trimmed. Yet, the 1763 
Bible’s endpapers are pieced together, despite the fact that the first of Basker-
ville’s folio Bibles was begun, according to Carlyle, in 1758. This may only 
have been the specimen of the Bible, as Pardoe suggests, but still this would 
mean that Baskerville had some of the paper intended for the Bible. But as 
the Bible was not printed for some years yet he was unwilling to use some 
of this paper for marbling. The Bible paper of 1763 was the largest paper he 
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used. According to Gaskell, the paper for the 1763 Bible was ‘large Printing 
Royal’ of 673 mm × 508 mm. Had Baskerville freed up some of this paper 
for his marbling experiment, there would be no need for piecing of the Bible’s 
endpapers. It may be assumed that Baskerville, experimenting with a new 
skill, used papers remaining from other printing, creating his ream submitted 
to the Society from sheets of Post, Crown, Writing Demy, Printing Medium, 
and so on.19

A letter from a J. Cole to the Society in response to their premium pointed 
out that no genuinely commercial marbler would waste time and effort 
producing such a large quantity of paper for a mere £10. His samples were 
judged to be superior to those from Cross and from Baskerville, but because 
he submitted so few he was not offered any money. Apparently, the committee 
decided that both Cross and Baskerville were dabblers, and, despite Cole’s 
comments, subsequent premiums required fifty- and one hundred-ream 
submissions, and the committee supplied exemplars of the best foreign 
papers.20 It also suggests that the reason a businessman, such as Baskerville, 
made this experiment worthwhile was by reusing materials from his other 
paying work, which included job printing on paper considerably smaller than 
the 1763 Bible.

It seems that Baskerville’s loss of the premium had three elements: the 
papers were not similar in appearance to the ‘best foreign’; they were not 
sufficiently uniform either in pattern or possibly in paper size to be considered 
commercially viable; and he created fewer sheets of paper, or at least fewer 
sheets of a uniform size, than John Cross.

An examination of the papers reveals that perhaps Baskerville had a 
method. The colours are thin at times: possibly Baskerville was saving money 
on colours. On some sheets the colours might have been thinned with water 
and gall. One copy of a duodecimo Book of Common Prayer with Baskerville 
endpapers was examined by Victoria Hall, who specialises in accurate 

 19 The endpaper as described here is both pastedown and flyleaf. The text block is the 
paper bound between covers excluding the covers themselves and any paper added 
by the binder. Alexander Carlyle (1722–1805), Autobiography of the Rev. Dr. Alexander 
Carlyle, Minister of Inveresk: containing memorials of the men and events of his time, 2nd edn. 
(Edinburgh, 1860), 368–9. Frank E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder 
and printer (London, 1975), 54–5. Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, xvi, 44. Printing 
Royal, Post, Crown, Writing Demy, Printing Medium are paper sizes. These varied 
by country and date.

 20 J. Cole to the Society, 2 February 1760, Item 106, in ‘Society for the Encouragement of 
Arts, Manufactures and Commerce Guard Book 4’. Nothing further is known of Cole. 
Cole’s letter and the Society’s response are quoted in Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, 
Marbler’, 218–19; Society of Arts, ‘Minutes of Committees 1760’, 101; ‘Minutes 
1762–63’, 23 July 1762.
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Figure 21 Lower endpaper, Book of Common Prayer, 1761, octavo. Despite 
the strengthener between the pastedown and the flyleaf, the paper appears 

to be from a contiguous sheet.

Private collection
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reproductions of historical marbled papers (Figures 21 and 22). She suggested 
that the colours were very likely oil-based rather than water- or alcohol-based, 
as is normal with marbled colours. This led to her suggestion that the colours 
might be those used in Baskerville’s japanning works, rather than pigments 
he would have prepared especially for marbling.

Baskerville was a successful entrepreneur in the fabrication of japanware.21 
It is possible he used not only papers but also colours from his other interests 
to create his entry for the Society of Arts premium. Baskerville might 
have used his japanning colours for his marbling. Dossie’s Handmaid to the 
arts provides recipes for many techniques, such as oil painting and water 
colours, and describes the arts of marbling and japanning and colour 
recipes suitable for each. Many of the pigments described could have been 
used either in water or oil bases. However, two reds and one yellow are 
described as being used in japanning but are not mentioned among those 
colours that would ordinarily be used in marbling. It is possible to use 

 21 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 12–14, 17, 20; Yvonne Jones, Japanned papier mâché 
and tinware: c.1740–1940 (Woodbridge, 2012), 115–18; Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, 
10–11, 18. 

Figure 22 Detail of lower endpaper, Book of Common Prayer, 1762.

Private collection
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all the marbling colours in japanning, but not all the japanning colours 
in water-based marbling—they would have to be used in oil marbling. 
Interestingly, Wolfe notes that the use of oil marbling in twentieth-century 
Germany as ‘fantasy marbling’, a non-pattern very like that produced by 
Baskerville. However, if it is possible to confirm that the red or yellow 
colours are one of the pigments that require an oil base, there would be 
an answer to the hypothesis concerning Baskerville’s attempting to use 
his industrial pigments for marbling. While this examination of pigments 
continues, Victoria Hall’s testimony that the colours appear to be oil colours 
stands. According to Hall, the oil-coloured marbling colours create a telltale 
series of dots. Hall’s examination was undertaken on a piece of Baskerville 
paper she viewed personally—in contrast to several others examined by 
the authors only through photographs. If, however, these transpire to be 
oil-based marbling papers, then they pre-date the fashion for such designs 
by about one hundred years: another coup for Baskerville.

The papers were probably part of Baskerville’s first attempts at marbling, 
and their colours, if not their design, show his lack of skill. The wateriness of the 
colours makes them soak into the paper rather than rest upon it, which seems 
to show the lack of practice that an experienced marbler would have—possibly 
due to insufficient alum on the paper, so the colour begins to wash off, or not 
enough gum tragacanth in the size solution, so that the colours do not separate 
adequately from one another. Rosamond Loring states that if the size is too 
thin, it cannot be controlled and moves after the colours have been played with, 
and that the colours spread out to be too thin and give no richness. Possibly 
this was Baskerville’s problem: he was too parsimonious or  inexperienced with 
gum tragacanth. It is also possible that there was too much ox gall for the usual 
marbled paper, so that the pigments spread ‘wildly’.22

 22 Anne Chambers, The practical guide to marbling paper (London, 1986), 61–2 reinforced by 
the assessment of Victoria Hall in 2013. Additionally, this lack of adherence may be 
due to the desirability of coating the paper to be marbled with alum prior to its use 
as this detail passes unnoticed in every account apart from the anonymous Valuable 
secrets concerning arts and trades … containing upwards of one thousand approved receipts relative to 
arts and trades (London, 1775), which was not only otherwise useless as a guide but also 
published after Baskerville’s death. However, the lack of any alum mordaunting may 
not be a factor as the results of an experiment conducted on Barry McKay’s behalf by 
the American marbler Christopher Weiman in 1987 on sheets of eighteenth-century 
paper produced detailed marbled paper of such luminosity as to suggest either that 
there was sufficient alum still ‘live’ in the paper as a result of its manufacture or that 
such mordaunting was unnecessary on paper of the period. See Rosamond B. Loring 
(1889–1950), bookbinder, paper decorator, author of works on decorated papers: 
W. M. Whitehill, ‘Rosamond Bowditch Loring’, in R. B. Loring, Deocrated book papers, 
4th edn (Cambridge, Mass., 2007), xxvii–xxxv, 107; Chambers, Practical Guide, 61.
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Another odd thing about these papers is the lack of combing. This was 
undoubtedly deliberate and not due to a lack of understanding or a lack of 
exemplars. Baskerville’s designs look very like ebrû, usually considered an 
Ottoman Turkish form of marbling where the colours are manipulated with 
a stylus to form images. They can have deep colours and sharp designs, 
or can be a yazali-ebrû, a very pale wash for use in alba or anti-counter-
feiting materials used in the official documents within the Ottoman Turk 
Empire. Yazali-ebrû is certainly found originally in Persian marbling over 
which writing was undertaken or pasted, and sometimes gathered in alba 
amicorum, the autograph books of the sixteenth century. It is conceivable 
that Baskerville considered making a decorated paper of a similar kind on 
which he could print. But all surviving examples so far examined are too 
dark for that purpose. He produced, however, some kind of writing paper, 
but no samples have ever been uncovered, even in his own correspondence. 
The Baskerville writing papers are described in one of Baskerville’s letters, 
dated 20 December 1756, as ‘ornamented paper and thin post gilt’. Whatever 
this paper was, Dodsley, in 1757, had little hope of its selling, and threatened 
Baskerville with the return of reams of it. He also entered a silk paper-making 
competition sponsored by the Society of Arts,23 which again might have 
suggested a further interest in things oriental. But no samples of silk paper 
survive in books, bindings or in any other form.

Collecting among the middle classes, particularly antiquarian items and 
luxury goods, either of which might have included oriental manuscripts, was 
part of the culture of the period. Maxine Berg examines luxury goods of the 
eighteenth century, and focuses, in part, on Birmingham, where there were, in 
1758, twenty-five manufacturers of japanned goods alone. If the manufacturers 
of Birmingham sold luxury goods, they may have purchased them as well.24

Since Baskerville dealt in japanware, he may have had an interest in oriental 
designs. Georg Christoph Lichtenberg commented on the process of glazing 
paper and believed that it came from an Arab method.25 Had Baskerville 

 23 Wolfe, Marbled paper, 8. ‘The Leutkauff Alba’ in the Victoria & Albert Museum 
Library, for example. In the Bodleian Library: ‘Picturae’ (MS Bodl. Or. 430) and ‘The 
Lady’s Album’ (MS Douce 221). That Baskerville was working on writing paper was 
a conclusion formed by both Frank E. Pardoe (in a letter to Diana Patterson dated 9 
April 1989) and William Barlow (in a letter to Diana Patterson dated 30 July 1989). 
Both of these men believed that they had examined as many Baskerville letters as were 
known at the time. For Robert Dodsley (1703–64), a footman who became a poet and 
then a distinguished bookseller, see Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 35, 42.

 24 Maxine Berg, Luxury and pleasure in eighteenth-century Britain (Oxford, 2005), 188. 
 25 Georg Christoph Lichtenberg (1744–99) was a scientist, philosopher, satirist and 

Anglophile. See ‘Georg Christoph Lichtenberg’, Encyclopaedia Britannica Online, 
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such an interest, he might have stumbled upon the alba amicorum where he 
would have possibly seen yazali-ebrû papers. Finding that Baskerville had seen 
yazali-ebrû would justify a great deal. It would vindicate him as a marbler and 
give purpose to his very unusual designs. But so far there is no evidence.

The authors assume that he intended to create the unusual papers that 
he produced and he had a businessman’s reason for making them. Some 
papers appear to have been made with oil paint before such marbling became 
fashionable in the mid-nineteenth century, and that his strange ‘water colour’ 
pattern was deliberate: more than a dozen books associated with Baskerville’s 
binder have these papers. It seems that Baskerville was left with about 480 
sheets of paper, which he had to use, so he recycled them in bindings of his 
own work.

Three more examples of booklets covered with Baskerville marble paper 
have been examined: two copies of The triumphs of the cross (1776)26 and one copy 
of Isaac Watts, Divine songs (no date, but with an early owner’s initials dated 
c.1783).27 One of the two copies of The triumphs of the cross has been rebound 
but fortunately both the front and rear wrappers formed, seemingly, from 
the same sheet of a piece of Baskerville’s marbled paper, have been preserved 
in the rebinding. These reveal that the marbling has been worked on a thin 
off-white laid paper that has been supported on a heavier white laid paper. 
An off-white paper spine has been added, most probably at a later date, to 
strengthen the spine. Only the rear wrapper of the second copy of this title 
examined survives; the style of marbling is very similar to that on the first 
copy and, since no later rebinding has intruded, a closer examination of the 
construction of the covering of the text-block is possible. In both examples, 
the text-block has been stab-sewn, and in this second copy the marbled paper 
has been drawn, unglued, over the spine and is also supported on a heavier 
paper which has a conjugate leaf, rather in the manner of a ‘made endpaper’. 
Although the printer of this text remains anonymous, it is interesting to note 
that the London bookseller was James Peter Coghlan of 37 Duke Street, 
Golden Square, a Roman Catholic who was also printer to the Society of 
English Catholics.28 Watts, Divine Songs was printed by J. Bridgewater and is 

last updated 22 May 2015: www.britannica.com/biography/Georg-Christoph-
Lichtenberg. Lichtenberg is quoted in Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 40–1.

 26 Anon., The triumphs of the cross: or, penitent of Egypt … (Birmingham and London, 
1776). Both are in the Cadbury Research Library, Special Collections, University of 
Birmingham.

 27 Isaac Watts, Divine songs attempted in easy language, for the use of children (Birmingham, n.d.) 
in the Wolfson Centre for Archival Research, Library of Birmingham. 

 28 Ian Maxted, The London book trades 1775–1800: a preliminary checklist of members (Folkestone, 
1977), 47.

www.britannica.com/biography/Georg
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a very rare example of work by a man of whom little is known as a printer. 
Bridgewater, who appears in the Birmingham street directories as a victualler, 
knew Baskerville as he witnessed the latter’s will and was connected to the 
Protestant dissenting school to which Baskerville made a significant bequest; 
a bequest that was never made over, at least not in cash terms. It is possible 
that this bequest was received by Bridgewater on behalf of the school in the 
form of paper and equipment which was then utilised in the production of 
this typographically competent edition of Watts’ multi-million seller. It is 
however, safer to speculate that sheets of Baskerville’s marbled paper were 
still circulating, and were found agreeable enough to use, several years after 
his death.
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The ‘Baskerville Bindings’
Aurélie Martin

‘Baskerville Bindings’

John Baskerville dedicated most of his life to making letterforms 
and, from the mid-eighteenth century onwards, to all aspects of book 

production, from letter-founding to printing. It may be wondered, therefore, 
whether his interest also extended to the techniques and materials required 
for the binding of his books. Although Baskerville generally sold his books in 
sheets—that is unbound—several commentators, including his bibliographer 
Philip Gaskell, suggest that Baskerville worked closely with a specific, but 
unidentified, bindery.1 This suggestion is based upon evidence which indicates 
that a group of Baskerville volumes share similar binding features, namely: 
the use of a specific trough-marbled paper2 as endleaves;3 the use of his own 

 1 Philip Gaskell, John Baskerville: a bibliography (Cambridge, 1959), xxii.
 2 ‘Trough-marbling’ is the traditional marbling technique used to decorate papers, 

which involves a transfer of colours floating on the surface of a liquid in a trough to 
the paper. The term trough-marbling is used here as it is more precise than the usual 
‘marbled’ which can sometimes refer to a different decorating technique. See Ligatus 
Research Centre, The language of binding thesaurus (LoB): www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/; 
accessed 27 September 2016.

 3 Diana Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, marbler’, The Library, 12 (1990), 212–21.

I would like to thank the following people who helped me with this work by sending 
me comments and corrections, read the chapter in proof and gave me access to their 
collections: Martin Killeen and the staff of the Cadbury Research Library, Professor 
Nicholas Pickwoad from the Ligatus Research Centre, William Barlow, Professor Caroline 
Archer-Parré, Philippa Marks from the British Library, the Antiquarian booksellers 
Sotheran’s and Pickering & Chatto in London, David Temperley, Barry McKay and Phil 
Burns from the Library of Birmingham.

www.ligatus.org.uk/lob
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type on some spine labels; and a series of finishing tools used for gold-tooling 
the leather covers. William Barlow, a private collector of Baskerville editions 
based in the USA, describes the binding used on his personal copy of the 
1762 Prayer Book as: ‘the most spectacular of all the so-called “Baskerville 
bindings” … in red morocco with a tooled border, which seems a trademark 
of these bindings, a centre lozenge-shaped group of ornaments, and a heavily 
tooled spine’.4 A similar example is found on a duodecimo edition of the same 
book printed in 1762 (Figure 23).

However, the exact characteristics of the ‘Baskerville bindings’,5 as well as 
the context of their creation, have never been fully explored and the finishing 
tools employed in their binding have never been reproduced in the literature. 
In the first instance, therefore, this chapter presents the specific decorative 
and structural features of this group of bindings in order to make them more 
easily identifiable and to understand the history of their production; to which 
end this chapter includes images of the most frequent and distinctive finishing 
tools, thus providing a first means of identification. In addition, it also presents 
research which has revealed four new aspects of the ‘Baskerville bindings’: 
first, a hitherto unrecorded floral roll; second, the discovery of bookblock 
edges marbled with the same unusual pattern as Baskerville’s trough-marbled 
endleaf paper which may indicate a connection between Baskerville and the 
London bookbinder Richard Montagu;6 third, a new hypothesis regarding 
the use of Baskerville’s own type to title some of his books7 and his possible 
introduction into Britain of a type-holder for titling;8 and fourth, the identi-
fication of structural details—how the gatherings were sewn together or 
attached to the boards—which confirm the theory of a single bookbinder or 
workshop operating in close connection with Baskerville. This chapter also 
explores John Baskerville’s possible involvement in the design and production 
of these bindings.

 4 William P. Barlow, ‘A Baskerville collection: contemporary collectors, LIII’, Book 
Collector, 38 (1989), 181.

 5 To facilitate the reading, we are using here ‘Baskerville bindings’ to name this group 
of bindings.

 6 Richard Montagu was a renowned bookbinder working during the middle of the 
eighteenth century in St Giles in the Fields in London, as listed in E Howe, A list of 
London bookbinders, 1648–1815 (London, 1950), 69.

 7 Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, xxii.
 8 A type-holder is a tool designed to hold a line of type for titling books, by opposition 

to the lettering pallets in which whole words were engraved on a pallet, but used for 
the same purpose (see LoB). Although its use in Britain has not been recorded so far 
in this period, this tool was probably already in use in Germany from at least 1708, as 
illustrated in the German bookbinding manual J. G. Zeidler, Buchbinder-Philosophie oder 
Einleitung in die Buchbinder Kunst (Halle, 1708; reprinted Hanover, 1978). See below.
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Figure 23 Example of a ‘Baskerville binding’ with the  
characteristic floral roll (left cover), on The Book of Common Prayer (1762), 

12vo, Gaskell 20.

Private collection
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These observations should, however, be considered in relation to the 
number of bindings examined for this study, and further research on 
additional copies needs to be undertaken in order to verify the conclusions. 
The bindings surveyed were located across various collections, but the core of 
this study is based on editions held at the Cadbury Research Library (CRL) 
at the University of Birmingham, where 102 books printed by Baskerville, 
or using Baskerville’s type, were thoroughly studied. A total of thirty-one 
‘Baskerville bindings’ were identified: nine in the CRL, and twenty-two 
found elsewhere, including the Library of Birmingham (LoB), the British 
Library (BL) and volumes either in private collections or those of antiquarian 
booksellers (Appendix 1).9 William Barlow provided detailed descriptions of 
his own private collection of ‘Baskerville bindings’.10

Marbled endleaves:  
‘blended washes of water colour’

The primary feature associated with the ‘Baskerville bindings’ is an 
unusual trough-marbled endleaf paper (Figure 24).11 Philip Gaskell, 

the first to identify this feature, described them as ‘rather striking endpapers 
which are marbled to represent blended washes of water colour’,12 which, 
as Barlow commented, are ‘once seen, like nothing else’.13 Baskerville’s 
paper is completely different from the trough-marbled papers produced 
in Europe during the same period and which were commonly used on 
English bindings. Popular European papers used patterns such as combed-
marbled (also called ‘Dutch pattern’), French snails or curls and Antique 
spot.14 In 1759, in order to encourage the commercial production of trough-

 9 The total of thirty-one ‘Baskerville bindings’ corresponds to thirty-nine actual 
volumes, as we identified eight sets of Milton’s work that were printed in two volumes. 
As they were bound at the same time, they are therefore identical and considered 
as single productions here. Regarding the Baskerville editions from the Library of 
Birmingham, we were able to access only a dozen of them, due in part to the library’s 
recent reopening in a new building; further research will be carried out in the future.

 10 In private correspondence with the author, dating from 19 March 2015, William 
Barlow shared photographs and lengthy descriptions of his private collection of 
‘Baskerville bindings’.

 11 ‘Endleaves are all the groups of leaves of a variety of sheet materials found at each side 
of a bookblock and are intended to give protection to the text leaves’: www.ligatus.org.
uk/lob/concept/1317; accessed 27 September 2016. 

 12 Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, xxii.
 13 Barlow, ‘A Baskerville collection’, 181.
 14 Richard J. Wolfe, Marbled paper: its history, techniques, and patterns (Philadelphia, 1990), 

www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
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marbled paper in England, the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, 
Manufactures and Commerce ‘gave public notice that it would offer among 
its other premiums for the year, one for the manufacture of marbled 
paper’.15 Baskerville entered the competition, and although he did not win, 
the Society minutes reveal a controversy around his paper, particularly its 
unusual design.16 This led Patterson and others to agree that the trough-
marbled paper produced for the Society was that described by Gaskell and 
found on the editions of ‘Baskerville bindings’ that share other common 
binding features. Patterson observed that Baskerville, having produced 
at least a ream (480 sheets in the eighteenth century) of trough-marbled 
paper for the competition, might have later used it to bind his own printed 
works.17 In private correspondence with Patterson, Frank E. Pardoe stated, 
‘there is no doubt that he [Baskerville] had a bindery at Easy Hill and that 
he marbled paper of the sort he used for endpapers on the books’ which 
were decorated with the typical floral roll.18 Pardoe seemed to suggest that 
Baskerville employed someone both to produce these papers and to bind his 
books, who could either be the same person or two people working together 
in the same workshop.

Out of the 102 editions surveyed at the CRL, this trough-marbled paper 
appears on eight of the nine ‘Baskerville bindings’.19 In addition, two copies 
of the Triumph of the cross, printed by Robert Martin in 1776, were found to 
be covered with ‘Baskerville trough-marbled paper’20 and a third covered 
with blue paper.21 After Baskerville’s death in 1775, Martin used Baskerville’s 
type to publish several works, which he probably sold ‘sewed in blue paper’ 
or ‘stitched’.22 Three copies of the Triumph of the cross are stitched, that is the 
threads are stabbed through the inner margin of the entire bookblock in 

183–4, Plates XXIII–XXVIII.
 15 Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, marbler’, 214. See Chapter 8 in this volume: Barry 

McKay and Diana Patterson, ‘John Baskerville’s Decorated Papers’.
 16 Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, marbler’, 220. 
 17 Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, marbler’, 221.
 18 Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, marbler’, 221.
 19 Technically, only seven volumes are still bound with the Baskerville marbled paper as 

one set of the Milton has been restored and the endleaves are now made of a modern 
white plain paper. However, we were able to see a thin strip of the original endleaves 
left under the new paper, and they are most probably made of Baskerville trough-
marbled paper.

 20 To facilitate the reading, we will call this unusual decorated paper shown in Figure 24 
‘Baskerville trough-marbled paper’.  

 21 A fourth copy is stitched without cover. CRL ref. BX 4700.M398.
 22 Advertisement by Martin in Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, 28 September 1767; Frank E. Pardoe, 

John Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder and printer (London, 1975), 102.
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a single process rather than sewn through the spine-folds of the individual 
gatherings (which would create a sewn structure).23 On one volume, the 
stitching directly attaches the bookblock to the cover, which is made from 
the Baskerville trough-marbled paper. This use of the Baskerville paper after 
his death indicates that there were still some sheets remaining in stock that 
Robert Martin was utilising.

Of the remaining volumes surveyed, the trough-marbled paper was used 
on an additional twenty-one volumes: thus twenty-nine out of thirty-one 
‘Baskerville bindings’ use trough-marbled paper endleaves. The use of this 
paper is, therefore, the primary characteristic of the ‘Baskerville bindings’ 
but should not be considered as the only identifier, as other features must be 
observed in combination with the paper: a volume which uses Baskerville’s 
trough-marbled paper does not necessarily make it a ‘Baskerville binding’ 
and, conversely, its absence does not eliminate it from the group.

The two volumes that do not use this paper are a Milton (1758) in the 
Barlow private collection and a New version of the Psalms of David (1762).24 
The Milton displays several features indicative of the ‘Baskerville bindings’ 
such as the floral roll (see Appendix 1), which confirms its affiliation to the 
group: the absence of the marbled endleaves could simply mean that this 
edition was either bound before the production of the marbled paper or 
that it was not available to the binder at that time. As regards the Psalms, 
however, the volume does not conform to the endleaf construction typical 
of the ‘Baskerville bindings’, which suggests it may have been produced 
by a different bookbinder and does not belong to the group of ‘Baskerville 
bindings’.

Endleaf construction 

With the exception of the Psalms (1762) and Shaftesbury’s Charac-
teristicks (1773) in the Barlow collection (see Appendix 1), all volumes 

surveyed have the same endleaf construction,25 that is: separate endleaves 
(added by the binder)26 and, inside, a sewn single fold of marbled paper 

 23 The stitched structures seen on Martin’s editions are one of the cheapest ways to hold 
a bookblock together, a somehow appropriate choice of format for Robert Martin 
to sell his books, as they did not have the same aesthetic appeal as the Baskerville 
editions.

 24 CRL 002228819.
 25 The endleaf format, i.e. how the leaves are assembled, is an important feature to 

record as it reflects a bookbinder’s practice.
 26 See LoB: www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept/1573; accessed 27 September 2016.

www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
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adhered to a single fold of white paper with an outside hook made from the 
same white paper. The two outer leaves and the stub are pasted to the board, 
forming a pastedown. The whole unit is sewn to the textblock and the thread 
is visible in the centrefold when opening the book. This technique, known 
as ‘made endleaf’,27 became increasingly common in the eighteenth century 
and, as is the case with the ‘Baskerville bindings’, it was often used where one 
of the leaves was decorated to create a stiffer, more protective leaf. This type 
of endleaf format is commonly found on English bindings of this period, and 
the consistent use of this technique on nearly all the ‘Baskerville bindings’ 
indicates the hand of a single bookbinder or workshop. The copies with variant 
construction are the Psalms (1762), which was probably bound by someone else 
as only the use of one tool links it to the group; Sarah Baskerville’s copy of the 
Bible (1763) from the CRL, which shows a variant of the said construction;28 
and Shaftesbury’s Characteristicks (1773) in the Barlow collection. Barlow suggests 
that his volume is only linked to the group by virtue of its marbled endleaves 
and may have been produced by a different binder who, like Martin, simply 
used a sheet of remaindered decorated paper. The regular use of one technique 
on most of the ‘Baskerville bindings’ is therefore consistent with just one binder, 
or one workshop, producing these bindings.

Baskerville’s involvement in paper marbling, like that of one of his contem-
poraries, the renowned binder Richard Montagu,29 demonstrates that he was 
at the forefront of eighteenth-century innovations and trends in bookbinding. 
The connection between Baskerville and Montagu also extends to a shared—
and early—use of edge marbling, which is another feature specific to the 
‘Baskerville bindings’.

Edges marbled in the manner of the endleaves

A careful observation of the bookblock edges of the books printed 
by Baskerville reveals that some were decorated with the same unusual 

pattern used on the trough-marbled paper endleaves (Figure 24). According 

 27 Where two adjacent free endleaves are adhered together (see LoB: www.ligatus.org.
uk/lob/concept/1432; accessed 27 September 2016).

 28 The same construction is observed but with the simple addition of two joints, or 
lengths of cloth, reinforcing the inner joints to prevent the paper from tearing. We do 
not consider this as fundamentally different, but only the adaptation of a technique to 
the size of the volume being bound.

 29 On 4 July 1760, Richard Montagu was advertising in the Daily Advertiser that he had 
‘invented and brought to Perfection, what has been so much wanted, a beautiful 
Marble Paper’; Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, marbler’, 219.

www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
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to David Pearson, the practice of decorating bookblock edges by marbling 
them in a trough emerged at the end of the seventeenth century.30 It was done 
by holding the book between boards and dipping the edge briefly into the 
colour floating on the size in the trough. The practice of matching the design 
of the endleaf papers to the pattern of the edges was, however, uncommon 
in the mid-eighteenth century. The first English binders known to have used 
this technique were Richard Montagu and John Matthewman,31 who used 

 30 David Pearson, English bookbinding styles 1450–1800: a handbook (London, 2005), 112. 
 31 Nicholas Pickwoad, ‘Digitising historic bookbindings’, The future of the past: digiti-

Figure 24 Baskerville trough-marbled paper and bookblock edges 
marbled in the same manner on Milton, Paradise regain’d (1758), 4o,  

Gaskell 4.

Library of Birmingham
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this method at the same time as Baskerville, which indicates that the printer 
adopted the latest developments in fine bookbinding for use on books destined 
for the high end of the market.32 Baskerville possibly became aware of 
Montagu’s practices through a mutual connection with the London publisher 
and playwright Robert Dodsley. Baskerville became acquainted with Dodsley 
as early as 1752, ‘the apparent date of [Baskerville’s] first printed sheet’.33  
Dodsley distributed Baskerville’s first production on the London market 
and collaborated with him until his death in 1764. Baskerville printed 
Dodsley’s edited volume Select fables of Esop (1761), a copy of which, bound 
with Baskerville marbled paper and covered with brown, diced calfskin, is 
held at the CRL.34 It is known that Dodsley had an octavo edition of Milton 
bound by Montagu,35 but although he did not specify if this was a Baskerville 
edition it probably is as Dodsley obtained a copy of Baskerville’s Milton from 
Tonson, his London publisher, according to a letter dated 1758. Through 
Dodsley, therefore, Baskerville may have seen Montagu’s bindings—or at 
least been aware of them—and the technique of marbling the edges to match 
the endleaf paper. Montagu was among the first English binders to have 
produced and ‘brought to perfection’ a marbled paper,36 which may suggest 
a connection between Montagu and Baskerville. Although no records have 
been found to confirm this, the bindings certainly indicate a shared practice.

Of the twenty-nine ‘Baskerville bindings’ using his marbled paper, eight 
also had bookblock edges marbled with the same pattern. In all cases, the 
colours used on the edges match those used to marble the endleaf paper. 
When binding a book, marbling was performed after the bookblock edges 
had been cut but before endbanding, covering and finishing: this had to 
be done in the workshop where the book was bound, or close by.37 As the 
pattern is unusual, it is reasonable to suppose that the person responsible 
for the edges was probably the same person who made the trough-marbled 
paper for the competition. It is interesting to note that the eight volumes with 

sation of rare and special materials, rare books and special collections group 
conference, Canterbury Cathedral Lodge, 2013.

 32 In his monograph on marbled paper, Wolfe reproduced side by side the endleaves and 
marbled edges of two books, one bound by Matthewman and the other from Basker-
ville’s workshop, highlighting the evident connection between the two. See Wolfe, 
Marbled paper, Plate XVII.

 33 Ralph Straus and Robert K. Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir (London, 1907), 14–16.
 34 CRL BC44a 409368.
 35 James Tierney, Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, 1733–1764 (Cambridge, 1988), 393.
 36 Patterson, ‘John Baskerville, marbler’, 219.
 37 It is not until the beginning of the nineteenth century that books were sent to different 

and specialised workshops to be decorated in gold or marbled.
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marbled edges were all printed between 1758 and 1760 (Figure 24).38 The 
remaining volumes using Baskerville marbled papers either have gilt edges, a 
different marbled design, or a sprinkled and solid-coloured decoration. This 
practice of matching the edges with the endpapers was used on Baskerville’s 
early bindings but no later than 1760. On 12 May 1760, just a month after 
the publication of the results of the marbled paper competition, Baskerville 
advertised for a binder in Aris’s Birmingham Gazette.39 It is only speculation, 
but it may be assumed that the binder responsible for producing the marbled 
paper also decorated the bookblock edges and even bound them, and that 
he left (or was dismissed from) the workshop after the unsatisfactory results 
of the competition and Baskerville advertised for a replacement binder. This 
could explain why, after 1760, the bookblock edges of Baskerville’s volumes 
were no longer decorated with his distinctive marbling, as no one knew, or 
wanted to know, how to reproduce it. The remaining sheets of decorated 
paper were, however, still available for use by the newly employed binder, 
together with the other typical features that can be associated to this group 
of bindings.

Structure and materials

A structural analysis of the ‘Baskerville bindings’ revealed both 
interesting common features and some inconclusive characteristics. 

Small structural details help distinguish the techniques of one binder from 
another. Bookbinders tend to reproduce the techniques and exhibit the habits 
learnt as apprentices from their Masters and rarely change their habits during 
their working life. Structural features can therefore be seen as indicators of a 
specific workshop or binder.

Two technical features seem to be consistent across the surveyed ‘Baskerville 
bindings’, the most common being the number of sewing supports. With the 
exception of the folio Bible, whose format required an extra sewing support, 
all the surveyed ‘Baskerville bindings’ are sewn on five supports made of 
cord, regardless of format (quarto, octavo as well as duodecimo). This may 
indicate a wish to produce a solidly sewn, high-quality binding. Only three 
sewing-support slips, however, are laced into the boards to attach them to the 
bookblock: this saves time and indicates economy. The means by which the 
slips are laced to the boards is another important feature. In all the bindings 

 38 The printed works are Milton’s Paradise Lost and Paradise Regain’d (printed in 1758 and 
1760) and the Book of Common Prayer (printed in 1760, various editions).

 39 Straus and Dent, John Baskerville, 140.
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surveyed, the sewing-support slips are laced in two holes made in the boards. 
They are laced at right angles to the spine from the joints of the bookblock to 
the entry-lacing holes and from there to the exit-lacing holes. They are laced 
angled up or down depending on which side of the book they appear. This 
lacing pattern is not uncommon in English bindings of this period. However, 
other contemporary bindings show different lacing patterns, which means 
that there was more than one technique in use at this time. The consistency 
in lacing slips observed on the ‘Baskerville bindings’ may indicate the work 
of either a single binder or a specific workshop. The remaining technical 
features recorded were too inconsistent to be conclusive and were either a 
result of the small number of bindings surveyed or because the features were 
not sufficiently accessible to be described.

The materials used to cover the books varied from one edition to another 
with no obvious pattern. The most commonly used skins were either brown 
calf or red hairsheep/goat-sheep skins.40 But blue- and green-coloured skins 
were also found and originating from different animals. A larger and more 
representative sample may help identify a pattern.

The endbands vary only slightly from one binding to another, variations 
that can be explained by their decorative aspect and the possible wish to 
pair them with other colours used in the binding, such as the covering 
material and the marbled endleaves. Most of the endbands, however, were 
made using the same technique and similar combinations of colours. They 
were all primary sewn endbands with one core made of rolled paper and a 
front bead.41 A combination of two single silk threads was generally used, 
the majority using alternating yellow and orange, the remaining yellow and 
red or yellow and green. These colours and techniques were common on 
bindings of this period, and therefore not a specific feature of the ‘Baskerville 
bindings’. More copies need to be studied to enable any valuable statistical 
analysis to be made of their construction. In terms of decorative features, 
the gold tooling observed on the bindings gives useful evidence of a possible 
common origin.

 40 See LoB: www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept/2293; accessed 27 September 2016. 
 41 Endbands with primary sewing are secured to the bookblock by tiedowns of sewing 

thread taken down into the gatherings, which in this case include a core, but are 
always worked separately from the main sewing of the bookblock (LoB: www.ligatus.
org.uk/lob/concept/4122). The front beads are formed by two or more threads, 
usually but not always of different colours, which are crossed over in a line along 
the front of the endband (LoB: www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept/3639; accessed 27 
September 2016).

www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
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‘Baskerville bindings’:  
small hand tools and rolls

A series of small hand tools and rolls were used to decorate the cover, 
spine, board edges and turn-ins of the ‘Baskerville bindings’.42 The rolls 

were usually used to create border frames,43 but can also be found on the 
spine, board edges and/or turn-ins. The small hand tools were often used to 
fill the panels on the spine and covers, either as corner-pieces or combined 
to create central ornaments in the form of a lozenge or concentric frames.44  
The tool most commonly associated with the ‘Baskerville bindings’ is the 
‘floral roll no. 1’,45 (Figure 25) used to decorate the borders of the sides of 
the book; it is usually found on the outside of the board and occasionally 
inside, along the area where the turn-ins are left exposed by the pastedown. 
The ‘floral roll no. 1’ is one of the primary characteristics of the ‘Baskerville 
bindings’, and aids identification, especially if used in association with the 
marbled endleaves. Of the thirty-one ‘Baskerville bindings’ surveyed, twenty 
were decorated using ‘floral roll no. 1’ in no particular pattern (Figure 26). 
Careful observation, however, suggests a second, hitherto unrecorded, floral 
roll used on five bindings, which although it is of a slightly different design to 
‘floral roll no. 1’, does share certain characteristics which makes its identifi-
cation problematic. ‘Floral roll no. 2’ is never used in conjunction with ‘floral 
roll no. 1’, but is usually found in combination with other small hand tools. A 
third roll, with a geometric design, was also found on the bindings surveyed, 
often in combination with ‘floral roll no. 1’. The pattern of this geometric roll 
is commonly found in the eighteenth century.

Two CRL ‘Baskerville bindings’—Milton (1758) and a New version of the 
Psalms of David (1762)—use ‘floral roll no. 1’ but are neither bound with 
the trough-marbled endleaves nor do they display any of the other tools 
used on the ‘Baskerville bindings’, which therefore puts their affiliation in 

 42 It was not possible to reproduce all the tools found on these bindings, as some were 
only used once. Studying more volumes would probably reveal other distinctive tools.

 43 Border frames are the tooled frames on the sides of many otherwise plain bindings and 
most bindings with more elaborate tooling which are placed very close to the edges of 
the cover (LoB: www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept/4097; accessed 27 September 2016).

 44 For the frequency of their use, see Figure 26 and for their use on each binding, see 
Appendix 1.

 45 A roll is ‘a hand-held finishing tool consisting of a brass wheel, the circumference of 
which is engraved so as to impress a continuous repeating pattern as it revolves under 
(considerable) pressure. The decorative roll was used in Germany at least as early as 
the 1460s, and was in common use by the second decade of the sixteenth century’ 
(LoB: www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept/1548; accessed 27 September 2016).

www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
www.ligatus.org.uk/lob/concept
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question. The remainder of the finishing tools are small hand tools, none of 
which appears more frequently than another (between one and nine times 
maximum), which may simply be due to the number of books surveyed, 
which is too small for clear patterns to emerge.

The use of Baskerville’s type on spine labels

The final characteristic of the ‘Baskerville bindings’ is the means 
by which titles were tooled on the spine (Figure 27). Gaskell mentions 

two volumes with titles on the spine labels that were tooled using Baskerville’s 

Figure 25 Finishing tools found on ‘Baskerville bindings’.

Private collection

Figure 26 Decorative features found on a total of thirty-one  
‘Baskerville bindings’.

Private collection
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own type (roman and italic caps).46 The spine labels in combination with the 
characteristic trough-marbled paper is sufficient for Gaskell to classify these 
volumes as ‘Baskerville bindings’. The books to which Gaskell refers were 
not available for this study. However, a careful examination was made of the 
spines of all the editions held at the CRL, as well as copies from booksellers 
and private collections. Only one set of Milton (1758) in the collection of 
Belton House, Lincolnshire (National Trust) appears to have been titled using 
Baskerville type, plus five editions of Milton in the collection of William 
Barlow. The National Trust example is interesting as the word ‘Poetical’ 
is tooled in lowercase italics and is aligned with great regularity. The use 
of lowercase italics on spine titles was unusual on English bindings of this 
period, when uppercase titling was the norm and usually applied using single 
letter hand tools: ‘All lettering was done with individual tools until late into 

 46 Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, xxii–xxiii.

Figure 27 Titling using 
Baskerville’s types  

(Milton, Paradise regain’d ).

Private collection
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the eighteenth century when the type-holder and lettering pallet came into 
use’.47 The use of single hand tools is usually evident by the rather crooked 
placement of letters on the spine. The title of the Milton, however, is tooled 
with such perfection, with each letter so well-aligned, that it is unlikely that 
the binder used single hand tools, as might have been expected, but rather 
a tool such as a type-holder. When titling, the binder positioned the spine in 
front of him and tooled from the top of the letters down, so he could see where 
each letter was placed. Lowercase italics have different heights, which made 
their alignment difficult if starting from the top of the letters; and if starting 
from the bottom, the binder would not have been able to see what he was 
doing. The level of perfection in aligning the letters indicates Baskerville’s 
binder may have used a tool in which all the letters were aligned—either a 
pallet or a type-holder—and the cast letters were used to title several copies. 
According to Middleton, these tools first appear in England around 1779–81, 
but were known in Europe long before, as shown by an illustration of a 
type-holder in a German binding manual of 1708.48 Baskerville, with his 
constant search for improvement in all matters, may have been aware of this 
European practice and introduced it for some of his bindings, particularly if 
he employed an in-house bookbinder.

Baskerville’s bookbinder  
and the printer’s involvement in the process

The structural and decorative evidence found in the ‘Baskerville 
bindings’ described here are consistent with the theory of one binder or 

one workshop. They also point to the probable involvement of Baskerville 
in their design, the extent of which is difficult to ascertain due to the lack of 
primary written sources.

Identifying his bookbinder would be a first step, but this is difficult. Straus 
and Dent were the first to suggest in 1907 that Baskerville probably employed 
a bookbinder, as evidenced by two advertisements published in the Aris’s 
Birmingham Gazette.49 In an announcement to publish a folio Bible and octavo 
Book of Common Prayer, Baskerville wrote: ‘A Book-Binder, who is a good Hand, 

 47 Bernard C. Middleton, A history of English craft bookbinding technique (New Castle, Del. 
and London, 1996), 184.

 48 Zeidler, Buchbinder-Philosophie, 127.
 49 They were both published in Aris’s Birmingham Gazette: the first one on 22 January 1759 

and the second on 12 May 1760, in which we could read: ‘a Book binder is wanted’. 
See Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 140.
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may have a constant Employment’.50 Interestingly, the 1763 Cambridge 
Bible (CRL) and several of the surveyed 1760 octavo Book of Common Prayer 
have ‘Baskerville bindings’, which suggests he employed a binder to produce 
these after 1760. These observations seem to confirm his involvement in the 
binding process or at least his desire to produce bound books as well as selling 
his editions ‘in sheets’.51 It is not possible to determine if he employed a binder 
prior to 1759, the date of the first advertisement, but he certainly had one by 
the start of that year, and who probably produced the marbled paper for the 
competition in April 1759. The first volume with a ‘Baskerville binding’ is 
Avon (1758), and the last is Shaftesbury’s Characteristicks (1773). However, if the 
latter is excluded because the only typical feature is the marbled endleaves, 
the latest ‘Baskerville binding’ is a Virgil Bucolica (1766) from the CRL, which 
displays most of the common features.

The only other reference to a bookbinder is in a letter from Baskerville to 
his editor Livie dated 3 December 1766 and written from Easy Hill:

Dear Livy … I shall send you by tomorrow night’s waggon to the care of 
Robinson three Virgils, & would have added as many Horaces, but my wife’s 
zealous impatience would not suffer me to stay for the Binding. If you want 
more to oblige friends or will point out anything else that will do Mr Livy 
a pleasure, it will be a particular one to … His obedt & obliged servant … 
J. Baskerville.52

This letter does not refer to a specific binder, or to the ‘Baskerville bindings’ 
per se; however, it does confirm that he was still employing a bookbinder in 
Birmingham at that time, as evidenced by the CRL Virgil Bucolica (1766).

From 1766 to 1769, Baskerville temporarily left his printing business 
in the hands of Robert Martin and, as Barlow suggests,53 may also have 
relinquished his first binder. When he returned to printing, Baskerville 
may have reinstated a bindery but probably with a different binder as no 
‘Baskerville bindings’ have yet been recorded after 1766. It is not known if 
Baskerville employed a binder before the 1759 advertisement, but the 1758 
‘Baskerville bindings’ suggest he may have. However, these may have been 
bound retrospectively. That no ‘Baskerville bindings’ have been recorded yet 
on the 1757 Virgil Bucolica could simply be explained by the high demand for 
this volume, which could have left him out of stock.

 50 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 54.
 51 Straus and Dent, Baskerville: a memoir, 140.
 52 Straus and Dent, Baskerville: a memoir, 102.
 53 Private correspondence with the author (16 April 2016).
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None of the known correspondence reveals any information on a possible 
binder’s name or identity.54 The British Book Trade Index (BBTI) lists several 
bookbinders in Birmingham during the period and includes Robert Martin, 
Baskerville’s apprentice, journeyman and foreman. Martin is recorded as 
having worked, at unknown dates, from 10 Ann Street and 10 Mount Pleasant, 
and also had other occupations: ‘Printer, Stationer, Auctioneer, Bookbinder, 
Typefounder, Print seller, Bookseller’.55 This suggests it is unlikely that 
Martin was binding his own editions nor was he Baskerville’s binder. He was 
probably simply offering a service and employed a bookbinder to execute the 
work. The fact that he is always referred to in the literature as Baskerville’s 
journeyman, or foreman, but never as his bookbinder corroborates this idea. 
The other registered bookbinders listed in the BBTI contemporaneous with 
Baskerville are James McLeod, working before 1766 in Bull Street; Pryne 
Parkes, registered at 88 High Street (trading dates: 1758–84); and Barnaby 
Ralph, working at 10 Bell Street (trading dates: 1766–84). So far, none of these 
names has been associated with Baskerville.

The idea of a group of bindings produced by someone working under 
Baskerville’s precise directions conforms to what is already known about 
the printer: his close involvement in production and his desire to master 
every aspect of the book, including that of fine binding. The quality of the 
‘Baskerville bindings’ also supports this theory, ‘while for his workmen, 
he was apparently able to select just those men who were best fitted for 
their particular occupation’.56 Further research on the people with whom 
Baskerville worked would help to understand his networks and perhaps 
indicate contemporary binders who might have inspired and assisted him.

 54 The archives accessed in Birmingham are listed in the bibliography, and the literature 
reviewed for that purpose includes: William Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham 
printer: his press, relations, and friends, 2 vols (1937–9); Hans H. Bockwitz, Herbert Woodbine 
and Leonard Jay, Baskerville in letters (Birmingham, 1933); Thomas Cave, John Baskerville: 
the printer 1706–75, his ancestry (Birmingham, 1936); John Dreyfus, The survival of Basker-
ville’s punches (Cambridge, 1959); Conrad Gill, History of Birmingham (London 1952); 
Joseph Hill, The book makers of old Birmingham: authors, printers and booksellers (Birmingham, 
1907); William Hutton, The history of Birmingham, 6th edn (London and Birmingham, 
1835); Leonard Jay (ed.), Letters of the famous eighteenth-century printer John Baskerville of 
Birmingham (Birmingham, 1932); Henry Robert Plomer, George Herbert Bushnell and 
Ernest Reginald McClintock Dix, A dictionary of the printers and booksellers who were at work in 
England, Scotland and Ireland from 1726 to 1775 (Oxford, 1932); Talbot Baines Reed, A history 
of the old English letter foundries (London 1952) and Samuel Timmins (ed.), The resources, 
products and industrial history of Birmingham and the Midlands hardware district (London, 1866). 

 55 See http://bbti.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/details/?traderid=45639; accessed 27 September 
2016.

 56 Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 8.

http://bbti.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/details/?traderid=45639
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To understand Baskerville’s motivations for producing bindings of his 
own design raises questions relating to the intended audience. The examples 
viewed for this study suggest Baskerville was not simply experimenting 
with binding but that he was working with a purpose. These ‘Baskerville 
bindings’ may have been destined for private use or made as presentation 
copies for authors or editors; this is suggested by a copy of Avon, which was 
probably owned by Amos Green (1734–1807), the artist Baskerville employed 
to decorate his tin-ware.57 So far, only a few volumes have been identified as 
presentation copies. Another theory, suggested by William Barlow, is that 
Baskerville had the volumes bound specifically to sell directly to local buyers 
who wanted a fine binding for their volumes but did not care to send their 
sheets to London to be bound.58 Although known advertisements only refer 
to Baskerville selling his editions ‘in sheets’, this does preclude the idea that 
he also sold them bound: he may simply not have advertised this service, or 
if he did, the advertisements are yet to be found. While Gaskell and others 
appear to have extensively searched Aris’s Birmingham Gazette, and failed to 
find adverts for bound volumes, a new review of this and other contempo-
raneous publications may shed further light on this issue.

This study of a group of thirty-one ‘Baskerville bindings’ has shed a 
new light on existing theories and opened interesting possibilities for future 
research. The careful observation of decorative features has uncovered the 
use of a hitherto unrecorded floral tool and the unusual trough-marbling 
of the bookblock edges. In addition to providing further means by which 
these bindings can be identified, the discovery of these features also informs 
the context of their production: the person responsible for producing the 
marbled endleaves was probably also the person decorating the edges with 
the same pattern as the endleaves, although they ceased to do so around 1760. 
More importantly, this unusual practice of matching designs suggests that 
Baskerville, and the binder he employed, was aware of the latest trends in fine 
bindings and was willing to produce high-quality bookbinding. The study 
of the structure and techniques also uncovered typical features—such as the 
sewing and lacing pattern or the endleaf construction—which can be used 
to identify these bindings further, thus corroborating the theory of a single 
binder or workshop at work. Additional research needs to be conducted to find 

 57 Yvonne Jones, Japanned papier mâché and tinware, c.1740–1940 (Woodbridge, 2012), 116. 
The contemporary signature ‘A. Green’ is written on the title page, and the binding 
has the marbled endleaves and the floral roll. The cover, however, is decorated in the 
centre with a completely unusual design, a classic rococo floral painting similar to 
those painted by Amos Green on Baskerville’s tin-ware, which could suggest that this 
would be the personal copy of the artist who worked for Baskerville.

 58 Private correspondence with the author (16 April 2016).
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more examples of ‘Baskerville bindings’ in order that these findings can be 
refined. One avenue that could be explored is the provenance or ownership of 
these bindings, which would shed light on Baskerville’s motivations and help 
understand his intentions.

While some of Baskerville’s contemporaries criticised his work as a printer, 
many more, both in Britain and Europe, certainly appreciated his work. 
This is evidenced by the many fine bindings found on his editions produced 
by the most renowned bookbinders of the eighteenth century: Roger Payne, 
Edward of Halifax, Edward Moore, John Baumgarten and Andreas Linde.59 
Outside England, his editions can be found in highly decorated bindings of 
Irish, Scottish or even French origins, which only confirms the success of 
his work.60

 59 The editions bound by these renowned binders can be found in the British Library 
(shelfmarks: c170g1 and C129b14), at the Library of Birmingham (shelfmarks: 094/
BAS/1760–861375) and referenced in the following printed works: Maggs Bros., 
Bookbinding in the British Isles: sixteenth to the twentieth century, catalogue 1212 (London, 1996), 
36, 222; Mirjam Foot, ‘The British bindings in the Henry Davis gift’, British Library 
Journal (1977), 121. 

 60 The Cadbury Research Library holds a Book of Common Prayer with an Irish binding 
(shelfmark: BC30a 4330770) and The Works of Congreve bound in a fine red morocco 
binding attributed to the French bookbinder Nicolas Denis Derome, known as le 
Jeune (shelfmark: BC46 387814). A Scottish binding is mentioned for the 1763 Holy 
Bible by Maggs, Bookbinding in the British Isles, 222.
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After the ‘Perfect Book’1
English Printers and  

their Use of Baskerville’s Type, 1767–90

Martin Killeen
Baskerville’s Type, 1767–90

In the decade following the establishment of his press in 1757, John 
Baskerville introduced important innovations into several aspects of book 

production, including press construction, ink and paper-making, and type and 
typographic design—the simplicity, elegance and clarity of which fulfilled his 
ideals of proportion and precision.2 However, his ambition to print ‘books of 
Consequence, of intrinsic merit, or established Reputation … in an elegant 
dress’,3 was not generally well received in England, and his attempts to sell 
his stock of type failed. Between 1764 and 1768, Baskerville turned his back 
on printing and entrusted the enterprise to his foreman Robert Martin, who 
during the next three years published several books with Baskerville type. 
Following the printer’s death in 1775, his widow Sarah continued to publish 
with the Baskerville type, as did several local printers who obtained their 
stocks from a sale in 1776.4 The remaining Baskerville punches and type were 
sold by Sarah Baskerville in 1779 to the French dramatist Beaumarchais, who 
used them to produce an important edition of the complete works of Voltaire. 
Between 1767 and 1790, a few English printers used versions of Baskerville’s 

 1 Josiah H. Benton, John Baskerville: type-founder and printer, 1706–1775 (Boston, 1914), 62.
 2 James Mosley, ‘Baskerville, John (1706–1775)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004; 

online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/1624; accessed 5 July 
2016.

 3 ‘Preface’ in John Milton, Paradise Lost (Birmingham, 1758).
 4 A full account of the sale can be found in Ralph Straus and Robert K. Dent, John 

Baskerville: a memoir (London, 1907), 128.

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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type with varying degrees of success. This chapter explores the nature and 
quality of their publications and where examples of their work can be found.5

Apart from John Baskerville himself, Robert Martin was the only other 
printer to use Baskerville type during the printer’s own lifetime, the first 
book with his imprint being The chase: a poem (1767) by the Warwickshire poet 
William Somervile.6 The quality of the composition, which emulates Basker-
ville’s characteristic precise spacing of verse quatrains and generous margins, 
is so good that most probably it had already been set by him before Martin 
took over the project. The book was sold in the Strand at the London shop of 
Alexander Donaldson, a Scottish bookseller. In the same year, Martin also 
published A catalogue of words of only one syllable.7 This duodecimo was printed 
and numbered on rectos only to facilitate notes on the versos, so its purpose 
was evidently practical.

Martin next published a charming pair of companion volumes: Elogy on 
Prince Henry of Prussia and Éloge du Prince Henri (1768), written by Frederick II, 
King of Prussia.8 The English version was the first translation of Frederick 
II’s lament on the death of his nephew from smallpox, while the version in 
French is one of only two books ever printed in French using Baskerville’s 
type during his lifetime.9 The book was commissioned by Peter Elmsly 
(1736–1802), another Scottish-born London book dealer who specialised in 
foreign print trade. In the same year, Martin also produced an edition of 
Abbé d’Ancourt’s The lady’s preceptor.10 With this work the relative inferiority 

 5 Many of the relevant publications were first listed in Part II of the bibliography in 
Straus and Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir, 85–91.

 6 William Somervile, The chase, a poem; to which is added Hobbinol, or the rural games 
(Birmingham, 1767). 

 7 A catalogue of words of only one syllable, of like termination or sound, according to the different classes 
they appertain to, and disposed very much in an alphabetical way, or after the manner of a dictionary, 
to entice children to, and forward them in, their spelling (Birmingham, 1767); the only copy is 
in Trinity College Library, Cambridge.

 8 Frederick II, King of Prussia 1712–86, Elog y on Prince Henry of Prussia composed by 
His  Majesty the King of Prussia and read by his order in an extraordinary assembly of the 
Academy of Sciences at Berlin and Éloge du Prince Henri par S.M. le Roi de Prusse et lu 
par son ordre dans  une assemblée extraordinaire de l’Académie des Sciences de Berlin (both 
Birmingham, 1768).

 9 The other book printed in French using Baskerville type was the printer’s own: 
Richard Gardiner, Relation de l’expédition aux Indes Occidentales contre la Martinique, 
avec la réduction de la Guadeloupe, et autres Isles sous Vent, appartenant au roi de France, en 
1759 (Birmingham, 1762); this is normally found bound up with the English version 
issued by Baskerville at the same time: An account of the expedition to the West Indies, 
against Martinico, with a reduction of Guadelupe and other Leeward Islands, subject to the French 
king 1759.

 10 Abbé d’Ancourt, The lady’s preceptor or, a letter to a young lady of distinction upon politeness 
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of Martin’s typographic skills becomes more evident. For example, the long 
subtitle and obtrusive ornament are bulked out with five lines of epigraph 
from Milton making the title page cluttered and messy. The two pages of 
the  Dedication are neat but problems immediately recur on the contents 
page, which instead of being an evenly set out list is closely printed on a 
space-saving principle.

taken from the French of the Abbé d’Ancourt, and adapted to the religion, customs, and manners of 
the English nation by a gentleman of Cambridge (Birmingham, 1768).

Figure 28 The works of Shakespear (Birmingham 1768),  
printed by Robert Martin.

Cadbury Research Library
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Martin’s next publication, The works of Shakespeare, from Mr Pope’s edition 
(1768) (Figure 28), was one of the most substantial ventures he undertook, 
although the result is disappointing.11 Devised as part of the Shakespeare 
Bicentenary celebrations, ‘this edition was printed with Baskerville’s types, at 
the suggestion of Mr Garrick, and sold at Stratford during the Jubilee’.12 This 
was an opportunity for the Baskerville typeface to adorn a Jubilee edition of 
Shakespeare’s works to coincide with the celebrations. Earlier in the century, 
Shakespeare’s works had twice been magnificently printed, although poorly 
edited, first when Jacob Tonson published Alexander Pope’s edition in 1723–5 
and later when Sir Thomas Hanmer produced his 1744 Oxford edition. 
Additional inspirations were also available in the form of Samuel Johnson’s 
celebrated Preface published in his edition of 1765, and Edward Capell’s 
pioneering and detailed textual research in his edition of 1768. Moreover, 
in more than one instance Baskerville had demonstrated that his type was 
ideally suited to drama, most eminently with his 1761 edition of the plays of 
Joseph Addison, which was considered to be ‘certainly the most beautiful 
edition of Addison ever published. Dibdin calls it “a glorious performance”’.13 
Unfortunately, Martin’s edition neither accommodated recent intellectual 
and scholarly advances nor attempted an ambitious use of Baskerville’s 
type. The small octavo format coupled with the typographic errors on the 
title page and the inferior quality of the paper provided no opportunity to 
showcase the aesthetic impact Baskerville had achieved with wide margins 
and generous presswork in his quarto edition of Addison. The printing of the 
text itself suffers from the frequent congestion of letters and words and the 
need to overhang line endings, as well as a lack of space between speeches 
and the untidy abbreviation of character names in speech headings. Overall 
this is an undistinguished performance, apart perhaps from the unique 
frontispiece by an unknown artist, presumably commissioned for this edition, 
which represents Shakespeare’s bust within an oval frame at the base of a 
monument, supported by the figures of Comedy, Tragedy and Cupid bearing 
Shakespeare’s coat-of-arms, along with emblems of Literature and Music.

Martin’s Shakespeare was first issued in monthly parts, in competition with 
a rival Birmingham Shakespeare edition published by Nicholas Boden. 

 11 William Shakespeare, The works of Shakespear from Mr. Pope’s edition, 9 vols (Birmingham, 
1768).

 12 William Thomas Lowndes, The bibliographer’s manual of English literature (London, 
1834), vol. 2, 1647.

 13 Joseph Addison, The works of the late Right Honourable Joseph Addison, Esq.: … with a 
complete index, 4 vols (Birmingham, 1761); Thomas F. Dibdin, The library companion; or, 
The young man’s guide, and the old man’s comfort, in the choice of a library, quoted by Straus 
and Dent, John Baskerville, 35.
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Little  is known about Boden’s Shakespeare, which is exceedingly scarce: 
only five of the nine volumes have appeared. Nevertheless, the project can 
only have fuelled a growing enmity between Boden and Baskerville. Their 
acrimonious dispute, however, when it eventually broke out in public, was 
over printing the Bible not Shakespeare. More specifically, their disagreement 
was about Boden’s Birmingham Bible which seemed to originate at least in 
part from Easy Hill, possibly with the collusion of Martin.14 To counter 
this challenge to both his press and his prowess, Baskerville hastily printed 
his own second folio Bible, which despite its financial success is widely 
considered to be inferior to his 1763 Cambridge Bible. Ultimately, this 
episode reignited Baskerville’s enthusiasm for printing, a welcome outcome 
but one slightly vitiated by the unfortunate fact that although he produced 
a second folio Bible, he did not himself print the first complete Birmingham 
Shakespeare.

Also published about this time by Martin using Baskerville’s type was 
James Boswell’s Verses, in the character of a Corsican at Shakespeare’s jubilee.15 
According to Boswell’s Journal of 7 September 1769, the printing of this 
broadside took place at Stratford and was carried out at ‘the bookseller and 
printer of the place, Mr Keating’. When Boswell called at Keating’s ‘he 
had a lad from Baskerville’s at Birmingham, of Scots extraction, his name 
Shank, [who] brought me a proof to the masquerade ball about two in the 
morning. But could not get any verses thrown off in time for me to give 
them out in my Corsican dress’.16 The quality of the composition suggests 
that it was set by Baskerville himself, so perhaps the original Keating proof, 
not using  Baskerville’s type, was brought to Birmingham to be reset at  
Easy Hill.17

It is important to note the role played by workers from Baskerville’s press 
in Boydell’s landmark edition of Shakespeare, which was printed by William 
Bulmer towards the end of the eighteenth century. It was Martin who 

 14 Mosley, ‘Baskerville’. 
 15 James Boswell, Verses, in the character of a Corsican at Shakespeare’s jubilee, at Stratford-upon-

Avon, September 6, 1769 (Stratford-upon-Avon, 1769); both Frank E. Pardoe’s John 
Baskerville of Birmingham (London, 1975) and William Bennett’s John Baskerville, the 
Birmingham printer: his press, relations, and friends, 2 vols (Birmingham, 1937–9) note only 
a single copy, at Yale University; however, there is also a copy in the National Library 
of Scotland, whose catalogue records that it was ‘printed with Baskerville type and 
ornament’.

 16 Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, 13.
 17 Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham, 116; another 1769 Shakespeare Jubilee tie-in was 

A Collection of … airs, catches etc. for the Jubilee, published ‘at the Coffee Pot, Dale End’ 
by Christopher Earl and printed with ‘Baskerville founts mixed with Caslon founts’: 
Straus and Dent, John Baskerville, 89.
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‘first supplied Mr Bulmer with fine lamp black for his experiments in fine 
printing’.18 More significantly, Robert Martin’s brother William ‘acquired 
his first knowledge of the art at the Birmingham foundry [i.e. Baskerville’s]’ 
and later in 1876 ‘entered into the service of’ the King’s bookseller, George 
Nicol, as a punchcutter and type founder and continued in that capacity in 
Nicol’s Shakespeare Press, for whom he designed, cut and cast the celebrated 
Bulmer typeface, which, not surprisingly, was indebted to the Baskerville 
typeface.19

At some time between 1764 and 1768, Martin also issued a fake edition 
of Baskerville’s Virgil, the first publication of the Baskerville Press.20 Unlike 
the original, some copies exist in two volumes with an engraved portrait 
frontispiece of John Ogilby and several engravings by Wenceslas Hollar and 
Pierre Lombart, all cannibalised from folio sheets of Ogilby’s deluxe illustrated 
edition of The works of Publius Virgilius of 1654 and trimmed to fit this quarto 
edition. The plates were perhaps sourced from a remaindered set originally 
rejected as unusable due to the marked show-through of the text from the 
reverse of the illustrations. The more common unillustrated copies of this 
surreptitious edition are identifiable by the greater number of typographical 
errors compared with Baskerville’s original and by examination of the paper, 
which is of inferior quality.

The life and political writings of John Wilkes was published in 1769 after 
Baskerville himself had resumed printing at his press and should ostensibly 
therefore be ascribed to Baskerville on the evidence of the type.21 However, 
the imprint is so uninformative (‘Birmingham: Printed for J. Sketchley and 
Co.’) that this is doubtful and Gaskell concludes that ‘the press-work is so poor 
that it may be Martin’s work’.22 That this appeared in Birmingham at all at 
this time is indicative of a measure of local support for Wilkes and his radical 
politics, as demonstrated by the success of the first volume which was widely 
distributed in parts. However, as serious risks attached to close association 
with Wilkes in print, this might account both for the anonymous imprint 
and for the unexplained discontinuation of the series at a critical point, 

 18 Charles H. Timperley, Dictionary of printers and printing (London, 1839), 913.
 19 Talbot Baines Reed, A history of the old English letter foundries (London, 1887), 330.
 20 Virgil, Publii Virgilii Maronis Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (Birmingham, 1757); the imprint 

date is false, the actual year of publication being unknown.
 21 John Wilkes, The life and political writings of John Wilkes, Esq. four times elected knight of the 

shire for the county of Middlesex, and alderman elect of the ward of Farringdon without, London 
(Birmingham, 1769); the book includes a note that ‘the first number of volume the 
second will begin with no. forty five of the North Briton’ (520); however, no more parts 
were published.

 22 Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, 54.
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particularly if Baskerville himself was either disinterested in or opposed to 
the project.

During Baskerville’s lifetime, no complete books using his type are known 
to have been issued by any other printer apart from Robert Martin. WorldCat, 
however, seems to identify an exception with the second edition of William 
Hardy’s The miners guide (1762), which is described in a note as being ‘printed 
with Baskerville type’.23 The type used in this book, published by Thomas 
Warren junior in Birmingham, is deceptively close to Baskerville’s but it is 
recognised as a very good close imitation. The unusually large typeface has 
many of the qualities of Baskerville’s type, while the layout of the text shows 
the clear influence of Baskerville the printer—for example, the headings 
demonstrate a mixture of roman and italic and both upper and lower cases. 
The skilful spacing of both letters and words produces a very legible text, in 
a way which indicates that Warren might have learnt the art of composition 
directly from Baskerville himself, or at least that he had closely studied 
Baskerville’s methods. Slightly later, Thomas Holliwell, another Birmingham 
printer, published The grounds of the Christian’s belief (1777) also in a close but less 
convincing imitation of Baskerville’s type, ornament and style.24

Following the death of John Baskerville in 1775, his widow Sarah 
published an announcement in Aris’s Birmingham Gazette on 11 December: 
‘To be sold by auction … several large Founts of Types, different sizes; with 
Cases’. The sale took place on 1 April 1776 and ‘among the purchasers were 
Pearson and Rollason, James Bridgwater, Thomas Chapman, Christopher 
Earl, James Smith of Newcastle-under-Lyme and, most probably, Robert 
Martin’.25 Sarah Baskerville herself showed that she had considerable skills 
as a printer and she published two books using her husband’s type. The first 
was the second edition in 1775 of An introduction to the knowledge of medals by the 
late Rev David Jennings, which had first been published by Baskerville in 1764 
(Figure  29).26 Sarah’s edition was sold by the influential London publisher 
and bookseller Joseph Johnson, who was celebrated for publishing the works 
of radicals such as Mary Wollstonecraft, dissenters such as Joseph Priestley 
and pioneering originals such as Erasmus Darwin. Sarah’s second book 
was a duodecimo edition of Horace’s Opera, which had also previously been 
published by her husband in 1762; it was issued with the imprint: ‘Birming-

 23 WorldCat (www.worldcat.org/) is the most comprehensive global database of 
information about library collections; it is provided by the library cooperative Online 
Computer Library Center, Inc. (OCLC); William Hardy, The miners guide or, compleat 
miner, 2nd edn (Birmingham, 1762).

 24 John Joseph Hornyold, The grounds of the Christian’s belief (Birmingham, 1777).
 25 Straus and Dent, John Baskerville, 128.
 26 David Jennings, An introduction to the knowledge of medals, (Birmingham, 1764, 1775); 

www.worldcat.org
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hamiae: Typis S. Baskerville, 1777’.27 Both of Sarah Baskerville’s books are 
neatly and elegantly produced with careful craft on good quality paper.

Reviving his career in 1776 as an independent printer with newly 
acquired Baskerville type, Robert Martin resumed where he had left off in 
1769 with the Bible.28 He issued a quarto edition of the Authorized Version, 
with well-illustrated plates by the Birmingham engraver Samuel Bellamy of 

 27 Horace, Quintus Horatius Flaccus (Birmingham, 1762, 1777).
 28 The Holy Bible: Containing the sacred texts of the Old Testament and the New; together with the 

Figure 29 Jennings, An introduction to the knowledge of medals  
(Birmingham, 1775), printed by Sarah Baskerville.

Cadbury Research Library
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New Hall Street, who previously had been a die-sinker in Mount Pleasant.29 
The same year also saw Martin publish a series of orthodox religious 
works, including The companion to the altar and an edition of The whole book 
of Psalms, which were issued separately and also together within a larger 
work, The Christian’s useful companion.30 Such publications provided a reliable 
source of income and they were reissued in 1783, as was his Bible in 1789. 
However, the publication of The triumphs of the cross (1776) shows that Martin’s 
theological printing was not restricted to safe bets.31 This verse celebration 
of the life of St Mary of Egypt was a work of Catholic devotion by the Revd 
Arthur Vaughan, who had studied at Douay College, was ordained in 1750 
and became a clergyman in Harvington, Worcestershire. Vaughan’s preface 
is a fervent encomium to English laws protecting the rights of Roman 
Catholics to publish. Martin, nevertheless, just as he did when he published 
Wilkes in 1769, took the precaution of omitting his name from the imprint: 
‘Birmingham: printed for the author; and sold by J. P. Coghlan, London 
1776’.

Elsewhere using Baskerville type, Martin’s publication list was filled with 
an eclectic miscellany. For example, his next production in 1777 was a 
sales catalogue of plants for the local firm John Brunton and Co.32 The 
following year Martin published The Worcestershire farmer (1778), which is 
attributed to the now unknown John Broad.33 This was followed in 1782 by 
another sales catalogue, this time for trees (Figure 30).34 Although these were 

apocrypha. With notes and annotations, carefully selected from the most eminent commentators 
(Birmingham, 1776).

 29 British Book Trade Index (BBTI): http://bbti.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/.
 30 The companion to the altar shewing the nature of the preparation required in order to a worthy and 

comfortable receiving of that Holy Sacrament (Birmingham, 1776); The whole book of Psalms, 
collected into English metre by Thomas Sternhold, John Hopkins and others (Birmingham, 1776); 
The Christian’s useful companion consisting of the Book of Common Prayer, and administration of 
the Sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the Church of England with the Psalter or Psalms 
of David, pointed as they are to be sung or said in Churches to which is subjoined, the companion to 
the altar interspersed with notes, historical, theological, and explanatory (Birmingham, 1776).

 31 Arthur Vaughan, The triumphs of the Cross or, penitent of Egypt: in eight books (Birmingham, 
1776); two copies in the Cadbury Research Library have remnants of wrappers in 
Baskerville’s own marbled paper.

 32 A catalogue of Plants, botanically arranged according to the system of Linnaeus, most of which are 
cultivated and sold by John Brunton and Co. (Birmingham, 1777).

 33 John Broad, The Worcestershire farmer: or, the young farmer’s guide (Birmingham, 1778); 
one copy is in the Library of Birmingham and another in the Perkins Agricultural 
Collection, University of Southampton Library.

 34 A catalogue of forest-trees, fruit-trees, evergreen and flowering-shrubs, sold by Brunton and Forbes, 
nursery and seedsmen, in Birmingham (Birmingham, 1782).

http://bbti.bodleian.ox.ac.uk
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relatively substantial publications, they were essentially ephemera and are 
now extremely scarce.35

Martin then had a hand in publishing two books by John Hewitt (1719–1802), 
alderman and mayor of Coventry. Martin alone published Hewitt’s A guide for 
constables and all peace officers (1779), whilst in the same year, with J. W. Pasham 
and Christopher Earl, he jointly printed in Birmingham, A journal of the 

 35 Copies of the former are in the British Library, the Natural History Museum, the 
Library of Birmingham and the Cadbury Research Library, which also holds the only 
copy of the latter.

Figure 30 A catalogue of forest-trees (Birmingham, 1782),  
printed by Robert Martin.

Cadbury Research Library
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proceedings of J. Hewitt, which was published in London.36 The preface states 
that supplements would be issued to subscribers over a period of time and 
eventually the various parts with some additional material were gathered 
together for the second edition of 1790. The book itself is a curious medley 
in which records of various offences are found alongside explanations of the 
criminal law, correspondence with officials and an account of the author’s own 
achievements. The first part of this initially shared publication is particularly 
well-printed in Baskerville type and is most probably the work of Christopher 
Earl, master printer and publican of The Engine at Dale End; later parts of 
the book suffer variously from uneven inking, indistinct impressions, irregular 
spacing and even sudden changes in type size within the text. Hewitt’s earlier 
pamphlet Memoirs of Lady Wilbrihammon (1778) was ‘printed for the author, by 
C. Earl, of whom they may be had: also of Pearson and Rollason, and Mr 
Swinney, in Birmingham’ at least partly in Baskerville type.37

The next year, Martin branched out to publish a libretto by Thomas 
Morell (1703–84), whose Jephtha (1780) was issued anonymously.38 Morell 
was a scholarly editor and poet who was a neighbour of James Thomson, 
William Hogarth and David Garrick. By contrast, Elizabeth Smith, the 
author of The victim (1785), the next book published by Martin, is unknown.39 
Her book (presuming that the author actually is female) is classified by the 
English Short Title Catalogue as fiction, although the subtitle claims it as a 
personal remonstration against domestic abuse by a battered wife.40 Perhaps 
the book had a ready audience, possibly within a culture of local popular 
street literature, but this title seems to have sunk almost without trace.

 36 John Hewitt, A guide for constables and all peace officers, in the due and lawful exercise of their 
office by an acting Justice (Birmingham, 1779); A journal of the proceedings of J. Hewitt of the 
city of Coventry, one of His Majesty’s justices of the peace for the said city and county, in his duty as 
a magistrate, during a period of twenty years; in cases of riot and tumult, coining, murder, burglary, 
and felony … which will be published in different books uniformly, 2nd edn (London: printed at 
Birmingham, 1779).

 37 John Hewitt, Memoirs of the celebrated Lady Viscountess Wilbrihammon: alias Mollineux, alias 
Irving, Countess of Normandy, and Baroness Wilmington, the greatest impostress of the present age 
(Birmingham, 1778).

 38 Thomas Morell, Jephtha: an oratorio, or sacred drama. Set to music by Handel (Birmingham, 
1780).

 39 Elizabeth Smith, The victim. A real fact: In a series of letters addressed to a young lady, the 
intimate friend of the author’s (who is the unfortunate sufferer) and an absent son, a youth about 
thirteen years of age; exemplifying the various trials and afflictions, which has in a course of sixteen 
years been the bitter fruits of an unfortunate marriage (Birmingham, 1785); a copy is in Saint 
Mark’s Library, New York General Theological Seminary.

 40 The British Library’s ‘English Short Title Catalogue’ (ESTC) is a comprehensive, 
international union catalogue listing early printed material before 1801.
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Martin returned to more familiar territory with an edition of Bunyan’s The 
pilgrim’s progress (1786).41 The notes are by the minor poet, cleric and landscape 
gardener, William Mason (1724–97), whose annotations first appeared in 1778 
and proved to be very popular with editors and readers for at least a century. 
Martin followed this publication with a much less familiar Bunyan text: 
The holy war (1789).42 The volume also includes both The heavenly footman and 
An authentic account of the life and death of Mr John Bunyan, each with separate 
title pages, registers and pagination. The notes from this reprint of the first 
annotated edition of The holy war, initially published in 1782, are by Samuel 
Adams, the leader of the Boston Tea Party in Massachusetts and hero of the 
American Revolutionary War. Finally, in 1790, Martin published, in parts, an 
edition of Captain Cook’s voyages.43 This seems to be the last book printed by an 
English printer with Baskerville’s original type.

John Baskerville himself printed little by contemporary authors but 
he did publish three books by the anti-Catholic Baptist John Fellows of 
Bromsgrove: Grace triumphant (1770); Hymns (1773); and Six views of believers of 
baptism (1774).44 Later works by Fellows were also printed in Baskerville type. 
The first of these was a pamphlet in blank verse: St Paul’s eloquent and noble 
defence of the gospel, which was ‘printed for the author, and sold by G. Keith, 
and J. Dermer 1775’.45 The publisher and printer are unknown, although it 

 41 John Bunyan, The pilgrim’s progress from this world to that which is to come: complete in two 
parts embellished with copper plates to which are added, notes explanatory, experimental, and 
practical (Birmingham, 1786).

 42 John Bunyan, The holy war made by Shaddai upon Diabolus, for the regaining of the metropolis 
of the world; or, the losing and taking again of the town of Mansoul. New complete ed., illustrated 
with notes (Birmingham, 1789).

 43 James Cook, A new, authentic collection of Captain Cook’s voyages round the world undertaken 
by order of his present Majesty, for making new discoveries, &c. &c. His first in the Endeavour, 
in the years 1768, 1769, 1770, and 1771; His second in the Resolution and Adventure, in the years 
1772, 1773, 1774, and 1775; His third and last in the Resolution and Discovery in the years 1776, 
1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780 (Birmingham, 1790); the only copies are in the Library of 
Birmingham and the British Library.

 44 John Fellows, Grace triumphant. A sacred poem, in nine dialogues wherein the utmost power of 
nature, reason, virtue, and the liberty of the human will, to administer comfort to the awakened 
sinner, are impartially weighed and considered; and The Whole submitted to the serious and candid 
Perusal of the Reverend Dr. Nowel of Oxford: the Reverend Dr. Adams of Shrewsbury: and the 
Author of Pietas Oxoniensis. By Philanthropos (Birmingham, 1770); Hymns on believers baptism 
(Birmingham, 1773); Six views of believers baptism: I. As an act of sublime worship to the 
adorable persons in the Godhead. … VI. As a lively figure of the natural death of every Christian: 
designed as an introduction to a body of hymns on baptism (Birmingham, 1774). 

 45 John Fellows, St. Paul’s eloquent and noble defence of the gospel in his three celebrated speeches; 
I. At Athens. II. To the Ephesian elders. III. Before King Agrippa; paraphras’d in blank verse 
(Birmingham, 1775). 
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is sometimes attributed to Robert Martin. The next work by Fellows was 
his History of the Holy Bible, which was ‘printed for the author, by C. Earl, at 
No 50, in Dale-End. 1777’.46 In fact the work was in four volumes with the 
‘Directions for placing the copper-plates, &c.’ in the first volume including 
the plates for the fourth. The first three volumes are paginated continuously 
but the last volume has fresh numbering in a new typeface and a different 
imprint: ‘London: printed for the author, by J. Fry, and Co., 1778’. Work 
had started on this fourth volume during the previous year in Birmingham.

At this point it is essential to note the role played in the story of Baskerville 
type in England in 1778 by ‘J. Fry’, the London printer. The Quaker Joseph 
Fry (1728–87), a Bristol chocolate maker started type founding in 1764, entering 
into partnership and moving to London with the Bristol newspaper printer 
William Pine (1739–1803) and the punchcutter, type founder and printer 
Isaac Moore, formerly a Birmingham whitesmith (tinplate worker).47 Moore’s 
type, which had first appeared in 1766 and was used in the fourth volume 
of Fellows’s book in 1778, was a clone of Baskerville’s type, now condemned 
as ‘a piece of 18th century intellectual piracy’.48 A second Alexander Hogg 
London edition of The history of the Holy Bible quickly followed later that year, 
purportedly printed, according to the Proposals for its publication, ‘with Types 
specially cast by the celebrated Mr Baskerville’. As Baskerville had died three 
years previously this was impossible and tellingly Hogg did not produce any 
other publications in this type.

It is unclear why Christopher Earl did not print in Birmingham the final 
volume of The history of the Holy Bible, which was the second verse project Earl 
had attempted with his stock of Baskerville type, although its title page was 
composed with Caslon type.49 Two years earlier, Earl had published a quarto 
pamphlet edition of an anonymous satirical poem entitled The unfortunate 
marriage.50 This served Earl as a useful test run to exercise his printing skills 
in setting poetry with Baskerville type but it was on an altogether smaller 
scale. Nevertheless, Earl made a fine job of the first three volumes of The 
history of the Holy Bible, producing an attractive set of octavos; the verse is set 
with assured proficiency and attention to detail, and well composed alongside 

 46 John Fellows, The history of the Holy Bible. As contained in the Old and New Testament. 
Attempted in easy verse. In three volumes. Containing the sacred history, from the creation to the giving 
of the law (Birmingham and London, 1777–8). 

 47 Isaac Moore’s dates of birth and death are not known; according to the BBTI he was 
actively trading 1764–85.

 48 Simon Loxley, The secret history of letters (London, 2004), 40.
 49 Straus and Dent, John Baskerville, 89.
 50 The unfortunate marriage: or, bigotry triumphant. A poem. Humbly dedicated to the Queen’s most 

Excellent Majesty (Birmingham, 1776).
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confidently executed illustrations, which although uncredited were ‘engraved 
for Fellows’s History of the Bible’. Straus and Dent were so baffled by the fourth 
volume appearing in London that they even speculated that Baskerville’s 
original type might have temporarily been moved there for the purpose 
of its printing. Later that year, however, Earl was using the type again in 
Birmingham to publish another substantial book: the fifth edition of The life 
of Oliver Cromwell (1778).51 Earl shows himself to be equally adept here at using 
Baskerville type to compose prose as poetry, with presswork and composition 
that is uniformly accomplished and elegant.

Another Birmingham printer who used Baskerville’s original type was 
Thomas Chapman who was trading from 1774 until his death in 1819. 
Chapman owned premises at 16 Ann Street and 15 Mount Pleasant.52 In 
1776, he used Baskerville’s type to print A practical discourse concerning death, a 
popular book by William Sherlock (1641–1707).53 Another standard reissued 
by Chapman was The chronicle of the kings of England (Figure 31).54 Written by 
Robert Dodsley (1704–64), this biblical parody was composed in a mock style 
of the early chronicles. A third book printed by Chapman in Baskerville 
type was A short introduction to English grammar (1778).55 Chapman also used 
Baskerville type for his edition of Judas Maccabeus (1777).56 This libretto 
scored by Handel was probably printed in Birmingham in connection with 
the annual Birmingham Music Festival in aid of funds for the General 
Hospital, ‘a musical entertainment’ which took place 7–9 September 1768 in 

 51 The life of Oliver Cromwell, Lord-Protector of the Common-wealth of England, Scotland, 
and Ireland impartially collected from the best historians, and several original manuscripts 
(Birmingham, 1778); published anonymously, this work has sometimes been attributed 
either to the Bishop of London Edmund Gibson, whose major contribution to 
letters was his monumental new English edition of Camden’s Britannia in 1695; or 
to the Birmingham-born judge, novelist and MP Sir Thomas Pengelly (1675–1730), 
whose family had housed the former Lord Protector Richard Cromwell after the 
Restoration; but the author is usually now given as Isaac Kimber (1692–1755), a Baptist 
minister mainly in London who made his living as a historian.

 52 The BBTI variously describes Thomas Chapman as a ‘publisher, bookbinder, 
bookseller, stationer, appraiser and valuer, auctioneer, librarian and owner of a 
circulating library, and a pattern-card and box-maker’.

 53 William Sherlock, A practical discourse concerning death (Birmingham, 1776).
 54 Robert Dodsley, The chronicle of the kings of England from the Norman Conquest unto the present 

time. Written in the manner of the ancient Jewish historians. By Nathan ben Saddi, A Priest of 
the Jews (Birmingham, MDCCLXVVII); the year of publication is surmised from the 
erroneous imprint: an impossible Roman number interpreted as 1777.

 55 A short introduction to English grammar (Birmingham, 1778). This little book (28 pp.; 120) is 
rare, the only recorded copy being in the Library of Birmingham. 

 56 George Frideric Handel, Judas Maccabeus, a sacred drama (Birmingham, 1777); this is also 
rare, the only recorded copy being in the Library of Birmingham. 
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St Philip’s Church, the Theatre in King Street and concluding with a ball 
‘at Mrs. Sawyer’s, in the Square’. Judas Maccabeus was performed during the 
1778 Festival, 2–4 September.57 Martin’s 1780 edition of Handel’s Jephtha, 

 57 Showell’s dictionary of Birmingham (Birmingham, 1885), 156–7.

Figure 31 The chronicle of the kings of England (Birmingham),  
printed for Robert Dodsley by Thomas Chapman. 

Cadbury Research Library
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noted above, may well have been printed for a similar purpose, but it does 
not appear in the festival programmes until 1840.58

The Birmingham publishing and bookselling partnership of Pearson 
and Rollason also used Baskerville type after the printer’s death. In 1768, 
Anne Pearson (d.1779) had taken over the business of her deceased husband 
Richard, who from 1761 had been in a printing and bookselling partnership 
with his brother-in-law (Anne’s brother) Samuel Aris Pearson (1739–75), a 
Birmingham newspaper proprietor. Following Samuel’s death Anne formed 
a new partnership with her nephew Richard Rollason.59 The first book to 
appear with the new joint imprint of Pearson and Rollason was a sermon 
by the Walsall hymnodist John Darwall in 1775.60 Using Baskerville’s type 
acquired from the sale in 1776 they followed this with Thirteen sermons on various 
subjects by John Brailsford (Figure 32), who was vicar of North Wheatley, 
 Nottinghamshire and headmaster of the free school in Birmingham.61 

Pearson and Rollason next published one of the few books printed by 
the elusive James Bridgwater, about whom very little is known apart from 
his imprints. Bridgwater had also acquired type from the Baskerville sale, 
although his first book was possibly produced ‘with a new type cast on purpose 
by Mrs Baskerville’.62 This was Meditations and contemplations (1777) by James 
Hervey (1714–58), Rector of Weston-Favel, Northamptonshire.63 Bridgwater 
once again used Baskerville type to print A sermon preached in the parish church 
of St. Martin, Birmingham, on Sunday November 15, 1778, a small pamphlet by 
William Toy Young (1754–1817), Curate of St Martin’s, Birmingham.64 No 

 58 Birmingham Music Festival, A portion of the Oratorio of Jephtha (Birmingham, 1840). 
 59 Richard Rollason lived at 77 High Street and 99–100 High Street (1787), Birmingham; 

he was a ‘bookseller, printer, printer (newspaper), stationer, print seller, bookseller 
(wholesale) and auctioneer’ (BBTI).

 60 John Darwall, Visitation-Sermon preached in the parish-church of Walsall May 18th 1775 by 
John Darwall, Vicar (Wolverhampton, 1775); not in Baskerville’s type.

 61 John Brailsford, Thirteen sermons, on various subjects by the late J. Brailsford (Birmingham, 
1776); ‘Brailsford, John (1692–1775)’, rev. Robert Brown, Oxford dictionary of national 
biography, 2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/3231; accessed 5 July 2017.

 62 Straus and Dent, John Baskerville, 129.
 63 James Hervey, Meditations and contemplations: In two volumes. Containing, vol. I. Meditations 

among the Tombs; Reflections on a Flower-Garden; And, A Descant on Creation. vol. II. Contem-
plations on the Night; Contemplations on the Starry—Heavens; And, A Winter-Piece. By James 
Hervey, A. M. Rector of Weston-Favel, in Northamptonshire (Birmingham, 1777).

 64 William Toy Young, A sermon preached in the parish church of St. Martin, Birmingham, on 
Sunday November 15, 1778, occasioned by the death of the Rev. John Parsons, A. M. Rector of the 
said Parish, And one of His Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the County of Warwick; Humbly 
Dedicated to his Memory as a Tribute of Respect, By the Rev. William Toy Young, A. B. Scholar of 
Pembroke College, Oxford, and Curate to the Deceased. Published at the Request of the Parishioners 
(Birmingham, 1778).

www.oxforddnb.com/view/article
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publisher is credited in the imprint but the book ‘may be had of Messrs 
Clay and Rock, Messrs Pearson and Rollason, and Mr Swinney’. Two years 
later, in 1780, Pearson and Rollason used their Baskerville type to print Two 
dissertations upon the mint and coins by the clergyman, biographer and antiquary 
Mark Noble (1754–1827).65 Their next venture was a third edition of Charles 

 65 Mark Noble, Two dissertations, upon the mint and coins, of the Episcopal-Palatines of Durham. 
I. In which is endeavoured to be ascertained, the time when, and upon what occasion, they were 
priviledged with a mint. II. All the coins of the bishops of this see, from the reign of King Edward I. 

Figure 32 Brailsford, Thirteen sermons (Birmingham, 1776)  
printed by Pearson and Rollason.

Cadbury Research Library
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Bowlker’s The art of angling (1782),66 which had last been published by John 
Baskerville himself in 1774, although Straus and Dent note that the title page 
of the new edition is in a different typeface.67

In 1788, Pearson and Rollason published a quarto edition of the Holy 
Bible.68 The notes are reproduced from Baskerville’s edition whilst many of 
the high-quality plates bear the imprint: ‘Published by Pearson & Rollason’ 
with dates ranging between December 1787 and June 1789. The illustrations 
were drawn from old masters by Moses Haughton and engraved by Robert 
Hancock of Summer Hill. The artist Moses Haughton was also a designer 
and engraver, who had initially trained as an enamel painter and was 
employed at the workshop of Hyla Holden in Wednesbury, before being 
engaged in Birmingham by John Baskerville and Henry Clay in 1761, for 
whom he worked on enamelled, japanned and papier-mâché products.69 The 
Preface states that ‘Mr Baskerville’s design was to give a correct, and elegantly 
printed, edition of the English Bible’ and this edition aims to equal Basker-
ville’s achievements in these respects. The title page is a creditable tribute to 
Baskerville’s 1763 Cambridge folio Bible masterpiece; however, even though 
this edition is sometimes referred to as Pearson and Rollason’s Baskerville 
Bible, it is not in fact printed in Baskerville’s type.

One other printer who is known to have acquired Baskerville’s type was the 
bookseller, stationer and newspaper proprietor James Smith, who in addition 
to being a stamp and insurance agent was also a purveyor of patent medicines 
operating from the High Street Iron Market in Newcastle-under-Lyme.70 His 
first book using Baskerville’s type was also the most substantial: A treatise on 
arithmetic (1776).71 In 1783, Smith printed two more items in Baskerville’s type, 
both by Josiah Wedgwood. One was An address on the late riots,72 occasioned 

down to King Henry VIII. both inclusive, placed to the prelates by whose authority they were struck; 
by which it will appear that we have almost a compleat series of their money, for near three centuries 
(Birmingham, 1780).

 66 Charles Bowlker, The art of angling (Birmingham, 1782); not in the Copac UK library 
catalogue or WorldCat.

 67 Straus and Dent, John Baskerville, 91. 
 68 The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments; and also the Apocrypha translated out of 

the original tongues, with annotations (Birmingham, 1788).
 69 Mosley, ‘Baskerville’.
 70 BBTI.
 71 J. Brookes, A treatise on arithmetic collected from the works of several eminent authors (Newcastle, 

1776); this is very scarce, with one copy in the British Library and another at 
Newcastle University, who were possibly misled by the imprint ‘Newcastle: printed by 
J Smith, and sold by T. Evans, London’.

 72 Josiah Wedgwood, An address on the late riots to the young inhabitants of the Pottery 
(Newcastle, 1783). 
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by corn uprisings at Etruria, when Wedgwood had summoned militia to 
disperse mobs by force. Following arrests and one execution, Wedgwood 
warned against the folly of violence to redress social evils and recommended 
‘peaceable’ alternatives, stressing the temporary nature of economic recession 
and reminding his workers of the great advances and improvements made in the 
Potteries in the last generation. Another pamphlet was An address to the workmen 
in the pottery.73 Wedgwood felt justly proud of leading the world in design and 
craft and he feared no imitation, so long as the formulae of his compositions and 
the technical details of his manufacturing processes were not leaked. With the 
epigraph ‘a rolling stone gathers no moss’, his tract sought to secure the loyalty 
of his workers by appealing to the principle that the prosperity of the potters was 
dependent on the collective safeguarding of their industrial secrets.

Apart from these productions of printers who are known to have 
acquired Baskerville type at the 1776 auction, one other publication printed 
in Birmingham is worthy of note. This is a previously unrecorded item 

 73 Josiah Wedgwood, An address to the workmen in the pottery, on the subject of entering into the 
service of foreign manufacturers (Newcastle, 1783).

Figure 33 The Trent to the Mersey, the Staffordshire & Worcestershire and 
Birmingham canals (Birmingham, 177?), possibly printed by Robert Martin.

Cadbury Research Library
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of occasional printing, a pamphlet guide for inland water transportation:  
Tables of distances, rates of freight. The imprint lacks both publisher and printer 
and does not provide an exact date: ‘(Birmingham: 177–)’ (Figure 33).74 
However, it was most probably issued in the late 1770s, because in addition 
to supplying freight calculations for the Birmingham and Staffordshire 
and Worcestershire canals, which were completed by 1772, figures are also 
included for the Trent and Mersey Canal, which was begun in 1766 and 
completed in 1777.

In a very few cases other books were possibly printed with Baskerville 
type outside Birmingham. One example is a 1773 edition of a translation 
of Cicero’s Cato by the devotional writer and lawyer William Melmoth 
(1665–1743).75 The Bodleian Library catalogue entry for its copy of this 
book includes a note that the ‘title page [was] printed in Baskerville type’. 
Another is Christopher Anstey’s satirical parody in imitation of a Horatian 
ode entitled An election ball in poetical letters.76 The catalogue record at Leeds 
University Library of their copy of a 1776 edition of this poem states that it 
was printed ‘from Baskerville types’. However, close examination reveals it to 
be another counterfeit replica, with small variants from Baskerville noticeable 
in the design of certain letters, particularly ‘c’ and ‘g’.

An assessment of the work of those printers who used Baskerville’s 
original type enables a reconsideration of Baskerville’s wish to print ‘books of 
Consequence, of intrinsic merit, or established Reputation’. Baskerville also 
asserted that his publications would be noteworthy for being ‘in an elegant 
dress’, that is comprising all significant aspects of book manufacture. His first 
priority was to perfect his letter-founding to conform to his ‘ideas of greater 
accuracy than had yet appeared [in] their true proportion’. In addition, he 
took care both in sourcing good paper and in preparing ‘the colour and 
firmness of the ink’. Finally, he gave his full attention to ‘the accuracy of the 
workmanship in general’.77 Baskerville’s early editions—Virgil, the Bible and 
Milton—perfectly meet these objectives.

 74 Tables of distances, rates of freight, &c, upon the navigation from the Trent to the Mersey, 
the Staffordshire & Worcestershire and Birmingham canals (Birmingham, 177?); the only 
recorded copy is held at the Cadbury Research Library.

 75 Cicero, Cato: or, an essay on old-age by Marcus Tullius Cicero with remarks [translated by 
William Melmoth] (London, 1773).

 76 Christopher Anstey, An election ball in poetical letters in the Zomerzetshire dialect, from Mr. 
Inkle, a freeman of Bath, to his wife at Glocester with a poetical address to John Miller, esq. at 
Batheaston villa by the author of The new Bath guide (Bath, 1776); another copy in Baskerville 
type can be found at Yale, as listed in the ‘Check list of the John Baskerville Collection 
of Perry Williams Harvey’, Yale University Library Gazette, vol. 11, no. 3 ( January 1937), 
63–76.

 77 ‘Preface’ to John Milton, Paradise Lost (Birmingham, 1758).
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When measured against these principles of quality, the work produced 
by other printers using Baskerville’s type does not fare particularly well. 
Robert Martin, despite his ambition in publishing editions of the Bible and 
Shakespeare, was never more than an average printer (Figure 34). The 
two books produced by Sarah Baskerville indicate that she may have had 
the potential to become a first-rate printer if she had undertaken a more 
sustained programme of projects. Even the more accomplished Christopher 
Earl showed little determination to follow John Baskerville’s own example to 
print books to rival the best of London and Oxford. These printers’ greatest 
failure was their inability to recognise the crucial importance of ‘the accuracy 
of the workmanship’. Although they possessed the best type available, their 
books demonstrated uninspired composition and unremarkable presswork. 
In the final analysis, they were professional master printers, whereas John 
Baskerville was a master of fine printing.

Figure 34 The Christian’s useful companion (Birmingham, 1776),  
printed by Robert Martin.

Cadbury Research Library
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During the early twentieth century, Baskerville—the man and 
the typeface—underwent a revival as printing historians and practising 

typographers, bibliographers and bibliophiles, librarians and local historians 
and even the popular press turned their attention to the life, work and lasting 
legacy of Birmingham’s famous printer.

Baskerville’s typographic revival began in 1909 when the Sheffield type 
foundry, Stephenson Blake and Co., began commercially recasting founts 
of Fry’s Baskerville; in 1915, the American Type Founders Co. followed suit 
when it issued its own version of Baskerville; and in 1924, the Monotype 
Corporation produced a typeface based on Baskerville’s Great Primer which 
went on to become one of the most popular and enduring interpretations of 
the original typeface.1 Subsequently, nearly every type foundry has issued 
an adaptation of Baskerville whether for metal composition, photosetting or 
digital reproduction and Baskerville has consistently been ranked among the 
world’s most popular and well-used typefaces.

The first sign of a scholarly awakening of interest in Baskerville began in 
the late-nineteenth century when the Athenaeum Librarian, Henry Richard 
Tedder,2 produced an article about the printer for inclusion in volume 3 of 

 1 Jaspert, W. Pincus, William Turner Berry and Alfred F. Johnson, The encyclopedia of 
type faces (New York, 1953).

 2 Sarah Dodgson, ‘Tedder, Henry Richard (1850–1924)’, Oxford dictionary of national 
biography, 2004; online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/48845; 
accessed 20 March 2016.
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the Oxford dictionary of national biography (1885).3 Tedder’s work was informed by 
material collected by the notable Birmingham bibliophile Samuel Timmins,4 
who had amassed a large collection of books, manuscripts and other documen-
tation for his intended, but never executed, Baskerville monograph. Tedder 
and Timmins ignited an interest in Baskerville which was further developed 
by Ralph Straus and Robert Dent, who, drawing on the Timmins collection, 
issued the printer’s first biography, John Baskerville: a memoir (1907).5 This book 
paved the way for additional publications which included Phillip Gaskell’s 
John Baskerville: a bibliography (1959) and culminated with F. E. Pardoe’s John 
Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder and printer (1975).6 Alongside books 
devoted to the printer, a variety of articles also appeared in both trade and 
scholarly journals, many of which were written in response to the return of 
Baskerville’s punches to Cambridge from Paris in 1953:7 an event of sufficient 
importance to warrant two editorials in The Times.8 While collections, 
books and scholarly papers demonstrate an increased academic interest in 
Baskerville and his work, there were also a surprising number of articles in 
the popular press: evidence of Baskerville’s growing reputation among the 
general public. During the 1930s, in particular, the Birmingham newspapers 
did much to perpetuate Baskerville’s memory when they published more than 

 3 Henry Richard Tedder, ‘John Baskerville’ in Dictionary of national biography, ed. Leslie 
Smith, vol. 3 (London, 1885), 361–8.

 4 Stephen Roberts, ‘Timmins, Samuel (1826–1902)’, Oxford dictionary of national biography; 
online edn (September 2013): www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/104869; accessed 20 
March 2016.

 5 Ralph Straus (1882–1950) was a prolific novelist and biographer. Educated at Harrow 
and Pembroke College, Cambridge, Straus wrote frequently about Charles Dickens 
and had a lifelong interest in early printers and printing types. Robert Kirkup Dent 
(1851–1925) was librarian at Aston Library and author of Old and new Birmingham (1880).

 6 Ralph Straus and Robert K. Dent, John Baskerville: a memoir (London, 1907); 
Josiah H. Benton, John Baskerville: typefounder and printer, 1706–1775 (Boston, 1914); 
Leonard Jay (ed.), Letters of the famous eighteenth-century printer John Baskerville of 
Birmingham (Birmingham, 1932); Hans H. Bockwitz, Baskerville in letters (Birmingham, 
1933); Thomas Cave, John Baskerville the printer 1706–75: his ancestry (Birmingham, 1936); 
William Bennett, John Baskerville, the Birmingham printer: his press, relations, and friends, 
2 vols (Birmingham, 1937–9); Hans H. Bockwitz, Baskerville in the judgement of German 
contemporaries (Birmingham, 1937); Benjamin Walker, The resting places of John Baskerville 
(Birmingham, 1944); Philip Gaskell, John Baskerville: a bibliography (Cambridge, 1959); 
Frank E. Pardoe, John Baskerville of Birmingham: letter-founder and printer (London, 1975).

 7 See John Dreyfus, The survival of Baskerville’s punches (Cambridge, 1949); John Dreyfus, 
‘The Baskerville punches’, Library, ser. 5, vol. 5 (1951); Philip Gaskell, Baskerville’s 
punches (Cambridge, 1953).

 8 ‘Frenchman’s gift to Cambridge Press: Baskerville type punches’, The Times (16 
February 1953); ‘Return to Cambridge of Baskerville’s punches: M. Peignot’s gift’, The 
Times (13 March 1953). 
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sixty ‘sensational’ stories relating to his death, burial and post-mortem antics, 
his curious last will and testament,9 and unconventional approach to life, love 
and religion. However, curiosity in Baskerville was not confined to the local 
papers, and throughout the twentieth century Baskerville stories continued to 
grace the columns of the national press.

This chapter considers an early impetus in the Baskerville revival: the 
Baskerville Club, whose work encouraged the ‘fashionable Cambridge cult of 
the Baskerville press’.10 It explores the degree to which the Club spearheaded 
the twentieth-century revival of interest in Baskerville; its role in laying the 
foundations upon which subsequent scholarly Baskerville activity has been 
built; and the extent to which it influenced the development and progress of 
bibliographical studies.

The Baskerville Club, 1903–31

The Baskerville Club was established in Cambridge at five o’clock on 4 October 
1903 by a small group of Cambridge librarians, bibliographers and bibliophiles 
brought together through a common concern for the printer’s books. That 
they should be interested in the work of Baskerville and choose to name their 
Club in his memory is, perhaps, unsurprising because Baskerville was, after 
all, the most famous name in Cambridge printing in the eighteenth century. 
Elected by the university as one of its stationers and printers, between 1758 
and 1766 Baskerville printed in Cambridge four editions of the Book of Common 
Prayer (1760) and a folio Bible (1763), which has, even to this day, maintained its 
reputation of being ‘one of the most beautifully printed books in the world’.11 
No self-respecting Cambridge librarian, bibliographer or bibliophile could fail 
to be aware of the printed works of Baskerville; but it was not until the early 
twentieth century that a fortuitous convergence of minds, circumstances, place 
and time enabled a scholarly gathering in the name of the great printer.

The moving force behind the creation of the Baskerville Club was Charles 
Sayle (1864–1924) of St John’s College who was then under-librarian at the 
University Library and a bibliographer of established repute whose work 
included Early English printed books in the University Library Cambridge (1900).12 

 9 Pardoe, John Baskerville, 123–6.
 10 David Scrase and Peter Croft, Maynard Keynes: collector of pictures, books and manuscripts 

(Cambridge, 1983) 65.
 11 ‘The University of Cambridge: The University Press’, in John P. C. Roach (ed.), 

A History of the County of Cambridge and the Isle of Ely, vol. 3, The City and University of 
Cambridge (London, 1959), 321–4. 

 12 The Times, 5 July 1924 (issue 43696), 16 col. B, Obituary: Mr. C. E. Sayle.
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Sayle was joined by two young undergraduates: Arthur Cole (1883–1968)13 from 
King’s, an avid collector of books who had developed what was to become a 
lifelong affection for the Baskerville press, and who graduated from Cambridge 
to become a London barrister of standing; and Club Secretary, Augustus 
Bartholomew (1882–1933),14 from Peterhouse, who later became Librarian 
at the University Library, a notable scholar of the Victorian author Samuel 
Butler, and biographer of the writer, artist and photographer Frederick Rolfe. 
This triumvirate of Baskerville enthusiasts was quickly joined by Charles 
Robertson15 of Trinity, an alpinist, mountaineer and poet who was elected 
a member of the Club along with John Maynard Keynes (1883–1946),16 then 
a young undergraduate at King’s. Keynes, best known as an economist, was 
one of the great book-collectors of his generation whose Baskerville collection 
started when, as a schoolboy at Eton, a family friend gave him a copy of the 
printer’s great Bible.17 Under the guidance of Gustave David (1860–1936),18 the 
influential Cambridge bookseller and the ‘principal channel through which 
good literature was found’,19 Keynes significantly expanded his Baskerville 
collection, which became one of the most extensive of its kind. Francis Jenkinson 
(1853–1923),20 University Librarian and bibliographer was elected President of 
the Club in 1903; and G. H. I. Lloyd of Trinity and Sir Stephen Gaselee 
(1882–1943) librarian and scholar from King’s21 also joined the Club in 1903.

From these eight original founding-members the Club gradually expanded 
to sixty associates, most of whom were elected between 1905 and 1918 when 
the Club was at its most active. It was a select group of both established 
scholars and promising young undergraduates drawn from across the 

 13 Alan N. L. Munby, ‘Arthur Coles’, Essays and papers (London, 1977), 207–15.
 14 Cambridge University Library, Department of Manuscripts and University Archives 

(CUL), MS Add. 8786, Augustus Theodore Bartholemew: journals and papers.
 15 Climbers Club Journal (n.d.), 134.
 16 Alec Cairncross, ‘Keynes, John Maynard, Baron Keynes (1883–1946)’, Oxford dictionary 

of national biography, 2004; online edn, January 2011: www.oxforddnb.com/view/
article/34310; accessed 25 March 2016.

 17 Geoffrey Keynes ‘The early years’, in M. Keynes (ed.), Essays on John Maynard Keynes 
(Cambridge, 1971), 30.

 18 T. R. Glover et al., David of Cambridge: some appreciations (Cambridge, 1937).
 19 H. F. Stewart, in Glover, David of Cambridge: some appreciations, 22.
 20 David McKitterick, ‘Jenkinson, Francis John Henry (1853–1923)’, Oxford dictionary of 

national biography, 2004; online edn ( January 2010): http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/
article/34178; accessed 26 March 2016.

 21 Ronald Storrs, ‘Gaselee, Sir Stephen (1882–1943)’, rev. David McKitterick, Oxford 
dictionary of national biography, 2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/33347; accessed 
26 March 2016.
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Cambridge colleges22—albeit dominated by Trinity—and admission to the 
Club was by invitation only.23 Among its luminaries were Geoffrey Langdon 
Keynes (1887–1982),24 surgeon and literary scholar; Ernest Philip Goldschmidt 
(1887–1954)25 bookseller and bibliographer; Montague James (1862–1936),26 
Director of the Fitzwilliam Museum; the Shakespearian scholar William 
Aldis Wright (1831–1914);27 intelligence officer and politician Billy McLean 
(1918–86);28 and the historian Sir Geoffrey Butler (1887–1929).29 Also admitted 
to the ranks were the University Printer Charles Felix Clay (1861–1947)30 and 
the engraver and printer Wilfred Merton (1888–1957) who was also a book 
collector specialising in rare Oriental printing and papyri.31 The opening 
decades of the twentieth century represented a great era of book-collecting in 
Cambridge: there was an unprecedented convergence of scholars interested in 
fine printing and, most importantly, it was a time when young bookmen such 
as Keynes and Goldschmidt—encouraged and advised by older scholars such 

 22 Christ’s, 3 members; Clare, 3; Corpus Christi, 2; Emmanuel, 2; Jesus, 1; King’s 8; 
Magdalen, 2; Pembroke, 7; Peterhouse, 3; Sidney Sussex, 2; St Catherine’s, 2; St Johns, 
4; Trinity, 20; unknown, 8. 

 23 The first rule of the Club was it should be confined to members of Cambridge 
University past and present and that all candidates were to be proposed at one 
meeting and balloted for at the following meeting. The management of the Club was 
to be in the hands of a Council consisting only of members resident in Cambridge.

 24 David McKitterick, ‘Keynes, Sir Geoffrey Langdon (1887–1982)’, rev. Stephen Lock, 
Oxford dictionary of national biography, 2004; online edn, September 2014: www.oxforddnb.
com/view/article/31310; accessed 28 March 2016.

 25 Robert O. Dougan, ‘E. Ph. Goldschmidt, 1887–1954’ in The Library, series 5, vol. 9, no. 
2 ( June 1954), 75.

 26 Richard W. Pfaff, ‘James, Montague Rhodes (1862–1936)’, Oxford dictionary of national 
biography, 2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/34152; accessed 28 March 2016.

 27 D. N. Smith, ‘Wright, William Aldis (1831–1914)’, rev. David McKitterick, Oxford 
dictionary of national biography, 2004; online edn, Oct 2006: www.oxforddnb.com/view/
article/37041; accessed 28 March 2016.

 28 Roderick Bailey, ‘McLean, Neil Loudon Desmond (1918–1986)’, Oxford dictionary 
of national biography, 2004; online edn, October 2009: www.oxforddnb.com/view/
article/75541; accessed 28 March 2016.

 29 Peter Martland, ‘Butler, Sir (George) Geoffrey Gilbert (1887–1929)’, Oxford dictionary of 
national biography, 2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/32211; accessed 28 March 
2016.

 30 Charles Felix Clay was the younger son of Charles John Clay, University Printer 
(1854–82), who on his retirement left his elder son John Clay in charge of the printing 
business and his younger son C. F. Clay as manager of the London publishing house, 
which had been moved to Ave Maria Lane in 1883. C. F. Clay became university 
printer from 1886 to 1916. See ‘The University of Cambridge: the University Press’, in 
A history of the county of Cambridge (London, 1959), 321–4. 

 31 Richard Kaczynski, Perdurabo: the life of Aleister Crowley (Berkeley, Calif., 2012).
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as Sayle and Gaselee—were laying the foundations of future bibliographical 
studies.32 The Club was, therefore, a gathering of the most eminent bookmen 
in Cambridge at the time; an intense and inter-connected group of scholars 
united in intellectual activity but also linked by occupation, society, politics 
or personal relationships, whose coming together not only produced a cult 
for the Baskerville press but also created a distillation of emerging biblio-
graphical thought. It was indubitably a privilege to be invited to join the Club 
and be aligned with the stars of the Cambridge book world: only one person 
ever turned down an invitation to membership,33 and no one ever resigned.34 
While the Club was both local in composition and exclusive in complexion 
it also caught the attention of the outside world and its establishment was 
greeted with letters of good wishes from Alfred Capel Shaw (1847–1919), Chief 
Librarian of the Birmingham Public Libraries, and Robert Dent of the Aston 
Library, Birmingham, both of whom took an active interest in the work of 
the Club and gave practical assistance with its endeavours.35 However, the 
Club’s exclusivity was not to the liking of all members, and on more than 
one occasion Sayle expressed his concern in correspondence to Capel Shaw: 
‘I am sorry to say that the Baskerville Club is only open to past and present 
members of the Cambridge University, but we should probably welcome 
any addition within that unit’.36 Again: ‘I think I told you that the Club is 
confined to members of Cambridge University. I am by no means sure that 
this is a good rule: but there it is’.37 In 1922, the regulations were eventually 
relaxed, and two Oxford scholars—Edward Duff38 and Alfred Pollard39—
were proposed; however, the Club was dissolved before their membership was 
approved and so, from start to finish, the Baskerville Club was exclusively a 
Cambridge affair.

The first formal meeting of the Baskerville Club was held on 28 October 
1903 in Charles Sayle’s room on Kings Parade, Cambridge, with subsequent 

 32 Munby, Essay and papers, 20. 
 33 The renowned literary scholar Prof. George Charles Moore Smith (1858–194), St 

John’s College.
 34 For a full list of Baskerville Club members, see Appendix 2.
 35 Library of Birmingham (LoB) MS 1666, item 75, Correspondence from Charles Sayle 

to Capel Shaw.
 36 LoB MS 1666, item 75, Correspondence, 8 November 1903.
 37 LoB MS 1666, item 75, Correspondence, 15 January 1904.
 38 Arnold Hunt, ‘Duff, Edward Gordon (1863–1924)’, rev. Oxford dictionary of national 

biography, 2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/37374; accessed 28 March 2016.
 39 W. W. Greg, ‘Pollard, Alfred William (1859–1944)’, rev. H. R. Woudhuysen, Oxford 

dictionary of national biography, 2004: www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/35557; accessed 
28 March 2016.
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gatherings hosted by Sayle in his own home at 8 Trumpington Street.40 There 
were no regular times for Club meetings, rather it was assembled whenever 
the President and Secretary considered expedient; Augustus Bartholomew 
kept minutes of the proceedings.41 Sayle was a convivial host, and discussions 
were conducted over breakfast, lunch or supper and, during the summer 
months, in the garden accompanied by afternoon tea. They were leisurely 
affairs, which provided a fertile environment in which members gathered not 
only to talk about Baskerville but also the delights of collecting fine and rare 
books and the complexities of bibliographical studies. However, the affable 
and sociable nature of the meetings belied both the significance of the Club 
and the importance of its members’ work, the core object of which was ‘the 
encouragement of bibliographical studies by publication or otherwise’;42 and 
as the Club only issued two publications in twenty-eight years it is fair to say 
the phrase ‘or otherwise’ was the more pertinent objective. Among its other 
activities, the Club provided a platform for papers to be delivered both by 
and for members: on 4 May 1906, Ralph Straus ‘gave an interesting talk of 
his proposed Life of Baskerville and exhibited examples of Baskerville’s press 
and other objects connected with the printer’; and in February 1908, Ernest 
Philip Goldschmidt of Trinity College, ‘a learned bookseller and collector of 
historical bindings’, ‘read a paper on Bodoni’,43 which indicated an interest 
in and awareness of Baskerville’s wider influence. Alongside the reading of 
papers, the Club also assembled a library of the best copies of Baskerville’s 
books in the possession of its members, which was housed at 22 Kings 
Parade along with a notebook in which the names of all known possessors 
or guardians of any copy of any book printed by Baskerville, or with his 
type, were recorded. In addition, the Club library purchased copies of John 
Baskerville’s portrait from Kegan Paul & Co., the owners of the plates, and 

 40 The Club met on just eighteen occasions between 1903 and 1922, and not at all during 
the First World War.

 41 From 28 October 1903 to 25 February 1922, Augustus Bartholomew, in his role as 
Secretary, produced minutes of each meeting, which, though not detailed, offer 
interesting insights into the workings of the Club. Alongside the names of all members 
proposed and elected, the minutes provide a glimpse of the club activities. This 
includes its financial status, which despite no subscription, was generally healthy; 
a description of the Club’s relationship with the University Press, which was often 
tetchy, with complaints against the inaccuracy of its estimates and overcharging; 
and the Club’s relationship with other organisations, which were strangely frosty 
(for example, the minutes of 25 July 1913 record the Club’s decision to ‘discontinue 
negotiations’ with the London Bibliographical Society over supplying copies of the 
Club’s Donne bibliography to that Society).

 42 CUL, GBR/0265/SOC.54.1, Baskerville Club Members Rules. 
 43 CUL, GBR/0265/SOC.54.1, Minutes of the meetings of the Baskerville Club.
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Straus donated lithographic copies of two letters from Baskerville to Horace 
Walpole. The greater parts of the Club’s activities relate to its publications: 
actual, planned or proposed.

The Baskerville Club  
No. 1 Handlist and other publications

The primary stated aim of the Baskerville Club was the encouragement 
of bibliographical studies, which it fulfilled through the scholarship of its 

individual members and the issuing of books either independently or collec-
tively. Two such books were privately published by the Club and printed by 
the University Press, Cambridge with funds garnered from its membership: 
the first of these titles, Baskerville Club’s No. 1 Handlist, was issued on 15 July 
1904.

Compiled under the direction of Sayle, the aim of the No. 1 Handlist was 
to document and locate all known books printed by or using the types of 
John Baskerville. Sayle had commenced work on the publication prior to 
the formation of the Club and, as he wrote, ‘the Handlist grew into a Club’.44 
For his starting point, Sayle turned to the ‘remarkably good list’45 at the end 
of Tedder’s Oxford dictionary of national biography article on Baskerville, which 
comprised fifty-seven numbered entries (including two books printed by 
Baskerville’s wife Sarah) and which Tedder ‘believed to be a complete list of 
John Baskerville’s publications’.46 In order to verify and expand this inventory, 
Sayle canvassed the help of several libraries with known Baskerville holdings, 
including the Birmingham Free Library, where he requested that Capel Shaw 
‘kindly give me, supposing the task is not too onerous, a list of all the Basker-
villes in your Free Library (Mr Tedder’s numbers would suffice). I understand 
that you have a considerable number in your Reference Department’.47

At the Club’s first meeting in 1903, preliminary proof sheets of the No.  1 
Handlist were tabled for revision, and on receipt of the corrected proofs 
Gaselee, Keynes, Robertson and Cole continued to deliberate points of 
bibliographical interest and gave particular consideration to the various 
states of Baskerville’s quarto edition of Virgil’s Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis 
(1757), which was found to exist in at least seven different states, and investi-

 44 LoB MS 1666, item 75, Correspondence between Charles Sayle and Capel Shaw, 15 
January 1904.

 45 Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, xiii.
 46 Henry Richard Tedder, ‘John Baskerville (1706–1775)’, Dictionary of National Biography, 

vol. 3 (1885–1900).
 47 LoB MS 1666, item 75, Correspondence, 7 October 1903.
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gations were initiated into the various states of Milton. As work progressed 
the Club began not only to appreciate the complexities of Baskerville’s books 
and understand the printer’s working practices but they also encountered the 
bibliographical problems caused by these practices. Furthermore, as a result 
of inconsistencies and ambiguity in Tedder’s work the Club was obliged to 
abandon his numbering system and evolve its own sequencing. Once again, 
Sayle turned to Capel Shaw for assistance:

I have marked into the enclosed roughest proof your copies as indicated, but 
as we are anxious to ensure accuracy, and there is much doubt on several 
matters, I am bold enough to ask if you could possibly cheque [sic] the copies 
in this proof. Please remember that this is merely a preliminary, roughest 
proof: so make as many alterations as you will.—What we should like fullest 
information on is the Virgil and the Bibles. I hope that I am not asking too 
much of your courtesy.48

What started as a seemingly simple exercise in enumerative bibliography 
quickly became fraught with problems and Sayle confessed he was, ‘staggered 
at our task’.49 The Club minutes also demonstrate that, even at this early 
date, Sayle and his colleagues were attempting to get to grips with the sort 
of problems that would beset all Baskerville’s subsequent bibliographers: 
innumerable cancellations, countless variations of state, discrepancies in 
make-up, questions over dating and chronology, inclusions and exclusions 
of engravings, disparities in subscribers lists and doubts over the origins of 
volumes that post-dated Baskerville.

At the meeting of 23 February, Sayle, Gaselee, Bartholomew and Cole 
requested one more set of proofs of the No. 1 Handlist, which were considered, 
revised, corrected and ultimately passed for press on 10 June 1904. Two hundred 
copies of the No. 1 Handlist were produced and, on Gaselee’s suggestion, a 
further ten were printed on large sheets. The cost of the publication was 
defrayed by a call on members’ finances, with each contributing £1. 10s. in 
return for which twenty copies were made available for each member.50 The 
remainder were for distribution by the Club, which assigned one copy each to 
the University Library, Cambridge; the Bodleian Library, Oxford; the British 
Museum, London; the Birmingham Free Library; the Library of the Grolier 
Club, New York; the Library of the Caxton Club, Chicago; and the Library 

 48 LoB MS 1666, item 75, 8 November 1903.
 49 LoB MS 1666, item 75, 8 November 1903.
 50 A curious rule of the Club stated that there was to be no subscription, but a call 

could be made on members’ finances at any time the Council determined. And call 
on occasions the Club certainly did—particularly when money was required for the 
purposes of publishing: no member ever seems to have demurred to the requests. 
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of the Bibliographical Society, London. Curiously, neither St Bride Printing 
Library nor the Bibliothèque nationale de France was allocated a copy, 
despite their Baskerville holdings and the inclusion of St Bride in the No. 1 
Handlist. Complimentary, personal editions were also given to A. Capel Shaw 
and Robert K. Dent of Birmingham and Aston Libraries; Gustav David, 
bookseller, Cambridge; F. Madan of the Bodleian and Radcliffe Libraries, 
Oxford; and Mr Harvey.51 Subsequent Members of the Club could purchase 
copies, price 3 shillings.

The No. 1 Handlist was not, as Gaskell rather unfairly claimed, simply 
Tedder’s list reprinted with additions.52 Quarto in format, forty-eight pages in 
extent, it included 102 numbered entries and recorded 270 individual volumes 
of Baskerville’s books. Through the tenacity of Sayle and the founding-
members, the No. 1 Handlist considerably expanded Tedder’s earlier list and 
attempted not only an enumerative but also a descriptive bibliography with 
the inclusion of general notes, citations and references, alongside the location 
of known copies. Of the 270 individual volumes of Baskerville’s books in 
both public and private hands, the No. 1 Handlist recorded that 178 were 
in the public domain53 and ninety-two in the possession of Club members, 
with Maynard Keynes and Stephen Gaselee being the most prolific of the 
Club’s collectors.54 The most frequently noted publications were Baskerville’s 
Common Prayer with Psalter (1762), Horatius (1762), Novum Testamentum (1763), 
An apology for Christian divinity (1765) and Terentius (1772).

But even before the No. 1 Handlist went to press, Sayle realised the 
shortcomings of the work:

I am not surprised that you [Capel Shaw] should be a little disappointed with 
the last set of revises. Of course I should have proffered the fullest possible 
entries, collections and all: but you can well understand the list began as 
a mere (m.s.) hand list, with a view to a full bibliography to be written by 
somebody else … you will not be surprised now if I am beginning to live in 
dread of the printer’s bill. These last proofs were finally ordered in a great 
despair, as my time is very fully occupied, and matters had to move on. But I 

 51 Possibly Perry Williams Harvey (1869–1932), whose collection of Baskerville books 
was presented to Yale University Library in 1936.

 52 Gaskell, Baskerville: a bibliography, xiii.
 53 Aston Free Library, 2 copies; Bodleian Library, 18; Birmingham Free Library, 58; 

British Museum, 54; Fitzwilliam Museum, 6; King’s College, Cambridge, 1; Queen’s 
College, Cambridge, 1; St Bride Foundation, 10; St John’s College, Cambridge, 1; 
Trinity College, Cambridge, 5; Trinity College Dublin,1; Cambridge University 
Library, 18; Cambridge University Press, 4.

 54 A. T. Bartholomew, 3 copies; A. Cole, 9; S. Gaslelee, 26; A. Harvey, 4; F. Jenkinson, 
1; J. M. Keynes, 20; C. W. Moule, 1; C. D. Roberston, 17; C. Sayle, 8; Sir E. Sullivan, 
2; S. Timmins, 1.
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was fully conscious that I had not utilised all the kind information conveyed 
in your last set of annotations and have carefully preserved. This is an interim 
note, that you may not think is lacking in courtesy. If you happen to be 
writing again, would you mind telling me if you are personally interested in 
the Baskerville Press, or it you merely take an official interest in the subject.55

Almost immediately after publication, J. M. Keynes, conscious of flaws 
in the work, began annotating and correcting his personal copy of the 
bibliography.56 These annotations show his personal collection had consid-
erably expanded since the publication of the No. 1 Handlist and that he 
had developed a particular interest in material printed in France using 
Baskerville’s type, having obtained a copy of Voltaire with portraits by de 
Largillière and Beisson ‘on approval in poor calf for 42/-, September 1905’. 
Straus, too, in the course of compiling his own Baskerville bibliography, used 
the No. 1 Handlist as the starting point for his work, and his heavily annotated 
copy provides a fascinating glimpse into the bibliographical progress of his 
understanding of Baskerville and his books as he reviewed and corrected 
the chronology, renumbered, identified additional holdings, noted further 
formats, expanded descriptions, questioned the use of Baskerville types in 
books printed post-Baskerville, identified additional material for inclusion 
in the bibliography and included a wealth of sources and citations.57 The 
No. 1 Handlist provided the springboard for all subsequent Baskerville 
 bibliographies.

The No. 1 Handlist had undoubtedly been an intellectual and financial 
challenge for the Club and it was a further nine years before it issued its 
second publication. A bibliography of the works of Dr John Donne, Dean of St Pauls, 
by Geoffrey Keynes, was published in 1913: a quarto volume of xii + 167 
pages, with portraits and twelve facsimiles of title pages. Bernard Quaritch 
Ltd, sellers of rare books and manuscripts in London since 1847, was invited 
to be the agent for the sale of the work. Once again, the cost of production 
was met by a call on members’ funds. Each was required to pay two guineas 
towards the publication, for which they received two copies of the work; 
additional copies could be purchased for the price of 10 shillings. It seems all 
members paid their subscriptions for Donne except Ernest Goldschmidt, who 
had written a letter from his London club regretting his inability to pay the 
subscription on account of poverty; his pleas appear to gone unheeded, and 

 55 LoB MS 1666, item 75, Correspondence from Charles Sayle to Capel Shaw, 15 January 
1904.

 56 King’s College Library, Cambridge (KCLC) MS R.3.2, The Baskerville Club No. 1 
Handbook (owned by J. M. Keynes).

 57 KCLC MS R.3.2.
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Goldschmidt was given six months to pay or have his name removed from 
the list of members. Shortly after the publication of John Donne, the Great 
War interrupted the progress of the Club, but when it resumed its activities 
in 1921 it was ready to consider nine different bibliographical proposals,58 and 
at a meeting in February 1922, members agreed to publish a bibliography of 
Jane Austen, again by Geoffrey Keynes. But the book was not to be and the 
meeting of 1922 was the last gathering of the Club members.

Dissolution

In 1923, Francis Jenkinson, the Club’s first and only President, died, 
and it devolved upon its Honorary Secretary and Treasurer, Augustus 

Bartholomew, to canvass members as to the probability, or otherwise, of 
the Club performing useful work in the future. Bartholomew wrote to each 
member laying out the case for dissolving the Club stating:

I do not feel that the issue of an occasional bibliography which, at the present 
time, could probably be published without difficulty through the ordinary 
channels, justifies the Club’s continued existence: and I intend, in any case, to 
resign the office of Secretary and Treasurer (which I have held for more than 
twenty-two years) into other hands.

Bartholomew went on to explain that he had consulted A. F. Schofield, the 
University Librarian, and also several of the younger Cambridge bibliog-
raphers into whose keeping the active conduct of the Club’s affairs would 
naturally pass, and found that they felt there was insufficient need for such a 
Club to make them willing to devote to it the time necessary to galvanise it 
into genuine activity and usefulness. Bartholomew therefore recommended 
the Baskerville Club be discontinued. However, it was another four years 
before he balloted the members with the proposal to dissolve the Club 
obliging them to let him know their views: all sixty members responded in 
agreement to the proposal, but not without regret:

 58 Sir Stephen Gaslee: Selections from the notebooks of Henry Bradshaw; A. G. W 
Murray: Incunabula in Norwich; H. Jenkinson: Bibliography of Thomas Gray; 
Murray: Books preserved in the Church library, Catmel; G. Keynes: Bibliography 
of John Donne, Bibliography of Jane Austin, Revised edition of the handlist of the 
work of John Evelyn, Bibliography of Pickering, Supplement to Donne’s bibliography; 
Sayle: Illustration of bindings in Cambridge Libraries, The Sartell and Davies book; 
Babbingon: Bibliography of John Addington Symonds; Baslow: New edition of 
Cummings Reminiscence; R. C. B. Gardner: A census of Baskervilles.
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I send you a postcard of agreement with some sadness, as the Baskerville Club 
was a bit of Charles Sayle and I am sorry it should disappear. In the early days 
of the Bibliographical Society, Cambridge was our stronghold and Oxford 
nowhere. Now the positions are reversed. It is curious that waves of fashion 
should include bibliography of all things in their scope, but they seem to do 
so.—A. W. Pollard.

A call for the founding of a Cambridge Bibliographical Society, with the 
name Baskerville retained, to rival the Oxford Bibliographical Society, was a 
proposal echoed by several members.

At the time of dissolution the Club’s assets amounted to £60, and these 
were donated to the University Library to be put to any purpose that came 
within the scope of the activities of the Club; the small remaining stock of 
the Club’s publications was purchased by Bernard Quaritch Ltd; and work 
started on Geoffrey Keynes’s bibliography of Jane Austen passed to the 
Nonesuch Press, which published the work in 1929.59 The Baskerville Club 
was thus dissolved and the records preserved in the University Library, 
Cambridge.

Conclusion

The Baskerville Club was probably the earliest gathering of what 
can loosely be described as Baskerville scholars, or if not Baskerville 

scholars as such, at least academics who had been brought together through 
a mutual interest in the printer and his books, each with a common desire 
to raise awareness of his publications and to contribute to an understanding 
of his work. The No 1 Handlist provided an early indication of the level 
of complexity and confusion attached to describing Baskerville’s books: 
problems experienced, but not wholly solved, by the printer’s subsequent 
bibliographers. Imperfect and incomplete the No 1 Handlist may have been; 
however, it was a useful stepping stone between the list of Baskerville books 
compiled by Tedder in 1885 and the bibliography assembled by Straus 
and Dent in 1907, which in turn provided strong foundations on which 
Philip Gaskell compiled his bibliography of Baskerville’s works in 1959. 
Some scholars, however, felt the No 1 Handlist could have gone further. 
When Charles Sayle wrote to the Birmingham Librarian, Caple Shaw, 
acknowledging his disappointment with the Handlist, he suggested it had 
been compiled with a view to a full bibliography being written by future 

 59 Geoffrey Keynes, Jane Austen: a bibliography (London, 1929) published in an edition 
limited to 875 copies.
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scholars, and recommended that any future bibliography should, due to the 
complexities of Baskerville’s volumes, be undertaken on a book-by-book basis. 
The current Baskerville Society60 has taken up this bibliographical challenge 
and, thanks to the Internet and ebay, is gradually starting to assemble a 
bibliography, such as the Club envisaged: one which locates the whereabouts 
of as many books as possible; that traces the ownership; and which produces 
a bibliography assembled on a book-by-book basis. The work is yielding fruit 
and hitherto unknown Baskerville productions, such as The pocket accomptant,61 
and previously unrecorded formats of known titles, have been added to the 
bibliography. In turn, this has started to change our perceptions as to the size, 
extent and functioning of Baskerville’s printing works.

The Baskerville Club was also an early attempt to form a bibliographical 
society at a time when there were few outlets for the bibliographical 
community. The London Bibliographical Society had been formed ten years 
earlier in 1892, the Oxford Bibliographical Society was not established until 
1922, and the Cambridge Bibliographical Society did not come into existence 
until 1949. Therefore, the Club also provided a channel for publishing 
bibliographical works at a time when mainstream publishing did not provide 
much of an outlet. Finally, the Club is a reminder that Baskerville’s books, 
unlike his typefaces, were never forgotten, and among connoisseurs of the 
book-collecting world remained items of desire.

 60 The Baskerville Society was established in 2011 at Birmingham City University and 
the University of Birmingham. For more information, see http://www.cphc.org.uk/
baskerville-society; accessed 16 April 2016.

 61 Both the Public Advertiser of 1762 and Berrow’s Worcester Journal carry the following 
announcement: This Day is Published, Printed by Mr. baskerville, at Birmingham. 
Neatly Printed on a good Writing-Paper, well pressed, and properly ruled for keeping 
Accompts in a concise Manner. Price bound in Marble Paper, lined, and gilt on the 
Edges, 1s. 6d. and in Calf, with Pockets, and with or without a Flap, 2s. the pocket 
accomptant, For the year 1763 The Third of k. george iii and Twelfth of the 
New Style. containing, in a small Compass, all the Accompts that most will have 
Occasion to keep, viz. A Journal and Cash-Book, designed to be balanced Weekly, 
with a Ledger for stating of Accompts; besides Blank Spaces against every Day for 
Appointments of Engagements,and such Remarks as may be judged most interesting 
or useful. Printed for manison warner, Clerk, a. m. and sold by H. Berrow, in 
Worcester; Mr. Manison, in Sidbury; and by the Publisher, at his House, at Hawford, 
near Worcester.

http://www.cphc.org.uk/baskerville
http://www.cphc.org.uk/baskerville
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Appendix 1 The ‘Baskerville Bindings’ (See Chapter 9)

Date of 
printing

Title Gaskell 
no.

Owner BM  
end 

leaves

Edge 
decora- 

tion

Floral 
roll 1

Floral 
roll 2

Roll 3 Small hand tools

A B C D E F G H

1758 Avon* 3 David Temperley Yes Sprinkled 
Blue

Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1758 Milton vols 1–2 4b 5b Cadbury 
Research Library

Yes BM† Yes No No No No No No No Yes No No

1758 Milton vols 1–2* 4b 5b William Barlow No Marbled Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1758 Milton vols 1–2* 4b 5b William Barlow Yes BM Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1758 Milton vols 1–2 4 5 Library of 
Birmingham

Yes BM Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1760 Milton vols 1–2 9 10 Sotheran’s Yes BM Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1760 Milton vols 1–2* 9 10 William Barlow Yes BM Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1760 Milton vols 1–2* 9 10 William Barlow Yes Solid blue Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1760 Milton vols 1–2* 9 10 William Barlow Yes Marbled Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1760 Common Prayer 12 Cadbury 
Research Library

Yes BM Yes No No Yes No No NK NK NK NK NK

1760 Common Prayer* 12 William Barlow Yes BM Yes No No Yes No No No No No No No

1760 Common Prayer* 12 William Barlow Yes None Yes No No Yes No No No No No No No

1760 Common Prayer 12 British Library Yes BM Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1761 Select Fables 14 Cadbury 
Research Library

Yes Gilt No No No No No No No No No No No

1761 Common Prayer* NK Barry McKay Yes NK No No Yes NK NK NK NK NK NK NK NK

1762 Common Prayer 19 Cadbury 
Research Library

Yes Gilt No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes No No

1762 Common Prayer* 19 William Barlow Yes Gilt Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes

1762 Common Prayer* 19 William Barlow Yes Gilt No No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No No No

1762 Common Prayer* 19 William Barlow Yes Gilt No Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No No

1762 Common Prayer 19 Pickering and 
Chatto

Yes Gilt No No Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes No No

1762 Common Prayer 20 Nicholas 
Pickwoad

Yes Gilt Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No

1762 Common Prayer 20+22 British Library Yes Gilt No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No No No

1762 Common Prayer 20+22 Cadbury 
Research Library

Yes Gilt Yes No Yes No No Yes No Yes No No Yes
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Date of 
printing

Title Gaskell 
no.

Owner BM  
end 

leaves

Edge 
decora- 

tion

Floral 
roll 1

Floral 
roll 2

Roll 3 Small hand tools

A B C D E F G H

1762 Psalms 22 Cadbury 
Research Library

No Gilt Yes No No No No No No No No No No

1762 Horace 23 Cadbury 
Research Library

Yes Gilt Yes No Yes No No Yes No No No No Yes

1762 Horace* 23 William Barlow Yes Gilt No No Yes No No No No No No No No

1763 Holy Bible 26
Cadbury 
Research Library Yes Sprinkled Yes No No No Yes No No No No No No

1763 Holy Bible* 26
NK (previously 
R. Mansbridge) Yes NK No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No No No

1763 Holy Bible* 26
Birmingham 
Assay Office Yes Gilt No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No No No

1766 Virgil Bucolica 34 Cadbury 
Research Library

Yes Gilt Yes No Yes No No No Yes No No No No

1773 Shaftesbury* 49 William Barlow Yes Marbled No No No No No No No No No No No

Total numbers of ‘Yes’ 29
BM = 8

Gilt = 14
20 5 12 4 9 8 6 2 5 1 3

* Bindings not directly seen by the author (descriptions based on photographs 
and by William Barlow for his collection).
† BM = Baskerville Marbled.
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Appendix 2 Members of the Baskerville Club (See Chapter 11)

Listed in chronological order of nomination under the year of election (last 
name, first name/initials, and, where known, dates, Cambridge college and 
profession).

1903

Sayle, Charles (1864–1922); St John’s; poet, literary scholar and librarian.

Cole, Arthur Frederick Andrew (1883–1968); King’s; barrister.

Bartholomew, Augustus Theodore (1882–1933); Peterhouse; bibliographer 
and librarian. 

Robertson, Charles Donald (unknown); Trinity; British alpinist, 
mountaineer, oarsman, scholar, poet.

Keynes, John Maynard (1883–1946); King’s; economist, government 
advisor and patron of the arts. 

Jenkinson, Francis J. H. (1853–1923); Trinity; librarian and bibliographer.

Lloyd, G. I. H. (unknown); Trinity; Assistant Director, Department of 
Overseas Trade. 

Gaselee [Sir], Stephen (1882–1943); King’s; librarian and scholar.

1905

Fletcher [Sir], Walter Morley (1873–1933); Trinity; physiologist and medical 
administrator.

Gordon, Cosmo Alexander (1886–1965); King’s; bibliographer

Greg [Sir], Walter Wilson (1875–1959); Trinity; literary scholar and bibliog-
rapher.

Jackson, Henry (1839–1921); Trinity; classical scholar. 

James, Montague Rhodes (1862–1936); King’s; college head, scholar and 
author.

Jenkinson [Sir], Charles Hilary (1882–1961); Pembroke; archivist. 

Murray, A. G. W. (d.1919); Trinity; librarian. 

Tilley, D. Arthur August (1851–1942); King’s; literary critic and historian.

Wright, William Aldis (1831–1914); Trinity; literary and biblical scholar.
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1906

Aldis, Harry Gidney (1863–1919); University Library; librarian and bibliog-
rapher.

Moule, Horace. F. (unknown); Clare; biblical scholar. 

Walker, A. R. (d.1911); Emmanuel; editor, bibliographer.

1913

Barlow [Sir], Thomas Dalmahoy (1883–1964); Trinity; industrialist and 
banker.

Gow, Andrew Sydenham Farrar (1886–1978); Trinity; classical scholar. 

Straus, Ralph (1882–1950); Pembroke; novelist and biographer.

Wilson, Hugh Stanley (1885–1915); King’s; schoolmaster. 

Beck, F. G. M. (unknown); Clare; historian. 

Bilderbeck, J. B. (unknown); St Catherine’s; librarian. 

Bliss, Francis Kennard (1892–1916); King’s; classicist and painter.

Charrington, J. (unknown); Trinity. 

Esdaile, Arundell James Kennedy (1800–1956); Magdalene; librarian.

Goldschmidt, Ernest Philip (1887–1954); Trinity; antiquarian bookseller.

Keynes, Geoffrey Langdon (1887–1982); Pembroke; surgeon and literary 
scholar.

Lamb, Walter Rangeley Maitland (1882–1962); Trinity; scholar and 
translator.

McLean, Norman (1865–1947); Christ’s; Scottish Semitic and Biblical 
scholar.

Mander [Sir], Gerald P. (c.1885–1962); Trinity; politician, landowner, 
manufacturer and local historian.

Nobel, H. B. (unknown). 

Reynolds, John William (1887–1915); Sidney Sussex; historian. 

Walker, Thomas Alfred (1862–1935); Peterhouse; historian. 

Whibley, Charles (1859–1930); Jesus; journalist and author.

Wood, Philip Worsley (1880–1956); Emmanuel; mathematician.
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1914 

Forbes, Mansfield (1889–1936); Clare; historian. 

Gosse [Sir], Edmund William (1849–1928); Trinity; poet, author, critic. 

Woolf, C. N. S. (unknown); Trinity; historian.

Brindley, Howard Hulme (1865–1944); St John’s; zoologist and nautical 
archaeologist.

Butler [Sir], Geoffrey Gilbert (1887–1929); Corpus Christi; historian and 
politician.

Don, Archibald William Roberson (1893?–1916); Trinity; geologist and medic.

Gaselee, A. (1894–1915); King’s; lieutenant, 15th Hussars. 

Merton, Wilfred (1888–1957); Trinity; engraver and printer.

Rouse, William Henry Denham (1863–1950); Christ’s; classical scholar and 
educational reformer.

Brown, F. R. (unknown); Trinity (nominated but not elected ).

Osler [Sir], William (1849–1919); St Catherine’s; clinical medicine (nominated 
but not elected ).

1921

Babington, P. L. (unknown); St John’s; bibliographer. 

Clay, Charles Felix (1861–1947); Trinity; University Press, Cambridge. 

Dingwall, Eric John (1891?–1986); Pembroke; anthropologist and librarian.

Downs, Brian Westerdale (1893–1984); Christ’s; literary scholar and 
translator.

Finchem, D. C. (unknown); Magdalene.

Gardner [Capt.], Robert Cotton Bruce (1889–1964); Caius; forester. 

Harding, Walter Ambrose Heath (1870–1942); Peterhouse; botanist. 

Morshead, O. F. (1893–1977); Magdalene; Royal Librarian, Windsor 
Castle.

Moule [Rev], A. C. (unknown); Trinity; antiquarian and vicar.

Passant, Ernest James (1890–1959); Downing and Sidney Sussex; historian 
and librarian.
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Roberts, Sydney Castle (1887–1966); Pembroke; author, publisher, 
biographer.

Schofield, A. J. (unknown); King’s and Trinity. 

1922 

Bevan-Smith, John (unknown); Corpus Christi; bibliographer. 

Langton, F. F. (unknown); St John’s.

Minns [Sir], Ellis Hovell (1874–1953); Pembroke; archaeologist 

Wilson, N. S. (unknown); Pembroke.

Duff, Edward Gordon (1863–1924); Wadham (Oxford); bibliographer, 
librarian.

Pollard, Alfred William (1859–1944); St John’s (Oxford); Shakespearian 
scholar and bibliographer.
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Appendix 3 Comparative Bibliography (See Chapter 11)

The following table shows the correspondence between the bibliographical 
entries of Tedder, Baskerville Club, Strauss & Dent, Gaskell, and Pardoe.

Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

1 VIRGIL, Proposal 1754 4to 1 1 1 ii

2 VIRGIL, Specimen 1754 4to i

3 VIRGIL, Specimen 1754 folio 2

4 VIRGIL, Proposal & Specimen 1754 4to 2 iii; iv; iva

5 Book of Common Prayer, Specimen 1756 8vo 3

6 Melmouth, Specimen 1757 ???? 4 ii

7 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis 1757 4to 2 3 5 1 1

8 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 4 6 2

9 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 5 7

10 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 6 8

11 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 7 9

12 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 8 10

13 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 9 11

14 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 10

15 LORD SHREWSBURY’S CASE 1757 Writing Royal vi

16 MILTON, Proposal & specimen 1757 8vo 3 11 13 vii

17 TYPE Specimen 1757 4to 12 v

18 MILTON, Proposal & specimen 1758 8vo 14 vii

19 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1758 4to 4 12 18 4 3

20 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1758 4to 13 19 5 4

21 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1758 8vo 14 4 3

22 MILTON, Paradise Lost (another state) 1758 8vo 16

23 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1758 8vo 15 17 5 4

24 HUCKELL, Avon, a poem in three parts 1758 4to 5 16 20 3 2

25 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1759 4to 6 17 21 6 5

26 MILTON, Paradise Lost (another state) 1759 4to 18 22

27 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1759 4to 6 19 23 7 6

28 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d (another state) 1759 4to 24
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

1 VIRGIL, Proposal 1754 4to 1 1 1 ii

2 VIRGIL, Specimen 1754 4to i

3 VIRGIL, Specimen 1754 folio 2

4 VIRGIL, Proposal & Specimen 1754 4to 2 iii; iv; iva

5 Book of Common Prayer, Specimen 1756 8vo 3

6 Melmouth, Specimen 1757 ???? 4 ii

7 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis 1757 4to 2 3 5 1 1

8 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 4 6 2

9 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 5 7

10 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 6 8

11 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 7 9

12 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 8 10

13 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 9 11

14 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1757 4to 10

15 LORD SHREWSBURY’S CASE 1757 Writing Royal vi

16 MILTON, Proposal & specimen 1757 8vo 3 11 13 vii

17 TYPE Specimen 1757 4to 12 v

18 MILTON, Proposal & specimen 1758 8vo 14 vii

19 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1758 4to 4 12 18 4 3

20 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1758 4to 13 19 5 4

21 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1758 8vo 14 4 3

22 MILTON, Paradise Lost (another state) 1758 8vo 16

23 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1758 8vo 15 17 5 4

24 HUCKELL, Avon, a poem in three parts 1758 4to 5 16 20 3 2

25 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1759 4to 6 17 21 6 5

26 MILTON, Paradise Lost (another state) 1759 4to 18 22

27 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1759 4to 6 19 23 7 6

28 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d (another state) 1759 4to 24
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

29 PIXELL, Songs 1759 folio 25 8 7

30 Holy Bible, Proposal & title 1759 folio 20

31 Holy Bible, Proposal & specimen 1759 folio 26 viii

32 Holy Bible, Proposal 1760 folio 21

33 Holy Bible, Proposal & specimen 1760 folio 27 vii

34 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1760 8vo 28 9 9

35 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1760 8vo 29 10 10

36 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, plain) 1760 8vo 7 22 30 12+13 11

37 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, plain) 
(another state)

1760 8vo 31

38 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, borders) 1760 8vo 8 23 32 12+13

39 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, borders) 
(another state)

1760 8vo 33

40 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, borders) 
(another state)

1760 8vo 34

41 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, borders) 
(another state)

1760 8vo 35

42 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, plain) 1760 8vo 9 24 36 12+13

43 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, borders) 1760 8vo 10 25 37 12+13

44 MALLET, Edwin and Emma 1760 4to 11 26 38 11 8

45 MALLET, Edwin and Emma (reissued by Longman, 1810) 1760 4to 11 27 39 11

46 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1760 4to 28

47 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1760 4to 29

48 Holy Bible, Proposal 1760 ???? 12

49 Holy Bible, Cambridge 1760 folio 12

50 ADDISON, Works 1761 4to 13 30 47 17 15

51 ADDISON, Works (another state) 1761 4to 48

52 JUVENAL & PERSIUS, Satyrae 1761 4to 14 35 45 15 13

53 ANON, Ode upon the fleet and royal yacht 1761 4to 15 36 49 18 16

54 CONGREVE, Plays and Poems 1761 8vo 16 34 46 16 14

55 DODSLEY, Select fables of Esop and other fabulists 1761 8vo 17 31 44 14 12

56 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, plain) 1761 8vo 43 12+13 17
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

29 PIXELL, Songs 1759 folio 25 8 7

30 Holy Bible, Proposal & title 1759 folio 20

31 Holy Bible, Proposal & specimen 1759 folio 26 viii

32 Holy Bible, Proposal 1760 folio 21

33 Holy Bible, Proposal & specimen 1760 folio 27 vii

34 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1760 8vo 28 9 9

35 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1760 8vo 29 10 10

36 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, plain) 1760 8vo 7 22 30 12+13 11

37 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, plain) 
(another state)

1760 8vo 31

38 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, borders) 1760 8vo 8 23 32 12+13

39 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, borders) 
(another state)

1760 8vo 33

40 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, borders) 
(another state)

1760 8vo 34

41 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, borders) 
(another state)

1760 8vo 35

42 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, plain) 1760 8vo 9 24 36 12+13

43 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, borders) 1760 8vo 10 25 37 12+13

44 MALLET, Edwin and Emma 1760 4to 11 26 38 11 8

45 MALLET, Edwin and Emma (reissued by Longman, 1810) 1760 4to 11 27 39 11

46 MILTON, Paradise Lost 1760 4to 28

47 MILTON, Paradise Regain’d 1760 4to 29

48 Holy Bible, Proposal 1760 ???? 12

49 Holy Bible, Cambridge 1760 folio 12

50 ADDISON, Works 1761 4to 13 30 47 17 15

51 ADDISON, Works (another state) 1761 4to 48

52 JUVENAL & PERSIUS, Satyrae 1761 4to 14 35 45 15 13

53 ANON, Ode upon the fleet and royal yacht 1761 4to 15 36 49 18 16

54 CONGREVE, Plays and Poems 1761 8vo 16 34 46 16 14

55 DODSLEY, Select fables of Esop and other fabulists 1761 8vo 17 31 44 14 12

56 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, plain) 1761 8vo 43 12+13 17
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

57 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, border) 1761 8vo 18 32 12+13

58 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, border) 1761 8vo 18 33 40 12+13

59 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, border) 
(another state)

1761 8vo 41

60 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, border) 
(another state)

1761 8vo 42

61 HORACE, Specimen 1761 12mo 50

62 LATIN LETTER from Cambridge University 1762 Broadside xii

63 GARDINER, An account of the expedition to the West Indies 1762 4to 19 43 61 24 22

64 GARDINER, Relation de l’expédition aux Indes-Occidentales 1762 4to 20 44 62 25 22

65 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (single 
column, plain)

1762 8vo 21 38 51 19

66 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (single 
column, plain) (another state)

1762 52

67 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (double 
column, plain)

1762 12mo 22 40 53 20 18

68 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (double 
column, plain) (another state)

1762 54

69 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (double 
column, border)

1762 12mo 39

70 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge 1762 12mo 41

71 STENHOLD & HOPKINS, Book of Psalms 1762 8vo 23

72 STENHOLD & HOPKINS, Book of Psalms 1762 12mo 45 55 21 20

73 BRADY & TATE, New version of the Psalms of David 1762 8vo 24

74 BRADY & TATE, New version of the Psalms of David 1762 12mo 37 56 22 21

75 HORACE, Works 1762 12mo 25 46 57 23 19

76 HORACE, Works (another state) 1762 12mo 58

77 HORACE, Works (another state) 1762 59

78 DALBY, The virtues of Cinnabar and Musk 1762 4to 26 42 60 29

79 H ΚAINH ΔIAθJKH, Novum Testamentum, Oxford 1763 4to 27 49 112 Add 1

80 H ΚAINH ΔIAθJKH, Novum Testamentum, Oxford 1763 8vo 28 50 113 Add 2

81 Holy Bible, Cambridge 1763 folio 29 47 65 26 23

82 Holy Bible, Cambridge (another state) 1763 folio 48 66
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

57 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (single column, border) 1761 8vo 18 32 12+13

58 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, border) 1761 8vo 18 33 40 12+13

59 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, border) 
(another state)

1761 8vo 41

60 Book of Common Prayer, Cambridge (double column, border) 
(another state)

1761 8vo 42

61 HORACE, Specimen 1761 12mo 50

62 LATIN LETTER from Cambridge University 1762 Broadside xii

63 GARDINER, An account of the expedition to the West Indies 1762 4to 19 43 61 24 22

64 GARDINER, Relation de l’expédition aux Indes-Occidentales 1762 4to 20 44 62 25 22

65 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (single 
column, plain)

1762 8vo 21 38 51 19

66 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (single 
column, plain) (another state)

1762 52

67 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (double 
column, plain)

1762 12mo 22 40 53 20 18

68 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (double 
column, plain) (another state)

1762 54

69 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge (double 
column, border)

1762 12mo 39

70 Book of Common Prayer with the Psalter, Cambridge 1762 12mo 41

71 STENHOLD & HOPKINS, Book of Psalms 1762 8vo 23

72 STENHOLD & HOPKINS, Book of Psalms 1762 12mo 45 55 21 20

73 BRADY & TATE, New version of the Psalms of David 1762 8vo 24

74 BRADY & TATE, New version of the Psalms of David 1762 12mo 37 56 22 21

75 HORACE, Works 1762 12mo 25 46 57 23 19

76 HORACE, Works (another state) 1762 12mo 58

77 HORACE, Works (another state) 1762 59

78 DALBY, The virtues of Cinnabar and Musk 1762 4to 26 42 60 29

79 H ΚAINH ΔIAθJKH, Novum Testamentum, Oxford 1763 4to 27 49 112 Add 1

80 H ΚAINH ΔIAθJKH, Novum Testamentum, Oxford 1763 8vo 28 50 113 Add 2

81 Holy Bible, Cambridge 1763 folio 29 47 65 26 23

82 Holy Bible, Cambridge (another state) 1763 folio 48 66
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

83 DODSLEY, Select Fables of Esop and other Fabulists 1764 8vo 30 51 67 27 24

84 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals 1764 8vo 31 52 68 28 25

85 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals (another 
state)

1764 8vo 69

86 DALBY, The virtues of cinnabar and musk 1764 4to 32 53 70 29 26

87 BARCLAY, An apology for the true Christian divinity 1765 4to 33 54 71 30 27

88 BARCLAY, An apology for the true Christian divinity (another 
state)

1765 4to 55 72

89 BARCLAY, An apology for the true Christian divinity (another 
state)

1765 4to 73

90 Vocabulary, or pocket dictionary 1765 12mo 34 56 74

91 Vocabulary, or pocket dictionary 1765 18mo 31 28

92 ANDREWS, Odes, dedicated to Ch Yorke 1761 8vo 35

93 ANDREWS, Works of Virgil Englished 1766 8vo 35a 58 75 32 30

94 ANDREWS, Odes, dedicated to Ch Yorke 1766 4to 57 76 33 31

95 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis 1766 8vo 36 59 77 34

96 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1766 8vo 78 29

97 BOSWELL, Verse in the character of a Corsican 1769 Folio xiii

98 JACKSON, The beauties of nature 1769 8vo 37 60 82 37 33

99 Holy Bible, Birmingham 1769 folio 38 61 79 35 32

100 Holy Bible, Birmingham (another state) 1769 folio 80

101 Holy Bible, Birmingham, Handleaf 1769 ???? 81

102 TYNDAL, Sermon at Bromsgrove on the death of Spilsbury 1769 12mo 39

103 TYNDAL, Sermon at Bromsgrove on the death of Spilsbury 1769 4to 62

104 TYNDAL, Sermon at Bromsgrove on the death of Spilsbury 1769 8vo 83 36 34

105 ANON, Life and writings of John Wilkes 1769 8vo 84 38 35

106 ARIOSTO, Proposals 1770 xiv

107 HORACE, Works 1770 4to 40 63 86 39 36

108 HORACE, Works (another state) 1770 4to 87

109 FELLOWS, Philanthropos, Grace triumphant 1770 8vo 85 41 38

110 LIEUTARD, Essay towards publishing a synopsis 1770 40 37

111 FREE, The political songster 1771 12mo 41 64
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

83 DODSLEY, Select Fables of Esop and other Fabulists 1764 8vo 30 51 67 27 24

84 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals 1764 8vo 31 52 68 28 25

85 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals (another 
state)

1764 8vo 69

86 DALBY, The virtues of cinnabar and musk 1764 4to 32 53 70 29 26

87 BARCLAY, An apology for the true Christian divinity 1765 4to 33 54 71 30 27

88 BARCLAY, An apology for the true Christian divinity (another 
state)

1765 4to 55 72

89 BARCLAY, An apology for the true Christian divinity (another 
state)

1765 4to 73

90 Vocabulary, or pocket dictionary 1765 12mo 34 56 74

91 Vocabulary, or pocket dictionary 1765 18mo 31 28

92 ANDREWS, Odes, dedicated to Ch Yorke 1761 8vo 35

93 ANDREWS, Works of Virgil Englished 1766 8vo 35a 58 75 32 30

94 ANDREWS, Odes, dedicated to Ch Yorke 1766 4to 57 76 33 31

95 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis 1766 8vo 36 59 77 34

96 VIRGIL, Bucolica, Georgica, et Aeneis (another state) 1766 8vo 78 29

97 BOSWELL, Verse in the character of a Corsican 1769 Folio xiii

98 JACKSON, The beauties of nature 1769 8vo 37 60 82 37 33

99 Holy Bible, Birmingham 1769 folio 38 61 79 35 32

100 Holy Bible, Birmingham (another state) 1769 folio 80

101 Holy Bible, Birmingham, Handleaf 1769 ???? 81

102 TYNDAL, Sermon at Bromsgrove on the death of Spilsbury 1769 12mo 39

103 TYNDAL, Sermon at Bromsgrove on the death of Spilsbury 1769 4to 62

104 TYNDAL, Sermon at Bromsgrove on the death of Spilsbury 1769 8vo 83 36 34

105 ANON, Life and writings of John Wilkes 1769 8vo 84 38 35

106 ARIOSTO, Proposals 1770 xiv

107 HORACE, Works 1770 4to 40 63 86 39 36

108 HORACE, Works (another state) 1770 4to 87

109 FELLOWS, Philanthropos, Grace triumphant 1770 8vo 85 41 38

110 LIEUTARD, Essay towards publishing a synopsis 1770 40 37

111 FREE, The political songster 1771 12mo 41 64
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

112 FREE, The political songster 1771 8vo 89 42 39

113 VOLTAIRE, Specimen 1771 ???? 88

114 Holy Bible, Birmingham 1772 folio 42 65

115 LUCRETIUS, de Rerum Natura 1772 4to 43 66 90 43 40

116 CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, PROPERTIUS, Opera 1772 12mo 44 68 92 45 42

117 CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, PROPERTIUS, Opera 1772 4to 44 67 91 44 41

118 TERENCE, Comœdiæ 1772 4to 45 70 93 46 43

119 TERENCE, Comœdiæ 1772 12mo 46 71 94 47 44

120 HORACE, Works 1772 12mo 47 69 95

121 ARIOSTO, Proposal 1772 8vo 96 xv

122 ARIOSTO, Proposal (another state) 1772 4vo 97 xv

123 LUCRETIUS, de Rerum Natura 1773 12mo 48 74 104 50 47

124 ARIOSTO, Orlando Furioso 1773 8vo 49 72 98 48 45

125 ARIOSTO, Orlando Furioso 1773 4to 50 73 100 48 45

126 ARIOSTO, Orlando Furioso (another state) 1773 4to 101

127 ARIOSTO, Orlando Furioso 1774 [?] 8vo 99 48

128 SHAFTESBURY, Characteristicks 1773 8vo 51 76 102 49 46

129 SHAFTESBURY, Characteristicks (another state) 1773 8vo 77 103

130 SALLUST & FLORUS, Histories 1773 4to 52 75 105 51 48

131 SALLUST & FLORUS, Histories 1773 12mo 53

132 FELLOWS, Hymns 1773 12mo 106 52 49

133 BOWLKER, The art of angling 1774 12mo 54 78 107 53 51

134 FELLOWS, Six views of believers’ baptism 1774 12mo 108 54 52

135 HUNTER, Anatomy of the human gravid uterus 1774 folio 55 79 110 56 53

136 SALLUST & FLORUS, Histories / Opera 1774 12mo 80 109 55 50

TYPE SPECIMENS

137 Specimen (3 sizes, roman and italic) 1757 4to 12

138 Specimen (9 sizes of roman and italic, border) 1762? folio 55 81 111 xvi

139 Specimen (8 sizes of roman and italic, plain) 1762? folio 82 63 ix

140 Specimen (8 sizes of roman and italic, border) 1762? folio 64 x + xi

141 Specimen (7 sizes of roman and italic, plain) 55
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

112 FREE, The political songster 1771 8vo 89 42 39

113 VOLTAIRE, Specimen 1771 ???? 88

114 Holy Bible, Birmingham 1772 folio 42 65

115 LUCRETIUS, de Rerum Natura 1772 4to 43 66 90 43 40

116 CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, PROPERTIUS, Opera 1772 12mo 44 68 92 45 42

117 CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, PROPERTIUS, Opera 1772 4to 44 67 91 44 41

118 TERENCE, Comœdiæ 1772 4to 45 70 93 46 43

119 TERENCE, Comœdiæ 1772 12mo 46 71 94 47 44

120 HORACE, Works 1772 12mo 47 69 95

121 ARIOSTO, Proposal 1772 8vo 96 xv

122 ARIOSTO, Proposal (another state) 1772 4vo 97 xv

123 LUCRETIUS, de Rerum Natura 1773 12mo 48 74 104 50 47

124 ARIOSTO, Orlando Furioso 1773 8vo 49 72 98 48 45

125 ARIOSTO, Orlando Furioso 1773 4to 50 73 100 48 45

126 ARIOSTO, Orlando Furioso (another state) 1773 4to 101

127 ARIOSTO, Orlando Furioso 1774 [?] 8vo 99 48

128 SHAFTESBURY, Characteristicks 1773 8vo 51 76 102 49 46

129 SHAFTESBURY, Characteristicks (another state) 1773 8vo 77 103

130 SALLUST & FLORUS, Histories 1773 4to 52 75 105 51 48

131 SALLUST & FLORUS, Histories 1773 12mo 53

132 FELLOWS, Hymns 1773 12mo 106 52 49

133 BOWLKER, The art of angling 1774 12mo 54 78 107 53 51

134 FELLOWS, Six views of believers’ baptism 1774 12mo 108 54 52

135 HUNTER, Anatomy of the human gravid uterus 1774 folio 55 79 110 56 53

136 SALLUST & FLORUS, Histories / Opera 1774 12mo 80 109 55 50

TYPE SPECIMENS

137 Specimen (3 sizes, roman and italic) 1757 4to 12

138 Specimen (9 sizes of roman and italic, border) 1762? folio 55 81 111 xvi

139 Specimen (8 sizes of roman and italic, plain) 1762? folio 82 63 ix

140 Specimen (8 sizes of roman and italic, border) 1762? folio 64 x + xi

141 Specimen (7 sizes of roman and italic, plain) 55
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

UNIVERSITY PRESS, OXFORD

142 Greek Type, specimen 1768–70 114

SARAH BASKERVILLE

143 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals 1775 12mo i

144 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals 1775 4to 83

145 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals 1775 8vo 115

146 HORACE, Works 1777 12mo ii 84 116

ROBERT MARTIN

147 SOMERVILE, The chase 1767 8vo 85 117 Add. 3

148 ANCOURT, The lady’s preceptor 1768 8vo 86 119 Add. 5

149 SHAKESPEARE, Works 1768 12mo 87 118 Add. 4

150 HM The King of Prussia, elog y on Prince Henry of Prussia 1768 8vo 120 Add. 6

151 SM Le Roi de Prusse, éloge du Prince Henri 1768 8vo 121 Add. 7

152 Type Specimen (7 founts of type; 5 ornaments, with border) 1775 Folio 55 89 122

153 FELLOWS, St Paul’s defence of the gospel 1775 8vo 123

154 FELLOWS, St Paul’s defence of the gospel (2nd edition) 1775 8vo 124

155 Triumphs of the cross 1776 8vo 125

156 Triumphs of the cross (another state) 1776 8vo 126

157 Triumphs of the cross (another state) 1776 8vo 127

158 Christian’s useful companion 1776 4to 88

159 Christian’s useful companion 1776 8vo 128

160 STENHOLD & HOPKINS 1776 8vo 129

161 FELLOWS, Hymns in great variety of metres 1776 8vo 130

162 Holy Bible 1776 4to 131

163 BRUNTON, A catalogue of plants 1777 8vo 132

164 Worcestershire Farmer, or the young farmer’s guide 1778 8vo 133

165 Form of consecration to be observed at St Paul’s Chapel 1779 4to 134

166 HEWITT, Journal of the proceedings of … 1779 4to 135

167 HEWITT, A guide for constables 1779 8vo 136

168 Jephtha, an oratorio by Handel 1780 4vo 137

169 HEWITT, History and description of the notorious family of Westons 1782 4to 138
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

UNIVERSITY PRESS, OXFORD

142 Greek Type, specimen 1768–70 114

SARAH BASKERVILLE

143 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals 1775 12mo i

144 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals 1775 4to 83

145 JENNINGS, An introduction to the knowledge of medals 1775 8vo 115

146 HORACE, Works 1777 12mo ii 84 116

ROBERT MARTIN

147 SOMERVILE, The chase 1767 8vo 85 117 Add. 3

148 ANCOURT, The lady’s preceptor 1768 8vo 86 119 Add. 5

149 SHAKESPEARE, Works 1768 12mo 87 118 Add. 4

150 HM The King of Prussia, elog y on Prince Henry of Prussia 1768 8vo 120 Add. 6

151 SM Le Roi de Prusse, éloge du Prince Henri 1768 8vo 121 Add. 7

152 Type Specimen (7 founts of type; 5 ornaments, with border) 1775 Folio 55 89 122

153 FELLOWS, St Paul’s defence of the gospel 1775 8vo 123

154 FELLOWS, St Paul’s defence of the gospel (2nd edition) 1775 8vo 124

155 Triumphs of the cross 1776 8vo 125

156 Triumphs of the cross (another state) 1776 8vo 126

157 Triumphs of the cross (another state) 1776 8vo 127

158 Christian’s useful companion 1776 4to 88

159 Christian’s useful companion 1776 8vo 128

160 STENHOLD & HOPKINS 1776 8vo 129

161 FELLOWS, Hymns in great variety of metres 1776 8vo 130

162 Holy Bible 1776 4to 131

163 BRUNTON, A catalogue of plants 1777 8vo 132

164 Worcestershire Farmer, or the young farmer’s guide 1778 8vo 133

165 Form of consecration to be observed at St Paul’s Chapel 1779 4to 134

166 HEWITT, Journal of the proceedings of … 1779 4to 135

167 HEWITT, A guide for constables 1779 8vo 136

168 Jephtha, an oratorio by Handel 1780 4vo 137

169 HEWITT, History and description of the notorious family of Westons 1782 4to 138
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

170 Companion to the altar 1783 8vo 139

171 HEWITT, The proceedings of … (book 1) 1783 4to 140

172 HEWITT, The proceedings of … (book 2) 1783 4to 141

173 SMITH, The victim 1785 8vo 142

174 Manufacturers’ arcanum 1787 ???? 143

175 Holy Bible 1789 4to 144

176 BUNYAN, Pilgrims progress 1789 8vo 145

177 BUNYAN, Holy war 1789 8vo 146

178 Captain Cook’s voyages 1790 8vo 147

D. S. & T. MARTIN

179 SHARPLEY, Instructions in grammar & arithmetic 1803 12mo 148

180 BINGHAM, An appeal to the clerg y of St Philips 1804 12mo 149

181 Life of Admiral Nelson 1805 8vo 150

182 Life of Sir Sydney Smith 1805 12mo 151

183 New handmaid to arts, sciences agriculture etc 1806 8vo 152

184 HERVEY, Meditations and contemplations 1808 8vo 153

E. CHRISTOPHER EARL

185 Collections of airs, catches etc. 1769 12mo 154

186 Unfortunate marriage, or bigotry triumphant 1776 4to 155

187 FELLOWS, Holy Bible (ed 1) 1777 8vo 156

188 FELLOWS, Holy Bible (ed 2) 1778 8vo 157

189 Life of Oliver Cromwell 1778 8vo 158

190 HEWITT, Journal of a Chief Magistrate 1779? 4to 159

T. CHAPMAN

191 SHERLOCK, A practical discourse on death 1776 8vo 90 160

192 Judas Maccabeus, a sacred drama 1774 4to 161

193 SADDI, Chronicles of the kings of England 1777 12mo 162

194 Short introduction to English grammar 1778 12mo 163

G. J. BRIDGEWATER

195 HERVEY, Meditations and contemplations 1777 12mo 164
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

170 Companion to the altar 1783 8vo 139

171 HEWITT, The proceedings of … (book 1) 1783 4to 140

172 HEWITT, The proceedings of … (book 2) 1783 4to 141

173 SMITH, The victim 1785 8vo 142

174 Manufacturers’ arcanum 1787 ???? 143

175 Holy Bible 1789 4to 144

176 BUNYAN, Pilgrims progress 1789 8vo 145

177 BUNYAN, Holy war 1789 8vo 146

178 Captain Cook’s voyages 1790 8vo 147

D. S. & T. MARTIN

179 SHARPLEY, Instructions in grammar & arithmetic 1803 12mo 148

180 BINGHAM, An appeal to the clerg y of St Philips 1804 12mo 149

181 Life of Admiral Nelson 1805 8vo 150

182 Life of Sir Sydney Smith 1805 12mo 151

183 New handmaid to arts, sciences agriculture etc 1806 8vo 152

184 HERVEY, Meditations and contemplations 1808 8vo 153

E. CHRISTOPHER EARL

185 Collections of airs, catches etc. 1769 12mo 154

186 Unfortunate marriage, or bigotry triumphant 1776 4to 155

187 FELLOWS, Holy Bible (ed 1) 1777 8vo 156

188 FELLOWS, Holy Bible (ed 2) 1778 8vo 157

189 Life of Oliver Cromwell 1778 8vo 158

190 HEWITT, Journal of a Chief Magistrate 1779? 4to 159

T. CHAPMAN

191 SHERLOCK, A practical discourse on death 1776 8vo 90 160

192 Judas Maccabeus, a sacred drama 1774 4to 161

193 SADDI, Chronicles of the kings of England 1777 12mo 162

194 Short introduction to English grammar 1778 12mo 163

G. J. BRIDGEWATER

195 HERVEY, Meditations and contemplations 1777 12mo 164
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

H. PEARSON & ROLLANSON

196 BRAILSFORD, Thirteen sermons 1776 8vo 165

197 BOWLKER, The art of angling 1782 12mo 166

J. JAMES SMITH (Newcastle-under-Lyme)

198 BROOKE, Treatise on arithmetic 1776 8vo 167

199 WEDGWOOD, An address to the workmen on the subject of entering 
into the service of foreign manufacturers

1783 12mo 168

200 WEDGWOOD, An address on the late riots, to the young inhabitant 
of the pottery

1783 12mo 169

K. THOMAS WHITE

201 BERNERS, Treatise of fysshing with an angle 1827 12mo 170

PRINTED IN FRANCE (Kehl)

202 VOLTAIRE, Proposals 1780 8vo 91 171

203 ROUSSEAU, Collection complète des œuvres 1783–89 ???? 172

204 ALFIERI, L’America libera 1784 8vo 173

205 Histoire de l’empire de Russie sous Pierre le Grand 1784 8vo 174

206 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works 1784–9 8vo 92 175

207 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 176

208 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 177

209 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 178

210 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 179

211 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 180

212 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 181

213 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works 1785–9 12mo 93 182

214 BEAUMARCHAIS, Le folle journée 1785 12mo 94 183

215 ALFIERI, La virtu sconosciuta 1785 8vo 95 184

216 ALRIERI, Rime 1789 8vo 185

217 VOLTAIRE, La Henriade 1789 4to 186

218 Analyses et critiques des ouvrages de M de Voltaire 1789 8vo 96

219 VOLTAIRE, La Pucelle 1789 4to 187

220 VOLTAIRE, La Pucelle 1789 12mo 97 188
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

H. PEARSON & ROLLANSON

196 BRAILSFORD, Thirteen sermons 1776 8vo 165

197 BOWLKER, The art of angling 1782 12mo 166

J. JAMES SMITH (Newcastle-under-Lyme)

198 BROOKE, Treatise on arithmetic 1776 8vo 167

199 WEDGWOOD, An address to the workmen on the subject of entering 
into the service of foreign manufacturers

1783 12mo 168

200 WEDGWOOD, An address on the late riots, to the young inhabitant 
of the pottery

1783 12mo 169

K. THOMAS WHITE

201 BERNERS, Treatise of fysshing with an angle 1827 12mo 170

PRINTED IN FRANCE (Kehl)

202 VOLTAIRE, Proposals 1780 8vo 91 171

203 ROUSSEAU, Collection complète des œuvres 1783–89 ???? 172

204 ALFIERI, L’America libera 1784 8vo 173

205 Histoire de l’empire de Russie sous Pierre le Grand 1784 8vo 174

206 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works 1784–9 8vo 92 175

207 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 176

208 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 177

209 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 178

210 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 179

211 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 180

212 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works (another state) 1785–9 8vo 181

213 VOLTAIRE, Complete Works 1785–9 12mo 93 182

214 BEAUMARCHAIS, Le folle journée 1785 12mo 94 183

215 ALFIERI, La virtu sconosciuta 1785 8vo 95 184

216 ALRIERI, Rime 1789 8vo 185

217 VOLTAIRE, La Henriade 1789 4to 186

218 Analyses et critiques des ouvrages de M de Voltaire 1789 8vo 96

219 VOLTAIRE, La Pucelle 1789 4to 187

220 VOLTAIRE, La Pucelle 1789 12mo 97 188
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

221 ALFIERI, Del principe e delle lettere 1795 8vo 98 189

222 ALFIERI, L’Etruria Vendicata 1800 8vo 99 190

223 ALFIERI, Della Tirannide 1809 8vo 100 191

PRINTED IN FRANCE (Paris)

224 Observations à l’examen des citoyens députés a la convention nationale 
par la citoyenne épouse de Pierre-Augustin Caron Beaumarchais

1790? 8vo 192

225 CARON, Collection de différents ouvrages anciens 1798–1806 193

226 FAUCHET, Sermon 1791 8vo 194

227 Dépôt des caractères de Baskerville—advertisement of sale 1800 Folio 195

228 BADEL, D’une sorcière qu’autrefois on brusla dans Sainct-Nicholas 1891 8vo 196

HARRIS LIVERPOOL

229 untitled 1820 101

LONDON

230 BERNERS, The treatyse of fysshyng with an angle 1827 12mo 102
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Title Date Format Tedder Baskerville 
Club

Strauss & 
Dent

Gaskell Pardoe

221 ALFIERI, Del principe e delle lettere 1795 8vo 98 189

222 ALFIERI, L’Etruria Vendicata 1800 8vo 99 190

223 ALFIERI, Della Tirannide 1809 8vo 100 191

PRINTED IN FRANCE (Paris)

224 Observations à l’examen des citoyens députés a la convention nationale 
par la citoyenne épouse de Pierre-Augustin Caron Beaumarchais

1790? 8vo 192

225 CARON, Collection de différents ouvrages anciens 1798–1806 193

226 FAUCHET, Sermon 1791 8vo 194

227 Dépôt des caractères de Baskerville—advertisement of sale 1800 Folio 195

228 BADEL, D’une sorcière qu’autrefois on brusla dans Sainct-Nicholas 1891 8vo 196

HARRIS LIVERPOOL

229 untitled 1820 101

LONDON

230 BERNERS, The treatyse of fysshyng with an angle 1827 12mo 102
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Below is an indicative list of secondary sources relating to John Baskerville.

Books

ANON. The Baskerville Club No. 1 Handlist. Cambridge: Baskerville Club, 1904.
—— ‘John Baskerville, printer: an exhibition’. Birmingham: Library Services, 

1955.
BENNETT, William. John Baskerville: the Birmingham printer, 2 vols. Birmingham: 

School of Printing, 1937. 
BENTON, Josiah H. John Baskerville: typefounder and printer 1706–75. Boston, 1914.
BOCKWITZ, Hans H. Baskerville in letters. Birmingham: School of Printing, 

1933. 
—— Baskerville in the judgement of German contemporaries. Birmingham: School of 

Printing, 1937. 
CAVE, Thomas. John Baskerville: the printer 1706–75, his ancestry. Birmingham: 

School of Printing, 1936.
DREYFUS, John. The survival of Baskerville’s punches. Cambridge: privately printed 

by the university printer, 1949.
GASKELL, Philip. John Baskerville: a bibliography. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1959.
HULL, Robin. John Baskerville: shaping the alphabet. London: Robin Hull, 2015.
JAY, Leonard. Letters of the famous eighteenth-century printer John Baskerville of 

Birmingham. Birmingham: School of Printing, 1932.
—— Literature relating to John Baskerville and miscellaneous items in the reference library, 

Birmingham. Birmingham: School of Printing, 1937.
PARDOE, Frank E. John Baskerville of Birmingham, letter-founder and printer. London: 

Frederick Muller Limited, 1975.

Further Reading
Further Reading
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—— John Baskerville, 1705–1775: an address to the Wynkyn de Worde Society. London: 
privately printed for the Wynkyn de Worde Society, 1977. 

PARDOE, Frank E. and Anthony CHRISTMAS. In praise of John Baskerville. 
Huddersfield: Fleece Press, 1994.

STRAUS, Ralph and Robert DENT. John Baskerville: a memoir. London: Chatto 
& Windus, 1907.
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Articles

ANON. ‘John Baskerville and the writing masters’, Monotype Recorder, vol. 23, 
no. 201. London: Monotype Corporation, 1924. 2–7.

—— ‘John Baskerville’, Monotype Recorder, vol. 24, no. 208. London: Monotype 
Corporation, 1925. 11–13.
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